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To My Fiancee NAlA'!' with lave ••• 
People go on marrying because they can't resist 
natural forces, althOUgh many of them may know 
perfectly well that tliey are possibly tuYirg a 
month's pleasure with a llfe's diSoamfort. 
(JO, p.324) 
It seems to me men and women have really hurt one 
another so much, nowadays, that they fiad better 
stay apart till they have learned to 00 gentle with 
one ariOther a ~ i n . . Not all this forced passion and 
destructive @landering. Men and women should stay 
apart, till their hearts grCM gentle towards one 
another again. NCM, it's only eaCh one fighting for 
his own - or her own - uiiderneath the cover of 
tenderness • (SM, p.127) 
Marriage is the clue to human life, rut there is no 
marriage a ~ ~ from the wheeling sun and ~ ~
earth, from the strayi1]g of the planets and the 
magnificence of the flXed stars. Is not man 
different, utterly, a dawn from what he is at 
sunset? and a woman too? Arrl does not the changing 
harmony and discord of their variations make the 
secret music of life? (Phoenix II, p.504) 
'!he novel is a pe:rfect medium for revealipg to us 
the chanqing rainbow of our living relationships. 
'!he nover can help us to live, as nothing else can: 
no didactic scrlpture, anyhCM. If the novelist 
keeps his thumbs out of the pan. (Phoenix, p.532) 
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'!his thesis is a developmental ani COITparati ve study of 
marriage in the novels of '!homas Hardy ani D.H. Lawrence. Although 
this subject is frequently alluded to in recent criticism of both 
authors, it is rarely discussed in detail. '!he main interest of the 
study here is to show how marriage ani its sub-themes of love, sex 
and women, as well as society's perceptions of them in the late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, particularly in the period 
between 1870 and 1930, have developed in their social and 
psychological dllnensions, ani how ·these developments are reflected in 
the novels. Partly for biographical reasons Hardy ani Lawrence have 
different motives in exploring the there of marriage: one seeks to 
deconstruct it for its failure to bring fulfilment to husband and 
wife, the other attempts to reconstruct it anew in order to bring 
fulfilment to man and woman's relationship. '!his approach is 
reflected in the thesis by dividing it into three major parts: Part 
One is concerned with marriage in reality as it was understood by 
society and experienced by Hardy and lawrence; Part rrwo deals with 
marriage from two points of view; and Part Three is allotted to the 
consideration of marital patterns. 
While Chapter One surveys the social history of the period 
and the conceptual changes in the institution of marriage which took 
place in English society, Chapter rrwo shows how these changes are 
reflected in the lives of Hardy and lawrence, particularly in their 
relationships with women. As a transitional link between reality and 
fiction, Chapter Three examines marriage in two "autobiographical" 
novels, '!he Return of the Native and Sons and IDvers, in order to 
show the novelists' conscious and unconscious perceptions of their 
strong attachments to their mothers and the influence of this on 
their love and marriage relationships. '!he following two chapters 
investigate the presentation of marriage from two different points 
of view. To demonstrate how Hardy and Lawrence use different methods 
to tackle the issue of marriage, Chapter Four discusses marriage from 
a female point of view in Far from the Madding Cravd, '!he Woodlanders 
and '!he Rainbow. O1apter Five examines marriage from a male point of 
view in '!he Mayor of casterbridge, Aaron's Rod and "'!he captain's 
0011", trying to show how :int>ortant it is for the individual to 
reconcile his ''male'' and "female" eletrents in marriage. Cllapters six 
and Seven examine how Hardy and lawrence, by the use of a similar 
marital pattern, reach opposite conclusions which justify their 
intentions, the sixth chapter focusing on Tess of the d'Urbervilles 
and Women in IDve, the seventh on Jude the Obscure and ~ ~
Chatterley's IDver. 
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Towards the erxl of the nineteenth century, many novelists 
turned to one of the ll'OSt .ilrportant social am political issues of 
the day - "the wonan question", including the role of women within 
marriage. Marriage for these writers could no lorger simply provide a 
happy erxii.rg". Much fiction of that tine was not only devoted to the 
examination of marriage am sexuality, rut IOOre significantly was 
written from a wonan' s point of view, as if the marriage issue had 
been one-sided only. It is also curious to note that the best-known 
novels were written by men, am that some of the strorgest attacks on 
them came from women. Instead of praisirg significant works such as 
Grant Allen's '!he Wonan Who Did am Hardy's Jude the Oh;cure (both 
published in 1895), which precisely deal with "the woman question", 
Margaret Oliphant, the well-known novelist, attacked the two authors 
for advocatirg free unions. Interestirgl y , Oliphant, called her 
article "'!he Anti -Marriage League" . Women novelists of the later 
nineteenth century, though increasirgly courageous in addressirg "the 
wonan question", were relatively conservative in their attitudes to 
this issue. As Merryn Williams has pointed out, alIrost every woman 
novelist who became a best-seller in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, was likely to hold conventional views on the 
roles and duties of women. 1 
In the earlier part of the nineteenth century in England, the 
rights of a married woman were very restricted. Upon marriage, she 
became her husband's property, am by law she was forced to subnit 
completely to him. If she happened to be rich, then he had the right 
to control her lOOney or property while she needed her husband's 
consent to use it. It is for this reason that marriage in the middle 
and upper classes could be seen IOOre as a b.lsiness arrangement than 
anything else. One critic described couples enterirg and leavirg 
church in the 1870s as "cool and b.ls inessl ike , as though havirg paid 
the deposit on the purchase of a donkey or a ~ ~ barrow, they 
were just goirg in with their witnesses to settle the bargain". 2 
Fathers, especially those with many daughters, were eager to narry 
their daughters off by attractirg prosperous and respectable men. 
Similarly, a middle-class man could not narry until he was able to 
maintain a wife, a servant, and several children. Arrl if he had to 
keep a IOOther and yo urger sisters, he would have to put off marriage 
until he was financially secure. Engagements were indeed a very 
serious rosiness. Anthony Trollope, in '!he Eustace Diamonds (1972, 
Olapter 76), is representative here: many men, he writes "literally 
cannot marry for love, because their earnings will do no more than 
support themselves". Marriages for lOOney or marriages for convenience 
constitute indeed one of the central themes in the mid-nineteenth 
century. 3 
Novelists also took up the question of the double-standard in 
sexual morality, whereby pre-rna.ri tal cbastity was demanded of a wonan 
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rut not of a man, am a "fallen woman" was an object of social 
corrlemnation. Increasin;Jly, feminist thinkers ani writers attacked 
these assumptions. In Tess of the d'Urbervilles, one of the finest 
studies of the predicament of a "fallen woman", Hardy is fully 
prepared to sympathise with the heroine am forgive her. Even though 
she loses her virginity, her creator refuses to see her as other than 
"a pure woman". When Tess was reviewed in the 1890s, many critics 
were ready to corrlenm Angel Clare for rejecting his wife, especially 
when he had been no more chaste than she was. But Hardy still 
emphasised, in an interview with Raymorrl Blathwayt, that "I have had 
many letters from men who say they would have done exactly as he 
did".4 
If Victorian novelists were increasingly ready to forgive 
unchaste women ani portray them with urrlerstarrlin;J as Hardy did, many 
were certainly reluctant to deferrl adulterous wives. Only a few 
authors were courageous enough to look ahead of their tilne, even if 
this meant questioning contemporary attitudes. In Jude the Obscure, 
Hardy not only attacks conventional society, tut also questions the 
whole institution of marriage as well as its ilnportance. He examines 
what happens when people make the wrong choice in marriage, am what 
they should do when it breaks down. One solution is easier divorce, a 
more extreme solution the abolition of marriage am its replacement 
by free love. Hardy believed that rigid marriage laws should be 
changed arrl made more flexible to allow greater freedom for both 
husband ani wife. He supported his argument by two main stages. 
First, women should not be made men's property, am since marriage 
was nothing tut an institution which gave the men the right to 
subjugate their women, he resolved to reject it. Secorn, because 
marriage was a lifelong conunitment between husband arrl wife, when 
divorce was unavailable or too expensive, he saw no sense in people 
gettin;J married when they, arourrl the turn of the century, could live 
together happily without it. 
But even in the early twentieth century, novelists still could 
not write as freely as they would have wished to. In 1915, '!he 
Rainbow was suppressed, am in 1928 Lady O1atterley's Lover was 
banned (it was not allowed to be published in an unexpurgated version 
in Englarrl until 1960). However, this is not to say that writers did 
not have more freedom than their Victorian predecessors. On the 
contrary, they were able to address sexual relationships inside ani 
outside marriage with relatively more explicitness. Unchaste women 
ani adulterous wives were no longer taboo in society; they became the 
new heroines of some of the best-known novels. In '!he Sisters, for 
example, Lawrence gives us a detailed account of marriage in three 
sua:::essi ve generations, am shows how women have becorre more 
irrlependent, taking their own initiatives. Lawrence's main interest 
is not socia-historical, even though this aspect is of importance in 
his novels, tut more precisely sexual ani psychological. In addition, 
he believes that heredity am parenthood can play major roles in 
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predet:.ermi.ninJ one's character an::} sexuality. Arrl since no marriage 
is successful unless it is sexually canpatible, as he believed, he 
resolves to search for the truth of this fonnula in htnnan psychology. 
In lady Cllatterley's lover, lawrence's fullest treabnent of the 
subject, he detennines (in its three versions) to investigate the 
iIrp:>rtance of sex in marriage. 
Especially after the Great War, lawrence believed that a great 
c.han;Je had taken place in the relationship of the sexes, an::} that 
instead of being the superior sex, men ncM became the inferior. In 
her book lawrence's Men an::} Women (1985), Sheila Macleod concludes 
her study by' stressing that lawrence saw not just men and women 
exc.han;Jing social roles as a result of a decaying civilization, b..It 
also neglecting an::} suppressirg their lower sensual selves in favour 
of their upper intellectual selves. 5 To live fully and 
comprehensively, for lawrence, men and women nrust first recognise 
that they are not only different but also opposites and opposed, and 
then seek to reconcile themselves in marriage. '!heir relationship 
should be two-fold: meeting and minglirg in the lower selves and 
separation in the upper ones. '!his is lawrence's ultimate Objective 
in marriage and fiction, which he seems to achieve only in IEQy 
Cllatterley's lover. Just as Hardy tries repeatedly through his novels 
to dissolve marriage, so lawrence, in a reverse journey, hopes to 
reconstruct it on a new basis of equality between men and women. 
It is, therefore, the purpose of this study to examine marriage 
in the novels of '!honas Hardy an::} D. H. lawrence as the theme 
manifests itself sociologically, psychologically, and above all, 
historically. '!he authors' own notions of marriage will always be my 
prime concern, unless of course otherwise dictated. I shall first 
examine marriage biographically in the lives of the two authors, 
focusing primarily on women's relationships, in order to show their 
profound urrlerstarrling of and consistent preoccupation with the 
the:rre, as it develops in their mirxis fram beirg a personal dilennna to 
a wide social problem. I believe that the novelists' perception of 
marriage was externally (sociologically) influenced by society's 
patriarchal conventions , especially those about women which they 
sought to c.han;Je, and internally (psychologically) shaped by their 
rrothers' oedipal upbringirg on the one hard, and their wives' natural 
rivalry for daninance, on the other. In my view', marriage and perhaps 
its treabnent could not have developed radically, from being a 
traditional institution urrler the rigid laws of the church and the 
state to a free union governed largely by intuition an::} sexual needs, 
without the society's change of its harsh ideology about women. 
It is in this light that the novels of Hardy an::} lawrence will 
then be comparatively investigated. In addition to that, I intern to 
relate the question of marriage to the issue of feminism from an 
historical point of view because, as Hilary Simpson eJTPlasises in her 
book D.H. lawrence and Feminism (1982), "feminist literary criticism 
as such is still firrling its feet, but the doa..nnentation of women's 
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history is well-established, am can help to provide a fresh basis 
for literary analysis".6 I shall argue that there is a direct linkage 
between the two areas, am that the novels in question are shaped by 
this linkage. '!he study also aims to trace the development am change 
in the theme of marriage in the period (1870-1930), am to test 
Coventry Patmore's prediction when he wrote in 1887 that: "'Ibe 
student of 1987, if he wants to kncM anything really about us, will 
not firrl it in our poets or our philosophers or our parliamentary 
debates, rut in our novelists". 7 
'!horras Hardy (1840-1928) am D.H. lawrence (1885-1930) are 
chosen for this particular study because of their significant 
similarities am their literary connections as lawrence's "study of 
'Iborras Hardy" clearly demonstrates. Marriage is not only a prevailing 
theme in their writing, rut also a mirror in which we can view social 
am political changes in Englam. To my best kncMledge, there has not 
so far been a similar study corrlucted on both writers with respect to 
marriage. Many scholars am students have indeed tackled the subject 
in one way or another, either in short reports or longer papers, rut 
none of them, yet, seems to have made a full-length comparative study 
of the topic. Hardy am lawrence are both very prolific authors in 
prose am verse, rut for the purpose of this study I shall 
concentrate on selected full-length works of fiction. My choice of 
the novels is first dictated by their recognized central significance 
in the canons of both writers, am secondly by their dOCLUrtel1ted 
importance to marriage as they shape an interrelated pattern of 
progression which reflects the writers' personal lives and their 
contemporary societies. Other, less central texts will be referred to 
as necessary. Although The Mayor of casterbridge am Aaron's Rod, for 
instance, may not be considered priInarily as marriage novels, they 
raise issues relating to marriage that justify their consideration. 
Furthennore, in treating subjects of potentially wide and 
manifold ramifications such as marriage, it is difficult, if not 
illlpossible, not to get involved with other interrelated topics such 
as love, sex am women, for marriage after all is nothing beyond 
these subjects. In defining marriage, for example, lawrence writes: 
''Marriage is no marriage that is not correspondence of blood". 8 But 
since these areas have already been sufficiently investigated, I 
shall only use them here as sub-themes to my major topic, marriage, 
in order to enrich the study am strengthen my arguments. 'Ibis study 
will, therefore, examine marriage in the novels of Hardy am 
lawrence, am will consider the changing ideology of women in 
relationship to marriage am feminism. 
In addition to being comparative, the study is also 
complementary am developmental. To look at Hardy as lawrence's 
predecessor, am to point to lawrence as the inheritor of Hardy's 
thematic concerns as many critics usually do, has increasingly become 
c::anunonplace. '!his study will, therefore, aim to show that love am 
marriage in Hardy am lawrence fonn not only a full circle of 
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progress, rut a canplete chapter in human history. It is in their 
novels that one can see the reflection of society's development from 
traditionalism to IOOdernism, not just in marriage, bIt also in other 
manifestations of life. Just as society has developed from one stage 
to another, so marriage am its trea'boont have developed 
problematically from an external social context of finance, class, 
education, am errployrrent to internal psychological problems of 
sexuality am imividuality. If this illustrates anything, it is how 
far the novel has travelled between 1870 am 1930, between the 
beginning of Hardy's career as a novelist am the errl of lawrence's, 
or between Darwin am Freud, in order to reflect development am 
change in English thought am society. 
On a personal level, however, the study is very crucial to me 
for two main reasons. First, as an Arab scholar, I believe that, 
although Arab society, generally speaking, has developed massively on 
the material level, especially after the discovery of oil in the 
1930s, it is still conservatively Victorian. since marriage is still 
the most important institution which can allow a serious relationship 
to develop between men am women, I found it significant to study 
changes in the concept of marriage between the Victorian and modern 
ages (because Arab society , historically speaking, is trapped between 
the two eras), in order to find out what development may take place 
in our society in the future. 
Secondly, because Arab society is as conservative as Victorian 
England, I found great similarities between the two on moral grounds. 
Tess, for exanple, is very much an Arab woman am Angel is an Arab 
man. In an Arab context, she could not be forgiven for losing her 
virginity, nor he be blamed for rejecting her. '!his is exactly how a 
typical Arab would behave towards his unchaste woman. The double 
standard is another striking similarity. In the past, if an Arab male 
was known to be promiscuous, society was ready to forgive him, rut if 
the woman, on the other hand, was suspected of going astray, she 
would never be forgiven. 'Ibis is, of course, increasingly changing 
now, for women in the last two or three decades have assumed active 
roles in society, am for this reason, change is bourrl to happen. If 
Hardy's heroines are "spitting images" of Arab women today, SUe 
Bridehead is too liberal to live in Arab society as a respected 
member, let alone lawrence's women. studying marriage in English 
society can cornparati vely highlight some ob5cure social aspects in 
the Arab world, especially as far as the novel is concerned. 
It is worth mentioning here that whereas Hardy fonnulates no 
explicit philosophy in exploring marriage in his novels, merely 
attitudes, lawrence errploys a mnnber of working theories. In the 
Life, Hardy writes: "A frierrl of mine writes objecting to what he 
calls my 'philosophy' (though I have no Iirllosophy - merely what I 
have often explained to be on! y a confused heap of impressions, like 
those of a bewildered child at a conjuring show)" (Life, p. 410). In 
his Preface to Jude the Ob5cure, Hardy also disclaims having a 
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philosophy: "Like forner productions of this pen, Jude the Obscure is 
simply an en:1eavour to give shape am coherence to a series of 
seemings, or personal impressions" (JO, p.39). By ex>ntrast, ha.vever, 
lawrence writes, in "Foreword" to Fantasia of the Unconscious: "'!his 
pseudo - philosophy of mine... is deduced fran the novels and poems, 
not the reverse. • . 'Ihe novels am poems are pure passionate 
experience" . 9 For the purpose of this study, therefore, I will refer 
to lawrence's philosophy in general when I want to suggest a meeting 
between men and women on equal am opposite terms - a meeting which 
necessitates that nan and woman achieve their "irrlividuality" first 
and then come together as opposite on equal terms. 
'Ihroughout his novels, lawrence uses four distinct theories in 
his ex>ntinuous attempt to reconcile nan and woman's opposition and 
reex>nstruct marriage. In '!he Rai.nbc:M, he develops "two-in-one". 'Ibis 
theory dictates that nan and woman are two separate entities rut in 
the prCX'!eSS of coming together, they must sul::mit the self not to one 
another rut to the "Holy Ghost", and as a result they become two 
parts of a single whole. In Women in love, lawrence, realising the 
weaknesses of the earlier theory (e.g. losing the self for ever), 
comes up with "unison in separateness". '!his theory insists that man 
and woman should corne together as separate beings and never lose the 
self in the process of coming together. It is for this reason that 
Birkin both advocates the "stars equilibrium" philosophy (another 
name for the theory) and insists on Gerald's friendship as 
complementary to his marriage with Ursula. In the leadership novels, 
lawrence supposes that man and woman relationship would not work 
unless there is a hierarchy in it. "One up, one davn" is not only a 
marriage theory rut a political philosophy as well. Here lawrence 
emphasises that woman must sul::mit to man for passion, and this man 
must sul:.Jnit to a great man for guidance. It is not until ~ ~
Chatterley's lover and after three succ.essi ve attempts that lawrence 
had finally been able to reconcile man and woman by making them 
sul:.Jnit to one another on equal terms and yet still maintain the self 
intact. 'Ibis theory is "tenderness" or "democracy of touch". 
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Marriage 
in History and Biography 
CHAPTER ONE 
SOCIAL HIS'ImY: DEVEIDPMEm' OF IDDJLOGY IN ~ ~ AND FnfiNISM 
In the early part of the nineteenth century, a woman was 
severely disadvantaged with regard to the CMnerShip of property, . 
opportunities for education am enployment were extremely restricted, 
am her status within marriage was a subordinate one. A middle class 
woman's role was nonnally restricted to domestic activities. She was 
either an obedient housewife or a virgin doll with nothing to do. In 
an account of his family which can be taken as a typical example of 
oppressed middle-class women in mid-Victorian society, Edward 
carpenter writes: 
'!here were six or seven servants in the house, am IllY 
six sisters had atsolutely nothing to do except dabble 
in paint am music. .. am warner aimlessly from room to 
room to see if by d1ance ' ~ i n g g was going on'. {).]sting, coaki!1g, s e w ~ , , dap1ing - all light household 
duties were al£eaqy forestalled ... am marriage, with 
the growing scarcity of men, was becoming every day 
less -likely! or easy to cc:nrpiSS. More tban once, girls 
of whom I east exPected it told me that th*iir lives 
were miserable, 'with nothing on earth to do'. 
Bored am frustrated as they were, such women were treated as second-
class citizens am far rerroved from being ordinary hmnan beings with 
full needs am equal rights. Lydia Becker, a leading Victorian 
feminist, compared the position of middle class women unfavourably 
with that of working am upper classes women: "What I most desire, is ~ " "
to see married women of the middle class stand on the same terms of 
equality as prevail in the working classes and the highest 
aristocracy. A great lady or a factory woman are independent persons 
- personages - the women of the middle classes are nobodies, am if 
they act for themselves they lose caste! ,,2 For the purpose of this' 
study, I shall concentrate on middle class women for two main 
reasons. First, feminism itself was originally a middle class 
llK)vement whose issues were largely debated anong educated middle 
class women. Working class women, even though increasingly aware of 
their subjugation, were very reluctant to discuss it perhaps partly 
for economic reasons and partly for lack of education. 3 Secorrlly, 
although women and ideology about them differ socially from one group 
to another, they are basically the same in so far as their sexuality 
is concerned. Nevertheless, since such characters as Tess, Clara 
Dawes and Mrs Morel either belong to or married into the working 
classes, there will inevitably be same consideration of 
representation of this group. 
Al.IIDst every sensitive writer of the late Victorian and early 
Eiiwardian eras was sympathetic, in one way or another, towards women· 
and their struggle for equal rights. '!he first issues with which the 
feminists concerned themselves were education am enployrnent, and 
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IOC>St of the major writers of the period, even those who were seen 
later on as anti -feminists like George G i s s ~ ~ ani Henry Jeuoos, 
acknowledged these rights in their novels ani essays. It is alJoost 
! impossible to talk about marriage in Victorian-Etlwardian ErxJlani 
without referring to the question of feminism, for women's 
emancipation goes harxl in harxl with the developnent of the conception 
of love am marriage. It is, therefore, the purpose of this chapter 
first to trace the developnent of feminism as a social movement fran 
about 1850 am examine its interrelationship with marriage. '!hen the 
discussion will focus on the "nature" and sexual ideology of women in 
Victorian society arrl. how the feminists worked very hard to r e ~ e f i n e e
or correct them. Finally, the last part will devote itself to the 
discussion of the novel as a social doa.nnent which records the 
development of the feminist achievement ani interprets, as it seeks 
to c.llaD3'e, the conventional linages of women. It is worth stressing 
here that even though the Victorian age is a very long era with huge 
social arrl. political changes, it is a relatively short period to 
easily and rapidly affect change in people's behaviours and attitudes 
towards crucial issues such as marriage and warnen's sexuality. 
Although feminism existed in ErxJlarrl. nruch earlier, today's 
women's liberation movements are a natural arrl. perhaps an inevitable 
development of these revolutionary ideas of the late eighteenth 
century arrl. in particular the French Revolution. '!hose ideologies did 
not really belong to organised m::>vements as such; they were 
individual efforts of some intelligent women who, unlike many others, 
were able to urrlerstand the oppression forced on them by the 
patriarchal society arrl. sought to maintain their freedan. Even though 
the French Revolution did little to support the emancipation of women 
in France, it, nevertheless, inspired many women in Britain and 
Anerica to question the subjection of women arrl. the neans to errl it. 
One of these warnen was Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-97), whose b .. ··· 
Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792) was a leading feminist 
document. 
Wollstonecraft was not, however, the earliest woman in England 
to break the women's silence arrl. protest against society's 
conventions. Mrs Hannah Woolley and Mrs Bathshua Makin, to name only 
two, were prominent warnen in the seventeenth century to address 
feminism. 4 In short, women, regardless of their class and objectives, 
were aware of their problems of discrinrination rut they could not 
unite to tackle them effectively until the mid-Victorian age. In 
Anerica, for instance, the women's m::>vement was linked with the anti-
slavery movement in the 1830s arrl. 1840s as a result of many warnen's 
(mainly the evargelicals') support for the blacks in their striving 
for freedom. What the two movements had in cx:xnrron was the fact that 
both women am blacks were treated badly as secorrl-class citizens by 
the white men. '!he association between the two is very remarkable in 
urrlerstarrling warnen's feelings towards oppression. 
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It was not until 1 ~ : ? _ E ? ? I when the first organised feminist 
m:JVement in Erglam was fonned l?Y_ Barbara leigh Smith am Bessie 
Raynor Parkes, tbat wanen becane nore tmited am determined than ever 
before to fight for their equal rights. '!hey soon forced Parliament 
to debate the Married Wanen's Property Bill, am in 1858 they 
established the Englishwoman's Journal in order to promote the 
discussion of women's problems. In 1859, the lTOVement also set up a 
society for Promoting the Einployment of Women am debated the 
possibility of higher education for girls, guardianship of children 
am nost importantly, the legal position of married women. Although 
the Divorce Act of 1857 offered some protection for women, it was 
hardly maintainable for its high cost am discrimination against 
women. 5 As explored in '!he Woodlamers, only the very wealthy man 
could afford to divorce his wife for adultery, while the woman needed 
to prove not only tbat the husband cormnitted adultery rut a second 
offence such as cruelty or desertion. Not even the adjusbnent of the 
divorce law in 1878 gave the woman the right to divorce her husband 
freely. She had to wait nore than three decades before such a right 
could eventually be granted. As for her property am earnings, the 
law did not recognise the woman's right to completely own her 
property am earnings inside am outside marriage until 1882, after 
many campaigns. 
All of these political achievements were reflected in the 
novels of the period, including those of Hardy. What was not 
precisely reflected was the discrimination against women within these 
fulfilled obligations. Although society nc:M acknowledged women's 
rights to education am economic independence through creating more 
job opportunities, it still discriminated against them in getting the 
same curricultnn or the same jots. Where there was no threat to male 
monopoly of professions, girls were given sympathy am encouraged to 
take up the "left-overs". In the same line, some refonners continued 
to confine wanen to special curricula in order to prepare them for 
their vocations as wives am mothers. Behin:i this campaign were the 
Evangelical Christians, whose religious attitudes fonned a threat to 
wOmen's emancipation. Instead of being only wives am mothers as the 
evangelicals advocated, the feminists wished to be independent and 
equal to men. '!hese principles were adopted by the equal rights 
feminists who wanted to demolish the traditional concept of the 
family am re-shape society on the notion of equality between men am 
women. '!he clash of ideas between the evangelicals am equal rights 
feminists on the duties am rights of women had encouraged the 
socialists to be more active am sensitive towards the "woman 
question" . 
'!hough socialist feminism had its roots, not in Marxism as many 
people believed, rut in the earlier communitarian socialism 
(associated with Olarles Fourier), it derived much of its doctrine 
fram the Saint-Simonian m:JVeroent in France, whose attacks on the 
traditional family made the noveroent of particular interest to the 
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feminists. What is so ilnportant in this respect is the fact that the 
feminist views of both William Fox am Jctm stuart Mill, the 
philosophers arrl equal r i g h t s ~ ~ canpaigners, were alloost identical with 
those of socialist feminism. 6 '!he main difference between the two 
traditions was in economic doctrine. 'lhe socialists wanted the 
principles of cooperation to replace those of canpetition am urged 
that emancipation would be achieved after liberatirg women from 
housework arrl allowirg them to participate in the process of 
production. In other words, the woman's question, though inseparable 
from the issue of class struggle, was always secoOOary and came later 
in the socialists' agerrla. 
In so far as marriage was concerned, the socialists saw it 
urrler capitalism as part of the property system in which women were 
bought arrl sold either legally within marriage or illegally as in 
prostitution. (In Jude the Obscure, for exanple, Jude calls SUe's 
marriage with Phillotson "a fanatic prostitution" (JO, p.437». To 
rebel against that was to advocate "free love" as another option and 
call for the abolition of roth private property am the traditional 
family. Urxler this definition, marriage would be free and established 
on an equal basis of mutual attraction and pure love. Among the 
leading figures in the socialist movement to regard love as the only 
basis for marriage was Charles Fourier (1772-1837). Although he was a 
Frenchman, he was very influential in Englam arrl the United states 
for roth his communitarianism arrl his pennissive sexual attitudes. 
His argument was simple: since men were allowed by social convention 
to love as they liked, women should be equally free to form as many 
sexual relationships as they pleased. 
It is also worth mentioning that Fourier's notions of love arrl 
passion published in his book Passions of the Human Soul greatly 
influenced Hardy's ilnagination aI1d helped him construct his love 
philosophy arrl psychological theory of human eIOOtions. 7 Equally 
ilnportant was John stuart Mill's book '!he SUbjection of Women (1869). 
Not only was this regarded as a most significant stage in the history 
of women's emancipation, rut it is also essential to the study of 
'!homas Hardy as it had a strong influence on Jude the Obscure. J.S. 
Mill believed, like the socialists, that marriage should be based on 
love as the only proper requirement for it (not property) arrl that.· 
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incanpatible marriage should be dissolvable the moment either one of: 
the parties renounced it. Also he thought that whereas the 
irrlissolubility of marriage had worked to the advantage of women in 
the past, as catholics still argue, it was to the disadvantage of 
women in the present tiIne to keep the tie pennanent because it 
increased their dependency on their husbands. 8 
Although the socialist tradition seemed to be very much in line 
with the ideology of equal rights feminists represented by Mill, the 
two groups tended to become dissimilar in their views as the century 
wore on. In a pamphlet written in association with Etlward Aveling in 
1886, Eleanor Marx, the daughter of Karl Marx, rejected the goals of 
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the equal rights feminists, particularly the suffrage and higher 
education, and argued that the position of women would only be 
improved if socialism took over and its ideas were totally accepted9 . 
'!he feminists in general were in favour of any new initiative which 
supported the woman cause, rut the Marxists were too radical for them 
in the late Victorian age in their advocacy of "free love" and other 
cormnunitarian principles. 
Qf the three doctrines in the nineteenth century which affected 
the feminist IOC>verrent, ~ e e socialist was the rrost feminist in theory. 
In practice, it failed to attract lIDre publicity because it insisted 
that socialism had to COIre first. Evargelical Olristianity was not 
feminist in many respects despite the fact that it claiIred some basic 
rights for women such as education and errployxoont. '!he main 
limitation in this moverrent was the traditional belief that home and 
family were the natural place for women and, if women were educated, 
it was either for the benefit of their households or to get 
"feminine" jobs like teaching. Whatever the girls did, they were 
expected, in one way or another, to regard marriage as their ultimate 
goal. Between the two extremes, there was the equal rights tradition 
which was IOC>re pragmatic than the other two because its denmrls for 
emancipation were highly convincing. It was from this tradition that 
the women's suffrage IOC>verrent was to develop towards the end of the 
century. 
While speaking of the women's lIDverrents in the nineteenth 
century, one cannot dismiss the sexual ideolCXJY of the Victorians and 
current notions of the "nature" of women. '!he polarisation of women, 
by social convention, into either chaste or fallen, virgin or whore, 
had split the IOC>rals of women into two opposite extremes and deprived 
them of other possible options. A women like Tess in Tess of the 
d'Urbervilles, for instance, is doomed to suffer for life because she 
is trapped between the Victorian sexual codes. since she is not a 
virgin, then she is, as Angel Clare sees her, a fallen woman, a 
whore. It was not until Josephine Butler (1828-1906), a leading 
evangelical feminist, campaigned against the Contagious Diseases 
Acts10 in the 1870s that society's concern was aroused to discuss 
openly the sexual behaviour of women, prostitutes in particular, and 
to relate such issues to the feminist arguments about the 
relationship between men and women. '!he feminist debate over sexual 
issues took place everywhere, in newspapers, essays and fiction, in 
courts and Parliament, in public and private meetings and in the 
feminist IOC>vements' "headquarters". The meetings usually resulted in 
general comemnation of the existing state of affairs, called for an 
em to the sexual discrimination against women's stereotypes and 
demarrled equal treabnent between the sexes. 
'!he demarrl . for an em to the double st.arrlard of sexual 
IOC>rality, for example, did not necessarily mean the opening up to 
wc::aren of opportunities already available to men, b.It it demanded that 
men should stop their sexual exploitation of women. '!his certainly 
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had a great inpact on brin:Jin:J up the question of Il'Oral equality 
between the sexes, for women did not expect. themselves to break the 
rules an:} violate the sexual convention unless they were ready to 
make sacrifices. While attackirg prostitution, same women, like 
Josephine Butler, had already argued that prostitution was primarily 
caused by lack of work for girls am their low pay.11 Instead of 
solving the problems of female unemployment am wages as the 
feminists expected, the goverrnnent decided to legalise prostitution, 
causing Il'Ore children of twelve am thirteen to sell sex for Il'Oney. 12 
It was not tUltil 1885 an:} after William stead's canpaign that the 
goverrment agreed to raise the age of consent from twelve to sixteen. 
rrbe issue of prostitution itself was a very crucial and 
controversial one for the feminists. Under current conventions, men 
were able to sin with impunity while women were expected to stay 
within the conventions and dutifully love their unfaithful husbands. 
'!his discrinrination led to the connection between the supporters of 
the Contagious Diseases Acts am anti-feminism on the one hand, and 
purity campaigners am feminists on the other. Though the purity 
campaigners were an evangelical minority in theory, their views were 
influential on the feminists. rrbey not only stressed the ilnportance 
of male chastity13 rut also denied any sexual instinct in women. The 
distinction between love am lust within marriage am outside it made 
the purity campaigners conclude that women had little if any sexual 
desire and thus, paradoxically, that they should learn how to 
suppress their own sexual feelin:Js am those of their husbands if 
they were to be considered chaste and respectable. Some of them went 
on to argue that sex should be restricted to procreation and men 
should not b.rrden their wives with it more of ten. 14 Sexual pleasure 
was, therefore, denied even in marriage and men were consequently 
forced to look outside it for sexual satisfaction. 
Among the leading writers of the period, whose works on 
prostitution and venereal diseases were long considered authori tati ve 
was William Acton. In a statement which supported the purity 
campaigners' views on women's sexuality, Acton says: 
As a general rule a modest wonan seldom desires any 
sexual gratification for herself. She subnits to her 
husbarrl, h.rt only to please him' and, rut for the 
desire of m a ~ t y , , would far rather be relieved from 
his attentions. 
If Acton's views can be regarded as widely held in the period, then 
there are all sorts of good reasons for Hardy and Lawrence 
(especially the latter) to discuss sex in their essays and explore 
women's sexuality in their novels. Lawrence's examination of sex is, 
therefore, not an ol:session rut an investigation to clarify an 
• important misunderstarrling of the nature of women. To misunderstarrl 
women is not only to misrepresent half the population of the earth 
rut also to lead all mankind into false relationships which can only 
result in pain and destruction. 
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'!he feminist nnvement of the nineteenth century deserves credit 
for its tremendous efforts to force society to re-define the position 
of women am their sexual behaviour. What the rrovement failed to 
urrlerstarrl, however, was the relationship between the issue of 
contraception am feminism. Its hostility to birth control revealed 
the extraordinary short-sightedness of the feminists arrl their 
attitude towards sex in general. '!he novelty of the subject itself 
caused a split in feminist opinions. Sorre of them considered it 
inuroral because it reduced women to sexual objects without any 
consequences. others, like the leading suffragette Millicent Garrett 
Fawcett, saw it as jeopardising their political chances of getting 
the vote am other social refonns. 16 Only a minority of feminists 
sympathised with women, mainly those of the working-class who tended 
to have larger families, who believed that contraception could 
relieve the women's hrrden of unwanted child-bearing which reduced 
women to fecundity machines. Women like Anna Brangwen in rrhe Rainbow 
would not have had to lose her feminist battle with her husband, will 
Brangwen, am would not have been reduced to being only a mother of 
nine children if she had considered any of the birth-control 
techniques available at that time. Contraception itself, although 
used throughout the century, was not legal. Both the CllUrch arrl the 
medical profession condemned the use of contraceptive measures either 
because they were repugnant to Clrristian morality or physically 
hannful. James Mill was jailed in 1823 arrl Bradlaugh and Besant were 
put on trial in 1877, both for distril::uting pamphlets on birth 
control. What was astonishing about these events was that they were 
both indifferently received by the feminists. 
Although the issue of contraception was not taken up until the 
turn of the century, it had re-awakened the feminists to consider 
another important issue. In all times, to some extent even today, 
women have always been exclusively defined by and closely identified 
with their looks and sexuality, with little or no attention paid to 
their intellectual capacities. 'Ibis attitude towards women could not 
be changed unless, as the nineteenth-century feminists knew only too 
well, women themselves collaborated to redefine concepts of love and 
marriage. In the past, mainly in fiction (here I take the novel as 
representative), marriage was often considered as a perfect solution 
to all women's problems. '!hat is why marriage am a happy ending in 
the nineteenth century novel were very popular. In the last quarter 
of the century, novelists am feminists alike realised the fact that 
for women marriage was no longer the earthly paradise they had 
dreamed about. On the contrary, they saw it as the main oh3tacle to 
emancipation. 
One of the main problems of marriage in the nineteenth century 
was the husband's one-sided sexual denands on the wife. since women 
were largely seen as sexual objects, men fourrl it natural to subject 
their wives to sexual aruse. It was this image of women that the 
feminists were trying to change. In order to do this, they had to 
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insist on a woman's right to control her l::x:xiy am withhold herself 
from her husbarrl' s bed. In Jude the Ohscure, for exanple, the 
question of sexual demam am suhnission between husbarrl am wife is 
fully explored. SUe Bridehead rejects marriage because she does not 
want to subnit sexually to a husbarrl whenever he chooses arrl as the 
law gives hlln the right to do. To reject marriage was to gain a 
right. 
since it is only a short step from excessive sexual dernarrl to 
sexual violence, some men never hesitated to use force against their 
resisting wives. Elizabeth Blackwell, a well-known American feminist , 
believed that ''women's lack of sexual response was rot natural, rut a 
consequence of fear of childbirth arrl previous painful sexual r 
relationships" .17 It was not lUltil 1991 that the ED;Jlish law finally 
(a hurrlred years after the feminists discussed the issue) 
crirninalized husbarrls who use sexual violence against their wives. 
Marital rape is now recognised as a crilne in Englarrl, as it has been 
in America since 1970. Marriage brought not only the fear of frequent 
arrl violent sexual intercourse arrl conception for women rut also the 
anxiety of the transmission of venereal diseases. In her argmnent 
against the Contagious Diseases Acts, Josephine Butler argues: "It is 
lUljust to punish the sex who are the victims of a vice, and leave 
unpunished the sex who are the main cause, both of the vice, and its 
dreaded consequences". 18 Moreover, in her pamphlet '!he Great Scourge 
and How to End It (1913), Cristabel Pankhurst claimed that from 
seventy-five to eighty percent of men had gonorrhoea and a 
considerable percentage syphilis. 19 For this reason among others, 
celibacy was encouraged by the feminists as a life-style towards the \ 
end of the century. (Pankhurst's slogan ''Votes for Women", it should 
be emphasised, also carried with it another demarxi: "Cllastity for 
Men".) '!his trend of feminism was portrayed successfully in some of 
the novels of the 1880s arrl 1890s, including some by Hardy and Henry 
James, where the heroines became typically sexless arrl more 
intellectual in their opposition to men arrl marriage. Florence 
Nightingale is a familiar example of this. 
Some of those who did not see marriage as the main issue argued 
that it was women's economic irrleperrlence that was the fundamental 
question in female emancipation. Marriage was not a problem if women 
could financially support themselves arrl need no longer manipulate 
their husbarrls by using their sexual appeal. Among the feminists who 
believed in women's econanic irrlependence as the only way out of 
their essential parasitism was Olive Schreiner, whose '!he story of An 
African Fann (1883) is now regarded as a classic feminist text. 
'!hough she attacks marriage for its humiliation of dependent WCJIren 
and male sexual domination, she sees education am employment as the 
means of salvation for WCJIren'S emancipation. '!hus, two groups of 
feminists can be identified as far as the question of priorities in 
the women's irrleperrlence agerrla is concerned. '!he first saw marriage 
as the main problem and dernarrled equal rights to divorce arrl child 
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custody, encouraged celibacy am female frieOOship, am advocated 
equal sexual freedom for male am female. '!he secorrl group saw 
economic irrlepe:rrlence as the main problem am demanded better 
education, rrore job opportunities, equal pay am the right to vote. 
'!he vote was a much rrore complicated issue for the feminists 
than anyt:hirg else. As early as 1832, a petition was presented to 
Parliament asking for the vote for all urnnarried females who were 
qualified, b.It it took Parliament more than eighty years to grant 
women the right to vote. '!he delay was not to be blamed on the 
goverrnnent alone for all the concerned bexlies were very reluctant to 
support the suffragette IOOVement, even the feminists themselves. 20 
Not until the em of the 1890s am the early 1900s did the 
suffragettes receive the finn acceptance among the feminists which 
led them to get the vote in 1918 (though adult suffrage was not 
achieVed by all British women lllltil 1928). In this respect Olive 
Banks argues that: "'!his was largely the result of two new factors in 
the situation: the grCMth of support for women's suffrage amongst 
women themselves, and the increasing importance of the labour 
movements in British Politics". She concludes that the vote, "which 
had united women of different social backgrourrls in the struggle to 
achieve it, would soon separate them once it had been achieved". 21 
'!his was quite true. As soon as the suffragettes got the vote, 
their ultiInate objective, they became not only less dependent on men 
:rut rrore sceptical about its advantages. As the suffragettes came 
from different backgrounds, they tended to value self and party 
interests much higher than the feminist cause. In fact, most women 
were drawn into feminism after they had already become committed to 
another question. Seeing themselves in the 1920s and 1930s after they 
had gained the vote still dependent on allies, the majority of which 
were men, to support their rrovement (the very thing they used to do 
in the nineteenth century), many women dismissed the vote as 
unimportant. 
'!he period after the vote was won is particularly important to 
highlight lawrence's feminism. Between the years 1920 and 1950, many 
of the central feminist issues in the nineteenth century such as 
education, employment and divorce rights had alIoc>st disappeared and 
many feminists thought that the battle was over. Consequently, many 
women saw themselves drawn to participate in some welfare activities, 
such as campaigns about maternity benefit, child care and poverty. 
'!his is where the l1alle ''Welfare feminists" came from. since there was 
nothing else left on the f e m i n i ~ ~ agerrla to struggle for, the new 
feminists fourrl themselves deferrling welfare issues which led them to 
campaign for protective legislation for workinJ women. Ironically, 
the debate was not based on equality between the two sexes as before 
b.rt on women's special needs within the traditional framework. 
Whereas women demanded equal job opportunities am equal pay with men 
in the nineteenth century, they were ncM requesting exemption fram 
night shifts, hard physical work am long workinJ hours. Maternity 
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privileges and family allowances were also claimed as women's rights. 
In one way or another, women retreated and their issues were to be 
centred arourrl the traditional views of the family. 22 
By doing this, the feminists were seen to be drifting away from 
cx>nfronting men in the battlefields of equal rights and giving away 
their long-held principles for the traditional ideal of male and 
female differentiation. '!he ''Welfare feminist" had, therefore, corne 
closer to the evangelical Cllristian who had always been in favour of 
the traditional family in which the man is the breadwirmer and the 
woman, despite her education, is the mother and housewife even if she 
should work. In "Cocksure Women and Hensure Men", lawrence examines 
these views. He not only attacks women who try to change their 
"nature" and become like men rut also equally attacks men who have 
failed to maintain their manly qualities. In ''Matriarchy'', too, he 
supports the vital quality of women who insist on their "nature" and 
responsibilities towards their children and society: 
Give woman her full i n d e ~ e n c e , , and with it, the full 
responsibility of her independence. '!his is the only 
Yfay to satisfy women once more : give them their full 
inaependence am full-responsibility as mothers and 
headS of the family. When the Children take the 
mother2:! name, the m o ~ e r r will look after the name all right. 
Both lawrence and Welfare feminism believed that independence 
should not change the "nature" of woman and that no matter how 
liberated the woman might be, she should always see herself first and 
foremost as a mother. Recent radical feminists have questioned these 
beliefs. Shulasmith Firestone, for example, bases women's oppression 
on reproduction. She argues that women's subjection will never end 
until artificial child bearing is tedmolCXJically possible. 24 What 
she wishes to change is not ideolCXJies rut the very "nature" of 
woman. '!his radicalism is an extreme form of what lawrence and the 
Welfare feminists were fighting against. 
Radical feminism as an organised movement emerged only in the 
late 1960s. since marriage was still seen as at the heart of women's 
subjugation, the radical feminists called for its demolition and 
openly advocated lesbianism (the final symbol of sisterhood) and 
celibacy as replacements for heterosexual relationships. Unlike the 
sexual ideolCXJY of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, free 
love and free union were no longer liberating because they still 
contriruted to the notion of male dominance. Lesbianism, in this 
context, is not meant to be seen only as a sexual preference; it is a 
political ideolCXJY stemming from matriarchy or female superiority. 
'!he various feminist movements in history can, therefore, be 
chiefly distinguished by their attitudes towards love and marriage. 
'Ibis is to eI1'I{ilasise not only the strong relationship between 
feminism and marriage, rut also the iIrportant roles feminists played 
in redefining the images of women and their sexual ideolCXJY. First, 
if evangelical Cllristianity can be described by its strong 
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rratriarchal belief am its errphasis on traditional marriage, the 
radical movement does not believe at all in marriage or any ki.ni of 
heterosexual relationship. Moreover, socialist or Marxist feminisms 
(as they are now called), though b e l i e v ~ ~ in free love and 
unorthodox marriage, place women's emancipation secom to class arrl 
COllUl'On economic questions. Finally, the equal rights movement, which 
has been seen by pragmatic women as the core of the feminist 
movements, believe in the principles of equality between men and 
women not only in love am marriage hIt also in all manifestations of 
life including education, employIOOl'lt, civil rights, divorce arrl 
sexual ideology. '!his l1'Ovement has taken nany of its ideologies from 
other traditions throughout the years, developed them arrl learned hCM 
to coordinate the rights of male arrl female on equal terms. 
Equally relevant to this investigation is the relationship 
between the history of feminism and fiction. It is the presentation 
of marriage, perhaps l1'Ore than anything else, that distinguishes 
early Victorian novels from the later ones. In narrative terms, 
marriage often comes at the end of the stories as a resolution to all 
women's problems. '!his fairy tale solution occurs in the majority of 
early am mid-Victorian novels including those by Charlotte Bronte 
am Elizabeth Gaskell. '!he exception to this general rule is Emily 
Bronte's WUthering Heights (1847), the one great novel before Hardy's 
to reject compromise between the heroine's dilemmas arrl the demams 
of the social conventions. In this connection Patricia stubbs writes: 
"it was d i s t u r b ~ ~ if a novelist rose above the stereotype, probing 
these assumptions about the automatic felicity of marriage am the 
satisfaction of the female lot". 25 
Accepting social conventions unchallerged am the portrayal of 
women within the traditional constraints have not disqualified many 
novelists in the mid-Victorian century from being called feminists. 
'!he Bronte sisters, Mrs Gaskell, 'lhackeray, George Eliot am even 
Charles Dickens are often claimed to be feminists despite their 
conventional way of presenting women. What should be emphasised in 
this connection, hCMever, is the fact that feminism, although broadly 
defined, is a doctrine which is essentially related to the factors of 
tine am place. In other words, it is a changing ideology which has 
to be defined precisely against these aspects. What was considered a 
feminist position in Victorian times, for exanple, might not 
necessarily be one today if it were to be re-examined according to 
the prevailing ideology. If Dickens' portrayal of women was regarded, 
for instance, as feminist in his day, it would be unlikely to be 
perceiVed as feminist today or even in lawrence's or Hardy's times, 
because time am place have shifted arrl changes in ideology have 
occurred. 26 
In the secom half of the Victorian pericx:l am l1'Ore precisely 
in the 1880s am 1890s, the novel terrled to distin3uish itself not by 
focusing on marriage as the one main problem of WCIOO11 am feminists 
rut by rejecting it as a happy e.rx:li.rxJ. 'lhackeray has been regarded as 
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the first novelist to do so, rut he certainly was not against 
narriage as Hardy was. 27 Ccmparin] realist novelists like Hardy, 
Meredith arxl Moore to the feminists, stubbs writes: "their battles 
were those of realists attenptin] to redefine existin] social ard 
sexual realities, not feminists seeking to c..llanJe them". 28 Certainly 
novelists are not political feminists like Kate Millett, for example. 
In order to urrlerstarrl stubJ::s' statement one needs first to question 
the objectives of the feminist novel. Is the novel a means to change 
society? Or is it just a mirror reflectin] the various changes 
without any influence on them? '!he answer ImlSt be both because the 
novel is like the mass media today: it not only presents contemporary 
society but also seeks to develop ard alter the existing social 
"realities" either for the better or sometimes for the worse. In the 
nineteenth century, however, the novel was considered as almost the 
only means of entertairnnent through which the public educated 
themselves. Tess tells her mother after being seduced: 
''Why didn't you tell me there was danger in men-folk? 
Why didn't you warn me? Ladies know what to fend hands 
against, beCause they read novels that tell them of 
tfiese tricks; rut I never had the chance 0' learning in 
that way, and you did not help me" (T, p.87) 
It was not uncommon for illiterate people to gather to hear novels 
read for the sake of entertai.nIoont as well as to learn something. 
Tess of the d'Urbervilles sought to c..llanJe society's attitudes 
towards unchaste women. Lady Chatterley's lover was also written to 
change the sexual ideology of women which had always been 
misunderstood and misrepresented. 
stubts herself admits that although the novel might not be 
political, it can arouse political responses from the public. Jane 
~ ~ and Jude the Obscure are good examples. She also writes: "In 
almost every case the writers are well in advance of the feminists 
who were opposed to any diSOlSSion of sexuality" . 29 This is not 
exactly a contradiction to what she said earlier but further evidence 
to suggest that novelists, like Hardy ard Lawrence, are not only 
redefining existing social realities rut also predicting a change as 
they are often ahead of their tilne and sometilnes guiding the 
feminists in their struggle for emancipation. In the Preface to '!he 
Hand of Ethelberta, Hardy says the novel "appeared thirty-five years 
too soon" (HE, p.xxiii) , while Jude, in Jude the Obscure, complains 
"the tilne was not ripe for us! OUr ideas were fifty years too soon to 
be any good to us" (JO, p.482). Lady Chatterley's Lover, too, appears 
thirty-two years too soon. It was not until 1960 when the book won 
its trial that it was finally published in its unexpurgated version. 
If this can prove anything, it is the importance of the novel as a 
social document to register the c..llanJing ideology of marriage and the 
progress of feminism throughout the years. 
What was also documented about the feminist rnovement in the 
early twentieth century was, as mentioned earlier, the unification of 
the women's movements in spite of their differences in order to get 
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the vote, as well as their deterioration in the 1920s. nus was the 
pericx:l durin:J which lawrence emerged as a great novelist. Although 
H.G. Wells's portrayal of women is ~ t t traditional, he is, by 
am large, still considered a feminist. When his vievlS on free love 
got him in trouble, he unlike lawrence backed down, clailnin;J that he 
did not mean that at all - a feature shared by Arnold Bennett. He 
believed h:iInself a leading supporter of feminism especially in 
respect. of women's right to the vote, yet he had other views which 
were incorrpatible with the concept of feminism such as his notion 
that women are prilnarily sexual partners. nus contradiction is not 
only evident in his novels rut also one of the main features of the 
pericx:l as we shall see. 
Arnold Bennett, on the other hand, believed that "to reconcile 
oneself to injustice was the master achievement". 30 nus pessimistic 
or rather defeatist philosophy, though shared to a considerable 
extent by Hardy, costs him greatness and a prominent place among the 
feminists. Like Tess of the d'Urbervilles, '!he Old wives' Tale 
(1908), Bennett's best novel, explores the idea that protest is 
futile and that experience is an expensive lesson to learn if one 
really wants to remain safe within the limits of conventional 
society. since Bennett's women are generally not ambitious to affect 
a change in society or struggle for their equal rights, they are apt 
to remain possessed by the traditional notion of marriage - their 
ultimate goal in life. '!his is how the chronicle of the two sisters, 
Constance and Sophia Baines, is told. 
Bennett's feminism is somewhat confusing. On the one hand, he 
supported women's rights in education and economic independence, rut 
on the other, he never regarded them as equals. If they are not 
equals, then, he believed, they are psychologically complementary -
where the man is aggressive, the woman is affectionate ... etc. In his 
binary scheme, Bennett comes closer to lawrence who, although he 
believed in a psychological or philosophical distinction between man 
and woman, unlike Bennett, sees them as equal beings: "Between man 
and woman, fifty per cent man and fifty per cent woman: then the pure 
spark. Either this, or less than nothing". 31 
'!hough Bennett was lawrence's cont.eIrporary, he could not 
achieve what the latter did. He neither had lawrence's courage nor 
his spirit to embark on such unexplored themes as those of women's 
sexuality and marriage. Consequently, he can be regarded as more like 
a Victorian than a modern novelist, just as Hardy was regarded, by 
many critics, as a modern writer living in the Victorian age. What is 
also so important about Bennett, as far as the question of feminism 
goes, is his contradictory statements about women and their domestic 
responsibilities. In his book of essays, our Women (1920), Bennett 
goes against his long-held beliefs and attacks women as "inferior": 
"In creation, in synthesis, in criticism, in pure intellect women, 
even the most exceptional and the most favoured, have never 
approached the accanplishne1t of men". 32 
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Not only this rut he also attacks workinJ women arrl encourages 
them to leave their jooo for the returning combatants of the Great 
War am go home, where they belong, arrl get married - just the thing 
the goverrnnent was hoping for. Likewise, lawrence, had gone against 
wamen during the time when he was writing Aaron's Rod (1922) am 
other essays like "Cocksure Women am Hensure Men" arrl ''Matriarchy''. 
At that time, too, the feminist movement or Welfare feminism called 
on women to assume their roles in the traditional family, an 
expression of the cult of domesticity which the feminists of the 
nineteenth arrl early twentieth centuries rebelled against. What was 
it that caused feminists to go against their principles arrl write 
aggressively in the period after the Great War? 
When war broke out in 1914 am men had to leave their jooo am 
join the anny, great chances for women opened up. rrhey became not 
only teachers, nurses am doctors, rut also shop-keepers, telephone 
operators am even truck drivers. rrhis economic revolution made 
women's dream of emancipation come true. When the war was over , 
returning troops rebelled against women taking their jots and called 
upon them to go back to their homes. (In "'!he Fox", lawrence explores 
this situation in depth). Sensitive writers like lawrence and Bennett 
were disillusioned by the whole situation, including the right role 
for wamen. 'lherefore, they should not be regarded as anti-feminists 
when the whole society including the goverrnnent arrl the feminist 
movement itself were against women taking over men's places and 
status. What they did was not anti-feminism; on the contrary, it was 
a bid for a reconciliation between the two sexes in society. 
'Ibroughout the period, lawrence was not attacking women as such 
(as many critics have claimed) rut also men who ceased to maintain 
their long celebrated qualities of manliness arrl began to 
deteriorate. Skrebensky in rrhe Rainbow (1915), Gerald erich in Women 
in love (1920), Heru:y Grenfel in "rrhe Fox" (1922), somers in Kangaroo 
(1923) , Rico in "st Mawr" (1925) arrl sir Clifford in !EQy 
Chatterley's lover (1928) are all examples which illustrate how 
lawrence treated his own sex with al:horrence arrl contempt. In fact 
his attacks on men are more evident than those on wamen. Fllrthennore, 
his treatment of women arrl sexuality was prilnarily meant to re-define 
the mistaken notion of the nature of women arrl society's false sexual 
ideologies of them (see pp.11-12 above). Being the intuitive, 
instinctive arrl revolutionary writer he was, lawrence tended to 
challenge readers to accept his views. 
It is also worth mentioning here that the period between the 
1890s arrl 19205 witnessed great changes in all major aspects of life 
which speeded up the transformation of rural ErXJlarrl into an 
industrial society. D..lring that time, too, many scholars arrl 
scientists were debating the question of sex in general arrl female 
sexuality in particular. Among these people were, in addition to 
lawrence, sigmurrl Freud, Zola, Il:sen, Havelock Ellis arrl Frlward 
carpenter whose book, !.Dve's Corning of Age (1896), along with Ellis's 
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Man and Woman : A study of Human Secorrlary sexual Cllaracters (1894), 
had influenced many people including Lawrence. Although recognition 
of female sexuality does not by itself make any author a feminist, it 
is in their belief in the liberation of wanen' s actions and choice of 
sexual partners within and outside marriage that the question of 
Hardy and Lawrence's feminism can be argued. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
'DIE FC.RMM'ICti OF m ~ : : THE ROLE OF ~ ~ IN THE 
LIVES OF lmRDY AND UOOUH:E 
Although Hardy am lawrence carre from two different generations 
ani have nany personal differences, they share certain similarities 
in their portrayal of women am in their attitudes towards them. As 
many critics have noticed, their urrlerst:a.mirg of women's problems 
am psychology is ilTIpressi ve. It is perhaps for this reason that some 
reviewers of Far from the Madding Cravd am 'nle White Peacock took 
them to be women novelists. In this connection several questions 
arise: Why did Hardy am lawrence excel in writirg intensively about 
women ani from women's point of view? - What fascinations am 
ilTIpressions did these women hold for them? - am who or what 
stimulated am provided them with this remarkable insight into 
women's feelirgs am issues? 
'!his chapter will argue that Hardy am lawrence were initially 
influenced am shaped by their :rrothers am then by their wives and 
other women am I shall first identify am examine the :rrost important 
female figures in Hardy's life and then turn to lawrence and 
concentrate on his relationships with women as they manifest 
themselves chronologically. I intern to show that women played major 
roles in shapirg the minds of Hardy am lawrence am helped in the 
making of their ideas am attitudes not only towards "The Woman 
Question" in general but more significantly towards love and 
marriage. Male relationships, like those with the fathers and some 
close friends such as Horace Moule and John Middleton Murry, will 
also be referred to as necessary here and elsewhere in the thesis. 
I 
ThcJDas Hardy 
What distinguishes Hardy from lawrence in so far as their 
personal life is concerned is the fact that whereas the latter 
insists on revealing himself explicitly in his writirg, mainly in the 
letters, the fonner tenls to be extremely secretive am reticent 
about the minor details of his life, let alone the more significant 
ones. If he ever decided to reveal anything personal in his life, 
then this was done with extreme caution because he felt that the 
world should be concerned only with his writirgs not his life or 
personality. '!he Life is an excellent exanple of this. Hardy's two 
main recent biDgraIilers, Robert Gittings am Michael Millgate, 
encountered problems in dealirg with Hardy's relationships with 
women. "If one were to believe the Life", writes Gittings, "Hardy had 
no contact with y ~ ~ women from the tiIoo he was sixteen to the age 
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of twenty-nine, when he met his first wife".1 '!hough this claim is 
characteristically true of the Life, it would be unwise to believe 
that all Hardy's omissions have to do with sexual or personal secrets 
alone because snobbery am social class are also two main reasons for 
his lack of openness. Millgate, on the other harrl, tries to interpret 
Hardy's life by referring l1CM am then to the fiction arrl poetry to 
fill the gaps left by Hardy in the Life. Hardy's lTOther, for example, 
occupies little space in the Life, in which there is only a brief 
account of her description ani another of her death. In the a1:sence 
of corresporrlence (only a single postcard from Hardy to his mother 
survives) it is not easy to reconstruct their relationship. 
Like lawrence after him, Hardy was born frail ani at first 
unwanted. His parents had only been married for five months when the 
baby was born. '!he child was at first believed to be dead rut he was 
soon revived ani restored to life. Because of his sickness ani 
wea1mess Hardy enjoyed the maternal attentions, not just of his 
mother, rut also of his grandmother, Mary Hardy, ani of his alll1t, 
Mary Hand, who was asked to live with the family lll1til 1847 arrl to 
take care of the fragile baby. Like Mrs Morel, Jembna had a very 
dominant personality. She could be cold in her manners, rut 
intolerant in her views ani sometimes tyrannical in her governance. 
Hardy often referred to the Bockhampton cottage as his mother's 
rather than his father's house. '!hough socially she was inferior to 
her husbarrl (who, according to Hardy, claimed kinship with the famous 
Admiral Hardy), intellectually she was by far his superior. She read 
almost everything she could lay her harrls on, SCIDJ songs arrl told 
stories which, in addition to his father's ani grarrlrnother's tales, 
became a source of inspiration which triggered Hardy's pen arrl 
thoughts. 
Moreover, Jembna not only took a great interest in educating 
her children am urging them to rise in the world ani build up the 
reputation of the family, rut also tried to convince them never to 
marry. She wanted them to live together in pairs, a son with a 
daughter, in order to maintain the unity of the family arrl 
interdeperrlence of their childhood. It is perhaps for this reason 
that Hardy created a family which was lll1fit for marriage in Jude the 
Ol::scure. His repetitive attack on the institution of marriage, though 
partly motivated by his strained marriage arrl conterrporary laws, may 
very well be a manifestation of his subconscious desire to satisfy 
his possessive mother arrl adhere to her doctrines. 
In spite of Hardy's attempt to suppress his feelings arrl 
distort the truth of his passionate attadnnent to his mother, his 
relationship with her, like that between lawrence am his mother, may 
well have been oedipal. Whether he knew exactly about the depth of 
this problem, as lawrence did, cannot be documented, rut he certainly 
was aware of her possessive love as he has profourrlly shown in his 
exploration of a mother-son relationship in '!he Return of the Native 
am in poems such as "In Tenebris III". Unsurprisingly, Hardy once 
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declared that if he had lost his nother in early childhocxi his ''whole 
life would have been different".2 Nor is it difficult to figure out 
Hardy's iltplication when he says of Clym am Mrs Yeobright that he is 
"a part of her" am their conversations are "as if carried on between 
the right am left harrls of the same body" (RN, p. 247) . 
Psychologists, including lawrence, say that early childhocxi is 
the nost crucial stage for child-rearirg am personality shapirg. 
Lucie Jessner, in "'Ihe Role of the Mother in the Family", errphasises 
that "psychiatric am anthropological investigations have shown that 
the quality of child-rearing - in particular the attitude of the 
nother - is a decisive factor in the development of personality". 3 It 
is perhaps for this reason that Hardy, like his fictive character 
Jude Fawley, did not want to grCM up am take on adult 
responsibilities (Life, pp.15-16) • Motivated by his nother's 
possessive love am inspired by his father's passivity with which he 
was identifying (another striking feature he also shared with 
lawrence), Hardy could not develop an indeperrlent personality until 
he left horne. By his own reckonirg, Hardy was a child till he was 
sixteen, a youth till he was twenty-five and a young man till he was 
nearly fifty (Life, p. 42) . 
Because of his solitary childhood in which he was almost 
exclusively surrourxied by female adults (male figures were limited to 
his father and a few other relatives), Hardy was nore liable to 
develop a disturbed personality am a late sexual grCMth. He was 
likely either to identify with the prominent female figure 
surrOUl'rling hiln (like lawrence), am becarre nore feminine, or to 
react against it, like E.M. Forster, and assume a masculine role (in 
this case homosexuality). Compromise between the two traits would be 
unlikely especially when the nother was present (lawrence 
symOOlicall y kills his nother in order to free his captive soul). In 
this cormection, and after narrating Hardy's sexual dream in which he 
saw hilnself on a ladder trying to push a baby over the edge of a hay 
loft, while George Meredith am Augustus John, two of the best-known 
sexual symOOls of their time, were watching, Gittings suggests that 
Hardy may have "developed sexually very late, if indeed he developed 
at all".4 
If this is true, as I believe it is, then one can see hCM close 
Hardy am lawrence were destined to become not just in late sexual 
developnent rut also in teItt>erament and make up as both were their 
nother's sons. Just as lawrence will choose his sexual characters to 
resemble hiln in his profound mission to recover his true identity, as 
we shall see, so Hardy selects the intellectual ones to carry his 
themes because sex for him is, as it is for Jocelyn Pierston, Angel 
Clare, Henchard am others, almost non-existent. In so far as 
touching is concerned, Hardy never really liked to be touched. Unlike 
lawrence, who strongly believed in the feeling of touch as a means of 
revival and canfort, Hardy always preferred a rem::>te relationship to 
a close one. From boyhood until the ern of his life, he used to walk 
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in the road, regardless of traffic, just to avoid brushing against 
passers-by on the pavement. Servants were instructed never to help 
him on with his coat. 5 '!his eccentric terrlency, which was noticed by 
m::>St of his aCX}llClintances, may very well have been prCJ11i)ted 
psychologically by his childhood inability to make Iilysical contact 
with other people, especially when the majority of them were by far 
his seniors. Shyness and poor health must have corrupted his healthy 
emotions and kept him out of touch with children of his own age with 
whom he might have developed an intilnate friendship. 
'!he split between emotional awareness and Iilysical/sexual 
contact seems to be at the heart of Hardy's personality. If Lawrence 
was capable of effecting a reconciliation between his conflicting 
emotions towards the errl of his life and after a persistent struggle 
with himself, Hardy may have been less conscious of such a problem, 
at least in himself, even though he llllCOnsciously examines it in his 
later novels. '!his split must be accounted for not just by his 
TIK>tber's excessive love, as in the case of Lawrence, rut also by the 
extraordinary attraction he developed for the much older Mrs Augusta 
Martin, the childless lady of the manor, who used to take him on her 
lap. In the Life, where Hardy gives more space to Mrs Martin than to 
his mother, Hardy writes: "though he was only nine. or ten and she 
must have been nearly forty, his feeling for her was almost that of a 
lover" (Life, p.19). 
It is worth stressing here that although Hardy's love for Mrs 
Martin is by all definition a romantic attachment, it serves, as a 
parallel pattern to Sons and Lovers, to arouse Jemi1na's jealousy in 
the same way Miriam does to Mrs Morel. Perhaps this might explain why 
Jembna took Hardy with her at that particular time (1848-9) to live 
for a month with relatives in Hertfordshire and then, upon return, 
transferred him from Mrs Martin's school in stinsford to a Dorchester 
day-school. Although the question of sex could not possibly be raised 
here, he fantasized about it later (Life, p.102). In this connection 
one can speculate that Hardy's sexual detachment from women, along 
lines described by Lawrence in Fantasia of the Unconscious, was due 
to this crucial stage of developnent. 
Hillis Miller's book '!h0ll'aS Hardy : Distance and Desire (1970) 
is very suggestive here. It not only argues for a dualistic pattern 
of "distance" and "desire" which is characteristic of the novels, rut 
also, in anticipation of T.R. Wright's Hardy and the Erotic (1989), 
tries to describe the paradoxical nature of Hardy's sexuality, which 
can be best seen in his autobiographical prototype Jocelyn Pierston 
in '!he Well-Beloved. Perhaps this nature can" also shed light on the 
recurrent issue of Hardy's ob:;ession with the idea of love after 
death, which he first examined in Far fran the Madding Crav.ti. When 
Fanny Robin dies in the story, Sergeant Troy falls in love with the 
woman dead more than he ever did when she was alive (FMC, p.361). 
'Ibis is exactly what would happen to Hardy himself after the death of 
both his wife, Emma, and his cousin, Tryphena. If this can illustrate 
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anythin:J, it is how much Hardy was preoccupied with the issue of 
distance am desire. 
Besides his nother am Mrs Martin, Hardy was also influenced by 
his sister Mary, whom he referred to as his lifelong canpanion am 
confidante. No one can know precisely how much Hardy was influenced 
by his sister, who was the only close frierrl he had in childhood, rut 
there are hints to suggest that she played a significant role in 
inspiring his literary ambition. Hardy am Mary, like William am 
Dorothy Wordsworth or Charles am Mary Lamb, were al::sorbed in one 
another. She was not only close to him in age ani temperament, rut 
also remained far closer to him in interests, enthusiasms ani 
sympathies than either Henry or Katherine, the much younger brother 
am sister. Like Hardy, Mary cared much about music, literature ani 
drawing. More important is the fact that they had more of their 
mother in them than of their father, ani it is with the latter that 
they passively identified. After Mary's death in 1915, Hardy wrote a 
mnnber of poems about her ani their childhood. She had perhaps 
contributed a lot to the creation of SUe Bridehead in Jude the 
Obscure, for both were school teachers, sexually timid and without 
chann of either face or manners. (Hardy called his character SUsanna 
Florence Mary Bridehead.) 
Even though he was kept in the backgrourrl, Hardy's father was 
also an influential figure. It would be quite wrong to assume that 
Hardy's early life was influenced only by women am mainly by his 
mother. Like lawrence's father, who was known for his remarkable 
dancing abilities (Lydia's main attraction to him), Hardy's father, 
besides being a mason, was a musician. 'll1e stinsford Olnir, which was 
established by Hardy's grandfather and included Hardy's father 
(another 'Ihomas Hardy) am Uncle James, was reckoned to be the finest 
in the district. 'll1is of course had a great influence on Hardy's 
lifelong interest in music am dancing, his earliest delights, as far 
as he could remember. Besides this, Hardy also inherited his father's 
experience in dealing with women. 
As a young man, Hardy's father had a reputation as a womanizer 
am an occupation which provided him with ample opportunities for 
sexual adventure. 'll1ough far from being a womanizer, Hardy throughout 
his life was very susceptible am responsive to the attraction of 
women ('ll1e Well-Beloved fantasy). 'll1ough he did not make schoolboy 
frierrlships am always hurried home, avoiding other boys, he began at 
the age of fourteen to have an idealistic interest in girls. 'll1e 
first of these romantic fascinations was a total stranger whom he saw 
on horseback near the South Walk in Dorchester. He fell for her for a 
week am could not get over her until his fantasy errled when he saw 
her again with a young man (Life, p.25). 'll1e incident was copied 
forty years later in exact detail in 'll1e Well-Beloved. Hardy's 
attraction to women, it should be emphasised, was highly idealistic. 
His love was therefore conditioned by the inaccessibility of the 
relationship. Fanny Hurden, who was :irrarortalized in "Voices from 
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'Ihi.rgs GrowinJ in a Churchyard", Unity Sergeant, Elizabeth Bishop, 
who was poetically addressed as "Lizbie Brown", William Barnes' 
daughter, lllcy, lDuisa Harc:iirg, Emily Dart, Rachael Hurst, Alice Paul 
am many others were llUlch admired am, in one way or another , 
inaccessible. In 1862, his proposal of marriage was refused by Mary 
Wright, am in the early 1870s while he was en:Jaged to Thu'ra, he was 
(in his own Dorset phrase) "quite rornantical" about two women in 
particular: Leslie stephen's sister-in-law Annie 'Ihackeray, popular 
novelist, am Miss Helen Paterson the illustrator of Far from the 
Maddirg Crov.d and "the woman he should have married", as he wrote to 
Fdmund Gosse on 25 July 1906. 6 
The Life is mainly silent about these am other women am 
Hardy's women appear tentatively faceless am cx>lourless in that 
work. The Nicholls am Sparks sisters, whom Hardy in turn took as 
lovers, are no exception, even though he had been more conunitted to 
them than anyl:x:x:iy else. Between 1863 am 1867, Hardy became involved 
with, or perhaps more or less fonnally en:Jaged to, Eliza Nicholls, 
the most important figure in his early emotional life. Like Jessie 
O1ambers for Lawrence, Eliza's religious earnestness and literary 
interest served to reawaken his intellectual ambitions and divert 
them from architecture to literature. His literary career can be 
properly said to have begun in the surmner of 1863, when he was 
encouraged by Eliza to read Shakespeare am others. Eliza never 
married and when Hardy's wife Thu'ra died in 1912, she came to him 
hopinJ to marry him only to find that he was en:Jaged to be married to 
Florence Dugdale. The "She, to Him" sequence, "Neutral Tones" and 
other poems were perhaps the outcome of this relationship. She also 
contrihlted many aspects to the heroines of The Poor Man and the Lady 
am Desperate Remedies. Their relationship was finally broken when 
Hardy was attracted to Jane Nicholls, Eliza's younger and much 
prettier sister, who, upon seeing no prospect of marriage with Hardy, 
soon jilted him for another lover. 
Hardy's attraction to his Puddletown cousins, on the other 
harrl, took a significant turn. As Robert Gittings am Peter 
Casagrame have pointed out, Hardy, like Pierston in The Well-
Beloved, ''was attracted again am again by the sarre type of woman, a 
replica of his own mother, with the striking features shared by all 
women of the Hand family". 7 It was in the mid-1850s that Hardy's warm 
advances to his eleven years senior cousin, Rebecca Sparks, were 
rejected by her mother, Maria Sparks, who feared a sexual scarrlal 
between them, especially when she saw the father's influence on his 
son in these matters. Hardy was ilnpelled to transfer his love to 
Martha, the third sister (Emma, the secorrl, went away into service 
am in 1860 was married). Martha, like Eliza Nicholls, was a ladies' 
maid in fashionable lDrrlon where she was taught upper-class manners 
am languages. Hardy, who was thought to have flirted outrageously 
with her during a rehearsal in Puddletown, was certainly able to see 
much of her in lDrrlon in the early 1860s. He seriously thought of 
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marryirg her rut again her IOOther refused to allow the match am 
claimed (wrongly) that it was against the law of the church for first 
cousins to marry. 
After her IOOther's death in November 1868, Hardy could have 
taken up his hopes with Martha again rut he certainly did not because 
by this tiIoo he had become involved with Tryphena Sparks, the 
youngest am probably the prettiest sister. It was not until 1966, 
when wis Deacon am Terry Coleman published their book, Providence 
am Mr Hardy, that attention was drawn to Hardy's affair with 
Tryphena. '!hough the book is not without interest, it is now widely 
rejected for its incomplete evidence to back the extraordinary theory 
of Hardy's parenthood of Tryphena's illegitimate son (whom, according 
to the theory, she bore in 1867), or support the view that Hardy and 
Tryphena could not get married because Tryphena was not Hardy's 
cousin rut in fact his niece. 8 Hardy's relationship with Tryphena 
seems to have blown hot and then curiously cold when both tried 
deliberately to avoid the other. Because of her great enthusiasm and 
ambition to pursue a teaching career and maintain her economic 
independence, Tryphena must have been less interested in marriage 
than Hardy was, especially when she was only sixteen or seventeen 
while he was in his late twenties. (It is not surprising to see her 
made a head-mistress at only twenty-one) . 
Like her sister, Martha, who lost her job and was forced into 
marriage after becoming pregnant, Tryphena was removed from 
Puddletown School in 1868 in her case for no obvious reason. Whether 
pregnancy, as the theory has suggested, was the main cause, nobody 
can tell for certain. What is evident though was her great influence 
in Hardy's life. In 1890, when Hardy suddenly heard the news of her 
death, he had already written the first four or six lines of 
"'Iboughts of Phena at News of her Death", in which he regrets his 
past failures to claim her as a wife (''My lost prize"). His note in 
the 1895 Preface to Jude the Obscure, in which he says that some of 
the circumstances were suggested to him by the death of a woman ill 
1890, is possibly pointing to Tryphena. SUe Bridehead, Fancy Day, in 
Under the Greenwood Tree, and probably Fanny Robin, in Far from the 
Madding Crowd, are partly based on her. Had Far from the Madding 
Crowd, been written after Tryphena's death in 1890, Fanny Robin would 
have certainly been modelled on her, for the similarity between the 
two women is very striking. ('!his shows how close Hardy was in 
portraying real women in his novels). Both Tryphena am Fanny had 
been courted and engaged by men, Hardy am Troy, who failed to marry 
them, for one reason or another, and then, after their death, to re-
love them dead IOOre than they ever loved them alive. How closely 
Hardy's fiction influenced his life one can only speculate. 
F\lrtherrrore, although Hardy always denied any connection 
between his life and his fiction, '!he Well-Beloved is to some extent 
a disguised autobiography. Like Hardy, Pierston not only falls in 
love successively with three generations of girls, all with s t r o ~ ~
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tnysical resemblances, rut also seems to detach himself from any real 
canmitment with any one of them. '!be Sparks sisters, for their part, 
like the caro daughters, were so widely separated in age as to 
suggest three generations. Rebecca, the eldest for example, was over 
twenty-one years older than Tryphena, the YOUD:Jest. '!be more one 
searches for examples in Hardy's life, the more one is convinced of 
the parallels between Hardy's fictive am real worlds. 
Hardy's acx:ount of his courtship am marriage to his first wife 
is equally unreveal:in;J. '!be Life gives only a brief description of 
how they first net, fell in love am got married. As more explicitly 
explored in A Pair of Blue ENes am "When I Set Out For Lyonesse", 
Hardy was on a blsiness erram to Cornwall in March 1870 to make an 
estimate for the repairs to st. Juliot alUrch when he first met Emma 
Lavinia Gifford, the Rector's sister-in-law who received him. Emma 
was, as she later recorded, ":inunediately arrested by his familiar 
appearance, as if I had seen him in a dream" (Life, p.70). Hardy may 
have felt for her in the same way because love at first sight, as 
explored in his novels am supported by the many examples in his 
life, is a characteristic behaviour-pattern. If this is so, then 
could this love survive Hardy's erotic feel:in;Js which were to 
evaporate the moment they were given acx:::ess? '!be answer must 
initially be positive for Hardy seems to have been attracted to Emma 
for two main reasons. First, Emma was able to re-claim his soul from 
his possessive mother, just as Frieda did Lawrence's. She managed to 
do that not because she, like the Sparks sisters, resembled his 
mother - the ilTIpossible ideal he was try:in;J to recapture - rut 
perhaps because she, in a mother-sumtitute role, was able to give 
him an emotional support he could no longer firrl in his mother and 
family. 
Secom, EirIma was the direct response to his romantic fantasy 
expressed in '!be P<x>r Man and the Lady, the unpublished book he wrote 
two years before meet:in;J her. Aa:::ording to Edrnurrl Gosse, the story 
was about a young architect of peasant backgrC>llrrl ( obviously based on 
Hardy) who falls in love with the squire's daughter and secretly 
marries her after be:in;J rejected on the grC>llrrls of social 
incanpatibility. Apparently Hardy, who was class-conscious throughout 
his life am class-anxious before his marriage, was impressed (like 
his hero) by Enuna' s social backgrC>llrrl. When he Jmew that she, like 
Frieda Lawrence after her, cane not only from an upper-class family, 
rut also from Ita most intellectual one", where, as she said, s:in;Jing, 
readings and discussions of l::x:x::lks were ca.rmron acti vi ties of the 
household, he becane more detennined to make her his wife. Although 
the story that Enuna "often reminded Hardy that he had married a Lady" 
is now proved wrong, it is still suggestive of the class contrast 
between Hardy am Emma. 9 
It is interest:in;J, therefore, to see that the theme of "'!be 
P<x>r Man am '!be Lady" which fascinated both Hardy and Lawrence so 
nuch that they repeated its exploration in a number of novels, deeply 
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affected their lives am that they married a C X X ) ~ l y . . Whether or 
not there is a direct influence from Hardy on lawrence is open for 
discussion, b..rt there are certainly some parallels between them, 
which mayor may not account for an influence. First, although their 
rcothers were somewhat socially inferior to their fathers, both Hardy 
am lawrence clailned that they were superior, at least intellectually 
if not socially - a pattern which has an influence on man am woman 
relationships in the novels. Secorrl, in spite of the fact that they 
were born into the workirg classes, they ascerrled the social scale 
first by their literary success am then by their "fortunate" 
marriages (see (PBE, pp.141-43) where Hardy consciously talks about 
this) • Finally, they both believed that the issues of social 
differences, which divided society into antagonistic groups and 
deprived the lCMer classes from equal rights (e.g. education), can 
peacefully be solved once man and woman, or "the poor man" and "the 
lady", are reconciled in marriage. 
In this respect perhaps the main difference between them, as 
far as marriage is concerned, is that where lawrence was conditioned 
by his psychological needs to make a compromise at any expense with 
Frieda, Hardy was not yet ready to make any concessions with Emma 
because his love for her was still being challenged by his living 
mother, who could not afford to lose him to anybody. It is perhaps 
partly for this reason that lawrence's exploration of marriage is 
found to be constructive, while that of Hardy is increasingly 
destructive. 
Whether Hardy was really trapped in his marriage by the 
scheming of the rectory household, as his secorrl wife clailned, 10 
cannot be altogether accepted, for if it was true, Hardy could not 
have waited for four years to get married, which he did after the 
success of Far from the Madding Crowd in 1874. HCMever, there is a 
strong view that Emna, like Elfride in A Pair of Blue Eyes and 
Eustacia in '!be Return of the Native, might have encouraged Hardy to 
marry her because she was very desperate for a husbarrl who could take 
her away from her boredom and isolation in the rectory to a bright 
future of refinement and culture, especially since she was in her 
thirties. Whatever happened, the marriage took place quietly on 17 
September 1874, with limited atterx:1ance. 
In spite of their instant attraction am apparent shared 
interests, Hardy am Emna were both deceived in marriage by their own 
illusions. Because neither could see the other truly, their marriage 
was bound to fail. Just as Hardy was frustrated to find her less than 
the ideal companion who was better connected am IOClre intellectual 
than she was to prove, so Emma was also disappointed in his social 
background and professional success, which she romantically 
associated with London am the larger wor ld of sophistication and 
advanced views - a theme which possessed Hardy when he was writing A 
Pair of Blue Eyes am '!he Return of the Native. Unlike Emna, who 
tried to overCXJfOO her frustrations by accepting her fate, Hardy 
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respoJrled to the discovery with irritation rather than sympathy. What 
also increased their anxiety was the question of children. Although 
they had not been long married, the Hardys were not yC>\.ln1 in years to 
have a baby. Em'na was already at an age (thirty-foor) at which child-
bearing might be difficult am dangerous. By 1876, she allrost lost 
hope for children am became nnre interested in her husbarrl' s 
success. 
On the whole, Hardy's marriage was a failure, though they both 
referred to the early days of stunninister Newton as the happiest ("A 
'lWo-Year Idyll") when they used to work as a team, sharing the same 
interests am activities. Hardy, like Clym, could neither grow up am 
detach hilnself em:>tionally from his nnther, nor was he able to 
overcane a IOOther-wife conflict. When Hardy married Enuna, family 
hostility sprang up on both sides, especially between nnther and 
wife. In fact, Jemima never wanted Hardy to many Enuna, whom she 
considered as an II interloper who had neither youth, wealth, domestic 
virtues, nor even a Dorset background to reconnnerrl her". 11 In The 
Return of the Native, Mrs Yeobright (based on Jemima) expresses the 
same views when her son marries Eustacia: "I hate the thought of any 
son of mine marrying badly! I wish I had never lived to see this; it 
is too much for me - it is nnre than I dreamt" (RN, p.262). So by his 
middle age (1880s) Hardy, like Paul Morel in his twenties, was 
already deeply frustrated and disappointed to see his life slipping 
through his fingers while he could not do anything to prevent it. 
Hardy's sadness and frustration fed his hidden capacities for 
creation. Had he been satisfied am happy in his marriage, he would 
probably not have fictionalised his marital problems am written, as 
he did, some of the best marriage novels in the nineteenth century. 
When he attacked the institution of marriage, he, by implication, was 
protesting against his own marriage. Instead of being the victim of 
his IOOther's Oedipal love only, like lawrence, he was also the victim 
of the strict marriage laws, which made divorce, as he shows in The 
Woc:xilamers am Jude the Ob3cure, allrost inp:>ssible without offending 
one of the parties. (Arabella canmits bigamy while Phillotson loses 
his job after setting SUe free. When Phillotson manages finally to 
divorce SUe, she cannot see herself as a divorced woman because she 
neither perpetrates adultery nor deserts her husband without his 
consent. Therefore, her divorce according to the law is void (see JO, 
p.322». In a letter to Mrs Hermiker on 3 october, 1911, Hardy 
explicitly expressed his views on marriage: 
[Y]ou know what I have thouqht for many years: that 
marriage should not thwart nature, & that when it does 
thwart nature it is no real ~ e , , & the legal 
contract should therefore be as l.ly cancelled as 
pc;>SSible. Half the misery of human life would I think 
aisappear if this were maae easy. 
'lbese sentiments were repeated al.IOOst word for word in his article 
"How Shall We Solve '!he Divorce Problem?" in 1912. Six years later, 
Hardy still held the same views. In another letter (on 27 october , 
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1918) he told Mrs Henniker that if he were a wanan he would "think 
twice before enterirg into natriIoony in these days of emancipation, 
when everyt.hin:J is open to the sex". 12 'nle abolition of the marriage 
institution was no doubt his ultimate goal, unless sanething could be 
done about the laws. 
Although Hardy fourrl great pleasure in encouragirg the literary 
efforts of nany ambitious women such as Mrs Henniker, Lady Agnes 
Grove am Florence Dugdale, there is no record to show that he ever 
did help Thmla in writirg verse or prose, not at least as eagerly as 
he assisted the other women. Her story "'nle Maid on the Shore" could 
have been published had Hardy taken an interest in it am offered his 
experience to correct it. Certainly, Emma's printed articles such as 
"In Praise of calais" am "'nle Egyptian Pet", am the collection of 
poems entitled Alleys, show that she was more talented than at least 
Florence Dugdale. 13 Besides that, Einma also influenced Hardy's life 
am work. She, like Frieda Lawrence, served as a model for a number 
of heroines. In addition to Elfride in A Pair of Blue Eyes, and 
Eustacia in '!he Return of the Native, who are largely based on her, 
she contr.i1:::uted to Arabella and SUe Bridehead in Jude the Obscure. 
Her death am her personal notel::x:>ak, now published as Some 
Recollections, prompted A Satire of circumstances (1914), which is 
considered tcx:1ay as the most powerful and moving collection of poems 
Hardy ever wrote. Above all, she gave him the experience of a WOI1ffi1, 
which he nade good use of in developing his urrlerstarrling of women. 
When Enuna died in 1912, Hardy was already in a very close 
relationship with Florence Dugdale, who was to become his second 
wife. Just how and when they first met seems to be difficult to 
trace. What seems certain, however, is that they both were attracted 
to each other for nany reasons. In addition to being born into the 
same social class and having grown up in similar circumstances, they 
both were self-educated, ambitious ani temperamentally alike in 
choosirg their future careers. Just as Hardy was caught up in the 
1860s before he nade up his mirrl between architecture and literature, 
so Florence in a similar situation was divided between teaching ani 
writing. By the tbne Hardy met her (presumably in 1905), Florence had 
already established herself, as he once had done, as an apprentice 
writer, contr.i1:::uting to the local press, composing elementary school 
books am adapting some stories as supplementary readings. Having 
gone through the difficulty of publishing hiIoself, Hardy synpathized 
with her problems and took a serious interest (a thing he did not do 
for Errma) in prOlOOting her literary efforts ani ambitions. In doing 
so, he wrote, on her behalf, to nearly every editor ani publisher 
with wham he had any previous connection, to reccmnerrl her for 
enployment or to urge them to consider her work for their cohnnns. 
Even though she had not abarrloned teaching yet, Florence began 
to seek new fonns of journalism to make herself financially 
irrleperrlent. It is perhaps for this enthusiasm am persistence that 
Mrs Henniker, upon meeting her in 1910, immediately wrote a short 
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story about "a m:xlern emancipated young woman of cities" which is 
IOC>re or less based on Florence, who was for Hardy "by far the m:::>St 
interesting type of femininity the world provides for men's eye" .14 
Although there is no evidence to suggest that Hardy fourrl her a job, 
he did irrleed succeed in convincing Reginald Smith, the editor of the 
Con1hill, to publish her story "'!he Apotheoses of '!he Minx" in June 
1908, just as he had persuaded hlln earlier that year to publish '!he 
Social Fetich for lady Agnes Grove. In February 1911, Hardy not only 
wrote "Blue Jinmy: '!he Horse stealer" for Florence, 1::ut surprisingly 
managed to get it published urrler her name - an action he did for no 
other of his literary disciples. Besides writing, Florence was also 
interested in public speaking. In 1901, at the age of twenty-two, she 
gave her first talk on "Idylls of the King" to the Enfield Literary 
union at the Bycullah Athenaeum, while in 1909, she gave a paper on 
Hardy arrl his newly published book of poems, Time's laughingstocks, 
to the local literary society in Enfield, which according to Enfield 
Observor, "proved IOC>St able and interesting". 
It was not until sir William 'lhornley stoker, her first elderly 
admirer, gave her a typewriter ( an expensive present in those days), 
that she became interested in secretarial work. In lDndon, she 
introduced herself and became known as Hardy's private secretary, a 
privileged post she enjoyed among the literary ladies' circle at the 
Lyceum Club. When she was introduced to flmna, first in lDndon and 
then at Max Gate in 1909 or 1910, Hardy had already been seeing her 
in lDndon arrl elsewhere for two or three years without his wife's 
Jmowledge. Florence knew only too well that she had to treat flmna 
nicely if she wanted to maintain her relationship with Hardy. It was 
only there, at Max Gate, that Florence was able to judge for herself 
what kind of man Hardy was. Meeting the warm-hearted flmna made her 
change her mind about Hardy, whom she fourrl somewhat unfair to his 
wife: "he is a great writer, rut not a great man". 
If her literary aspirations had made her Hardy's surrogate 
sister, her youth, innocence and gentleness had, no doubt, made her 
his wife. Like Pierston' s last love in '!he Well-Beloved, Florence was 
forty years younger than Hardy, with the kirrl of prominent physical 
features to which Hardy always eagerly returned. In this connection 
arrl while he is comparing her to Mrs Henniker arrl lady Grove, 
Millgate writes: "unlike them she had neither the beauty, the 
personality, nor the consciousness of superior social class to make 
her resentful of such patronage and assertive of her own 
irrleperrlence" .15 Perhaps her highest single attraction was her 
unconventionality, which brought youth and pleasure to Hardy. She not 
only strongly rejected religion, like Hardy himself, b..rt also all 
kind of orthcrlox ideas of womanhood. '!hese and many other factors, 
including of course the death of flmna, made Hardy's marriage to 
Florence at the age of seventy-four, when she was only thirty-five, a 
natural step. 
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Florence's influence on Hardy's later life was great. In 
addition to brirging him happiness am a reason to live, she also 
inspired many memorable poems, such as "On the Departure Platform", 
arrl helped with the checking am revising of Part III of '!be Dynasts. 
Just as she had appeared to be the real author of Hardy's story "Blue 
Jinnny", so roN she passed as the author of '!he Life of '!bomas Hardy, 
the two-volume autobiograIilY which Hardy later wrote in the third 
person arrl she edited am published urrler her own name after his 
death in 1928. If she was not the real author of the Life she must 
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have certainly played a major role in censoring, suppressing am 
toning down sorre iInportant passages about his life, especially those 
which deal with his love affairs am sexual relationships. She, out 
of jealousy or otherwise, must have fabricated, invented or 
misinterpreted sorre events, such as the story of Emna' s madness am 
her withdrawal to an attic. 16 
As the story of Hardy's errotional susceptibility am 
attractions to handsome women continued, there came, after his 
strained marriage to Emna, the flirtations with a group of noble 
daIoos, such as Lady Portsmouth, a mcx1el countess "for whom I would 
make a sacrifice: a wooan too of talent" (Life, p.210). In addition 
to the strirg of actresses including Mrs Mary Scott-Siddons, whose 
appearance in tight costumes moved Hardy so much that he wrote one or 
two sonnets about her, Helen Matthews am Gertrude Bugler (died in 
July 1992), his ideal image of Tess,17 there came a trail of literary 
women, among whom were Rosanumd Tomson, Agnes Robinson, Agnes Grove 
am above all Florence Henniker, with whom he seems to have 
contemplated an elopement. Even though Emna had painfully ignored the 
succession of shopgirls, actresses am scx::iety ladies, whom her 
husband had erotically admired, she never really trusted them, 
especially those London celebrities of whom she is once believed to 
have said: "they are the poison, am I am the antidote". 18 
What these literary women had in common, in so far as their 
attraction to Hardy is concerned, is the fact that they were 
praninent figures in London scx::iety, Iilysicall y attractive, 
emancipated arrl unconventional, general features to which Hardy 
always eagerly returned. '!be combination of literary accomplishment 
arrl Iilysical charms induced Hardy to see Mrs Tamson, who at the age 
of twenty-nine had published her first vohnne of verse, '!be Bird-
Bride, as his ideal of an emancipated woman: "of the class of 
interesting women one would be afraid to marry". In the past, critics 
had been divided whether it was she or Agnes Mary Francis Robinson, a 
poet, who publicly eXIX>Sed him, as one of her admirers, rut today the 
matter seems to rest on Mrs Tomson. 19 Agnes Grove and Florence 
Henniker, on the other hand, were more roblst, talented and 
intellectual than their predecessors. '!bough the Life has kept 
largely silent about these passionate affairs, it is in the letters 
that Hardy's feelings for these two women are CClI1'paratively more 
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revealed. In reviewinJ the secom volume of '!he Collected letters of 
'!homas Hardy (1893-1901), Norman Page writes: 
'!he principal recipients are ~ ~ ~ order of 
pronunence) , Mrs Hermiker, Gosse Clement 
Shorter, Aqnes Grove ( EinrPa ~ ~ am sir George 
Douqlas ... It is striking that alrroSt one-third of tfie 
letters to Mrs H ~ ~ were written in the first year 
of their frierrlship. 
What is so remrrkable about Hardy's letters to both Mrs Grove 
and Mrs Henniker is that they were unusually spontaneous am full of 
"enfranchised" views on love, marriage am relationship between men 
and women. On 19 May, 1893, when he was visitinJ her brother, the 
late lDrd Houghton's son, Viceroy of Irelam, Hardy first met Mrs 
Henniker and she inmediately struck hiln as "Olanning, intuitive woman 
apparently" (Life, p.254). By that time Mrs Florence Henniker was 
already thirty-eight, author of three novels am wife of Major Arthur 
Henry Henniker. '!he two were immediately am powerfully drawn into a 
close relationship and a vigorous correspomence between them had 
already begun (allnost one letter every week in 1893). After goinJ 
together to the theatre to watch a play by the advanced and darinJ 
Itsen, Hardy not only declared his affection, which she evidently 
received with distinct coolness, rut soon wrote to her on 10 June 
1893 to "redress by any possible means the one-sidedness I spoke of, 
of which I am still keenly conscious", addinJ "I sincerely hope to 
number you all my life among the most valued of my frierrls". 21 
Moreover, Hardy also took serious measures to promote her 
literary career. In addition to his collaboration with her in the 
short story "'!he Spectre of the Real" (1894), he acted as an advisor 
who suggested ideas, corrected manuscripts, exchanged and annotated 
books for her. In a letter, after praisinJ her as a writer, Hardy 
writes: "If I were ever to consult any woman on a point in my own 
novels I should let that woman be yourself - my belief in your 
insight and your sympathies beinJ strong, and increasinJ" I while in 
another letter, he writes: "I am rather surprised at your readinJ any 
book by J. s. Mill - & still more that you agree with hbn on 
anything" . Mill's SUbjection of Women (1869), which he decided to 
read then, and Mrs Henniker's personality, in addition to his unhappy 
marriage, provided the background for Jude the OOOcure and made the 
"drawing of the type" possible. 22 Besides her major contrirution to 
the character of SUe Bridehead, Mrs Florence Henniker also inspired 
many love poems such as "In Death Divided", "A Broken Appointment" 
and "At An Inn". 
When Hardy first met Agnes Grove in September 1895, she was in 
her early thirties, married, beautiful, elegant and highly 
emancipated with her ideas on women's suffrage. Like Florence 
IAlgdale, she had a genuine interest in journalism which she exploited 
successfully in '!he Social Fetich (1907), a book of articles which 
was dedicated to Hardy. Her fascination for Hardy was not all 
intellectual, for she was also liberal and unconventional. In a 
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letter to Mrs Henniker on 11 September 1895, soon after meeting Mrs 
Grove in Rusl'noore, Hardy expressed his feelings am described the 
experience as "the most romantic time I have had since I visited you 
at Dublin" . 23 After her death in 1926, Hardy wrote a poem, 
"Concerning Agnes", about her in which he renanbered the night when 
he first net am danced with her. 
Perhaps it would not be exaggerating if one concluded from 
these nany examples that Hardy had developed, since childhood, a 
habit of falling in love with each woman he encountered, particularly 
if there was sanething striking about her physique, class or talent. 
Whether it was at adolescence or at the age of fifty or even eighty, 
Hardy was always sharply aware of the attraction of young women 
glinpsed in trains am ruses or while walking arOl.lOO the city. At the 
age of twenty-eight, for exarrple, he agonizingly records his 
admiration for an llI1kn<:Mn woman he saw in a steamboat between 
Weymouth and Lulworti1: "A woman I would have married offhand, with 
probably disastrous results". In a later note he combines her with 
another girl from Keenton Mandeville urrler "Waren Seen" as a possible 
subject for a poem.24 At the age of forty-eight, he net ''Miss ,an 
Amazon, more, an Atalanta, most, a Faustine. Smokes: handsome girl: 
cruel small mouth: she's of the class of interesting women one would 
be afraid to marry" (Life, p.212). A year later, in 1889, he lingered 
over a girl he saw in an onmibus that she had "one of those faces of 
marvellous beauty which are seen casually in the streets but never 
among one's frierrls ... Where do these waren come from? Who marries 
them? Who knc:Ms them?" (Life, p.220). 
SUch questions hardly require an answer because Hardy's 
susceptibility to women is subject to his fantasy and conditioned by 
rejection and denial from his beloved. He once remarked that "love 
lives on propirq.rity, but dies of contact" (Life, p.220). Although 
the continuity of his attraction is controlled by this theory, Hardy 
seems to have managed, at least in his novels, to reconcile 
imagination with reality. In The Well-Beloved, Hardy not only 
retrospectively analyses the personality of Pierston (his 
autobiographical hero), but also shows great urrlerstanding of curing 
himself by removing the "curse" from Pierston: "He was no longer the 
same man that he had hitherto been. The malignant fever, or his 
experiences, or both, had taken away sanething from him, am put 
sanething else in its place" (WB, p.197). It is only then that he 
becanes "nonral" and is able to marry and settle down with Marcia 
Bencomb. 
'lb sum. up this section, Hardy was attracted to women from 
childhood. His susceptibility was conditioned, like lawrence's, by 
his mother's Oedipal influence, which caused a split in his 
personality between spirit and flesh. Throughout his life, Hardy was 
attracted mainly to two types of woman: those who strongly resembled 
his nother in shape am blood (like the Sparks sisters for example), 
am those liberal am emancipated women who shared interests with 
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him, like Florence Dugdale am Mrs Henniker. On the whole, all these 
women come urrler an tnnbrella not because they are similar, b..rt 
because they are all projections of the "Well-Beloved" fantasy, the 
false vision he is chasirg fran one woman to another. 
II 
D.H. lawrence 
It has been argued that Lawrence was trapped in a sexual 
process of nonnal development between male am female. As explained 
in Fantasia of the Unconscious (1923) am explored in Sons am 
Lovers, he, because of his mother's exceptional attachment to him, 
was forced to develop a psychologically· disturbed personality. '!he 
duality in his make-up, which is acknowledged by many critics today, 
is a striking feature in both his writirg am life. F .0. O1ambers, a 
member of Jessie's family, says: "Lawrence was a woman in man's skin 
and only women had much sympathy with him. He disliked male conpany 
from his earliest years". 25 
lawrence himself believed that his intrinsic sexual nature was 
dual and that his male am female elements were in conflict, not in 
balance. In "study of '!homas Hardy", where he first developed his 
psychological concepts of duality, he writes: "Every man comprises 
male and female in his beirg, the male always strugglirg for 
predominance. A woman likewise consists in male am female, with 
female predominant". Biologically speakirg, this is true. Daleski, in 
his study TIle Forked Flame (1965), confinns this view: 
It is !flY contention that Lawrence, thouqh believP1g 
intensely in himself as a male, was rurrlamentally 
identified with the female principle as he himself 
defines it in the essay on Hardy... I believe that 
lawrence initially made a strenuous effort to reconcile 
the male and female elements in himself rut that he was 
~ 1 : ~ ~ i l e d ~ ~ i ~ ~ 6 6 am that he was 
TIle arrlrogynous nature of Lawrence, which has become a modern 
characteristic in the late twentieth century, is evident throughout 
his life. In his fiction, Ursula in '!he Rainbow, who is almost 
precisely based on his experiences, and Rupert Birkin, the 
autobiographical hero in Women in Love, are outstanding examples. In 
his biography, there is a lot of evidence to suggest that he had been 
somewhat "effeminate" in his youth am probably remained so until the 
ern of his life. Like '!hornetS Hardy in childhood, Lawrence preferred 
the company of girls, with whan he played am identified, to that of 
the boys with their masculine outdoor games. One of his teachers 
recalled that he ''was a brilliant boy when he was here... He struck 
me, though as beirg rather effeminate, c::catprred with his brother". 27 
What is not so often noticed, however, is the fact that his physical 
weakness and illness in childhood (another striking similarity with 
Hardy) as well as in adulthood, caused him to assume a feminine role 
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as a consequence of his being entirely deperrlent on his mother as he 
later becane on Frieda. 
In his adult life, there are frequent references to his 
interest in housewifely work such as cooking, sewing, scrubbing am 
making clothes. In a letter to Mary cannan, he, like a woman, 
excla:iJns: "I made heavenly chocolate cakes am droprm them, b.rrning 
my finger - also exquisite rock cakes, am forgot to p1t the fat 
in! ! ... 28 From these hints and many others, one can presume tbat 
lawrence was irrleed effeminate am he was aware of it. In Iggy 
Cllatterley's lDver for exanple, Mellors, who is also based on him 
says: "'Ihey used to say I had too much of the woman in me" (LCL, 
p.287). In Kangaroo, Ben Cooley, another lawrence prototype is 
described as the man who could never have a mate: "He's as odd as any 
phoenix bird... there's no female kangaroo of his species" (K, p .117) . 
His deep exploration into the sul:x::onscious is not only a modern 
method and fonn of writing, rut more accurately a quest into his 
inner self, seeking the truth of his own sexual identity. His 
affinity for women had, no doubt, enlarged his understanding of 
feminine psychology and problems, mainly those of love and marriage. 
But his inner conflicts had certainly led him to see sexual 
relationships between men and women more as a permanent struggle for 
dominance than hannony, which increased the fear of merging between 
the two sexes. 
Although his novels are seen as an alternative search for 
satisfying relationships between men and women, particularly in 
marriage, it is his life which more accurately illuminates some dark 
and controversial areas such as his relationships with women (as he 
had perceived them). '!his perception helped him fonn his attitude 
towards love and marriage both in his life am fiction. It is the 
purpose of this section to examine lawrence's relationship with 
women, mainly with his mother, his early love affairs before 
marriage, his elopement am marriage with Frieda, am other female 
friendships, in order to study his changing attitudes towards love 
am marriage. 
'lbroughout his life, lawrence, like Hardy, was very much aware 
of the women arourrl him. He not only loved them am sympathized with 
their predicament rut also respected their talents and allowed 
himself to be affected by them. In one of his letters he writes: "I 
think the one thing to do is for men to have courage to draw nearer 
to women, expose themselves to them, am be altered by them". '!his is 
exactly what happened to him. It was in women tbat the young lawrence 
invested his passion am sharpened his thoughts about love am 
marriage. He saw relationships between men am women as the centre of 
being. In another letter to lady cynthia Asquith, he emphasises: "'!he 
whole crux of life ncM lies in the relation between man am woman 
between Adam am Eve. In this relation we live or die". Not 
surprisingly, however, this statement seems to be the blueprint of 
all his novels as he always tries to reconcile man am woman in a 
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healthy marital relationship. On 23 December 1912, he also wrote to 
Sallie Hopkin: "I shall do a novel about Love TriUl'l'lli1ant one day. I 
shall do my work for women, better than the suffrage". Two days later 
he wrote: "I'll do my life work, stickirg up for the love between man 
am wonan... I shall always be a priest of love am now a glad 
one".29 
In addition to his prophetic mission, lawrence diagnosed not 
only the sexual problems of both sexes rut also their nature am mode 
of being, mainly that of women which had long been denied. In defence 
of Frieda, lawrence once told a friend: "You don't know that a woman 
is not a man with a different sex. She is a different world", while 
in another letter he described '!he Sisters as a novel about women 
"becoming irrlividual self-responsible, taking her initiative". 30 If 
these quotations are collectively considered, it seems clear that 
lawrence's urrlerstanding of women is profourrl. '!he depth of his 
urrlerstanding did not come out of thin air. It is the composite of 
his own experience as he came under extensive contact with real women 
he truly lOVed. 
'!he first of these women is of course his mother, Lydia 
Beardsall. Like Jemima, Hardy's mother, Lydia had a very domineering 
personality, strict discipline am self-proclaimed superiority. 
Moreover she read widely, wrote verse am loved serious intellectual 
discussions. Whether or not one should accept her claim to class 
superiority over her husband is open for discussion. But what seems 
certain, as far as lawrence and his sister Ada were concerned, is the 
fact that although Arthur lawrence was socially equal to his bride, 
at least at the time of their marriage, he was, no doubt, her 
intellectual inferior. '!hough they had the ingredients to make a 
marriage of opp:>Sites in which each partner enlarges the opposite 
polarity of his/her being, their marriage was doomed to fail due to 
its incompatibility and lack of understan:li.ng. As Sons and Lovers 
suggests, Lydia after her disappointment in marriage, turned to her 
sons and selected them as lovers one after the other. Because 
lawrence was born unwanted and unhealthy, Lydia was drawn to him, 
after the death of William (her favourite son), in an oedipal love 
relationship. She seems to have taught him to hate his father am 
identify exclusively with his mother. '!he absence of the influence of 
a father or of a male figure with whom he could identify at that 
crucial stage of his life caused his sexual/psychological 
disturbance. In a telling letter to the Scots poet, Rachael Taylor, 
he writes "I've never had rut one parent", while in another he says 
"I was born hating my father, as early as ever I can remember, I 
shivered with horror when he touched me. He was very bad before I was 
born". 31 
'!he feminine side of his personality gave him an insight into 
women am enabled him to create a brilliant series of female 
characters. But his knowledge of women, though a considerable 
advantage to his writing, also caused him a lot of distress am 
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suffering as he failed to reconcile his COnflictirg enotions in life. 
'Ibis is evident in a letter to Jessie Chambers where he expresses his 
anxiety: "I have always believed it was the woman who paid the price 
in life. But I've made a discovery. It's the man who pays, not the 
oman" 32 La t ha been +-h h .. , ..Ir.; ~ ~ • W • wrence mus ve ...... ~ ~ - = . 1 1 of Hardy at this stage 
because it is Hardy who initially believed that women were always the 
victims - in fact lawrence's words echo Tess: "'!he Woman Pays". But 
the second half of the quotation refers directly to his oedipal 
relationship with his IlDther. One does not need to look further than 
the semi -autobiographical novel, Sons and Lovers, to understand 
lawrence's sexual predicament and his IlDther's deep influence on hlln. 
No wonder many critics have believed that lawrence was only 
influenced by his mother in those crucial years of puberty and that 
the father's influence was not really effective, if it existed at 
all. In support of this view, Emile Delavenay, one of lawrence's 
biographers, writes: "In the fonnative years of lawrence's 
personality, his father's influence was either non-existent or 
completely negative". 33 '!hough this may appear to be generally true, 
it cannot be entirely accepted. It would be much IlDre accurate to 
claim that lawrence was in fact influenced by both parents rut 
because of his mother's possessive affection, he was not allowed to 
either express or nourish the qualities inherited from his father 
until the death of his IlDther. Only then the process of expression 
and identification reversed. Just as he rejected his father and 
denied his masculine qualities by identifyirg with the mother, so he 
now suppressed those traits that came from his IlDther by identifying 
with the father. 
'Ibis is not to deny the fact that lawrence managed twice in his 
life to balance himself, though for relatively short periods, between 
male and ferrale. '!he first time he managed to do so was in the First 
World War when he wrote Women in Love. He not only presented his 
autobiographical hero/heroine in Birkin and Ursula rut also portrayed 
himself in Birkin as an androgynous figure who is divided, on the one 
hand, between male and female from the inside, and on the other, 
between Ursula (Frieda) and Gerald erich (Murry) from the outside. On 
the second occasion, he succeeded in affecting a final reconciliation 
between his conflictirg emotions when he wrote lady O1atterley's 
!Dver in 1928. 34 Part of lawrence's difficulty with that last novel, 
in addition to the language, is his search for his sexual identity 
which took three versions to clarify - to firrl the balance of his 
"being" . 
'!hough lawrence was deperrlent and subnissive in his childhood, 
he was also sensitive and aware of what was going on around him. Like 
Hardy, who knew every change in his district, lawrence witnessed 
great irxiustrial developnents in his region, mainly those which were 
associated with the coal mines, as well as rapid social and moral 
changes that took place around the turn of the century. In one of his 
personal ob3ervations, he writes: 
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My npther's generation was the first generation of 
working class nothers to become r ~ ~ self-conscious t h ~ ~ . woman freed herself at I mentally curl 
sprrltually from the husbani's domination am tlien she 
bec:aIoo the great institution, the cba:f.acter-fonni!tg 
p:JWer, the notper of my generation. I am sure the 
Character of mne-tenths of the men of my generation 
was fonned l::fs the nother: the dlaract:er of the daughters too. 
Mothers to him are not only natural reformers bIt spiritual leaders 
who are responsible for the wellbeirg of society as far as education 
goes. 
In the secom phase of his life, Lawrence fonned a number of 
passionate love relationships with at least five different girls: 
Jessie O1arnbers, Alice Dax, Agnes Holt, Helen Corke and Louie 
Burrows. What these women had in carnrron is the fact that they were 
all feminists according to the nornal definition of the word at that 
time. Like Lydia Lawrence, who was an active member of the Women's 
Co-operati ve Guild, they were all connected with either the 
suffragette or the socialist movement. Although they were gradually 
emancipated, the question of their sexual freedom was not the main 
feature of that time (Alice Dax was probably amorg the first women to 
be sexually liberated). 
Lawrence's intilnate relationship with Jessie O1arnbers, his 
first love, was one of the most significant experiences in his l:tfe. 
Because she was forced to leave school at the age of ten and 
consequently humiliated by her brothers for her lack of education, 
she, like Elizabeth-Jane in '!he Mayor of casterbridge, came to the 
conclusion that "unless I could achieve SCIre degree of education I 
had better never have been born" . 36 Her desperate enthusiasm to 
pursue her studies and to establish herself in the Haggs Fann as an 
equal member of the family caused Lawrence, who was "aware of my 
state of mirrl" to teach her before she was finally allowed to go back 
to school and became a pupil-teacher. Jessie, the first of many 
people Lawrence taught, was not only an ideal recipient of his 
tuition, she was also an influential figure on the fornation of his 
character and his literary career. In addition to their extensive 
reading and discussion of their readirg, they had also decided to 
work tcxJether as fellow-authors: "He said he thought he should try a 
novel, and wanted me to try one too, so that we could canpare notes". 
'!here is no evidence, however, that Jessie ever wrote a novel bIt she 
had certainly urged him to publish his poetry when she "copied out 
sarre of my poems, and without tellirg me, sent them to the Erglish 
Review, which had just had a glorious re-birth urrler Ford Hueffer". 37 
FUrthennore, she was the first reader of his novels, the first IOOdel 
of his heroines (Miriam in Sons and I.Dvers am Emily in '!he White 
Peacock) and nnst significantly the first to make him realize his 
eroc>tional conflicts with his mother, the inspiration of his first 
major work. 
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Beside her powerful influence on him, Jessie also played a 
major role in shaping his sexuality. since both of them were brought 
up urder a stern puritan cx:xie, neither he nor she at first showed any 
}i1ysical desire for the other. As she is portrayed in Sons am 
Lovers, she was horrified by the idea of sleeping with him before 
marriage. 'Ibough she eventually yielded to his sexual demands, he was 
not altogether satisfied with her, not because she was not suitable 
for him rut because he was emotionally crippled by an unusual 
attadnnent to his IrOther: where he desires he cannot love am where 
he loves he cannot desire. Lawrence was aware of this problem, as 
Sons and Lovers clearly shows, rut still remained paralysed by his 
IrOther's possessive love. He once told Jessie: "I've always loved 
IrOther. .. I've loved her, like a lover. '!hat's why I could never love 
you". In another letter to louie Burrows, he writes: "you know, my 
IrOther has been passionately fond of me, am fiercely jealous. She 
hated J. - am would have risen from the grave to prevent my marrying 
her" . 38 'Ibis not only shows how deep his IrOther's love was for him 
rut also how reluctant he was, even after her death, to marry Jessie. 
If Lydia's presence had destroyed their relationship while she was 
alive, her death separated them forever. 
If Jessie <llambers is conceived as a spiritual woman in Sons 
am Lovers, Alice Dax is, no doubt, a sexual one. Divided between the 
two women as he was between his conflicting emotions towards his 
IrOther, Lawrence was finally drawn to Alice Dax am to a new 
experience in his life. She not only awakened his sexual desires and 
broke his emotional impasse rut also advised him to sleep with 
Jessie. As Sons and lovers also shows, Clara Dawes, who is largely 
based on Alice, tells Paul Morel that he is ignorant of Miriam's 
(Jessie's) feelings as well as of his own, am that he should release 
himself from his IrOther's capture am seek Miriam who, unlike what he 
thought, "doesn't want any of your soul conununion. '!hat's your own 
imagination. She wants you" (SL, p.276). Alice was in fact (as he 
himself claimed) the first woman to introduce him to sex - an 
experience that had long been denied in him. According to Willie 
Hopkin, Alice once told his wife: "Sallie, I gave Bert sex, I had to. 
He was over at our house, struggling with a poem he coul.dn't finish, 
so I took him upstairs and gave him sex. He came downstairs and 
finished the poem". 39 
'Ibe sexual-love relationship was very crucial to both of them. 
On the one harrl, it weaned the virginal Lawrence from his IrOther and 
released his creative flow, while on the other, it revitalized Alice 
once IrOre and sent her back to her husband, with whom she had 
quarrelled. Unlike Freud, Lawrence saw sex as" a constructive process 
which generates a creative impulse and triggers inspiration. It is 
only when man and woman are sexually satisfied that they are able to 
launch therosel ves in life and asst.nne their productive roles. As a 
result of the experience, Alice fell passionately in love with 
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lawrence am hoped that the child she later bore was his, though it 
was plainly her husbarrl' s. 
Besides her love affair with lawrence, Alice was also a major 
intellectual influence on him. She, like l1'OSt of the friends of his 
youth, was a very s t r o ~ ~ feminist who had finn views on women's 
rights, free love am suffragism. Like Blanche Jennings, with wham 
lawrence liked to discuss his volatile love affairs and whom he took 
as a surrogate rrother, Alice was a keen social refonoor and defiant 
of traditional conventions. She not only used to have serious 
intellectual discussions with the men of her generation rut also 
contradicted their statements and corrected their words of wisdom. As 
Enid Hilton writes: 
Alice Dax and my rrother were years ahead of their tbne 
(which may have been one of her attractions for 
D. H. L. ), am both were widely read, , advanced' in 
dress, thought and house decoration... Together, she 
and my rrot.fier worked for the woman's cause, and I 
remernl::ier b e ~ ~ taken to 'meetings' in the City of 
Nottingham... Alice Dax carried her ideas alItOSl: to 
extreroos. Gradually she became a NAME in the district. 
Like any modern feminist, Alice was detennined to change the 
p r e v a i l ~ ~ social attitude towards women. Instead of b e ~ ~ a sexual 
object, she asserted herself as a "manly" woman who would do anything 
to help the women's cause. Of her jewelleries and b e l o ~ ~ s s we are 
told that she kept only "few pictures... one rug, no knick-knacks 
collected over the years, no items of beauty or a r r e s t ~ ~ interest, 
rut lots of tidy books". 40 
Her influence on Lawrence, in addition to i n t r o d u c ~ ~ him to 
sex and e n l a r g ~ ~ his views on women and feminism, included 
i n t r o d u c ~ ~ him to the w r i t ~ s s of Edward Carpenter. '!hough Lawrence 
s u r p r i s ~ l y y kept silent about this influence in his w r i t ~ s , , there 
is c o n v i n c ~ ~ evidence to suggest that he in fact read Carpenter 
thoroughly without ever publicly s a y ~ ~ so. One s t r o ~ ~ piece of 
evidence, in addition to the renBrkable similarity of ideas, 
voca1::nlary and imagery between Carpenter's works and Lawrence's 
w r i t ~ s s between 1912 and 1914, is Alice's influence. 41 She was a 
disciple of Carpenter, who was a prominent member of the Nottingham 
meetings. Whether or not Lawrence met him still seems uncertain. But, 
acx::ording to Jessie Olarnbers, Lawrence was definitely aware of his 
books. She stated in 1935 that Alice, their mutual friend, owned all 
of Carpenter's books and Lawrence, b e ~ ~ a frequent visitor to 
Alice's house, may have read ItOSt of Alice's books, if not all. 
Jessie herself used to borrow books fram Alice and discuss them with 
lawrence. One of these books was Carpenter's Love's Coming of Age, 
which she had borrowed in the winter of 1909-10. 
Etlward Carpenter had a significant influence on Etlwardian 
society as well as on many modern writers at the beginning of this 
century. Much of his thinking was ahead of its tbne, and he, like 
Havelock Ellis, was both original and influential, mainly in the 
controversial areas of hcxoosexuality and sexual freedam. Delavenay 
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has suggested tbat lawrence, like E.M. Forster, came l..lI'rler the direct 
influence of carpenter. One CCJITIl"OC)n element was their overt expression 
of views on comradeship am female sexuality at a time when merely 
ac:1mowledging these facts was considered an offence against 
traditional IOC>rality. '!heir revolutionary writings made them pioneers 
who sought to enlighten am educate the public to acx:ept more liberal 
attitudes towards sex am marriage. 
At Croydon (1908-1912), lawrence became ~ e n t l y y involved 
with at least three wanen while he was still seeing Jessie am Alice. 
'!he remarkable thing about these women is the fact tbat they all knew 
one another, at least by name. '!he first of them, beside Jane am Mrs 
Davidson of whom little is known, is Agnes Holt. According to Jessie, 
who was introduced to her in November 1909, lawrence had thought of 
marrying Agnes rut by Olristmas 1909 he changed his mind, believing 
their marriage would be a mistake. As he explained in a letter to his 
confidante Blanche Jennings: 
She's so utterly ignorant am old-fashioned, really, 
though she has been to college am has taugl:lt in lDndon 
some years. . . She still judges by mid-Victorian 
standards am covers herself Wl.th a woolly fluff of 
romance that the years will wear sickly... She is all 
sham am ~ i c l . a l l in her outlook, am I can't chanqe 
her. She's frightened. Now I'm sick of her.", Sne 
pretends to be very fond of me; she isn't really. 42 
Although lawrence dismissed her as sham am superficial, he must have 
been attracted to her initially for her beautiful looks am 
independence of manner. 
Like Agnes Holt, Helen Corke, the second of these lDndon women, 
was very attractive am older than lawrence. Introduced to him by 
Agnes Mason, a mutual friend who was also teaching in the Davidson 
Road School, Helen was increasingly attracted to lawrence, with whom 
she shared an interest in art, music am literature. As with Jessie, 
lawrence am Helen started to exchanged favourite books and discuss 
them on their IOn;J walks. '!heir discussions often helped to inspire 
his writings, as on the day he talked with her after a visit to the 
Tate Gallery am then at once he wrote his poem "Corot". lawrence was 
aware of this influence as he one day told her: "I always feel, when 
you give me an idea, how much better I could work it out myself". 43 
She also helped him make the final copy of '!he White Peacock am 
provided the inspiration for '!he Trespasser am the "Helen" poems. 
In addition to her literary influence on him, she played an 
important role in his sexual development. As '!he Trespasser (1912) 
am her autobiographical novel, Neutral Ground (1933) suggest, Helen 
was emotionally shattered by a personal disaster. In the sununer of 
1910, she had become the mistress of her violin teacher, Herbert 
MacCartney, who, l.ll1happily married, han;Jed himself. It was at that 
time that lawrence became an intimate friend of Helen. '!hough he 
sua::eeded in reviving a zest for life in her, he failed to make her 
his lover. When she was asked in aT. V. interview in 1968 whether he 
could have been her lover, she said: "I think hardly so because ... he 
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might have been my lover rut I shouldn't have been his lover. I had a 
great affection for him". 44 In fact, Helen was rrore attracted to 
Jessie O1ambers than to lawrence. It is not clear whether Helen's 
sexual orientation was a factor in her affair with MacCartney, rut 
she certainly became a lesbian after his suicide, as she herself 
admitted. 
since she would not marry lawrence nor would she respond to his 
continuous sexual demands, he once threatened to degrade hilllself with 
a prostitute. In a bitter letter to Helen in July 1911 he wrote: "I 
will never ask for sex relationship again, never, unless I can give 
the dirty coin of marriage: unless it be a prostitute, whom I can 
love because I am sorry for her. I cannot stand the sex strain 
between us". In another letter which caused their separation, he, 
still askin;} for sex, wrote: "Wouldn't you like to come and have a 
walk with me on the common some evening? '!hen we might go back to 
Garnett. He is beautifully unconventional". 45 lawrence's sexual 
frustrations at that time (see his poems "Repulsed" and "Coldness in 
IDve") and Helen's coldness may very well have prompted the 
resentment and condemnation of the lesbian scene in '!he Rainbow. 
Driven by his sexual frustrations with Jessie, Agnes and Helen, 
his dissatisfaction with teaching and the miseries caused by his 
mother's death, lawrence suddenly proposed to IDuie Burrows while 
they were in a train. Although he was happy about his proposal, he, 
like Jocelyn Pierston in Hardy's '!he Well-Beloved, was soon to have 
second thoughts. As he told Jessie Olambers: "I was in the train with 
[IDuie] on saturday and I suddenly asked her to marry me, I never 
meant to. But she accepted and I shall stick to it. I've written to 
her father".46 IDuie, like lawrence's other girlfriends, was a very 
attractive and passionate girl. Lawrence had known her and her family 
since she was twelve years old, rut his love relationship with her 
did not bloom, however, until he had left the pupil-teacher Centre in 
1910. '!hough she was engaged to him for fourteen months, from 
December 1910 until February 1912, she, like the rest, had failed to 
satisfy him physically and spiritually. Lawrence had to cast her off, 
while he was still attracted to her sexually, because she lacked the 
spiritual intensity of Jessie Olambers (which was also too extreme) 
and was not sufficiently mature to meet his demands. 
On 4 February 1912, lawrence finally broke off his engagement 
with IDuie, on the ground that the doctors at Croydon and Bournemouth 
had told him that he should not marry, at least for a long time, if 
ever. Arrl since he could not make a living as a teacher any more he 
could not, therefore, support a wife: "I will not drag on an 
engagement - so I ask you to dismiss me. I am afraid we are not well 
suited".47 What lawrence was really looking for at the time, as he 
later explored in his novels, was a mature woman who could replace 
his rrother and satisfy both his sexual and spiritual needs 
simultaneously. Like Jessie Olambers, IDuie, who twice visited his 
grave in 1930, was deeply hurt and remained loyal throughout her 
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life. She, no doubt, was an important factor in his developnent. 
Besides being one of the prototypes of Ursula in '!he Rainbow, she 
inspired some of his best early love poems such as "Snapjragon", 
"Kisses in the Train", am "'!he Harrls of the Betrothed" as well as 
playing a rrajor role in his emotional development. 
Trapped as he was by the sexual conflicts of Etlwardian Englam, 
Lawrence had irrleed been influenced by these well-educated am 
eJTal1Cipated women, whom he loved am left between 1908 am 1912; at 
the same tiloo he had a powerful influence on them. Alice Dax am 
Helen Corke might have committed themselves sexually or otherwise to 
him rut were unwilling to marry him. 48 '!he others, though wanting so 
badly to rrarry him, could not meet his expectations. In one way or 
another, they all remained in love with him to a certain extent. 
Helen never rrarried am remained attached to him (as her writings 
show) until her death at the age of ninety-six. Jessie am lDuie who 
were deeply wounded when they broke with Lawrence, married 
respectively in 1915 am 1940 am had no children. Agnes destroyed 
all his letters while Alice decided not to sleep with another man, 
not even her husbarrl, after she am Lawrence eventually parted. At 
this stage, it is clear, because of his attachment to his mother, 
Lawrence (like Pierston in '!he Well-Beloved) failed to sustain a 
pennanent relationship with a woman. It was not until he met Frieda 
that he was able to establish a life-long relationship. 
Frieda Von Richthofen Weekley Lawrence (1879-1956), a 
strikingly beautiful lady, came from an aristocratic German family 
who, like the Zu Rassentlous in "'!he captain's Doll", had sunk in the 
world. Like Lydia Lawrence, Frieda's mother, Ann Marquier, despised 
her husbarrl, though not because of his drinking habits am brutality 
as Morel, rut because of his womanizing am gambling. '!he failure of 
her parents' rrarriage had affected Frieda am her two sisters, Else 
am Johanna, so deeply that they became, as they were identifying 
with their mother, rebellious against the patriarchal world of 
Prussian militarism, which dominated life in Germany at that time. In 
his book, '!he Von Richthofen sisters: '!he Triumphant am the Tragic 
Mcxies of lDve (1974), Martin Green argues that Frieda's world was a 
"rratriarchal world, in the service of life am love, which she 
created around her" am goes on to explain its erotic dimension: 
the erotic movement... carried both Von Richthofen 
sisters with it for a time am Frieda for all her 
life ... most notably in Bavaria am Munich, there arose 
a rratriarchal rebellion which expressed itself in 
behavioural tenns py idealizing tfie Magna Mater or 
Hetaera role, a role in which a woman felt herself, 
"religiously" called to take many lovers am bear many 
children without suhnitting to a nusbarrl/father /rraster . 
'!his rratriarchal rebellion was one of the ~ t t sharply 
characterized fonns of the erotic movement. 
When Lawrence first met Frieda in April 1912 while he visiting 
his teacher, Ernest Weekley, he seemed to have been :inuoodiatel y drawn 
to her, despite the fact that she was a married woman. Her feelings 
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for him were equally intense, despite his lack of social starrling am 
enployment at that time. One can only presume as far as one can 
gather, that their mutual attraction was the natural result of the 
fact that they were both products of a matriarchy, who knew one 
another by instinct more than they did by reason. Impulsively he soon 
wrote to her, after sensing her unhappy marriage "You are the most 
wonderful woman in all Erglam", am she, a few days after their 
meeting, suddenly acknowledged her love for him am boldly proposed 
that they becoIre lovers. 50 She wanted an affair; he wanted marriage. 
Part of lawrence's love for Frieda, in addition to her 
resemblance to his mother in manners am dominance, was based on her 
emancipation. In a letter to Edward Garnett before their elopement, 
lawrence revealed the reasons behind his attraction: "She is the 
daughter of Baron Von Richthofen, of the ancient am famous house of 
Richthofen - rut she's splendid, she is really ... Mrs. Weekley is 
perfectly unconventional, rut really good - in the best sense ... she 
is the woman of a lifetime" . Lawrence was right in judging her 
character, for, unlike his other women, she was freely willing to 
sleep with him am when he proposed that they should elope, she 
acx:epted his offer apparently without much thought. Moreover, Frieda 
seems to be probably the only one among his beloved women who was 
strong enough to coTXJUer his mother am replace her possessive love 
am only after her death as he confessed to her: "If my mother had 
lived I could never have loved you, she wouldn't have let me go".51 
Before their elopement, Frieda had been married to Ernest 
Weekley, a professor of languages at University College, Nottingham, 
for thirteen years (1899-1912). '!heir marriage had been a failure 
from the beginning because they had nothing in cormnon. Although they 
had three children am lived together for a long time, they still 
could not resolve their basic problems of temperament am 
expectations. Weekley, whom Aldous Huxley called "possibly the 
dullest professor in the Western hemisphere", was repressed am 
somewhat harsh. '!hough he was highly educated am intelligent, he 
never gave her any access, as she had expected, to the academic world 
in Ergland. Instead, he tried to contain her am suppress her 
intellectually. As their son Montague emphasised: " it was a most 
incompatible marriage, hopeless from the start. Looking back on it 
now, I see there was no prospect of its lasting... My father had a 
crushing schcx:>lInaster ly manner am not much tact, he couldn't resist 
putting her in her place". 52 Despite all of this Frieda was patient 
with him for more than a decade. 
On the other hand, Frieda's relationship with Lawrence should 
not be taken as a happy and perfect one either. 'Ihroughout their 
life, they fought continuously, errlless fights which they seem to 
have enjoyed publicly as a kind of sexual foreplay. In justifying his 
marriage to Frieda by comparing her to Jessie Olambers, he once told 
Willie Hopkin: "Some of my aOIlJaintance seem to think Frieda am I 
are wrongly mated. She is the one possible woman for me, for I must 
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have opposition - somet.hirg to fight or I shall go umer ... It would 
have been a fatal step [to many Jessie]. I should have had too easy 
a life, nearly everythin;J my own way, am my genius would have been 
destroyed".53 '!his is what lawrence would call marriage of OIP>Sites. 
He did not really want a woman's subnission even though he sometimes 
says so. What he really wanted was challeDJe am struggle. 
Frieda, for her part, seems to have liked these battles. She 
not only tried to provoke his rage as a means of assertiD;} herself in 
the marriage, rut also seems to have enjoyed his confrontation every 
IlCM am then. One can suspect that Frieda sometimes provoked 
lawrence's offensive behaviour towards WOIOOn am was partly 
responsible for his obsessive ideas about sex am dominance. Although 
she sometiIres appeared to be the victim, she was in fact the victor, 
the oppressor, who would, according to lady ottoline Morrell, "always 
win if she wants to; for she had ten times the physical vitality and 
force that he has, am always really dominates him, hOW'ever much he 
may rebel am complain". 54 Besides, if she was not satisfied with 
lawrence, why would she stay with him when she could have easily left 
him for another man just as she had left Weekley? 
'Ibroughout her life, Frieda had a number of affairs: in fact, 
she had more love affairs when she was married to lawrence than when 
she was with Weekley. 55 '!he questions that arise are: why was Frieda 
so patient with her dull husband for thirteen years when she knew 
that her marriage would not work from the start am was deterioratiD;} 
day after day? Why did she suddenly decide to leave her husband and 
her children am go off with lawrence after knowiD;} him for only six 
weeks? Why did shE:: deliberately or otherwise take occasional lovers 
wham lawrence )mew about while he strictly resolved not to have any 
affair after his marriage? As far as one can gather, both lawrence 
am Frieda had umergone radical changes in belief and practice. 
lawrence, who had a number of mainly innocent love affairs before his 
marriage am alInost none after it, came to believe that "the instinct 
of fidelity is perhaps the deepest instinct in the great complex we 
call sex. Where there is real sex there is the umerlyiD;} passion for 
fidelity",56 while Frieda, who was a virgin at her wedding and alnost 
conservative in the first two-thirds of her marriage with Weekley, 
suddenly became sexually liberated. 
It was not until Frieda met otto Gross, a brilliant disciple of 
Freud, that she became aware of her marital and sexual problems and 
realised probably for the first time that she should make some 
changes in her life. While visitiD;} her family in Gennany in 1907, 
she soon fell in love with Gross am established a long-distance 
relationship which lasted several years (Else, Frieda's sister also 
had an affair with him am bore him a son in 1907). [)]riD;} those 
years, Gross not only taught her psychoanalysis am the principle of 
sexual freedom which she later adopted in her marriage with lawrence, 
rut also asked her to leave Weekley am live with him in Gennany. In 
addition to that, he also taught her, just as lawrence was learning 
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fran Edward carpenter and others, to recognise her sexual desires 
(which were generally denied in women at that time) and to seek to 
satisfy them without any fear or guilt. Like lawrence, Gross believed 
in an erotic philosophy: 
'Ib love erotically is not to feel identified with the 
other ~ s o n f . . rut with the third being the 
relatioriShip itself. Erotic love alone can finally 
o v e r ~ ~ man',s l o n e l ~ . . Relationship urrlerstcxxi as 
the third ~ , , worshipped as a Bl:lPreme value I will 
allow the lover to caril:)ine an e r o ~ ~ union wlth an 
uncompromised drive to Wi viduality . 
Gross's influence on Frieda is no doubt essential but what 
seems to be even more important is her subsequent influence on 
lawrence's life and work as she became, at one point, a direct 
mediator between the psychologists. Although Delavenay believes, by 
showing the strong link between lawrence's ideas and carpenter's that 
lawrence (like Hardy) was a pre-Freudian who was closer to nineteenth 
century intuition than twentieth century theory, lawrence was 
equally, if not essentially, influenced by Freud. As Frieda confinned 
in 1942: "lawrence knew aOOut Freud before he wrote the final draft 
of Sons and wvers. I don't know whether he had read Freud or heard 
of him before we rret, in 1912. But I was a great Freud admirer; we 
had long arguments". 58 Whether or not lawrence knew of Freud's ideas 
before he rret Frieda is uncertain. But it seems most likely that he 
was first introduced to Freud's theories, which were scarcely known 
in England at that time, either by Frieda, who came Vnder Gross's 
influence, or possibly by his Gennan uncle, Fritz Krenkow, a 
respected authority on Arabic language and Islamic literature who 
encouraged him to use his impressive library in leicester. 
In his autobiographical novel Mr Noon (1984), lawrence closely 
fictionalises his initial rreeting with Frieda, her affairs with a 
number of men, especially otto Gross, and how he was influenced by 
her liberal sexuality. It is perhaps for the strong affinities 
between the material in the book and his real relationship with 
Frieda that lawrence decided not to publish the novel and disclose 
personal matters to the public. Based on Gross, Eberhard is a doctor, 
philosopher and psychiatrist: "he was a genius - a genius at love. He 
urrlerstood so much. Arrl then he made one feel so free. He was almost 
the first psychoanalyst, you know - he was Viennese too, and far, far 
more brilliant than Freud. '!hey were frierrls" (MN, p.160). lawrence 
depicts almost everything known about Gross's affair with and 
influence on Frieda, from being the lover of Frieda's sister "He was 
IDuise's lover first" to "It was he who freed rre, really. I was just 
a conventional wife, simply getting crazy boxed up", to "He made me 
believe in love - in the sacredness of love", to "Eberhard taught me 
that ... love is sex. But you can have your sex all in your head, like 
the saints did. But that I call a sort of perversion" to finally how 
"these theories were not new to Gilbert" (MN, pp.159-61). 
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In any case, Frieda was the one person who not only discussed 
Freud's ideas with him rut also gave substance to his vital theories 
of love, sex arrl marriage. She explained women's feelings, arrl helped 
him to conceive fictional scenes; she became his life-long companion 
who loved arrl cared on the one ham, am rebelled arrl fought on the 
other. Without her, he would have never been the scure, nor would he 
have been able to clarify his oedipal conflict arrl realise the fact 
that his mother was wrong, at least in Sons arrl lDvers, arrl his 
father was right. When she asked him: ''What do I give you, that you 
didn't get from the others?" he confidently answered: "You make me 
sure of myself, whole". 59 Besides that, she was also a vital stimulus 
for his art; she was, like himself, a recurring figure in almost all 
his fiction arrl possibly his poetry. Lawrence was right when he said 
that Frieda was the only possible woman for him arrl for his genius. 
Lawrence was to a large extent shaped by women who loved him, 
influenced his life arrl inspired his fiction. Many of these women, 
were educated (in contrast to Hardy's women), errancipated am 
unconventional, when it came to sex arrl marriage. '!hey were often 
trapped in marriage arrl disillusioned by their superficial husbands 
who failed to satisfy them sexually and match their vitality. It is 
because of this fact that his relatively happy marriage that Lawrence 
once ecstatically remarked: "Whatever happens, I do love, and I am 
loved. I have given arrl I have taken - and that is eternal. Oh, If 
people could marry properly; I believe in marriage". 60 
Lawrence set out to explore the iItplications of this statement 
arrl to work out a marriage fonnula by which man arrl wornan can happily 
be united in a perfect relationship. But far from achieving this, at 
least in his own marriage, he found himself searching for his own 
identity. Disturbed by his abnormal attachment to his mother as he 
was, Lawrence, instead of seeking women's emancipation, was also 
struggling for his own independence, a struggle to free himself from 
women who are "becaning individual, self-responsible, taking her own 
initiative". '!hese new women, whom he frequently sought as allies, 
caused him great distress and sometimes threatened his integrity not 
because he hated them, as Kate Millett and other critics suggest, but 
because they were representatives of his possessive mother whom he 
subconsciously killed to free himself. As Frieda confidently writes: 
"in his heart of hearts I think he always dreaded women, felt that 
they were in the end more powerful than men". 61 
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CHAPTER THREE 
PSYCHOI.£)GlCAL EXPERIMENr: SCHI AND wamN: OEDIPAL ~ ~
Both '!he Return of the Native (1878) am Sons am lDvers (1913) 
are not just love stories which deal with marriage as a serious 
problem, rut also to some extent autobiographically embody a study of 
the relationship between llDther am son, which helps towards 
urrlerstan:ting of the novelists' emotional growth and attitudes 
towards love and marriage. Like their creators, Clyrn Yeobright am 
Paul Morel bec:::one victiJns of their oedipal attachments to their 
mothers and accordingly fail to establish an irdeperrlent life am to 
maintain a steady and successful relationship with a woman. At a 
relatively early age, they are left hopeless, defeated and death-
wishing by their mothers' deaths which they symbolically and 
subconsciously bring about in an atteIrpt to free their captive souls. 
I intern to examine first '!he Return of the Native am then Sons and 
IDvers as autobiographical novels which deal with love am marriage 
as serious problems, am then to discuss the presentation of the 
Oedipus complex in both novels and to see if there is any influence 
from Hardy on lawrence. (Because Hardy does not give a detailed 
account of Clyrn's childhood as lawrence does of Paul's, Freud's 
theo:ry will be discussed in more detail in the secorrl part.) 
I 
The Return of the Native (1878) 
In this section, I intern to argue that '!he Return of the 
Native is as il11portant work to the study of Hardy as Sons and IDvers 
is essential to the study of lawrence, not because it embodies a 
psydlological theo:ry rut because it sheds light on the writer's 
attitudes towards marriage. Before I do that, I shall first examine 
the book as a love story like its predecessors am then try to show 
how love and marriage relationships are affected am sometimes ruined 
by the erotic am abnonnal attachment of the son to his mother. 
When Hardy wrote '!he Return of the Native in the mid 1870s. 
SigrrtlU'rl Freud (1856-1939) was not yet known, nor was his 
psychoanalytic theory of the Oedipus complex fonnulated. It was not 
until lawrence was writing his third am last version of Sons am 
IDvers in 1912, that Freud became known in Englam - am as far as 
lawrence was concerned through Frieda, his German wife. '!he Return of 
the Native expresses, like Sons am lDvers after it, an intui ti ve 
experience which echoes classical tragedies like S q i l ~ l e s ' ' Oedipus 
Rex and Shakespeare's Hamlet am King lear. Had it been written to 
illustrate a theory or explore a psychological problem intentionally, 
it would have certainly been handled differently so as to enable its 
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author to examine the problem with deep, focused am detailed insight 
am give him the desire to analyse the psychological development of 
the hero since his birth, as lawrence does. In this connection, 
Irving Howe writes: "Hardy is to say through the workings of chance 
what later writers will try to say through the vocab.llary of the 
unconscious" 1 'Ibis is quite true especially when lawrence is 
comparatively considered, for this book has arguably served him as a 
IOOdel for the Irore powerful Sons and lovers am perhaps '!he Rainbow 
as I shall argue later on. 
'!he Return of the Native' is a story of the struggle of a man 
much like Hardy hilnself to resolve conflicting i.npUses to his Irother 
am his native lam on the one harrl, am to his wife am the world 
beyorn the heath on the other. Torn between the two main areas of the 
novel, there is Clym restless and uncertain about almost everything 
in his life. since uncertainty is a main feature of the book, Hardy 
seems to have given chance and fate full credit for manipulating the 
plot of the story, partly because he himself was not sure of what he 
was doing. '!hough he made significant changes between the serial and 
the l:xx>k versions of the story, he still could not resolve some 
problems in the text (e.g. Verm's destiny). 2 '!hat Hardy is uncertain 
whether to praise Eustacia or comeron her, or to approve of Clym's 
behaviour or reject it entirely, seem to be one of his difficulties 
in the haOOling of the two characters. 
Equally restless on the heath is Eustacia whose physical charTns 
make her appear Irore than an ordinary woman: "Eustacia Vye was the 
raw material of a divinity. On Olympus she would have done well with 
a little preparation. She had the passions and instincts which make a 
IOOdel goddess, that is, those which make not quite a IOOdel woman" 
(RN, p.11S). Eustacia is portrayed as the queen of the night, whose 
desire is to see Paris (Bud:rrouth in the serial) - "the centre and 
vortex of the fashionable world" (RN, p 165). She appears to have 
very dark hair of which "a whole winter did not contain darkness 
enough to form its shadow" (RN, p.118), and when it is brushed, it 
would give her ICXlks of a "sphinx". Her eyes are said to be "full of 
nocturnal mysteries" and her mouth seems to be "fanned less to speak 
than to quiver, less to quiver than to kiss. Some might have added 
less to kiss than to curl" (RN, p.119). SUch description makes her 
not only a romantic figure (a witch to susan Nunsuch) rut also gives 
the writer the ability to make, in Wordsworthian tenns, the ordinary 
looks extraordinary. 
Perhaps like Mellors, in lady Olatterley's lover, whose 
vitality carnes fram the wc.x:rls with which he is very often associated, 
Eustacia receives her anxieties from Egdon Heath. Although Hardy 
associates Eustacia with the heath at the beginning of the novel, it 
is Clym who is very much cormected with it, for Eustacia is soon to 
be revealed in sharp contrast with it. He not only knows the heath 
well, he is said to be its "product" (RN, p. 231) - "Cl ym had been so 
interwoven with the heath in his boyhocxi that hardly anybody could 
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look upon it without thinking of him" (RN, p.226). Significantly, 
Hardy devotes the whole first chapter of the book to the description 
of the heath - a decision which has led nany critics to regard the 
heath as one of the main characters in the novel, if not the "chief" 
one.
3 
'!he heath is said to be eternally waiting am urnnoved in its 
"ancient pennanence" - "the stonn was its lover, am the woo its 
frierrl" - while "civilization was its enemy" (RN, pp.54-6). What is 
important in the openirg chapters of the book is the strong 
relationship Hardy is trying to establish between the heath am 
Eustacia, on the one hard, am the heath am Clym, on the other. Just 
as Lawrence will distin;Juish between Mellors am Clifford in ~ ~
C11atterley's Lover by associating the fonner with the woods am the 
latter with both the wheel-chair am the hall, so Hardy contrasts his 
central characters by stressing their opposite attitudes towards the 
heath: "Take all the varying hates felt by Eustacia Vye towards the 
heath, am translate them into loves, am you have the heart of Clym" 
(RN, p.232). It is, therefore, Eustacia's ironical fate to marry the 
man whose love for the heath is as powerful as her hatred of it - the 
man who would rather live on Fgdon than in Paris or anywhere else in 
the world (RN, p.245). 
By setting Eustacia's love story with Wildeve and then with 
Clym against the timeless heath - an action which Hardy will repeat 
in 'lWo on a Tower, when he sets his emotional story between SWithin 
st Cleeve am Lady Constantine against the stupendous cosmic 
background, Hardy is able to show weaknesses in hmnan being as 
opposed to vitalism and steadfastness in nature. If the heath is 
destined to preserve its huge presence through the years and strongly 
resist any change ("Civilization was its enemy"), then it is the 
destiny of hmnan being to yield am sul:Jni.t to their fate. Just as st 
Cleeve could not alter the solar system he is ol:serving through his 
telescope, so Eustacia am Clym, the modern rebels, could not bring 
change am civilization to the heath. As a result, Eustacia dies am 
Clym is condemned to a futile life. 
Far from being the apparent queen of the heath who is silently 
standing on the top of the highest point of Rainbarrow as the novel 
at first suggests, Eustacia paradoxically turns out to be its 
prisoner. She always prays "0 deliver my heart from this fearful 
gloom and loneliness: send Ire great love from somewhere, else I shall 
die" (RN, p.122). Trapped as she is in the wilderness of the heath 
between the intolerable alternatives of remaining lonely and isolated 
or falling in love with someone who could very likely be inferior to 
her in culture am social standing, Eustacia yearns for the 
e>q:>erience of a passionate love more than any particular lover: "To 
be loved to madness - such was her great desire. Love was to her the 
one cordial which could drive away the eating loneliness of her days" 
(RN, p. 121). In describing her sexuality, Hardy makes no secret about 
her deep desires which need to be fulfilled, outside marriage if 
necessary: "Fidelity in love for fidelity's sake had less attraction 
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for her than ••• fidelity because of love's grip" (RN, p.l22). 
Eustacia Vye is very much a Iawrencean figure - very much like the 
Brangwen women, in '!he Rainl::xJw, who desperately "wanted another foon 
of life", am who "stood to see the far-off world of critics am 
goverrnnents am the active scope of man, the magic lam to her, where 
secrets were made known am desired fulfilled" in order to "enlarge 
their own scope am raD1e am freedom" (R, p. 9) . 
Before Clym makes his appearance in the novel, Hardy sets out 
to explore the love story. Notwithstarrling her physical and emotional 
isolation, Eustacia establishes a love affair with Damon Wildeve, the 
fanner engineer am flOIl an innkeeper. '!hough they have been lovers in 
the past, they are now suspicious of one another's intentions. 
Wildeve, whose attitudes towards love and marriage are ambivalent, 
has already been engaged to be married to 'Ihomasin Yeobright. He has 
quite recently returned from Anglel:ury where he am 'lhomasin are 
supposed to have been married early that day rut have failed to do so 
because the marriage licence was wrong am they were unable to get 
another one the same day. 4 Divided in his emotions between the two 
women as he is, wildeve cannot bring himself to decide whom he should 
marry: Eustacia is too wild for him and 'Ihomasin is too tame. 
Wildeve's problem in choosing a wife is explored in many of 
Hardy's novels, particularly in '!he Well-Beloved where Jocelyn 
Pierston fails repeatedly to hold a woman up to his expectations. 
Also like Fdred Fitzpiers in 'Ihe Woodlamers, Wildeve is essentially 
fickle am a natural philamerer who gives free rein to his sexual 
impulses. 'Iherefore, his love object is forever changing. In his 
exploration, Hardy does not explicitly eITphasise wildeve's sexual 
character in the same way he does that of Fitzpiers for example, rut 
there is every reason to believe that wildeve is the forenmner of 
Fitzpiers just as Sergeant Troy is the forenmner of Wildeve. When 
Eustacia asks him whether he still cares to meet her, he in return 
says: "No all that's past. I find there are two flowers when I 
thought there was only one. Perhaps there are three, or four, or any 
number as good as the first ... Mine is a curious fate" (RN, p.l38). 
In '!he Woodlanders, Fitzpiers expresses the same view: "He had indeed 
once declared, though not to her [Grace], that on one occasion he had 
noticed himself to be possessed by five distinct infatuations at the 
same time" (W, pp.265-6). Similarly, in his pursuit of the well-
beloved, Pierston falls in love with nine women in the course of two 
or three years (WB, p.39), while Avice the Secorrl, who suffers from 
the same erotic fascination, tells him: 
"Tis because I get tired of my ~ o v e r s s as soon as I get 
to know them we1.l. What I see ill one young man for a 
while soon leaves him am goes into another yorrler, am 
I follow, am then what I admire fades out of him am 
springs up sanewhere else; am so I follow on, and 
never fix to one. I have loved fifteen a 'ready! Yes, 
fifteen, I am almost ashamed to say ... I can't help it, 
sir, I assure you". (WB, p.103) 
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In one way or another, all sensitive lovers in Hardy's world 
are apt to fall in love with Irore than one possible partner, 
sorretimes at the same time, rut when it corres to marriage, they are 
forced to make a choice - a fatal one sanetimes . Although Wildeve 
loves both Eustacia am 'Ihornasin at the same time, he chooses 
'Ihanasin for marriage because, as he un:ierstarrls it, she is "a 
confourrledly good little woman ... a worthy person" (RN, p.l37). 'Ibis 
is not all for Wildeve is soon to reveal himself: "It is I who am the 
sinner after all; I am not worth the little finger of either of you" 
(RN, p.l37). 'Ibis not only makes the women his equals ("the scales 
are balanced so nicely that a feather would turn them", (RN, p.l38» 
rut also makes him irrlecisi ve and em:>tionally unstable. Unlike those 
of Eustacia, Wildeve's feelings are never deep or strong, they are 
only easily aroused. When she asks him whether he loves her nc:M 
despite his intention to narry 'Ihomasin, he seems confused and does 
not know what to say: "I do, and I do not" (RN, p.l38). Then he goes 
on to rationalize his disturbed state of em:>tions in a similar way to 
Avice's speech quoted earlier: 
"'!hat is, I have my times am my seasons. One moment 
you are too tall, another moment you are too do-
nothing, another moment too melancholy, another too 
dark another I don't know what, except - that you are 
not the whole world to me that you used to be, my dear. 
But you are a pleasant lady tolmow, and nice to meet 
and I dare say as sweet as ever - alloost". (RN, p.l38) 
Apparently, Wildeve is chasing the impossible ideal in women. But 
since he is in love with EUstacia, he, like Pierston with the image 
of Avice, would always return to her despite their estrangement, not 
because he is faithful to the ''well-beloved'' rut also because of her 
rivalry in love which stimulates his interest in her. Eustacia, like 
Bathesheba and Ethelberta, still can hold him for herself if she 
wants to. She confidently tells him: "say what you will; try as you 
may; keep away from me all that you can - you will never forget me 
you will love me all your life long. You would jtnnp to marry me!" - a 
statement which Wildeve cannot deny: "So I would!" (RN, p.l39). 
'!hat Wildeve is attractive to women is urquestionable, rut one 
is not, quite sure of his ability to match EUstacia the "ferninised 
version of Prometheus" in her bourxiless desires am rebellion. Being 
inpulsi ve is one of his main weaknesses. 'lbroughout the novel, 
Wildeve is seen as responsive am subnissi ve to Eustacia as she is 
rebellious and indomitable to Clyrn. Frc:m his quick response to 
Eustacia's signal bonfire to his spontaneous leap into the stream 
with all his clothes on to try to rescue her, EUstacia, the 
seductress, never hesitates to manipulate him or stimulate his love 
to the advantage of her desires. At one point, he tells her in 
protest: "Yes, you served me cruelly enough until I thought I had 
found some one fairer than you. A blessed fim for me, Eustacia" (RN, 
p.l38). In anticipation of lawrence, Hardy presents their love affair 
as a conflict. Because love in Hardy's world cannot be c.arrplete 
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without challenge am pain, Ellstacia (speakirq for all of Hardy's 
IOOdern women here) warns Wildeve against being loyal am subnissi ve 
in love: 
"I should hate it to be all SIOCXJth. Irrleed I think I t ike you tp desert ne ~ ~ little once TK:M aid then. Love 
1.S tile d1.smallest :t:hirg where the lover is quite 
honest. 0, it is a shame to say so; rut it is true! ... 
Don't you offer ne tame love, or away you go!" 
(RN, p.137) 
Like Ursula in '!he Rai.nbow, Eustacia feels the need for 
exploring herself in a man's world in order to achieve satisfaction 
in love and marriage. since she is unable to get Wildeve to confess 
that he loves her more than he does '!homasin, she threatens to hold 
herself from him: "You may come again to Rainbarrow if you like, rut 
you won't see me; am you may call, rut I shall not listen; am you 
may tenpt ne, rut I won't give myself to you any more" (RN, p.115). 
Although she sounds the strorger of the two at this stage, wildeve is 
bourrl to win this particular confrontation because being desired by 
another woman is a main feature of desirability. It is significant, 
therefore, to see that the struggle for pcMer in Hardy's novels is 
governed by rivalry in love. '!he more a particular lover is desired 
and pursued, the more he or she becomes pcMerful in dictating his or 
her tenns. Just as Wildeve appears for the moment to be in control of 
the matter when he is pursued by the two women, so Eustacia am 
'lhomasin will also have their turns when l:x:>th Clym am Diggory Venn 
respectively come in as wildeve's rivals for their hands. 
It is not until wildeve becomes the love object of 'Ihomasin 
that Eustacia's passion for him is kindled more than ever. similarly, 
when she becomes the love object of Clym later on she becomes dearer 
to him: "the old lorging for Eustacia had reappeared in his soul: and 
it was mainly because he had discovered that it was another man's 
intention to possess her" (RN, p.274; also see p.149). Because she is 
now in a weaker position, Eustacia subnissi vely expresses her 
feelings with the hope to win her lover back: ''Must I go on weakly 
confessing to you :t:hirgs a woman ought to conceal; am own that no 
words can express how gloomy I have been because of that dreadful 
belief I held till two hours ago - that you had quite deserted me?" 
(RN, p.115). In a similar tone, '!homasin makes the same appeal: 
"Here am I asking you to many me; when by rights you 
~ t t to be on your knees ~ l o r i 1 1 9 9 me, your cruel 
mistress, not to refuse you, am sayi!g it Would break 
your heart if I did. I uSed to thinK it would be pretty 
and sweet like that; rut how different!" (RN, p.95) 
In their bids for marriage, l:x:>th Eustacia am '!homasin try, 
ironically, to offer all they can just to win Wildeve's love am 
consent for marriage, even if this costs them their pride am 
wananhood. 
Yet it would be quite wrorg to assume that wildeve's choice of 
'lhanasin over Ellstacia is CClTIpletely am freely his because he would 
not have married '!homasin had Ellstacia not encouraged the match am 
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persuaded him to do so. 5 nus is obvious in the wedding ceremony when 
Eustacia, in a symbolic gesture , gives 'Ihomasin away to wildeve am 
offers her b l e s s ~ ~ (RN, p.220). Just as Venn's earlier b r ~ ~ ~ of 
'Ihamasin from AngleWry where she is supposed to marry Wildeve 
symbolises the reddlernan' s disapproval of the marriage am 
foreshadows his intentions of r n a n : y ~ ~ her himself, so Eustacia's 
giving away of 'Ihomasin symbolises her consent am approval. Eustacia 
generously yields Wildeve to 'Ihomasin for two main reasons. First, 
she is not satisfied with hiln as a possible husband: "You are not 
worthy of me ... am yet I love you" (RN, p.114). It is true that he 
is the only man in the heath that she loves am cares about rut still 
she cannot bring herself to marry hiln perhaps because he falls short 
in f u l f i l l ~ ~ her wild dreams which he takes pleasure in inspiring. 
'!he only conunon interest which has brought them together is probably 
their hatred of the heath. Although they both athor the heath and its 
constraints and want to run away from it as soon as possible (RN, 
p.139) , they never attempt to do so until it is too late. Part of 
this reluctance is Eustacia's inability to resolve the matter wi thin 
herself: "I want to get away from here at almost any cost ... rut I 
don't like to go with you. Give me more tbne to decide" (RN, p.156). 
SUbconsciously, Eustacia is always waiting for someone greater 
than wildeve to come along and carry her away from her boredom and 
loneliness on the heath to a brighter and more promising future. 
Hardy's narrator tells us that she is always "filling up the spare 
hours of her existence by idealising Wildeve for want of a better 
object. 'Ibis was the sole reason of his ascending: She knew it 
herself" (RN, p.123). Sometimes her pride rebels "against her passion 
for him, and she even had longed to be free" (RN, P .123). Secondly, 
Eustacia loses all her interest in hiln as soon as she learns that 
'lhamasin, her rival and social inferior, interx1s to reject him upon 
being proposed to by Diggory Venn, the reddlernan. Just as 
desirability increases when dernarrl for the same love object is high, 
so it also decreases when dernarrl is low. When Eustacia is led to 
believe that "Thomasin no longer required hiln" despite the fact that 
"he loved her best", she too feels like rejecting hiln: "What was the 
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man worth whom a woman inferior to herself did not value?" (RN, 
p.155). Referring to the psychology of love in his book, On 
Sexuality, Sigmund Freud writes that a man "shall never choose as his 
love-object a woman who is disengaged". 6 '!his is exactly the case 
with Eustacia: because her "lover was no longer to her an exciting 
man whom woman strove for" (RN, P .157), she resolves to give him up 
to 'Ihamasin. 
Interestingly, the very reason which disengages Eustacia from 
her lover causes Wildeve to hurry am marry 'lhomasin. By employing 
her "diplomacy" in love am marriage so skilfully on Wildeve am 
(irrlirectly) on Eustacia (RN, pp.150-57), Mrs Yeobright wins Wildeve 
for her niece 'Ihornasin. Upon seeing Wildeve reluctant to carry out 
his promise to marry 'Ihornasin, which may degrade her, Mrs Yeobright, 
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making good use of Venn's proposal, interferes am restricts 
Wildeve's options to either nCM or never - an offer which turns his 
life upside-down, especially when he learns that Eustacia is no 
10n;Jer interested in him. Bein;J rejected by one, Wildeve cannot 
afford to lose the other am soon he am 1homasin are wedded. In a 
similar tactic, Ethelberta, in 1he Hand of Ethelberta, instructs her 
sister Picotee on the ilrportance of keepin;J her love secret. She 
tells her that the man nrust never know what the woman feels for him: 
"he must think it only. 1he difference between his thinking am 
knowing is often the difference between your winrlirq am losin;J" (HE, 
p.34). 'Ihamasin's winrlirq of course OiIes much to Mrs Yeobright's 
plotting. 
'Ihroughout Book the First of the novel, Clym Yeobright's coming 
back from Paris is talked about. 1hough he does not make his 
appearance until Book the Secord, we learn so much about him from the 
people of the heath who function here as the Greek chonIS do in 
commenting with some insight on past incidents, am revealing some 
secrets. In one of their many conversations, Eustacia is made to 
overhear an interesting conment about Clym am his position in Paris. 
As Hunphry tells sam: 
"She [Eustacia] arrl Clym Yeobright would make a Very 
pretty pigeon-pair-hay? If they wouldn't I'll be dazed1 
Both of one mind about niceties for certain, arrl 
learned in print, arrl always thinking about high 
doctrine - tliere couldn't be a better C9UPle if they 
were 0' purpose. Clym's family is as good as hers. His 
father was a fanner, that's true; rut his nother was a 
sort of lady, as we know. Noth.tng would please me 
better than to see them two man am wife". (RN. p.163) 
r.rwo essential points are evident here. First, since nost of 
Hardy's novels examine marriage arrl sexual relationships between men 
am worren from a sociolcqical as well as a psycholcqical point of 
view, the question of class is not only an ilrportant aspect of 
Hardy's life rut it is also at the heart of any examination of love 
am marriage. Ever since he wrote 1he Poor Man arrl the Lady, the 
unpublished social satire which examined, as the title suggest, love 
relationship within two different classes, Hardy was very conscious 
of the importance of class in marriage. In 1he Return of the Native 
am elsewhere, Hardy presents marriage as class struggle between the 
lovers. When Wildeve, for instance, favours 1homasin to her arrl wants 
to marry her, Eustacia tells him that it is "better of course it 
would be. Marry her: she is nearer to your own position in life than 
I am" (RN, p.136). Hardy believes that by marriage a man should 
expect to nove up-ward in the social scale. In A Pair of Blue Eyes, 
Hardy makes this clear when ste};tlen Smith's nother representatively 
errphasises: "I knOil men all nove up a stage by marriage. Men of her 
[Elfride's] class, that is, parsons, marry squires' daughters; 
squires marry lords' daughters; lords' marry dukes' daughters; dukes 
marry queens daughters" (PBE, p.142). Likewise, if Clym was not 
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Eustacia's social equal, then he should expect to move upward 
socially, as Hardy did when he married Enuna Gifford, rut fortunately 
for Eustacia, he has elevated himself to her class. 
Secorrlly, as far as the concept of marriage of equals is 
concerned, Clym am Eustacia can make a happy am sucx::essful marriage 
as Humphry has ol:served. '!hey are not just equals in social class, 
bIt also nmerns in their views am highly educated, at least above 
the level of the heath. Perhaps the only basic contrast between them, 
as we come to know later on, is the intensity of their sexuality. 
Dlstacia is so highly sexual a being that she seems "to long for the 
abstraction called passionate love more than for any particular 
lover" (RN, p.121), while Clym turns out to be sexually inunature, a 
general feature which I'OC>St of Hardy's heroes share. 7 Wildeve, on the 
other harrl, is the opposite of Clym - he is more sexual than 
intellectual (he fails as an engineer am settles down as an 
irmk.eeper, RN, p.114). Eustacia is seen throughout the book to be 
irrlecisive between the two men. Her choice, if she has one, would be 
a combination of both. In this, she not only foreshadows Tess and 
Jude rut also Lady C1atterley's lover and the earlier versions of it, 
where Connie is restlessly seen looking for a complete whole man 
(body and soul) and cannot find it until she meets the Mellors of the 
last version. 
Like Grace in '!he Woodlanders, whose interest in Fitzpiers 
reaches its peak before she even sees him, Eustacia develops 
idealized ranantic feelings. In fact, as Hardy puts it, she is "half 
in love with a vision" (RN, p.174). '!hat a young woman should fall in 
love with a dream is hardly unusual in Hardy's novels rut what is 
striking about Eustacia's reveries is their desperation. Just as she 
has previously idealized Wildeve to overcame her loneliness, so ncM 
she turns to idealize Clym, the "better object" she has been waiting 
for. Feeling that she must love hiln despite herself, Eustacia is 
ready to love Clym before she even meets him. She participates in the 
111lIl1Ulling as the TUrkish Knight "partly because she had detennined to 
love hlln, chiefly because she was in desperate need of loving 
somebody after wearying of Wildeve" (RN, p.198). In her continuous 
struggle to achieve her selfhood, Eustacia refuses to mix with the 
people of the heath whom she hates for their conventionalism: "I have 
not nruch love for my fellow-creatures. Sometimes I quite hate them" 
(RN, p. 244). since she cannot at this stage establish a separate 
identity for herself from that of the husbarrl, as the time is not 
ripe from such development, she seeks to find salvation in love at 
least with a worthy partner. By asstnning a masculine role in the 
llllIIlUlling scene, Eustacia manages to overcane her isolation and mingle 
with the cammon people, rut also enjoys a period of autonomy. 
When Clym asks her after the perfonnance why she joined the 
nn.nmning, she imnediately answers "to get excitement and shake off 
depression" (RN, p.202). Later on when her marriage with Clym reaches 
a cul-de-sac, she out of depression goes to a dancing party to "shake 
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it off. Yes I will shake it off" (RN, p. 318). Although, she manages 
in lxrt:h cases to overcane depression, she still carmot get rid of it 
forever. Possessed as she is by the idea that as a lady she ought to 
live in a Irore prosperous arxl stintulati.rg place such as Paris or 
Budmouth, Eustacia would never settle for less than this: "0, if I 
could live in a gay town as a lady should, arxl go my own ways, arxl do 
my own doings I'd give the wrinkled half my life!" As the narrator 
stresses: "As a rule, the word Budmouth neant fascination on Egdon" 
(RN, P .148). When Venn tries to persuade her to leave Wildeve for 
'Ihomasin, he cannot do so without exploiti.rg her ranantic dreams arxl 
talking alx>ut Budrnouth where there are "thousarx:ls of gentle people 
walking up am down - barrls of music playi.rg - officers by sea arxl 
officers by lam walking among the rest - out of every ten folk you 
meet nine of 'em in love" (RN p147) . 
Part of Eustacia's attraction to Clym, it should be emphasised, 
is the dream of her goi.rg away with hiln to Paris. Like Jude, who 
yearns to go to Christminster, Eustacia's longing to see Paris is 
Iroti vated by her ceaseless ambition to prosper in the world. 'Ihough 
Clym feels reluctant to do so as she figures out for herself, she 
never gives up hope that "once married to Clym, she would have the 
pov,Ter of inducing hiln to return to Paris" (RN, p.300). In making 
Eustacia long for Paris Hardy is able to show Eustacia as a modern 
woman who happened to be trapped in the heath. When Clym unexpectedly 
proposes to her after she talked to hbn about her ex-lover, she 
diverts the talk in the hope of ensuring his return to Paris after 
their marriage: 
"Shall I clailn you one day - I don't mean at once?" 
"I must think" Eustacia munnured. "At present 
speak of Paris to me. Is there any place like it on 
earth?" . 
"It is very beautiful but will you be mine?" 
"I will be nobody else's in the world - does that 
satisfv you?" 
"Yes for the present." 
"Now' tell me of the 'I'Uileries, arxl the Louvre", 
she continued evasively. 
"I hate talking of Paris! Well, I remember one 
sunny ... " (RN, p.256). 
To be fair, Eustacia does not value Paris Irore than Clym or 
otherwise she would have gone off with wildeve when he offers her the 
opportunity to do so. She tells hiln "Don I t mistake me, Clym: though I 
should like Paris, I love you for yourself alone. To be your wife am 
live in Paris would be heaven to me; but I would rather live with you 
in a hennitage here than not be yours at all" (RN, p.258). What 
Eustacia is really after is twofold: first, she wants a passionate 
am worthy lover to match her intensity of feelings am secord, she 
wants to live in the modern world where "she rightly belonged". It is 
true that she marries Clym because she wants to fulfil her wild 
desires: "this was what she secretly longed for in the event of 
marriage" (RN, p.259). But after marriage when Clym turns his back on 
Eustacia as he has done on the outside world, she becomes so 
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depressed that freeing herself from his prison becanes a top 
priority. According to Eustacia, Clym not only degrades himself am 
her by picld.rg up "low class work" (RN, p.310) , rut also ceases to 
represent all the fascination he once held for her. 
Although lawrence was evidently inspired by Hardy and his 
treatment of love am marriage as his "study of '!banas Hardy" shows, 
he never rellBrked on the importance of '!be Return of the Native to 
his work, particularly Sons and Lovers am '!be Rainbow. Nevertheless, 
the story of Clym am Eustacia has great similarities with that of 
will am Alma Brangwen, the second. generation of the '!be Rainbow. In 
both cases there is an ambitious woman desiring a man of culture who 
would take her away from her miseries in the rural area to the larger 
world. Both women regard their men as "the hole in the wall, beyond. 
which the sunshine blazed on an outside world" (RN, p.114). Again, 
between fantasy am reality, lie their tragedies. '!be two husbands 
fail to satisfy their women's needs am sub;equently decline in 
society, causing pain to the day-dreaming wives who strongly protest 
against their situations: "But do I desire unreasonably much in 
wanting what is called life - music, {X)etry, passion, war and all the 
beating and pulsing that is going on in the great arteries of the 
world?" (RN, p.345). It is interesting to notice that in both cases 
marriage does not assimilate the wives into the conmunity, but rather 
isolates the husbands. Like Grace whose expensive education and 
marriage alienate her from the woodlamers am trap her in "mid-air 
between two storeys of society" (W, p.273), Clym's education and 
marriage, too, cut him off fram any conmrunication with the conunon 
people. Instead of being revived by contact with earth, he is 
ironically emasculated (RN, pp.324-25). 
According to Lawrence's theory of consummation in marriage 
employed in 'lbe Rainbow and arguably valid here, marriage should 
entail a growth in both partners so that they can establish their 
full "being" as husband and wife: "'!be woman grows downwards, like a 
root, towards the centre and darkness and the origins. '!be man grows 
upwards, like the stalk, towards discovery am light am utterance". 8 
By applying this theory to the two novels, one can conclude that the 
disposition of both Clym and will is essentially female. '!bey are the 
ones who withdraw fram the world of action am {X)etry and became 
content to live inwardly like their women, who on their part grow 
more ilIpatient to satisfy their yearnings for the outside world am 
by doing so not only e x ~ e e roles with their husbarrls but also try 
to maintain the principles of the marriage of opposites. 9 Growth does 
not take place in the earlier novel because Eustacia is al::sorbed in 
her husbarrl as a prisoner is al::sorbed in his cell. In the later 
novel, Anna, unlike Eustacia, partly succeeds in convincing will to 
achieve his manhood (R, p. 355), am they both are able to maintain a 
degree of stability. 
Equally important in illuminating Hardy's influence on Lawrence 
are the dancing scenes, which have possibly served the latter as 
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nDdels for the still IOOre powerful ones in his work, especially in 
'!he Rainbow (see R, pp.183-184 and pp.317-321) and Lady Olatterley's 
IDver (ICL, pp.230-231). Just as dancin] often occurs in the final 
act of Shakespeare's canedies to unite (or re-unite) the worthy and 
compatible lovers urrler the influence of music, so Hardy's and 
Lawrence's danci.rg scenes are so carefully constructed tbat only 
sexual characters are allowed to dance well to the "lusty music" and 
maintain the rhythm of the two-in-one IOOvement, which can 
subsequently lead them to make love and perhaps to maintain hannony 
in life. lhose who do not participate in the dance, like Clyrn and 
Olristian cantle, are implied to be sexually weak if not impotent, 
while those who are not unified in the same dance, like Angel Clare 
and Tess, are usually made to suffer separation and sexual 
dissatisfaction. If Olristian has refrained from dancin] because, as 
he believes, '''tis teIrptin] the wicked one" (RN, p.81), Clyrn does not 
take part in any dancin] scene in the book, especially his IOOther's 
O1ristmas party (RN, pp.187-189). 
Eustacia and Wildeve, on the other hand, are sexually able to 
respond to the music and maintain hannony in the dance. Like Ursula 
and Skrebensky in '!he Rainbow (COItpare the two scenes (R, pp.317-321 
and RN, pp. 319-324)), they are engaged in a dancin] scene which 
reveals their sexuality: "HCM near she was to Wildeve! it was 
terrible to think of, she could feel his breathing, and he, of couse, 
could feel hers" (RN, p.323). Havin] been frustrated with Clyrn, 
Eustacia is nCM able to establish "the equilibritnn of the senses" 
with Wildeve and "promote dangerously the tenderer IOOOds" (RN, 
p. 322). To them both "the dance had come like an irresistible attack 
upon whatever sense of social order there was in their minds, to 
drive them back into the old paths, which are nCM doubly irregular" 
(RN, p.324). Moreover, before Clyrn comes in the story, Eustacia has a 
wild dream about him in which she saw herself "dancin] to wondrous 
music" with Clyrn who made her feel "like a woman in paradise" (RN, p. 
,174). In his short story, "'!he Fiddler of the Reels", Hardy examines 
the effect of music on a susceptible person. By focusin] on the music 
and the dancin] and usin] them as a symbolic expression of sexual 
ecstasy and domination, Hardy, foreshadCMin] Lawrence, examines 
car'line's sexual desires. He says tbat her father is aware of "her 
hysterical tendencies" and tbat "it would require a neurologist to 
fully explain" Mop Ollamor's sexual influence over her. 
Even though the similarities between the two novels are 
striki.rg, the differences between them are yet IOOre important. One of 
these is the question of children. In '!he Rainbow Anna Brangwen turns 
to IOC>therhocx:l for satisfaction when will fails to please her: "To 
Anna, the baby was a CClTplete bliss and fulfilment. Her desires sank 
into abeyance, her soul was in bliss over the baby" (R, p.207). Will, 
too, is able to fim satisfaction with his children. In the same way 
Tarn turned to Anna when she was a child, so will turns to Ursula for 
love and fulfilment. 'Iherefore, as a pattern in 'Ihe Rainbow, each of 
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the parents can ease the tension with the spouse l::r:i turning to their 
children in anticipation of fulfilloont. '!his not only gives them 
sanet:hirg to live for l:ut also help them to overCOITe their marital 
problems as it is the case with Will a.rrl Anna. 
In '!he Return of the Native, however, marriage between Clym a.rrl 
EUstacia is unfortunately barren. 'Ibis causes IIDre distress a.rrl 
disappointment to both of them. Insofar as '!he Return of the Native 
is self-portraiture, it examines Hardy's own anxieties a.rrl 
frustrations with his wife Enuna. Despite the fact that they had not 
long been married, the Hardys were not young in years to expect a 
baby. '!hey were thirty four when they first married. Ermna was already 
at an age which child bearing might be difficult if not dangerous. 
'Ibis must have caUsed a lot of pain to Hardy as well as exacerbating 
his marital problems. In this respect, one should not forget Hardy's 
sad conunent in August 1877 concerning their fanner servant: ''We hear 
that Jane, our late servant is soon to have a baby. Yet never a sign 
of one is there for us" (Life, p.116). How closely or precisely the 
novel reflects Hardy's dissatisfaction with his wife can only be left 
for speculation. 
It is significant to notice that when '!homasin gives birth to a 
baby at the time when Clym is breaking up with Eustacia (RN, pp.395-
396), she christens her Eustacia Clementine. Far from being a 
coincidence the scene is very suggestive. '!he child not only brings 
happiness a.rrl meaning to her parents rut also, by illlplication, 
suggests that if Clym am Eustacia (as well as Hardy am Erruna) had a 
child, their life might have been happier, for children usually bring 
peace am stability to marriage. Perhaps Eustacia like Anna, could 
have found some compensations of her lost dreams in a child if she 
had one am grown happier, while Clym could have becane absorbed in 
his child, like Tom am Will, am revived some of his lost childhcx:rl. 
'Ibis might have even affected Mrs Yeobright am given her a new 
prospect in life to satisfy her powerful a.rrl possessive maternal 
instincts which would have sub:;equently resulted in the release of 
Clym. 
Although this struggle becomes much IIDre focused in Lawrence's 
Sons am Lovers, where IIDther and son dominate nearly all the 
incidents of the book, it is in !]he Return of the Native that the 
oedipal problem is first explored in such a way that it becomes the 
forerurmer for the later novel. Both stories are not just parallels 
rut also echoes of Sophocles' Kim Oedipus fram which sigrnurrl Freud 
was to name his psychoanalytic theory of the Oedipus Cc:JIrplex. '!hough 
this dlapter is not meant to campare the two novels, it would be 
incomplete without touching upon the similarities in the light of the 
theory. 
Even though Hardy's novel has a closer relationship to 
Sophocles' play than does Lawrence's, it is Sons am Lovers that fits 
IIDre precisely the oedipal rnyth.10 'Ibis claim is true for the 
following reasons. First, the absence of the father figure in Hardy's 
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novel means that the parallel with Freudian theory is not c:x:mplete. 
'!here is no evidence in the story to suggest that Clym is at odds 
with his father though their antagonism is an essential part of the 
theory. Actually, Clym's father is alm::>st forgotten. Secorxi, unlike 
that of Paul Morel, Clym's childhood backgrourrl am its development 
is entirely omitted from the novel. since the Oedipus c:x:mplex is 
developed from infancy, it would be more appropriate to trace it from 
the child's birth, as lawrence's novel does. '!bird, Hardy's novel has 
largely registered an al::sence of psychological language am 
description which can help the readers urrlerstarxi precisely the son's 
abnonnal attachment to his mother. 
However, insofar as Clym can be identified with Paul Morel am 
Mrs Yeobright with Mrs Morel, '!he Return of the Native can be 
interpreted as a rough version of the Oedipus c:x:mplex. In fact Mrs 
Yeobright is an early model for the more powerful Mrs Morel. ll '!hough 
this claim has strong grourrls, it would be quite naive to asstnne that 
the striking similarity between the two mothers is only due to 
literary influence because both Hardy am lawrence had first-hand 
experience with their possessive mothers as their biographers have 
shown. In line with the Oedipal theory both Mrs Yeobright am Mrs 
Morel, after being disappointed in love, have turned their backs on 
their husbarxis am attached themselves to their sons in anticipation 
of fulfilment they can no longer obtain from marriage. since both 
women have married below their social class am culture am have not 
met the standards of "marriage of equals" (in which husbands am wife 
have a lot in common or at least corre from the same social class), 
they are apt to be disappointed in one way or another by therr 
husbarxis' incompatibility, especially when they lack ambition am 
success, like Mr Yeobright am Mr Morel. 
Of Clym's parents, it is said that "his father was a fanrer, 
that's true, rut his mother was a sort of lady, as we know" (RN, 
p.163). Besides his class inferiority, Clym's father is also 
uncultivated as captain Vye implies: "I liked the old man well 
enough, though he was as rough as a hedge" (RN, p.173); while Mrs 
Yeobright is regarded as "a well known am respected widow of the 
neighbourhood, of a standing which can only be expressed by the word 
genteel" (RN, p. 82) - am the people of the heath are "not up to her 
level" (RN, p.83). When Mrs Yeobright learns that Clym has cut 
himself off from the Paris diamorxi establishment am corre home for 
good, she, associating him with his father'S lack of ambition, 
reproaches him: ''Manager to that large diamorxi establi.shIoont - what 
better can a man ask for? What a post of trust am respect! I suppose 
you will be like your father; like him, you are getting weary of 
doing well" (RN, p.234). Obviously, Clym is not living up to his 
mother's expectations, nor to those of Eustacia. 
In most cases, if not all, the mother's act of turning to her 
son am encouraging him to become better than the father, whom he 
should look up to and identify with, causes a psychological 
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disturbance in the child's enotional grCMth. He not only grows up 
hatinJ his father b.rt m::>re passionately loving am identifying with 
the m::>ther. "By failing to acknowledge her hu.sban::i as a worthy 
nodel", writes Mary Ellen Jordan, ''Mrs Yeobright cornpourrls the 
Oedipal dilemma of her son am makes it difficult for him to separate 
from her am strike out on his own". 12 '!hat m::>ther am son should 
reach the stage by which absolute union between them becaIres a 
necessity is one main aspect of the theory. Like Paul Morel ani his 
m::>ther, Clym am Mrs Yeobright seem to have urrlergone this union 
which not even death can break: 
'Ihe love between the yourg nan ani his mother was 
strangely invisible row. Of love it may be said, the 
less earthy' the less delOC)nstrative. In its absolutely 
iniestructible fonn it reaches ~ ~ profurrlity in which 
all exhibition of itself is painful. It was so with 
these. Had conversion between them been overheard, 
people would have said, "How cold they are to each 
other! " 
His theory am his wishes about devoting his 
future to teaching had made an impression on Mrs 
Yeobriqht. Indeed, how could it otherwlse when he was a 
part of her - when their discourses were as if carried 
on between the right am left hands of the same b.?dY? 
He had despaired of reaching her by argument; am lt 
was almost as a discovery to him tnat fie could reach 
her by a magnetism which was as superior to words as 
words are to yells. (RN, p.247) 
Psychologically, the son who fails to resolve his Oedipal 
complex in time by identifying with his father (or a father 
sutstitute figure) is bourrl to remain attached to his mother for 
life. And if he is to marry at all, his marriage is very likely to 
fail, especially when the mother is arourrl, either because he is 
emotionally inunature or sexually urrleveloped or both. 13 However, in 
opposition to the theory, Clym (tmlike Paul Morel) shows some stronJ 
tendencies towards marriage despite the fact that his m::>ther is still 
alive. He not only proposes, against his m::>ther's will, to marry 
Fllstacia, rut also is ready to split with Mrs Yeobright when this 
becomes a necessity to secure his marriage as he believes. '!hat Hardy 
was aware of his Oedipal attachment to his m::>ther am rejecting it 
has not been always acJmowledged, b.rt in my opinion, Hardy like 
lawrence after him, was more conscious am rebellious of his 
attachment to his mother (or rather his mother's attachment to him) 
than critics have led us to believe. In this connection, Hardy 
writes: 
What the Greeks only suspected we know welli' What their 
Aeschylus imagined our nursery children fee . '!hat old-
fashioned revelling in the general si tuation ~ o w s s less 
and less possible as we uncover the defects of natural 
laws ani see the quaOOary that man is in by their o p e r ~ t i o n s . . (RN, p.225) 
By making Cl ym oppose his mother, as far as marriage is 
concerned, Hardy, too, was able to show his stronJ resistance to his 
m::>ther's idea of celibacy (she wanted her children never to marry rut 
to stay together in pairs - a son with a daughter). 14 'Ihroughout his 
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life, however, Hardy was not only against his IOC>ther's possessive 
love, rut also in favour of isolating himself from her eroc>tionally as 
well as physically. since he could not do this without getting 
married, marriage was always at the front of his mirrl whenever he was 
approaching or attracted to a woman. In narrying Eustacia, therefore, 
Clym not only severs himself physically from his IOC>ther, rut 
unconsciously from his own being as well. Similarly, when Mrs 
Yeobright fails to do what Mrs MOrel will successfully do to her son 
- to discourage Clym's interest in Eustacia - she begins to favour 
death to isolation from Clym: "I hate the thought of any son of mine 
marrying badly! I wish I had never lived to see this; it is too much 
for me - it is IOC>re than I have dreamt!" (RN, p.262). 
Far from being able to isolate therosel ves from one another, 
both Clym/Hardy and Mrs Yeobright/Jemima become even IOC>re attached to 
each other. When she challenges him for her love, for example, "You 
set your whole soul to please a woman", he in total suhnission 
replies: "I do. And that woman is you" (RN, p.263). As soon as he 
hears the news of her quarrel with Eustacia, Clyrn seems to undergo an 
emotional paralysis, and when his wife insists on going to Paris, he 
loses both his sight, like Oedipus, and his sexual appetite: 
"Yes, I fear we are cooling ... And how m a d l ~ e eloved 
two IOC>nths ago! You were never tired of con lating 
me, nor I of c o n ~ l a t i n g g you. Who could have ought 
then that by this time my eyes would not seem so Very 
bright to yours, nor your llPS so very sweet to mine'? 
TWo IOC>nths - is it possible? Yes, 'tis too true!" 
(RN, p.315) 
As we shall see later in Sons and Lovers, Paul MOrel also cools in 
his sexual relationship with Clara. 
Although Clyrn's approachability to marriage is not perfectly in 
line with the Oedipus complex as suggested earlier, it is his sexual 
and emotional immaturity that makes the theory IOC>re applicable. In 
order to highlight his abnormal attachment to his IOC>ther as well as 
his sexual failure, Hardy obliquely identifies Clyrn with Cllristian 
cantle, Johnny Nunsuch and O1arley, captain Vye' s servant, 15 because 
there is ground for kinship between them. If O1arley's romantic 
attachment to Eustacia throughout the novel, from holding her hand as 
a repayment for taking his role in the nn..nmning to keeping her hair 
after her death, is primarily meant to suggest that Clyrn is only 
capable of romantic love, then Cllristian' s ilTIpotence is carefully 
portrayed to emphasise Clyrn's sexual iromaturity. (Cllristian is 
described as "the man no woman will marry" because he is a "wether", 
(RN, pp. 75,77» • 
Most striking, however, is the connection between Clyrn and 
Johnny Nunsuch. Like Clyrn, Johnny is fatherless (RN, p.348) and the 
victim of a possessive and jealous IOC>ther, susan Nunsuch, who, like 
Mrs Yeobright, hates Eustacia for afflicting her son and seeks 
revenge with needle and wax effigy. Besides that, Johnny also comes 
in contact with both Eustacia, at the beginning of the novel where he 
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feeds her bonfire, am Mrs Yeobright, at the ern before she dies to 
report the circumstances of her death. In these two IIDSt crucial 
incidents of the story, which Johrmy, am not Clym, has atterrled, 
Hardy shows Johnny as representative of Clym's problematic 
relationships with both his wife am his mother. By likening Johrmy 
to Clym, therefore, Hardy is not only suggesting that Clym is 
enotionally immature (like Johnny) am perhaps unable to grCM to 
manhood, rut also \.U1COnsciously expressing (like lawrence) his 
oblique desire, through Johnny, to kill the lll)ther am free the self 
fram its captivity. Peter Casagrarrle has suggested that in a way that 
may somewhat resemble Little Father Time in Jude the Ol:Ecure, who 
takes the initiative by murdering his brothers am conunitting 
suicide, Johnny, on behalf of all injured "children" in the novel, 
feels (psychoanalytically) like killing Mrs Yeobright for her 
possessive love. 16 1hroughout the talk he has had with Mrs Yeobright, 
he reveals himself to be a complex child who has neither sympathy nor 
passion for this dying woman: 
He was not so young as to be absolutely without a sense 
that sympathy was demarrled he was not old enough to be 
free frOm the terror felt in childhood at behold:ing 
misery in adult ~ s s hitherto deemed l l n p r ~ l e ; ;
and whether she were in a position to cause troUble or 
to suffer from it, whether she am her affliction were 
something to pity or something to fear, it was beyond 
him to decide. (RN, p.350) 
By killing the lll)ther at least symbolically, Clym, like Paul 
Morel, believes that he has released himself from his mother's 
captivity, only to find h:imself trapped once more in her memories, 
wishing to die in order to unite with her: "If there is any justice 
in Gcxi let Him kill me nCM. He has nearly blinded me, rut that is not 
enough. If he would only strike me with more pain I would believe in 
Him for ever!" (RN, p.375). Like Oedipus, hCMever, Clym detennines to 
investigate the cause of his mother's death until he only succeeds in 
totally destroying his CMn marriage with Eustacia. Upon being accused 
of infidelity, Eustacia proudly refuses to reveal the CirClllllStances 
surrounding Mrs Yeobright's visit to Alderworth which eventually has 
led to her destruction. If the death of Mrs Yeobright is caused 
indirectly by the collaboration of Clym, Eustacia, wildeve, Venn, 
Johnny and fate, then Eustacia's death is lll)re intentional - a 
suicide. 17 After her violent quarrel with Clym (see RN, pp.390-96), 
she not only leaves the house rut also elopes with wildeve, who has 
been all along encouraging her to do so. In one of the best 
soliloquies in Hardy's fiction, Eustacia IroanS: 
"can I go, can I. go? ... He's rWildeve] not g r ~ t t
enough for me to glve myself to - be does not sufflce 
for I'fIY desire! ... If he had been a Saul or a Bonaparte 
- ah! But to break my marriage VON for him - it is too 
poor a luxury! ... am I have no lll)ney to go alone! ... 
HCM I have tried am tried to be a splerrlid wonan, and 
hCM destiny has been against me! ... 1: don't deserve my 
lot! II She cried in a frenzy of bitter revolt. IIOi the 
cruelty of putting me into this ill-concei v : ~ ~ war d! I 
was capable of much; rut I have been IDJured and 
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blighted C¥rl. crushed by t.hirgs l:?eyom my control! 0, 
how hard 1t 1S of Heaven to dev1se such tortures for 
Ire, who have done no ham to Heaven at all!" 
(RN, p.42l) 
Death, or 1lDre convincirgly suicide, seems to be her final 
destination, just like Clyrn after his mother's death. '!hough the 
intentions are the same, the IrDti ves are quite distinct. As he has 
mourned his 1lDther's death earlier, so Clyrn now rrourns Eustacia's and 
claims responsibility: "She's the second woman I have killed this 
year, I was a great cause of my mother's death; and I am the chief 
cause of hers" (RN, p.443). What he regrets 1lDSt, however, is that 
"for what I have done no man or law can pwrish Ire!" (RN, p.444). 
Unlike Paul Morel, at the em of Sons and wvers, who hurries towards 
the lights of the town in anticipation of renewal and hope, Clyrn is 
left preaching out of sheer emptiness because he has lost the will to 
live. '!he book closes sadly: 
Some believed him, and some believed not; some said 
that his words were conuronplace, other complained of 
his want of theological doCtrine; while others again 
remarked that it was well enough for a man to take to 
preaching who could not see to do anything else. But 
everywhere he was kindly received, for the story of his 
life had become generally known. (RN, p.476) 
'!he last book of the novel is devoted entirely to Thomasin and 
Diggory Venn. After the death of Wildeve, Hardy could not leave 
'!homasin, the innocent and conventional woman, alone and unrewarded. 
If Hardy's sexual characters are punished by the death penalty, as 
they usually are, for their unconventionality, his virtuous ones, as 
a pattern, should also be rewarded by marriage for stayirg within the 
conventions. Like Elizabeth-Jane in '!he Mayor of casterbridge, 
'!hamasin is rewarded by marriage for her gc:xxi actions and adopting to 
the expectations of society. Venn, on the other hand, is a gc:xxi and 
innocent man despite his colour and profession which is associated 
with ghosts to frighten children: "I thought you were the ghost of 
yourself" (RN, p.450). Like Gabriel oak in Far from the Maddinq 
Crowd, Venn's main concern, besides helpirg people whenever he can, 
is to marry '!homasin, his one love-object. 
It is significant, however, that before they get married, 
Hardy, in anticipation of lawrence, has to make Venn equal to 
'!hamasin in social class so that their marriage will fit the 
conception of ''marriage of equals" . Venn has to abandon his 
occupation; he becomes "a respectable dairyman ... and a man of money 
as he is naw" (RN, p.456, also see p.l33). Literally, he changes 
colour too, fram red to white. Although Hardy himself prefers another 
errling, as his famous footnote suggests (RN, p.464), he seems to have 
been forced by "certain cirannstances" to marry '!homasin to Venn 
perhaps just to please the Victorian readers of the magazine who were 
still in favour of a happy errling. Clym's unanswered question ''What 
is doing well?" (RN, p.234) , which precx:::cupies all the major 
characters in the book, becomes entirely a question of marryirg well. 
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Had Clym ani Eustacia, or Wildeve am '!hanasin, or even Mr am Mrs 
Yeobright, naintained a healthy am stable relationship in narriage 
ani fulfilled themselves by "doing well", there would have been no 
death or suffering. 
II 
SOns and Lovers (1913) 
Like '!he Return of the Native, Sons am Lovers is its author's 
first najor novel to deal with the m:>ther am son relationship in 
depth. Because of its seriousness am complexity, the book was re-
worked several times. '!he first version was begun sometime in 1910, 
before his mother's death, under the name of Paul Morel, which it 
long retained. Like its predecessors, the novel began with a 
contrived and conventional plot in which, as L.C. Powell describes 
it, "the father accidentally kills Paul's brother, is jailed, and 
dies on his release" . 18 In the early stages of its composition, 
Jessie O1arnbers, who is portrayed as Miriam Ieivers in the story, 
played a najor role in supplying lawrence with significant 
suggestions and biographical materials from their early life. Early 
in 1911, Helen Corke says that lawrence was re-writing the early 
chapters, while in the autumn of the same year, Jessie suggested a 
further modification upon fWing the writing strained and tired: "he 
was telling the story of his m:>ther's narried life, rut the telling 
seemed to be at ~ ~second-hand am lacked the living touch". 19 
Under Jessie's influence and guidance, however, lawrence was 
drawing heavily from life am keeping his story closer to the facts. 
He once said that the first half of Sons and Lovers reflected the 
truth about his early life, though Jessie strongly contradicted this 
and attacked the book for what she regarded as its Sl.lb:;tantial 
falsification. Although Jessie's claims have some truth, for her 
reminiscences of the past, especially her love relationship with 
lawrence, are more accurate than lawrence as he himself suggested, 
they cannot be altogether accepted because no matter how closely he 
was reflecting life, lawrence was after all writing ilnaginatively and 
not literally. '!he imposition of his own interpretation of events, 
which Jessie strongly rejects, can hardly be seen as a fault, 
especially when the whole process of writing and re-writing is 
considered as a kin:i of psycho-therapy, through which lawrence was 
strugg"ling hard to come to tenus with his situation by re-living the 
actual experience. 
Just as Jessie played a significant role in the c:arrposition of 
Paul Morel, the first version of the book, so Frieda influenced the 
final draft of Sons and Lovers. When the book was in its last phases, 
Frieda claims that: "I lived and suffered that book, and even wrote 
bits of it". Whatever influence Frieda had on lawrence, the book is 
. . " " ~ ; ; I 20 S' th largely, though by no rreans entrrely, a u t o b l o g r u t - " ~ c a a . lIlCe e 
story presents the Freudian theory of the Oedipus ccmplex in alIrost 
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classic completeness, it has naturally raised the question of Freudian 
influence on its composition. To what extent Lawrence was aware of 
Freud am his theory when he wrote the last version of the l:xxlk is 
difficult to kn<::M. But there is all the irrlication to suggest that 
Frieda told him much about Freud am his theory which was to increase 
the emphasis upon lOOther-son relationship am to confinn his 
intuitive apprehension of it as expressed in the l:xxlk. Because of its 
embcx:iiment of this problem, Sons am Lovers has attracted lOOre 
critics throughout the years than it would otherwise have done. One 
of the major strengths of the l:xxlk is the depiction of the Morel 
family, especially the marital relationship between husband am wife. 
'!hough first written to explore family relationships fram the outset, 
like its predecessor '!he White Peacock, the story developed 
drastically am profourrlly into the presentation of an Oedipa.l 
conflict to include lOOther and son as well. It is, therefore, the 
purpose of this section to examine first marriage am its failure 
between the Morels, and then trace the influence of this failure on 
the children, mainly Paul Morel, as Lawrence perceived it. I shall 
also discuss Paul's relationship with women in the light of the 
Oedipus complex and relate all of this biographically to Lawrence's 
life and development. 
Without as many preliminaries as '!he Return of the Native, 
Lawrence sets out from the beginning to investigate the Morels' 
marital problem. As the novel opens, Mrs Morel is expecting her third 
child, Paul. After a brief aCCO\.ll1t of the nature of Bestwood and the 
surrounding mining countryside, Lawrence at once goes on to examine 
Mrs Morel's troubles and disillusiornnent in her marriage with the 
miner, Walter Morel: 
Mrs Morel was alone, rut she was used to it. Her son 
and her little girl slept upstairs; so, it seemed, her 
horne was there behind fier, fixed and stable. But she 
felt wretched with the a;:mung child. '!he world seemed a 
d r ~ ~ placec where nothing else would happen for her -
at least untll William grew up. But for herself nothing 
rut this d r ~ ~ errlurance - 'fill the children grew ~ . .
And the children! She could not afford to have this 
third. She did not want it. '!he father was serving beer 
in a public house, swilling himself drunk. She despised 
him, and was tied to him. 'Ibis ~ ~ child was too 
much for her. If it were not for William and Annie c she 
was sick of it, the struggle with poverty and uglmess 
and meanness. (SL, p.7) 
'!his passage reads lOOre like a conclusion in the last chapter of a 
book than an introduction. If this suggests anything, it is the 
anxiety and trouble the family is facing within its four walls and 
outside them as well. It not only gives us a picture of a husband-
wife relationship in BestvJocx:i, rut also tells us lOOre about women's 
position am difficulty in that mining district. 21 Because the IOOther 
no longer loves the husbarrl, she does not want to have his child, and 
because she is not expecting much fram her husband, she is forced to 
tum her attention fran her husbarrl to her children, whan she selects 
as lovers. At the age of only thirty-one, she is left hopelessly 
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contemplatin;J her wasted life am waiting arourrl for her children 
mainly William, the oldest, to grCM up am give her fulfillnent am ~ ~
reason to live for. 
In "'!he Early Married Life of '!he Morels" dlapter, lawrence 
commits himself to the presentation of hCM the Morels first met am 
got married. When the story unfolds, the marriage has already turned 
into a battlefield, am the love Mrs Morel has withdrawn from her 
husband is bein;J redirected toward the first of her children. 
Although lawrence is blaming his father/Walter Morel, the failure of 
the Morels' unequal am rocky marriage is brought about by husband 
am wife. '!hey are roth equally responsible for its complete fiasco. 
It all starts with a woman manying beneath her. '!hough this seems 
perfectly all right with Hardy whose main characters (including 
himself here) usually fulfilled the notion of "the poor man am the 
lady" in marriage, lawrence, for the time being am under the strain 
of his parents' marriage, sees it as a disaster in so far as Sons am 
lovers goes (see SL, pp.254-55). Gertrude Coppard had no idea what a 
miner's life would be like tmtil she got married. When she was 
nineteen, she was teachin;J in a private school am hoping to many a 
young man, John Field, whose ambition was to become a minister. But 
this man jilted her and married an old widow for her money after his 
father's hlsiness had collapsed, am Gertrude was soon to meet a 
young miner who attracted her by his "soft non-intellectual, wann" 
hmnour. She herself was just his opposite: "She loved ideas am was 
considered very intellectual" (SL, p.ll). 
Until this stage, George Coppard, her father, "was to her the 
type of all men" (SL, p.ll). To see Morel starn in sharp contrast 
with her father, with whom he shares neither intellect, moral or 
religious sympathies, is indeed a thrilling experience for the young 
woman. In what seems to be a marriage of opposites, the Morels, like 
the Hardys, are attracted to one another for the opposite and wrong 
reasons. Just as he is attracted to her only because to him she is 
"that thin;J of mystery and fascination, a lady" (SL, p.ll), so she is 
drawn to him for several connected reasons: first by his conunonness 
and pleasantness with the people "she had never been 'thee'd' am 
'thou'd' before" (SL, p.13), then by his "noble" and courageous job 
in the pit as he risks his life everyday, am finally and aOOve all 
by his natural am sexual vitality which expresses itself in his 
exceptional ability in dancing: "He was so full of colour and 
animation" that he is "quite a famous one for dancin;J" (SL, p.ll, 
p.15). 
It is significant, therefore, to see that lawrence, like Hardy 
before him, uses dance as a motif to express Morel's sexuality. 
Because he dances well, he, as Gertrude notices, seems also to have 
"a certain subtle exultation like glarrour in his movement" (SL, 
p.ll). '!he fact that she does not dance with him when he asks her to 
do so is apparently meant to symbolise their inability to maintain 
hannony not just in the dance, rut also in love and marriage. Just as 
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the early dancinJ scene in Tess of the d 'Urbervilles is skilfully 
used by Hardy to foreshadow the distinct roads Tess ani Angel were to 
follow when they failed to dance together, so dancinJ in Sons am 
lDvers is also figuratively constructed by Lawrence to pre-figure the 
tragic destiny of the Morels. 
Equally significant is the contrast between the Morels in 
temperament ani roake up. As Lawrence roakes it very clear, they are 
attracted to each other because of their novelty am contrast. It is 
al.Irost inevitable that a marriage like this can hardly lead to 
happiness ani satisfaction, especially when they have nothinJ in 
common. Even though Gertrude has married Morel for the very 
difference in his nature, 'flCM she ironically hates him for the same 
reason: "'!he pity was, she was too much his opposite. She could not 
be content with the little he might be; she would have hiln the much 
that he ought to be. So, in seeking to make him nobler than he could 
be, she destroyed him" (SL, p.l8). Although their marriage has been 
perfectly all right in the first few months "for three months she was 
perfectly happy: for six months she was very happy" (SL, p.l3), it 
turns out to be a total failure. As soon as the sex illusion has worn 
out, she realizes her fatal mistake. When she is tired of love-talk 
ani wants to speak seriously about religion, philosophy or politics, 
he would only "listen deferentially, rut without understanding" (SL, 
p.l3). 
Gertrude's ambition to make her husband "the much that he ought 
to be" has much in common not only with Lady Macbeth's deadly 
ambition for her husband, rut also with Elizabeth Bates' in "Odour of 
Chrysanthemums" am Annie stone's in "Tickets, Please". In the 
earlier short story which foreshadows Sons and Lovers, Elizabeth 
(like Mrs Morel) metaphorically causes her husband's (Walter Bates') 
death in the mine by killing his spirit, alienating him, and 
resisting to accept him on equal terms: "I have been fighting a 
husband who did not exist. He existed all the time. What wrong have I 
done? What was that I have been living with? '!here lies the reality, 
this man ... it had become hopeless between them long before he dies. 
Yet he had been her husband. But how little!" Whereas Annie, on the 
other hand, has destroyed her happiness with Jalm '!horras when she 
refuses to accept him as "the little he might be", ani forces him to 
become what he cannot be - an intellectual: "Annie wanted to consider 
him a person, a man; she wanted to take an intellectual interest in 
him, and to have an intelligent response. She did not want a mere 
nocturnal presence which was what he was so far. Arrl she prided 
herself that he could not leave her. Here she made a mistake". 22 
Although Walter Bates' death in the pit is based on a real 
mining aa::ident which killed Lawrence's uncle (James Lawrence) in 
1880, it is Lawrence's subconscious desire that has inspired him to 
kill his symbolic father not just in "Odour of Chrysanthemums" bIt 
also in '!he White Peacock, am free his mother for himself. To roth 
Lawrence and Paul Morel, the father, though alive, is alIrost non-
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existent; he is a total stranger in his own house and aJOC)I'XJ his own 
children. In line with the Oedipal theory then, Paul has been forced 
since his birth to develop contradictory feelirXJs towards his 
parents. He has been brought up lovirXJ his mother dearly and hatirXJ 
his father bitterly. Unlike his brothers William and Arthur, who are 
given the opportunity to establish their own natural instincts of 
love and hate towards their parents through experience and contact, 
Paul is forced by his mother to hate his father without a good reason 
on his part. In one of his letters (dated 3 December, 1910), Lawrence 
expresses the same view: "I was born hatirXJ my father: as early as 
ever I can remember, I shivered with horror when he touched me. He 
was very bad before I was born". 23 
When Lawrence changed the title of the book from Paul Morel to 
Sons and IDvers, he was not only ilrplyirxJ·· an obvious ilrprovement 
in the title, rut also suggestirXJ wider ilrplications. since the story 
is no longer securely Paul Morel's alone as it was first conceived, 
Lawrence fOUl'Xi it essential to include Paul's brothers, to highlight 
the oedipal conflict between Paul and his mother. Just as Hardy uses 
minor characters such as Johrmy Nunsuch and Orristian cantle, to foil 
Clym's abnormal attachment to his mother, so Lawrence uses William 
and Arthur. In addition to that, the new title also turns the 
spotlight away from Paul's uniqueness and suggests that in some ways 
his case is a representative one. In a letter (dated 19 November, 
1912) to Edward Garnett, Lawrence says that what he had written in 
Sons and Lovers was "the tragedy of thousands of young men in 
England ... I think it was Ruskin's, and men like him". He then writes 
his best analysis of the book, emphasisirXJ the mother's influence on 
her sons: 
... as her sons grCkl up, she selects them as lovers -
first the eldest, then the second. rrhese sons are urged 
into life by their reciprocal love of their mother -
urged on ana on. But when they come to manhood, they 
can't love, because their mother is the stroI'XJest power 
in their lives, and holds them ... As soon as the yOl:ll19 
men come into contact with women there is a split. 
William gives his sex to a fribble, and his mother 
holds his soul. But 1;:he2.fPlit kills him, because he 
doesn't lmCkl where he 1S. 
Because the mother is nCM convinced, after the birth of Paul, 
that she no longer loves her husband, she turns decisively towards 
her children and invests all her love in them: first William and then 
Paul. Like Clym Yeobright, William, the eldest, is already seven 
years old when the story begins, and so we are only given very little 
hints about his childhood. As Lawrence points out, he is his mother's 
first oedipal child whom she always encourages to be different fran 
his harsh and dark father, and prosper in the great world of fashion 
and culture. Just as Clyrn is sent, after his father's death in his 
adolescence, first to Budrnouth and then to Paris to fulfil his 
IrOther's ambition of establishing a good name for himself, so 
William, almost at the same age and in similar circumstances, is sent 
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to Loman to do the same thing. Ani if Clym's marriage to Eustacia 
kills Mrs Yeobright in the earlier novel, William's relationship with 
Lily Western destroys not the Irother rut William himself. 
William's death is a "turnirxJ point in Mrs Morel's life. He is 
barely twenty when he dies of pnetnronia in his London lodgings after 
the nother has failed to arrive in time to save his life. Until this 
stage, Paul, though very close to his nother, is kept in the 
background. By giving prominence to William in the early chapters of 
the book, lawrence intensifies Paul's isolation in his first years. 
It is not until William's death and Paul's dangerous illness with 
pnel.ll'OC>nia, which causes Mrs Morel to nurse him back to health by 
often lying in bed with him, that she seems to recognise him as a 
substitute Oedipal lover. 25 
Although Arthur, on the other hand, is not cast as an Oedipal 
son like his brothers, he still has an illp:>rtant role to play in 
supporting Paul's Oedipal situation. Unlike his brothers, especially 
Paul with whom he is in sharp contrast, he is born loving his father 
from the very beginning ("he loved his father from the first", SL, 
p.49), because he is allowed to develop his love instinct towards his 
parents without any interference. He is said to be his father's 
favourite son, just as Paul is his nother's. since his interests are 
in no way intellectual (he hates studying), he joins the anny and, 
upon return from service, settles for an early marriage with 
Beatrice, his childhood friend, without offending his nother or 
anybody else in the family. The question that raises itself in this 
context is this - Why can't Paul or William before him do the same 
and be happy for the rest of their lives? 
The question can hardly be given a short answer, especially in 
Paul's case, for his problem is profoundly psychological. Paul is a 
victim of his mother's lavish love. Sigmund Freud believes that the 
love instinct in hl.llMJl beings is not a belated endowment rut comes 
naturally as the result of a gradual development which can be traced 
step by step from earliest childhood. According to Freud, it begins 
as soon as the child has sufficiently developed a sense of otherness 
to single out its mother as the love-object of its affection. Because 
the child depends entirely on its nother for food, warmth and 
protection, the mother is apt to be the first love in its life: "she 
loved him first; he loved her first" (SL, p. 222). The father, on the 
other hand, is also sensed as powerful because, as the child 
perceives it, he dominates the nother and distracts her attention 
from him. Therefore, the boy strives to be like his father not 
because he is in love with him, rut because he wants to attract the 
mother's affection to himself once more by imitating his father'S 
masculine qualities (father as ideal). The girl, becaning aware of 
the father's love for the IOOther, tries to draw sarre of his love by 
imitating the IOOther's feminine qualities (IOOther as ideal). '!his 
process, which is known as "Self-Identification", is normal, even 
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though sometimes signs of jealousy or frank hostility may develop 
between a parent am a child of the opposite sex. 
SUbconsciously, however, the boy bec:::oIoos suddenly possessed by 
a fantasy in which he dreams of l i v ~ ~ with his IOOther after the 
father'S death, while the girl enjoys the thought of k e e p ~ ~ a house 
for her father after the mother's removal. In line with the theory, 
Paul's only ambition in life is: "quietly to earn his thirty or 
thirty-five shillings a week somewhere near horne, am then, when his 
father died, have a cottage with his mother, paint am go out as he 
liked am live happy ever after" (SL, p.89, also see p.244 where he 
still holds the same dreams). By e l i m i n a t ~ ~ the rival, children are 
not only able to celebrate a childish "marriage" with the parent of 
the opposite sex, rut also to develop their sexual awareness. As 
children grow up, they may sul::stitute love-objects in place of their 
parents. 1he boy may take his sister as a suh:;titute love-object, am 
the girl an older brother. '!his may also extend to include friends of 
the opposite sex. At this stage, children are able to differentiate 
themselves from their parents am separate their individuality. since 
the mechanism of repression starts immediately after the child 
develops its conscience at the age of four or five, children tend to 
put away childish things through the process of education am 
adaptation by storing them along with the parents' ilnage at that ti1ne 
into the unconscious. It is at this most crucial stage that 
personality is usually Wilt. Because children cannot idealise their 
parents for ever, especially after they separate themselves from 
them, in honouring them they may unconsciously choose to marry 
someone who reminds them of their first love. So far, this is a 
nomal evolution of love. '!he Oedipus complex is a deviation from 
this nonn. It is usually caused by any disturbance in the child's 
psychological development, mainly in the delicate process of its 
self-identification. 26 
In "Parent Love" in Fantasia of the Unconscious, lawrence 
himself writes about the psychological problems of Sons am Lovers. 
He does not exactly talk about the classical Oedipus complex rut 
rather a variation of it, which he had learned from his own 
experience with his mother am from wri t ~ ~ his novels. (He said that 
his philosophy comes from his novels am not vice versa). As is 
always the case with lawrence, he bases his ideas arrl philosophy on 
personal experience arrl makes them sourxi universal. However, this is 
not the point. According to his philosophy, in order to be ultilnately 
fulfilled in life, one must first have all four "poles of psyche" 
balanced. Briefly, the human bc:rly is divided into upper arrl lower 
synpathetic centres, front arrl back. 'nle upper centres govern the 
intellect arrl idealism, the lower the penis arrl sensuality. 'nle front 
stands for everything that is vulnerable arrl sympathetic, the back or 
spinal area for all that is hard arrl wilful. In each case, same sort 
of balance is required between opposites to achieve heal thy psychic 
developnent. To be satisfied (sexual satisfaction), one needs to 
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balance upper an:i lower centres. In a reactionary m:xxi to Sons am 
Lovers, lawrence stresses that a central fulfilment for a man is that 
"he possesses his own soul in strength within him, deep am alone". 
('!his theme is thoroughly explored in Aaron's Rod.) 
According to lawrence, too, woman cannot celebrate her 
fulfilment when she accomplishes it unless her husl::ani "goes beyorrl 
her". since Mr Morel would not (lawrence does not tell us why) then 
his woman is "rapidly" forced to seek a new lover in her children: 
"If man will never accept his own ultimate being, his final 
aloneness, an:i his last responsibility for life, then he must expect 
woman to dash from disaster to disaster, rootless am 
uncontrolled".27 As parental love is first am foremost, man can 
never leave it, not even after death. '!his strorg tie between mother 
am son is practised only in the upper intellectual centres; the 
lower sensual centres, which would be provoked sooner or later, are 
forced to be suppressed or released intellectually through the upper 
channels, the moment they are aroused, so the game is over before it 
has started. In his respect, Lawrence writes: ''What is he to do with 
his sensual sexual self? Bury it? Or make an effort with a strarger? 
For he is taught, even by his mother, that his manhood must not forgo 
sex. Yet he is linked up in an ideal love already, the best he will 
ever kr'low". 28 Paradoxically, he develops two inpulses towards his 
mother: love am hate. '!he boy grows up neither satisfied nor 
fulfilled. He ultimately becomes abnonnal, awaiting a sad fate. 
When the Oedipal son wants to get married, if he is ever 
allowed to do so, he would subconsciously go, where marriage is 
almost i.Irp:>ssible, to either an inaccessible woman who is already 
pre-empted by another man (like Frieda), or a much older one who 
rernirrls him of his own mother. In both cases, he is apt to be 
disappointed because his mother's love is still to prove the 
strorgest of all; am if marriage is to be oampleted at all, it is 
bourrl to fail for one reason or another, unless the son manages to 
overcame his Oedipus oamplex. It is noteworthy that whereas Hardy 
celebrates the inapproachability of women in his life am novels, 29 
which can also account for his ideal allegiance to his mother , 
Lawrence is increasingly drawn to women who are not only somewhat 
older than hiInself rut also involved with other men. '!he examples to 
illustrate this are numerous: besides his wife Frieda, there are 
Alice Dax, catherine carswell, Lady ottoline Morrell am Mabel lllhan. 
Freud arrl lawrence give us two different wethods to enhance our 
urrlerstanding of Sons am Lovers. Freud speaks generally about the 
evolution of love through the process of self-identification as a 
noI1l1, while lawrence generalises a personal experience of Oedipal 
camplex as he has fictionalized it in his novel. To have a better am 
richer appreciation of Sons arrl Lovers, therefore, we need to examine 
the book in the light of these two approaches, which are not very 
different in sul::stance. one seeks to show how natural love between 
parents arrl children can aCCX>UIlt for a healthy psychic growth in 
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children an:} ultimately lead to happiness arrl fulfilment in love arrl 
marriage; while the other, alnnst in reverse, at:tenpts to theorize 
how mother-son abnorrral attadunent can lead to isolation, 
dissatisfaction an:} destruction. 
since both approaches emphasise the ilTIportance of marriage in 
the child's psychological development, I shall first examine how the 
Morels' marriage failure has caused Paul to suffer an unnatural 
attachment to his IrOther, after the total alienation of his father , 
an:} subsequently a disturbed sexual growth. '!hen I shall consider 
Paul's relationships with women (Miriam lei vers arrl Clara Dawes) in 
order to illustrate how the Oedipal son is doomed, perhaps for life, 
to defy the nature of his sexual tendencies arrl resist the 
temptations of love am marriage. Noticeably, love relationships in 
the book can be classified in terms of triangles. Paul am Mrs Morel 
form the base for three different triangles of forces with Mr Morel, 
Miriam and Clara. lawrence adds a fourth one: "there was a triangle 
of antagonism between Paul am Clara am Miriam" (SL, p.248). 
It is clear that before Paul is born the Morels, no matter how 
antagonistic they were to each other, have been still able to 
maintain a steady arrl balanced relationship. It is not until Paul is 
born that Mrs Morel is finally convinced that she no longer loves her 
husbarrl. As a pattern, just as she has earlier turned herself away 
from her brutal husband to the newly born William for love (SL, 
p.16) , so now, in a similar gesture, she turns to Paul. '!he 
difference between the two sons, as far as their IrOther is concerned, 
is that unlike William, Paul is born unwanted arrl unloved. But far 
from being the case, the IrOther is soon to urrlerstand that the 
biological relationship with her child is stronger than anything else 
in life, including the father. Because she did not want the child to 
come, Mrs Morel - driven by her guilty feeling - promises to make up 
for him. With such a new sentiment of IrOtherly love, she turns to her 
son: 
She felt as if the navel string that had connected its 
frail little body with hers had not been broken. A wave 
of hot love went over her to the infant. She held it 
close to her face and breast. With all her force, with 
all her soul she would make up to it for havipg broUQht 
it into the world unloved. She would have it all fue 
IrOre now it was here; carry it in her love. (SL, p.38) 
As far as Paul's relationship with his father goes, the boy 
from infancy (if not long before) is united with his IrOther against 
him. When Morel attacks his wife and ab..1ses her, it is Paul who is 
always made present to witness these bloody fights. As an embryo in 
his IrOther's womb, Paul (as lawrence would have him) is able to sense 
his father'S antagonism through the IrOther's reactions when Morel 
turns them out of the house one moonlit night (see SL, pp.24-28). In 
another dramatic incident when Morel, in one of his dnmken moments, 
injures his wife on the head by throwing a drawer at her, it is Paul, 
whom she is holding on her lap, that is soaked in her blood (SL, 
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w· 40- 41). '!he blood, though it comes here to support the fierce 
fight between the Morels, is meant to stress the tie of blood between 
nother am son, am symbolises their unification against the father. 
'lbroughout his childhood, Paul is aware of his father's 
drinking habits; he often wakes up from sleep am listens with horror 
to his shouting, ~ i n g g am quarrelling with his nother. When 
William once threatens to strike the father for beating up the 
nother, Paul wishes that to happen (SL, pp.59-60). In fact, he 
hllnself cares very close to hitting the father when he finds him 
treating the nother harshly (see SL, pp.213-214). As Paul gravs 
older, he becomes more convinced of his hatred for the father: "Paul 
hated his father. As a boy he had a fervent private religion" (SL, 
p.61). Despite lawrence's affinnative statemant here, Paul's feelings 
for his father are characteristically ambivalent. He often prays 
''Make him stop drinking ..• Lord, let my father die", am when Morel 
fails to return home from work on time "Let him not be killed at pit" 
(SL, p.61). 
Apparently, Paul's hate for his father is conditioned by his 
love for the mother: the more he loves his mother, the more he hates 
his father. Now Paul faces two opposite am destructive sides of his 
own nature: too much love am too much hate. Because, in Paul's case, 
the father ideal which he is supposed to love am imitate does not 
exist, he is lUlCOnsciously doomed to remain enslaved by his mother. 
When he arrives at the stage by which he should sul:merge am 
differentiate himself from his parents, he fails to do so simply 
because he cannot free hilnself from his mother who would not let him 
go. (lawrence once told Frieda that if his mother had lived he could 
have never loved her because she would not let him go) . 
If the clash between Paul am his father forms one crucial side 
of the Oedipal situation in Sons am Lovers, the extraordinary love 
relationship between Paul am his mother constitutes the other. It is 
an extraordinary relationship because it is not a conventional 
motherly love as we usually understand it; rather, it is erotic 
passion which exists between sexual partners. (lawrence himself calls 
it an abnonnal relationship, see note no. 23 above). When Paul is a 
child, especially when he is attacked by bronchitis, lawrence 
constantly mentions the physical contact of mother am child, which 
can be explained in Freudian terms as "incest": 
Paul loved to sleep with his mother. Sleep is still 
most pel;"fect, in SPlte of hygienists, \t{hen it is shared 
with a beloved. 'l11e wannth, the securlty am peace of 
soul the utter comfort from the touch of the otheri knitS the sleep, so that it takes the l:x::rly am sou 
completely in its healing. (SL, p. 68) 
At this point it is significant to emphasise that whereas Hardy shows 
a disinclination for touching in htnnan relationships, lawrence is 
convinced of its great importance. 'Ibroughout his novels, 
particularly in Aaron's Rod am "'!he Virgin am the Gipsy", lawrence 
uses physical contact between his characters as a fonn of healing and 
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sexual revival. Just as Rawon Lilly am the gipsy s u ~ ~
r ~ i ively in saving the lives of both Aaron am Yvette by rubbi,nJ 
their sick bodies am keeping them warm (see AR, pp. 116-18; VG, 
pp.246-48), so Mrs Morel is able to restore Paul's health by her 
magic cure of "touch" (SL, pp.139-40). '!he laD3ll.age in all these 
cases expresses not only su1:mission rut also renewal of belief in the 
partner, both of which are at the heart of sexual feeli,nJ. 
When Walter Morel lies injured in the hospital after he 
seriously hurts his leg in the pit, Paul plays the husband: "I'm the 
man in the house now" (SL, p.88). 'Ibis role is also confirmed by Mrs 
Morel who herself plays the role of a "sweetheart" when she tells him 
"you know, Paul - I've never really had a husbarxl - not really _II 
(SL, p.212). '!he exclusiveness am intensity of the relationship 
between Mrs Morel am Paul as he grows older are wonderfully 
described in the chapter entitled "Paul Launches into Life". Though 
the title suggests Paul's separation fram his mother's fixation, it 
ironically portrays his dependency. In one of their many visits 
together, lawrence describes their trip to Nottingham for the job 
interview as an "adventure" between two lovers: "'!hey thought a 
while. He was sensible all the tllne of havi,nJ her opposite him. 
SUddenly their eyes met, am she smiled to him - a rare, intbnate 
smile, beautiful with brightness and love" (SL, p.92). The language 
of such a scene resembles a dialogue between lovers rather than 
between mother and son, especially when Paul's "heart contracted with 
pain of love of her" (SL, p.92). 
Besides their close intbnacy and erotic feeli,nJs, there also 
spri,nJs a destructive feeli,nJ of jealousy on both sides of mother am 
son. Neither Mrs Morel nor Paul can starn a foreign intrusion in 
their love relationship. Seei,nJ his mother worried about or occupied 
with anybody else in the family, as she usually is, wakes Paul 
agonizi,nJly distressed. When Arthur does not come home one night, his 
mother expresses her anxiety am fears that he might do somethi,nJ 
unworthy of himself am shameful to the family. FUll of jealousy, 
Paul wishes this to happen so his brother can forfeit the mother's 
love. He argues: 
"Well, I should r ~ ~ him more," said Paul. 
"I very much doubt It,'' said his mother coldly. 
They went on with breakfast. 
"Are you fearfully fond of him?" Paul asked his 
mother. 
''What do you ask that for?" 
"Because they say a woman always like the 
youngest best. 
"She may do - rut I don't. No, he worries me." (SL, p.180) 
With such assurance Paul is somewhat relieved am much more secure. 
later on, with alnost the same arguish, he protests against his 
mother sleeping with his father, with wham he has just fought, am 
pleads: "Sleep with Annie, mother not with him... Don't sleep with 
him, rrotber" (SL, p.214). 
Mrs Morel, on the other harrl, has something destructive arrl 
unprincipled in her jealousy to keep Paul's love only for herself. 
rrbe book is full of examples to illustrate this. Perhaps the IrDSt 
crucial ones are those which involve Miriam. As soon as Mrs Morel 
senses Paul's interest in Miriam, she tries to fight her off by 
imposing her authority on him. rrhis is lOOSt obvious in two distinct 
bIt very closely related incidents. In the first, the narrator 
observes: "Always when he went with Miriam, arrl it grew rather late, 
he knew his mother was fretting and getting ~ ~ about him - why, he 
could not urrlerstarxi" (SL, p.161). When he challenges her for the 
truth "You wouldn't say anything if I went with Edgar" - or - "you 
don't mind our Annie going out with Jim Inger" (SL, pp.161-2) , she 
alnost confessingly answered: "it is disgusting - bits of lads and 
girls courting" (SL, p.161). 
The second scene is even more dramatic because Mrs Morel is no 
longer hiding her antagonism for Miriam behind cliche: "I have 
nothing more to do with you. You only want me to wait on you - the 
rest is for Miriam" (SL, p.212); arrl when Paul is getting ready for 
bed, "She threw her anus round his neck, hid her face on his 
shoulder, and cried, in a whimpering voice, so unlike her own that he 
writhed in agony: 'I can't bear it. I could let another woman - bIt 
not her. She'd leave me no room, not a bit of room _III (SL, p.212). 
Earlier in the scene, Paul tells her that he likes Miriam and she 
imnediately becomes furious: "It seems to me you like nothing and 
nobody else. rrbere's neither Annie, nor me, nor anyone now for you" 
(SL, p.211). Again this confrontation reads more like a husband-and-
wife conflict than a mother-and-son quarrel, especially when it ends 
in embraces and kisses: "He stroked his mother's hair, and his mouth 
was on her throat" (SL, p.211). lawrence himself confinns this image 
when he says in the earlier quoted letter: l'We have loved each other, 
almost with a husband and wife love". 
According to Lawrence's philosophy of consummation examined in 
both '!he Fantasia and "study of 'Ihomas Hardy" , Paul cannot be 
fulfilled unless he strikes a balance between his upper and lower 
centres. since his lower sensual centres must be in a state of 
arousal by ncM, he must either satisfy them or else face the 
disastrous consequences. He has no choice bIt to take the second 
option because he has been taught, even by his own mother, to 
suppress his sexual feelings and deny them all along. At this point, 
one is inclined to emphasise that although Lawrence seems to blame 
Miriam for Paul's sexual failure, it is Paul's own sexual inhibition 
that causes the terrible tensions between them. Despite Leo James 
Dorbad's arguments30 , I strongly believe that the sexual impasse 
reached by Paul and Miriam is largely, if not conclusively, due to 
Paul's sexual inunaturity which is naturally caused by his abnonnal 
fixation upon his mother. To have placed the whole blame on Miriam, 
when throughout the bcxlk she has shown some sexual vitality, would be 
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to crown Mrs Morel with victory am wisdom when Imlch of the book is 
concerned to deny. 
However, it would be more accurate am Imlch more in line with 
both the book's thesis am the Oedipal theory to blame Paul am his 
mother rather than Miriam for the sexual difficulty expressed in the 
book. 31 In fact the text shows more evidence than we suppose. '!here 
are numerous references to Paul's deficiency, varying from direct 
conmentary "He only knew she loved him. He was afraid of her love for 
him. It was too good for him, am he was inadequate. His own love was 
at fault, not hers. Ashamed, he corrected her work" (SL, p.207), to 
explicit admission ''We agreed on friendship ... How often have we 
agreed for friendship! And yet - it neither stops there, nor gets 
anywhere else ... I can only give friendship - it's all I'm capable of 
- it's a flaw in my make-up" (SL, p.220). On occasions when they come 
close to making love, it is Paul who seems to be held back by his 
timid nature not Miriam who usually makes the first move: 
She seemed to want him, and he resisted. He resisted 
all the tbne. He wanted now to give her passion and 
tenderness, and he could not. He felt that she wanted 
his soul out of his body, am not him. All his strength 
and energy she drew into herself through some chanilel 
which united them. She did not want to meet him, so 
that there were two of them, man and woman together. (SL, p.193) 
As the passage shows, both Paul and Miriam seem to be changing 
roles and tactics in approaching their sexuality. Obviously, their 
attitudes towards sex at this point are similarly unsatisfactory - he 
because of his mother' s possessive nature which he reciprocates, and 
she because of her mother's religious dogmas, which she imitates and 
practises at home: ''Miriam was her mother's daughter" (SL, p.149). 
Besides blaming Paul for it, it would be fair enough, however, to 
attril:ute part of Miriam's standoffishness to her inexperience. At 
the heart of her sexual crisis, she would tell him: "But all my life, 
Mother said to me: ''!here is one thing in marriage that is always 
dreadful, rut you have to bear it.' And I believe it" (SL, pp.288-
89). If Miriam seems to have some possessive tendencies in her love 
for Paul, which I think she does, it is because she (like Eustacia) 
refuses to be annihilated by him just as she resists her brothers' 
rullying at home. By drawing Miriam closer to Mrs Morel as far as 
their possessiveness is concerned, lawrence is finally able to make 
Paul not only resist Miriam's sexual advances am his mother's 
destructive whims, rut also to reject them entirely at the end of the 
novel. lawrence tells us that Paul "fought against his mother alrrost 
as he fought against Miriam" (SL, p. 222), rut the text does not 
qualify this statement or follow it up. At any rate, Paul recx:lg11ises, 
at the end of the "Defeat of Miriam" chapter, that he cannot love her 
physically perhaps because he sees in her his mother's powerful image 
which haunts him all the tbne. 
In his relationship with Clara, however, Paul manages to 
relieve his sexual tensions for some time. He can still go on loving 
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am cherishirg his IOOther, who does not reject Clara as nruch as she 
rejects Miriam, because Mrs Morel am Clara occupy two different 
e:rrotional centres. Unlike Miriam, who wants a completely conunitted 
love relationship which can eventually lead to marriage, Clara is 
presented as a new woman who is sexually liberal am physically 
uninhibited: ''Miriam was his old friend, lover, am she belorged to 
Bestwood am home am his youth. Clara was a newer friend, am she 
belorged to Nottingham, to life, to the world. It seenm to him quite 
plain" (SL, p.274). She is so different from Miriam that she can 
satisfy his physical needs without making demarrls on his soul, though 
this by no means has led to true satisfaction. Yet, she is so similar 
to Miriam that she is also made to suffer the consequences of her 
affair with him. 
'!he question of marriage would hardly enter here as an issue 
between them because she is already married to Baxter Dawes whom she 
has deserted for brutality and tmfaithfulness. Nevertheless, Mrs 
Morel cynically brirgs it in to forfeit paul's claim on her "You know 
I should be glad if she weren't a married woman", and when he tells 
her that she is "awfully" nice, she says "'!hat's not the same as 
marryirg her" (SL, p.312). '!he same views are also held by Miriam who 
brirgs them together and watches their growirg intimacy: 
Miriam knew how strorg was the attraction of Clara for 
him· rut still she was certain that the best in him 
woUl.d triumph. His feelirgs for Mrs Dawes - who, 
moreover, was a married woman - was shallow am 
temporal, compared with his love for herself. He would 
come back to her, she was sure. (SL, p. 274) 
It is difficult to talk about Clara without referrirg to the 
question of her feminism. 32 Just as Miriam is based on Jessie 
Chambers, so Clara is a composite portrait of several women in 
Lawrence's life, includirg his wife, Frieda, from whom she gets her 
blonde physique, and his liberal friend, Alice Dax, who inspired nruch 
of her feminism. Like Frieda and Alice, Clara is unhappily married; 
she is also seven years Paul's senior (SL, p.241). '!hough he is first 
attracted to her physically, it is her feminism that makes him more 
interested in her. When he first meets her, ''Mrs Dawes was separated 
from her husband, and had taken up Women Rights. She was supposed to 
be clever. It interested Paul" (SL, p.185). To him, Clara is 
"extraordinarily provocative, because of the krlowledge she seemed to 
possess, am gathered fruit of experience he could not attain" (SL, 
p.263). 
It is Clara who first intrcrluces Paul to the Socialist 
SUffragette am Unitarian group in Nottingham (SL, p.257), just as 
Alice had intrcrluced Lawrence to the famous Fastwcx:xi feminists 
meetirgs, where he learned more about the women's question. In this 
connection am with Alice in mind, lawrence writes: "D..lrirg the ten 
years that she had belorged to the woman's movement she had aCXlllired 
a fair amount of education... She considered herself as a warnan 
apart, and particularly apart, from her class" (SL, p.263). '!he book 
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contains many discussions about women am feminism (see for example 
SL. pp. 229-30, 232-33, 311, 314} , rut since the whole issue is 
directed towards Paul's sexual am eIIDtional grCMth, it would be IOOre 
appropriate to examine that side of Clara which has influenced his 
sexuality. Before he even realizes that he wantS Clara sexually, 
Lawrence emphasises: 
Sex,had become so complicated in him that he would have 
deru.ed that he ever Could want Clara or Miriam or any 
woman whom he knew. Sex desire was a sort of detacheCi 
t . t , l ~ ~c ,that did not belong to a woman. He loved Miriam 
Wlth lllS soul. He grew warm at the t h ~ t t of Clara, 
battled with her, he knew the curves of her breast am 
shoulders as if they had been moulded inside him; am 
yet he did not posltively desire her. He would have 
aenied it for ever. (SL, p.274) 
Much has already been said about Paul's sexual affair with 
Clara rut, owing to the ambiguous presentation, only a few critics 
are able to acknowledge the deficiencies in Paul's make-up. By 
showing Paul able to make love to Clara, Lawrence not only stresses 
that he is capable of successful sexual relations rut also, by 
bnplication, attacks Miriam for her inability to satisfy his sexual 
needs. Though this is evident in the text, it is by no means 
generally accepted or entirely supported throughout the bJok, for 
both Lawrence am Paul appear at times to contradict therosel ves am 
expose their unreliability (Lawrence tells us never trust the artist, 
trust the tale). Soon after his first intercourse with Clara, Paul 
tells his mother that she is "better than ninety-nine folk out of a 
hundred" (SL, p.312), for no gocxi reason whatsoever other than 
perhaps being cWle to baptise the fire in his passion. But 
immediately after the third consummation is over, Paul seems to have 
a second thought "Clara was not there for him, only a woman, warm, 
something he loved am almost worshipped, there in the dark. But it 
was not Clara" (SL, p.350), am when they go together on holiday to 
the beach, she seems so little to hiln "She's lost like a grain of 
sand in the beach... What does she mean to me, after all? She 
represents something, like a hlbble of foam represents the sea. But 
what is she? It's not her I care for" (SL, p.355). 
Although Lawrence tries to emphasise their nn.Itual satisfaction 
"It was for each of them an initiation am a satisfaction" (SL, 
p.351), the text is soon to reveal his falsification, for the 
satisfaction is Paul's only "She thought it was he whom she wanted. 
He was not safe to her. This that had been between them might never 
be again; he might leave her. She had not got hiln; she was not 
satisfied" (SL, p.351), and later when she compares him to her 
husband: "You've never come near to me. You can't corne out of 
yourselves, you can't. Baxter could do that better than you" (SL, 
p.359). At this stage, Paul, probably sharing his creator's 
ignorance, has not yet realized that women need to be satisfied as 
nn.Ich as men in their sexual relationships. Like Miriam before her, 
Clara's affair with Paul reaches the sarre cul-de-sac; the only 
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difference between them is that because of her sexual experience, 
Clara has not resisted Paul's advances in the way Miriam is thought 
to have done. At times, she even seerrs to subnit to hlln out of pity 
am not passion: "She could not bear the sufferinJ in his voice, She 
was afraid in her soul... she wanted him to be soothed upon her -
soothed ... She took him simply because his need was bigger than her 
or him" (SL, p.350). 
'lbroughout her section in the book, Clara is presented as a 
sexual expert or counsellor who gives therapy and advice to Paul. 
From detecting Miss Limb's mcx:xi, sending Paul back to Miriam, to 
finally rejectinJ him for her husband, she shows great insight and 
understanding of people's sexual behaviour. When she, Paul and Miriam 
encounter Miss Limb, an elderly spinster, lovingly caressing her 
stallion in the woods one day, it is she who sudden! y says, as the 
three discuss the woman's awkward behaviour towards the horse, that 
"she wants a man" (SL, p.235). This bold admission not only shows her 
sensitive awareness of the woman's sexual deprivation rut at the same 
ti1ne expresses her own sexual desires which both Paul and Miriam have 
embarrassingly noticed. Paul's similar question (a little later) 
about Clara "something's the natter with her" (SL, p. 236), implies 
that she too wants a man. The scene is also significant to show how 
lawrence symbolically uses the stallion to signify Miss Limb's sexual 
needs - a symbolic action which he will repeat in both Women in Love 
am "st Mawr" where Gerald and Rico respectively express their 
sexuality by ahlsing their horses. 
later on when Paul is complaining about Miriam's spirituality 
am reluctance in approaching her sexuality, it is Clara who sends 
him back to Miriam after lecturing him on women's sexual behaviour. 
He tells her that Miriam "wants the soul out of my body": 
"But how do you know what she wants?" 
"I've been Wlth her for seven years." 
"And you haven't found out the very first thing 
about her." 
"What's that?" 
"That she doesn't want any of your soul 
communion. That's your own imagination. She wants 
you." 
He pondered over this. Perhaps he was wrOnj. 
"But she seems - " he began. 
"You've never tried" she answered. (SL, pp.275-76) 
The passage is ilnp:>rtant for many reasons. First, it shows Clara's 
perceptiveness not just in understanding women's behaviour rut also 
that of men. Secondly, it stresses that Miriam is not a spiritual 
woman in the sense that she is abnonnal as many critics have 
mistakenly been led to acknowledge. On the contrary, she is a well-
balanced person who seems to be a little afraid of sex for 
understandable reasons, and Clara has no reason whatsoever to be 
biased in her judgement, especially when she is cast as Miriam's 
rival. It would be incorrect, however, if she supported Paul's views 
on the natter. Finally, the passage provides evidence that lawrence 
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is aware of his sexual problems as much as he is aware of Paul's or 
. ' otherwlse he would not have corrlemned Paul here. 
In addition to the married life of the Morels which constitutes 
the first half of the book, there is also the marriage of the 
Daweses. '!he trouble with lawrence here is that he would neither 
commit himself entirely to the examination of the marriage problem 
between Clara arrl Baxter Dawes, the way he does for example to the 
Morels', nor would he explicitly comment on it. 'Ibis has the effect 
of making the text seem unclear arrl incoIrplete for it is always 
projected through Paul's eyes or in conjl.U1Ction with his sexual 
developm:mt. Apart from Baxter's b..lllying arrl unfaithfulness, which 
are the direct causes of their separation, the text is less explicit, 
if not ambiguous, about the Dawes' strained marriage. On the one 
hand, lawrence seems to suggest that it is Baxter arrl Baxter alone 
who is responsible for the marriage failure, being, according to 
lawrence, unable to satisfy his wife sexually let alone 
intellectually; while on the other harrl, Lawrence seems to blame 
Clara for using her husband badly (SL, pp. 357 ,380). Neither of these 
views is accurate for there are gaps in the text which allow 
contradiction. If Baxter is not sexually vi tal as Lawrence is 
suggesting (SL, pp. 272 , 314), then why would Clara return to him after 
being reawakened by Paul? Besides, how can we accept the reading that 
Clara'S affair with Paul has been as much a baptism of life for her 
as it has been for him when their affair proves futile arrl when Paul 
is cast as sexually immature, even sexually crippled by his Oedipal 
attachment to his mother? 
'!he only justification for Lawrence's treatment would be that 
he is blaming Baxter just as he does Walter Morel, for his 
intellectual (not sexual) incompatibility with his wife, arrl that 
Clara's affair with Paul can be seen in the light of '!he Rainbow 
where Ursula's experience with Skrebensky gives her confinuation of 
selfhood despite his nullification, then Lawrence is certainly 
contradicting himself here for the sake of Paul's healthy sexuality. 
Although Lawrence stresses that Paul's healthy sexuality is the main 
cause for Clara arrl Baxter's reconciliation, it is precisely his 
sexual vulnerability that makes Clara see Baxter comparatively as a 
worthy husband, at least worthier than Paul. '!he fact that she still 
holds herself as Mrs Dawes arrl believes that Baxter still loves her 
arrl even depends on her (SL, p.358) are confinuations of how 
committed they are to one another despite their dispute arrl 
estrangement. 
Clara's return to her husbarrl at the errl of the novel is made 
possible on! y when Baxter is taken ill to hospital. As a pattern in 
Sons arrl Lovers arrl perhaps in some other shorter fiction such as 
"OOour of Olrysanthernums", a quarrelsome wife would grow more 
passionate towards her alienated husband who ill-uses her arrl would 
try to make it up with him as soon as he becomes sick. 'Ibis is 
exactly what happens between Clara arrl Baxter. Just as Mrs Morel 
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turns to her brutal husbarxl when he injures his leg in the pit am 
resl1l'OOS her relationship with him, resulting in the birth of Arthur, 
so does Clara when she learns of Baxter's sickness. When Paul tells 
her that Baxter is ill with typhoid in Sheffield hospital, Clara not 
only "disengaged herself from his ann, am walked at a distance from 
him", rut also suddenly changes her attitude towards him: "I've 
treated him badly... I never consider him worth having, am ncM you 
don't consider Ire. But it serves me right. He loved me a thousarrl 
times better than you ever did" (SL, pp.379-80). In contrast with the 
Morels', the Daweses' marriage is a relative success because, in 
addition to their equal working-class origin and "peculiar 
similarity" between them (SL, p.185), Clara am Baxter have worked 
out their irrli vidual differences. Whereas the Morels' incompatible 
marriage, which resembles the Daweses' in many significant ways, 
holds out because of the children and the wife's lack of economic 
irrlependence, the marriage of Clara and Baxter survives as a result 
of the finally achieved sexual compatibility and understanding. 
Even though marriage in Sons and Lovers is a major issue, it is 
always kept in the background for obvious reasons. Because of 
Lawrence's preoccupations with the Oedipus Complex, it is usually 
examined in conjunction with the nnther-son relationship. When it is 
brought up to the surface, it is either discussed by the nnther who 
manipulates the argument, or the son who has the nnther at the back 
of his mind. When marriage is first discussed between Paul and 
Miriam, for example, she seems to be able to point out that his ideas 
about marriage are not really his own rut his nnther's. As he tells 
her that he does not love her as a man ought to love his wife, 
despite their long relationship, and that they should not marry just 
yet, adding "I don't think one person would ever manipulate me - be 
everyt:hing to me - I think never", she, sensing his nnther's 
influence, says "this is your nnther ... I know she never liked me" 
(SL, pp.223-24). 
'Ibis antagonism between Mrs Morel and Miriam, which recalls the 
worst moments between Mrs Yeobright and Eustacia in '!he Return of the 
Native, is evident throughout the book. Like Mrs Yeobright, Mrs Morel 
never wants her son to marry Miriam or any other woman am thus she 
tries hard to prevent this from happening. Her approach in doing so 
is simple: she waits for him to set himself up am then knocks him 
down effectively. Just as she has earlier stcx:xi against william's 
marriage with Lily Western "A fine mess of a marriage it would be ... 
I should consider it again, my boy" am "remember there are worse 
things than breaking off an engagement" (SL, pp.130-131) , so ncM she 
tactically resists Paul's intentions of marriage. When Paul, 
providing the opportunity his nnther has been waiting for, tells her 
that he does not love Miriam, nor wants to marry her, Mrs Morel, 
makes the best of the situation: 
"I t h ~ t t lately you had made up your mind to 
have her, am so I said nothing". 
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"I had - I wanted to - bIt 'f"ON I don't want. It's 
no good. I shall break off on SUOOay I ought to 
oughtn't I?" ., 
"You know best. You know I said so 10nJ ago". 
"I can't help that 'f"ON. I shall break off on 
sumay". 
''Well,'' said his mother "I think it will be 
best. But lately I d ~ i d e d d you bad made up your mirrl to 
have. her, so I sa1d notliing am should have said 
noth.'p'lg. ~ t t I say as I have always said, I don't think 
she 1S SUlted to you". (SL, p.292) 
Sllnilarly, when Paul expresses his desire to get married 
iImnediately after Annie's weddin:J, she allows him, even supports him 
at tiInes, to say all he wants only to be stronJly discouraged at the 
end: "But do you really want to get married? .. Do you feel as if you 
ought?" cynical questions which IMke him change his mind 
drastically from "I want to get married" to "At any rate, mother, I 
shall never marry", to finally "I'll never marry while I've got you -
I won't" (SL, pp.242-44). At this stage, Paul is not unaware of his 
mother' s possessive intentions or otherwise he would not have asked 
"But you don't want me to marry?" (SL, p.244). Nonetheless, he would 
always allow himself to be manipulated by her recurrent excuses: 
"You've not met the one yet. Only wait a year or two" (SL, p.243). 
"Ard as for w a n t ~ ~ to marry ... there's plenty of time yet" am "You 
haven't met the right woman" (SL, p.348). 
When the question of marriage is debated between Paul am 
Miriam in the chapter entitled "'!he Test on Miriam", it is he who 
seems to be at fault not her. Although it appears on the face of 
things that it is Miriam who rejects marriage, on a deeper level, it 
is Paul who turns out to be immature to take up such a decision. When 
they eventually IMke love, both Paul am Miriam, instead of b e ~ ~
liberated and fulfilled by the experience, are shocked by it: "there 
remained afterwards always the sense of failure and of death" (SL, 
p.288). To overcome their embarrassment, she tells him "It would come 
all right if we were married" (SL, p.288) , rut as soon as he offers 
to marry her, she shrinks am says ''we are too young" (SL, p. 289 i 
also see p.224). '!his is where the text contradicts itself, for if 
Miriam does not want to get married, why would she b r ~ ~ the subject 
up in the first place? Unless society otherwise dictates, it seems to 
me that she is very much in favour of it despite her protestations, 
rut she would not marry Paul for the time b e ~ ~ until he first 
asserts himself in the relationship as a mature man who can shoulder 
responsibility am takes initiative into his am harris: "How many 
tiInes have you offered to marry me, am I wouldn't?" (SL, p.294). 
A few pages later when Paul tells her to break off their 
relationship "I don't want to marry. I don't want ever to marry. Arrl 
if we're not g o ~ ~ to marry, it's no good g o ~ ~ on" (SL, p.293), she 
rightly accuses him of childishness for his inability to IMke up his 
mirrl am to achieve a separate irrlividuality for himself "I have said 
you were only fourteen - you are only four ... you are a child of 
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four'.' (SL, p.294). Paul's childish image recurs throughout the book, 
partlcularly where Lawrence's narrator supports Miriam's views: 
she should have told l1im when she fourrl fault with him. 
She had not ~ y e d d farr. He hated her. All these years 
she had trea hi1n as if he were a hero am thOtlgtlt 
of hi1n secretly as an infant, a foolish child '!hen Why 
had she left, the foolish child to his folly?·His heart 
was hard agarnst her. (SL, p.296) 
'!he only tilne Paul seems to assert himself in his relationship 
with Miriam is when he approaches her sexually according to Clara's 
advice. Until this stage, Paul is not capable of physical love; all 
he can offer is a spiritual intimacy: "I can give you a spirit love, 
I have given it you this long, long tilne; rut not embodied passion. 
See, you are a nun. I have given you what I would give a holy nun -
as a mystic monk to a mystic nun" (SL, p.250). It is only here that 
Lawrence is confident enough to stress that Paul "courted her now 
like a lover" (SL, p.282) , an action he has not done before. '!he 
sexual scene is an excellent example to show not only Paul's 
assertiveness but also how he manages to take her step by step into 
suhnission. It first starts with a discussion about marriage "sir 
'!homas More says one can marry at twenty four", am then rapidly 
develops into a process of persuasion "Don't you think we have been 
too fierce in our what they call purity? Don't you think that to be 
so much afraid am averse is a sort of dirtiness?" (SL, p.279). When 
they finally make love, Miriam realises that it is Paul's 
assertiveness that wins her sutmission despite her fears. Similarly, 
when Paul offers to marry her, she opposes him not because she does 
not want to marry him, rut because she wants him to emancipate 
himself from his mother's influence. '!bough the chapter is entitled 
"'!he Test on Miriam", it actually describes the test on Paul. 
At the end am after the mother's death, when Paul fails to 
asstnne his maturity am claim her as his wife, Miriam takes the 
initiative am proposes: "I think we ought to be married" because "I 
could prevent you wasting yourself am being a prey to other women-
like - like - Clara" (SL, p.413). Paul refuses because "you love me 
so much [that] you want to put me in your pocket. Arrl I should die 
there smothered" (SL, p.413). By rejecting her finally, he is also 
rejecting his past, including his mother who still lives in his mind. 
lawrence then turns the marriage argument over to Miriam am instead 
of blaming Paul for his ultimate failure, he blames her for her 
inassertiveness: "If she could rise, take him, put her arns rourrl 
him, and say, 'You are mine', then he would leave himself to her. But 
dare she? She could easily sacrifice herself. But dare she assert 
herself?" (SL, p.413). Of course she dares not to do what Paul should 
have done. 
'!he whole debate on marriage in the book is, therefore, 
presented almost in the same way. Because of their Oedipal 
attachment, neither mother nor son is able to bear separation: the 
mother does not want to sacrifice her only love to another wctnan, 
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while the son cannot develop an adult love which would lead him to a 
successful marriage. In approaching marriage, however, both Paul and 
William fail to establish a steady and successful relationship with a 
woman. Just as William canplains to his IrOther about his fiancee "You 
know, nnther, when I'm away from her I don't care for her a bit. I 
shouldn't care if I never saw her again. But then, when I'm with her 
in the evenings I am really fom of her" (SL, p.120) , so Paul makes 
the same argument "You know, nnther, I think there nrust be something 
the matter with TIe, that I can't love. When she's there, as a rule, I 
do love her... rut then, when she talks and criticises, I often don't 
listen to her" (SL, pp.347-48). By making the two experiences 
strikingly siInilar, lawrence is able to emphasise not just the 
nnther's strorg influence rut also the sons' inability to free 
themselves from her bondage. 
rrhe only difference between them, as far as marriage is 
concerned, is that whereas William fails to fully comprehend the main 
cause of his love failure with his fiancee and dies as a result, Paul 
eventually comes to figure out that his mother is responsible for his 
disability in love. At first, Paul does not even realise that: 
sometimes he hated her, and pulled at her bondage. His 
life wanted to free itself of her. It was like a circle 
where life turned back on itself, and gqt no further. 
She bore him, loved him, kept him and his love turned 
back into her, so that he could not be free to go 
forward with his 0\N11 lifer really love another woman. 
At this period, unknowirg y, he resisted his mother's 
influence. (SL, p.342) 
But in a conversation with his mother about his inability to get 
married, he fully appreherrls his problem: 
"But why - why don' t I want to many her [Clara] 
or anybody? I feel sometimes as if I wrorged my women, 
mother" . 
"How wrorged them, my son?" 
"I don't Know". 
He went on ~ i n t i n : J J rather despairirgly; he had 
touched the quick of the trouble. 
"And as for wantirg to many", said his nnther, 
"there's plenty of time yet". 
"But no mother, I even love Clara, and I did 
Miriam; rut to give myself to them in marriage I 
couldn't. I couldil' t b e l o ~ ~ to them. rrhey seem to want 
me. And I can't ever give it them". 
"You haven't met the right woman". 
"And I never shall meet the right woman while you 
live," he said. (SL, p. 3 ~ 8 ) )
rrhese two passages are inlportant for two main reasons. Apart 
from Mrs Morel's death, they both emphasise that although the book 
appears at times to comeron Miriam and Clara and hold them 
responsible for Paul's ultimate failure in love and marriage, it is 
Paul's nother who turns out to be fully responsible for her son's 
canplete fiasco. 33 Secorrlly, they are a proof to show that writirg 
Sons and wvers was a kirrl of psychotherapy for lawrence in which he 
struggled hard with his circumstances in order to come to tenns with 
hill1self which he finally did. In a letter to A.D. ~ l e o d d (dated 26 
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October, 1913) he writes: "One sheds one's sickness in books -
repeats am repeats one's errotions, to be naster of them". 34 It seems 
that it is not until he wrote Sons am lDvers that Lawrence was 
finally free of his IOC>ther. Except perhaps in a few short stories am 
essays, he never wrote again with such intensity about the mother-son 
relationship. 
'!he death or killing scene of Mrs Morel is the climax of the 
novel. Realistically, it is an act of rrercy killing in which both 
Paul am Annie want to put an errl to their mother's suffering. First, 
they reduce the nourishing elements in her diet am then give her an 
over-dose of morphia. Symbolically, it is Paul's hidden desire to 
kill her am free his possessed soul from her captivity. Critics have 
long established the parallel between "the sacrifice of Missis 
Arabella" (SL, p.59), am the killing incident rut no one has 
connected this with Paul's overall attitude towards Miriam. 35 Like 
the doll Paul accidentally snashes and as a result wants to destroy, 
Mrs Morel must be sacrificed because he has caused her pain and 
misery. Similarly, in his relationship with Miriam, Paul feels like 
smashing her because he is partially responsible for suffering. The 
parallel is clear: just as Paul "seemed to hate the doll so 
intensely, because he had broken it" (SL, p.59), so he also "hated 
her [Miriam] bitterly ... because he made her suffer" (SL, p.221). 
If Paul is able to free himself from his mother, it is only for 
a short time for he soon realises his helplessness to outlive her. 
'!he agony becomes his nOW' as he breaks down "my love - my love - oh, 
my love!" (SL, p.395) echoing the cry of his mother "oh, my son - my 
son" (SL, p.138) over the body of William. Lawrence describes the 
dead mother as "a maiden asleep" who is "dreaming of her love" (SL, 
p.396). For a time, he seems to be lost and like the old man in 
Hemi.rx;Jway's "A Clean Well-Lighted Place" , he sees life as 
nothingness: "nada p3I' nada". But instead of subnitting to his death 
wishes, he suddenly and with a new hope turns to the city just as 
Lawrence turns to his life. 
To sum up, Clym Yeobright and Paul Morel, like Hardy and 
Lawrence, are so trapped from childhcx:xl in an Oedipal attachment to 
their possessive mothers that freeing the self from its captivity 
becomes a prime necessity to ensure their happiness and integrity. 
Because love and marriage relationships, as a result of this 
attachment, have psychologically become complicated in them, neither 
Clym nor Paul can happily marry and settle down while the mother is 
still alive. Although the death of the mothers (which they 
symbolically bring about) has not entirely solved their oedipal 
problems, it has indeed helped them came to tenus wi th themselves, 
especially in the case of Paul Morel. Had it not been for Ellstacia's 
death as well, Clym might have came to terns with his wife (despite 
their differences), just as Hardy did with E)mna am Lawrence with 
Frieda. In Part 1Wo, marriage will be discussed fran two opposite 
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from Two Points of View 
CHAPTER FOUR 
~ ~ AS A liOtmN'S PROBI.fK 
It has becOIre a corrm:>n practice to regard 'Ihomas Hardy as 
Lawrence's natural predecessor, am Lawrence is often pointed to as 
the inheritor of Hardy's preoccupation with sex am marriage. 'Ihe 
best source of corrprrison between the two novelists is of course 
Lawrence's "study of '!homas Hardy" (written in 1914), in which 
Lawrence not only inplicitly acknowledges Hardy as his master, rut 
also expresses his deep desire to imitate him am continue his quest 
into human psychology, which can be seen at its best in Tess of the 
d'Urbervilles am Jude the Obscure, in order to arrive at a better 
understanding of sexual relationships between men am women. In this 
respect and while corrprring Hardy am Lawrence, Robert Langbatnn 
states: "Lawrence is not out to defeat Hardy - he wants to complete 
him, to continue his direction, to fulfil the inplications of Hardy's 
art that Hardy as a Victorian could not fulfil".l 
'!he two most inp:>rtant areas Lawrence's "study" has focused on 
are the new subjects of sex and the unconscious, which were to become 
the great web of '!he Rainbow (written after the "study"). Inspired by 
Hardy's novels as he was, Lawrence states in the "study" that: 
"Nonna.lly, the centre, the turning pivot, of a man's life is his sex-
life, the centre am survival of his being is the sexual act". 2 
Hardy, too, must have felt the same way, for his preoccupations as 
early as Desperate Remedies (1871) are largely sexual. But because of 
the conventionality of Victorian society, he cannot explicitly 
discuss the subject publicly. It is only then, after Lawrence has 
been reassured of the inp:>rtance of sex in hlll1la11 relationships, that 
the latter is able to theorize his psychic philosophy of the 
necessary opposition of male and female principles. '!his has 
naturally raised the issue of marriage as perhaps the only possible 
institution to reconcile not only male am female elements rut 
ultimately man and woman's opposition. As far as marriage is 
concerned, Hardy and Lawrence seem to have different, if not 
opp:>Site , attitudes towards it. 3 
'Ihough this is true on the whole, as this thesis is trying to 
illustrate, marriage in the early novels of both Hardy and Lawrence 
seems to have spnmg from the same conception and perhaps the same 
influence - a conception which dictates that unless man and woman are 
sexually canpatible, marriage cannot contain them happily. Besides 
Hardy's influence on Lawrence, which is most obvious in 'Ihe White 
Peacock, Lawrence (like Hardy) is also fascinated by George Eliot. 
Before he set about writing his first novel, he told Jessie Cllambers 
that: "the usual plan is to take two couples am develop their 
relationships. .. Most of George Eliot's are on that plan. Anyhow, I 
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don't want a plot, I should be lx>red with it. I shall try two couples 
for a start". 4 Similarly, Hardy's prominent the:ne of firrli.r¥J a mate 
for his heroines which is repeated in novel after novel owes nuch to 
George Eliot, especially Dorothea's problem in Middlemarch. It is 
perhaps because of this influence on them that both Hardy am 
lawrence were taken to be women by their earlier revievrers, who must 
have admired their sensitive perception of women's psychology am 
problems. It is, therefore, the purpose of this chapter to examine 
marriage as a struggle between social am psychological choice in Far 
from the Madding Crowd (1874), '!he Wcx:x:llamers (1887) am '!he Rainbow 
(1915). Because the real protagonists in the three novels are women, 
I shall discuss marriage from a female point of view just as Hardy 
am lawrence did. 
Despite their different dates of publication, the three novels 
seem to concern therosel ves, at least in their settiD;Js, with the 
examination of a specific period of time in which rapid social am 
economic changes had taken place in society, transfonning the old 
rural Englam to a new industrialized world. Although the novels set 
out to investigate the social history of the period (the secorrl half 
of the nineteenth century), they all characteristically use marriage 
as the main vehicle to carry the main concerns of their authors. Just 
as lawrence is obliged to trace the history of three different 
generations to show changes am developments in society, so is Hardy 
iIrpelled to use three different types of characterization. Like the 
three generations in '!he Rainbow, Giles winterlx>rne am Marty South, 
Grace am MelWry, am Mrs Olannorrl am Dr Fitzpiers are so skilfully 
portrayed in '!he Woodlamers that they represent three modes of 
change in society as well as in people varyiD;J respectively from 
innocently traditional to cynically modern. 
Moreover, if ursula is seen by many critics as the very 
ernbcxiiInent of lawrence in his journey towards maturity, so Grace am 
Bathsheba (am perhaps Ethelberta) can also be regarded as Hardy's 
female prototypes which carry his anxiety over the question of 
modernism. Like Grace (am perhaps all the natives in their returns), 
Hardy was sceptical am divided in his eIOOtions torNards the 
relationship of the old am the new, of the past am present, of 
nature am culture. It is worth mentioniD;J here that Hardy lived in 
lDndon for alInost five years duriD;J which he worked as an assistant 
architect, am when he returned to his native Dorset in July 1867, he 
(like Grace) could not re-adapt to the COillltry life he left behirrl, 
nor could he rightly belong to the fashionable society of lDrrlon. 
rrhus he was torn between the two worlds am forced to live, as he , 
put it, "between town am country" in "contrastiD;J planes of 
existence ... vibrating at a swiD;J between the artificial gaieties of 
a lDndon season am the quaintness of a primitive :rustic life" (Life, 
p.245). It was not until he wrote Tess am Jude, his modern novels, 
that he was able to resolve this conflict within himself am accept 
"the ache of modernism" unresistiD;Jly. 
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Far fran the Madding crowd (1874) 
In Far from '!he Madding Cra.vd, as in '!he Woodlanders, the 
sinple triangle of lovers which has been employed sucx:essfully in 
Urxier the Greenwood Tree is replaced by a rrore complex figure. It 
seems IOC>St likely that the roles of Boldwood and Fanny Robin were the 
result of relatively late revisions as Hardy inten::led to corrplicate 
the conventional love triangle with which he had started. 5 He 
probably sought to do so for four reasons. Firstly, he wanted to 
rratch in his writings the corrplexity of life in which a person is 
caught between more than one lover or potential spouse at a time and 
he or she has to make a choice between them. Secondly, Hardy wanted 
to give his readers an ampler reading of life from a wider scope of 
relationships between rran and woman on the one harrl, and love and 
rrarriage on the other. 'lhirdl y, from an artistic point of view, Hardy 
felt the need for rrore room to move and explore his themes in 
addition to promoting the happy ending which was imperative at that 
time, by intrcx:lucing Boldwood to get rid of Troy and then to be 
dispatched from the novel as a consequence. Finally, it is possible 
that serialization also demanded rrore corrplexity of plotting. 
Like Under the Greenwood Tree, Far from the Madding Crowd is a 
story of the heroine's rrarriage choice. Bathsheba Everdene becomes 
involved in three separate relationships with Gabriel oak, the 
patient and reliable shepherd; Mr Boldwood, the rich gentleman 
fanner; and Francis Troy, the philanderer and sexually attractive 
soldier. Though her intention is not to get rrarried immediately, she, 
like Fancy Day, ceaselessly encourages m;m to admire her beauty and 
run after her for rrarriage. In the course of the novel, Bathsheba 
develops a whimsical craving for dominance which goes along with her 
hidden sexual desires. '!he more she is sexually suppressed, the more 
she becomes a tyrant to exercise her power over men especially the 
good ones like oak and Boldwood. Like Eustacia in '!he Return of the 
Native who wants "to be loved to madness" (RN, p.121) , Bathsheba 
longs exactly for the same man who not only loves her rut is able to 
rraster her. She tells oak when he proposes to rrarry her: "I want 
sanebody to tame me; I am too irrleperrlent; and you would never be 
able to, I know" (FMC, p.80). 
From the opening chapter of the book, one cannot help noticing 
that Bathsheba is not an ordinary Victorian woman. She knows this 
very well and behaves thus. While she is coming to Norcombe Hill in 
the wagon, she 1<Xlks at herself in the mirror not to tidy herself as 
usually women do b.lt to confirm her image of herself. Having done so, 
"she parted her lips and smiled" (FMC, p.54). Whatever the smile 
might mean, oak regards it as "vanity" because: 
'lbere was no necessity whatsoever for her lookin:J. in 
the glass. She did not adjust her hat, or pat her harr, 
or pz::ess a diltple i n ~ o o shape, or do one ~ ~ to 
signify that any other mtentlon had been her llDtl ve m 
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~ ~ up the glass. She ~ i n p l y y observed herself as a 
faIT prOduct of nature m the feminine kirrl her 
th9UQhts seemirg to glide into far off likely ciraIks in 
whicli rren should playa part. (FMC, pp.54-55) 
Her vanity does not seem to prevent oak from falling in love 
with Bathsheba because she has left a pennanent inpression on the 
"pages of his :meroory" that he is never to forget. '!his, however , 
urges him on his wedding day to ask her to arrange "her hair ... as she 
had worn it years ago on Norcombe Hill" (FMC, p.463). After seeing 
her on three or four occasions, oak is soon to propose to marry her 
am promises, like Maybold, a piano, newspaper notices am cucumber 
frames in addition to the prospect of companionship: "at home by the 
fire, whenever you look up, there I shall be - am whenever I look 
up, there will be you" (FMC, p.79). Although Bathsheba, like many 
girls, likes the idea of getting married "people would talk about me 
am think I had won my battle, am I should feel tritnnphant, am all 
that" (FMC, p. 79), she rejects him because she hates "to be thought 
men's property in that way, though possibly I shall be had some day" 
(FMC, p.78). Indeed, these are two different views of marriage. 
Bathsheba rejects oak for two main reasons: political am 
personal. '!he first is the fact that Bathsheba, anticipating SUe 
Bridehead, does not only refuse oak the man rut also the whole 
institution of marriage: "I shouldn't mind being a bride at a 
weddjng, if I could be one without having a husband" (FMC, p.80). She 
does not like to be had in marriage as a she-object without any 
choice, especially when she, like Ursula, is an indeperrlent woman who 
interrls to excel in a man's world. Hardy IlEkes this very clear when 
he states that: "It appears that ordinary rren take wives because 
possession is not possible without marriage, am that ordinary women 
accept husbands because marriage is not possible without possession" 
(FMC, p.18l). Bathsheba's feminism is totally against the prevailing 
conventions of Victorian society which give the husband the right to 
both subjugate his wife and confiscate all of her property. oak's 
marriage offer is indeed very terrpting as she herself responds 
favourably to it until he reveals his patriarchal view according to 
which she is to undertake the responsibility of only a housewife. At 
this point, Bathsheba has the mouthpiece of her creator who continues 
to debate this essential issue throughout his writings and give his 
full support to his female characters who protest against marriage. 
'!he second reason refers to oak's personality as he manifests 
himself to Bathsheba. From what she is allowed to see, Bathsheba is 
able to locate two weaknesses in oak. First, she refuses to marry him 
because, as quoted earlier, he is not strong enough to master her or 
match her sexuality (FMC, p.80). His defensive and withholding nature 
does not inspire her to love him or have any sexual interest in him 
either. nus is evident in the way he speaks to her aunt, Mrs Hurst: 
"I'm only an every-day sort of man, and my only chance was in being 
the first caner ••• Well, there's no use in my waiting, for that was 
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all I carre about: so I'll take myself off harre-along" (FMC, p.76). 
His lack of assertiveness am confidence makes him an easy prey for 
women and couples him with Boldwood who is equally ignorant about 
women. oak is never the type of man that can attract Bathsheba for he 
seems at different tines stolid am porrlerous. At the end of the 
story he tells her: 
"If I only ]mew one thing - whether you would allow me 
to love you am win you, am marry you after all - If I 
only kneW that". 
"But yOU will never know" she munnured. 
"Why?fI ' 
"Because you never ask". (FMC, p.457) 
Second, while she examines the possibility of their match on 
the basis of ''marriage of equals", she not only firrls a gap between 
them in terms of t.eItperament tnt also realizes the fact that he is 
not yet ready to get married as he has just started his hlsiness am 
"you ought in conunon prudence, if you marry at all (which you should 
certain! Y not think of doing at present), to marry a woman with 
money, who would stock a larger farm for you than you have now" (FMC, 
p.8l). 'Ibis reads precisely as the outline of the story. since the 
beginning in Hardy's novels is often the end,6 then Bathsheba's 
suggestion am refusal are an authoritative view which Hardy endorses 
in the novel am approves of as far as Bathsheba is concerned. If 
Bathsheba's early views on love am marriage are fulfilled at the end 
of the story as they are, then experience does not seem to help her 
enlarge her education any more than change her substantially. Unlike 
Hardy's later heroines, Bathsheba chooses what the first generation 
of '!he Rainbow does: to remain within the convention. As far as love 
and marriage are concerned, her choice is a defeat of the strong 
feminism she has shown in the patriarchal world. At this stage, one 
should not forget that Hardy is writing against his will in order to 
satisfy his readers as well as publishers. I.ater heroines are to 
rebel against their social conventions am subsequently die in the 
wilderness. 
Hardy's portrayal of Bathsheba needs further consideration. 
Although Far from the Madding cravd explores the feminist issue more 
deeply than any earlier novels, Hardy does not intend, at this stage, 
to show his true feelings am views so frankly as he does later on 
(in Jude the Ob;cure, for instance). He is forced for one reason or 
another to disguise his feminist views am write acx:x:>1:'di·m to the 
established modes of popular fiction at the time which usually 
condemn women for their unconventional actions. Bathsheba is 
certain! y an unconventional character who enjoys her freedom am 
exercises her power, in order to prove an essential point: woman is 
capable of much if she is only given the OWOrtunity. 'Ihroughout the 
novel, Bathsheba is seen to illustrate this issue in one experience 
after another. In addition to rejecting oak, who is better off than 
herself, before she inherits her fann in Weatherhlry, she J"lOW 
struggles to assert her mistress-ship over the \tJOrkfolk in her fann: 
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"Do 't unf . n any arr ones cuoong you ... suppose that because I'm a waren I 
don't urrlerstarrl the difference between bad goings-on am good" (FMC, 
p.132). later, when she argues with her husbarrl Troy over Farmy 
Robin, she tells hlln: "Tell the truth, Frank. I am not a fool, you 
know , although I am a woman, ard have my woman's m::::Jll'eJlts" (FMC, 
p.333). 
Like Elfride, Bathsheba firrls herself trapped in expressing her 
feeliDJs in language which is developed by neIl. When Boldwood asks 
her to define her feelings for hlln, she seems confused: "I don't know 
- at least, I cannot tell you. It is difficult for a woman to define 
her feeliDJs in language which is chiefly nade by neIl to express 
theirs" (FMC, p.412). Elfride has the same difficulty with Knight: 
"Because I utter COllIllOnplace words, you must not suppose I think only 
cormoonplace thoughts" (PBE, p.240). In modern feminist criticism, the 
suggestion has been nade that language should be modified in order to 
acconunodate wanen' s thoughts ard feelings. New words have already 
been invented for this purpose while others have been modified (e.g. 
manageress ard poetess). If this is the case today, then by 
comparison Hardy should be given full credit not only for his 
feminism rut also for his foresight as he was able to diagnose a 
language problem decades before modern feminism. (Lawrence was also 
to invent his own language in Lady Olatterley's Lover.) 
In portraying Bathsheba, Hardy seems to have difficulty in 
defini.rg her characteristics. On the one harrl, she is described as 
detennined, wilful, intelligent, irrleperrlent ard successful; while on 
the other, she is beautiful , impulsive, coquettish, vain, sexual am 
unpredictable. Obviously, Hardy is trying to make Bathsheba a complex 
heroine who possesses all the good qualities of a strong character 
ard yet has some weaknesses which can bring her downfall. Before she 
dlanges for the better (change here is superficial not significant), 
she first has to decline ard sutmit to her sexual terrlencies. since 
Bathsheba is very attractive to everybcx:ly who sees her, as she knows 
only too well, she becomes obsessed with this notion of herself. On 
market day in casterbridge, Boldwood violates her notion as he shaNS 
no interest in her whatsoever. So different fran every nan as he is, 
Boldwcxxi appears as "a troublesc:me image-a species of Daniel in her 
kingdan who persisted in kneeling eastward ••• ard afford her the 
official glance of admiration which cost nothing at all" (FMC, 
pp.146-7). Moved by his "nonconfonnity" ard her "vanity", she 
thoughtlessly serds hlln an anonymous Valentine card with ''Marry Me" 
inscribed on it. 
Fanner Boldwood is a c:x::>UIltry gentleman who, like Knight, seems 
to have trained himself to repress his social ties ard sexual 
instincts. Not much is revealed about his past except that he had 
some bitter disappoinbnent after a wanan had jilted him when he was 
yO\.lDl (FMC, p.143). '!hough sane rurrours contradict this, Bathsheba's 
naid Liddy confirms that: ''He's been courted by sixes am sevens -
all the girls, gentle ard sinple, for miles rourrl, have tried him" 
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(FMC, p.125). Awakened once m:>re by the beautiful Bathsheba, Boldwocxl 
at the age of forty-one inunediately proposes to her without any 
preliminaries other than some erotic fascination (see FMC, p.150): "I 
have come to speak to you without preface. My life is not my own 
since I have behold you clearly, Miss Everdene - I come to make you 
an offer of narriage" (FMC, p.177). 
Bathsheba at this stage is not very eager to marry although 
Boldwocxi is an excellent rna.tch for her. She knows that by marrying 
him, she will have to give up her position as mistress of the fann, a 
position which in itself ''was a novel one arrl the novelty had not yet 
begun to wear off" (FMC, p.18l). On a deeper level, Bathsheba rejects 
Boldwocxi because he, like oak, lacks the IXJWer to control her sexual 
desires arrl tame her wildness. At one point, she fims him attractive 
ani wilful when he shows no interest in her arrl, unlike other men, 
withholds himself fram submission to either her or any other woman. 
In addition to that, she has satisfied her vanity by making Boldwood 
yield to her notion of admiration. 
As a general rule in Hardy's fiction, women are not attracted 
to men who tend to yield easily arrl show m:>re interest in them than 
required. According to Hardy, if men could show m:>re IXJWer in their 
characters ani pay less attention to their women, they would 
certainly be m:>re attractive. Elfride, Bathsheba, Marty South, Grace, 
picotee Petherwin arrl Anne Gar larrl are m:>re attracted to the men who 
tend to ignore them arrl continue to show m:>re power arrl sometimes 
sexual desires. Elfride, for example, continues to be devoted to 
Knight, whose views are strongly against her: "the m:>re they went 
against her the m:>re she respected them" (PBE, p.233). In another 
scene she tells him: "I do wish I had been exactly as you thought I 
was, rut I could not help it, you know. If I had only known you had 
been coming, what a nunnery I would have lived in to have been good 
enough for you!" (PBE, p.384). Troy, on the other harrl, has 
formulated a new concept: "in dealing with womankind the only 
alternative to flattery was cursing arrl swearing. '!here was no third 
method. 'Treat them fairly, arrl you are a lost nan', he would say" 
(FMC, p.22l). 
In Aaron's Rod, Lawrence devoted almost the whole book to 
debating the question of submission arrl dominance in love arrl 
narriage relationships. Although his views have sane patriarchal 
tendencies, he has explored his theme thoroughly arrl fairly 
convincingly. Aaron, at last, is convinced that comrade love is as 
ilrtportant as husband arrl wife's arrl both are complementary. In Far 
from the Madding crowd, Hardy seems to believe in the same kirrl of 
love: comradeship. After being exhausted by passion and courtship, 
Bathsheba, like SUe Bridehead, feels the need for friendship. Her 
long relationship with oak has taught her to regard oak m:>re like a 
frierrl because it is a m:>re stable and lasting relationship as Hardy, 
too, believes. since this is not possible with oak, who insists on 
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marriage, then canradeshi.p within marriage seems even stroBJer. On 
this point Hardy writes: 
'!heirs, was that substantial affection which arises (if 
~ ~ a r 1 ~ ~ at all) wher the two who are thrown tqgether 
beQan first by k n o w ~ ~ the rC?U9her sides of each 
otfier's character, am ,not t h ~ ~ beSt ,till further on, 
the romance, grCM1BJ ,UP m ~ e e mterst1ces of a mass of 
hard p r ~ 1 c c rea1.1tY . ' I h i ~ ~ good - fellowship -
c a J l J E l l C ; r l e r ~ e , , - usually occurr1.I!J through similaritY of 
pursul.ts{. 15 unforttihately seIdom superadded to "love 
between t:ne sexes, because I'le1 am women associate not 
in their labours, rut in their pleasures merely. where 
however , h a ~ ~ circumstances pepnits its developnent' 
the ~ e c 1 1 feeliBJ proves itself to be the only 
love which is stronq as death - that love which many 
w a ~ ~ cannot quenctl, nor the floods drown, beside 
which the pass10n usually called be the narre is 
evanescent as steam. 
(FMC, pp.458-9) 
Whether or not Hardy had any influence on lawrence in this respect is 
left for speculation. HCMever, Hardy had strong feeliBJ towards 
frierdsh.ip as he had shown in the portrayal of Smith am Knight in b 
Pair of Blue Eyes, Jude am Phillotson in Jude the Ol::scure am in his 
relationship with Horace Moule, whose death brought great depression 
to him. '!he scene in which Elfride tests Smith's love for her against 
his for Knight is a remarkable one (PBE, pp.114-5). Like Birkin at 
the ern of Women in lDve, Smith insists on haviBJ both Elfride am 
Knight to maintain his "equilibrium" in life. 
By refusiBJ Boldwood's proposal for marriage, Bathsheba serxls 
him to a closed world of agony am frenzied madness. 7 Between hope 
am fnlStration, Boldwood begins his journey of self-destruction. He 
first starts pleadiBJ vehemently for her kin:1ness am beggiBJ her to 
have pity on him. '!hen he blames her for encouragiBJ him: "there was 
a time when I knew nothing of you, am cared nothing for you, am yet 
you drew me on. Arrl if you say you gave me no encouragement, I cannot 
rut contradict you" (FMC, p.258). Finally, he loses his self-respect 
am faith as "the people sneer at me - the very hills am sky seem to 
laugh at me till I blush shamefully for my folly ... I am roN ashamed. 
When I am dead they'll say, miserable love sick man that he was" 
(FMC, p.261, also see p.316). 
In her dealiBJs with Boldwood, Bathsheba feels both guilty am 
not guilty. On the one hard, she feels responsible for all the misery 
she has caused him am therefore seeks to repair the damage if 
possible: "If there had been anyt:l1i.nJ I could have done to make 
am;mds I would nnst gladly have done it - there was nothing on earth 
I so lOBJed to do as to repair the error. But that was not possible" 
(FMC, p.412). On the other hard, she blames fate for its natural 
consequences as she did not mean any hann in her thoughtless action 
of serxling the Valentine am leadiBJ him to love her so passionately. 
She tells him: "HCM was I to krlcM that what is a pastiloo to all other 
I'le1 was death to you? Have reason, do, am think ITOre Jdrrlly of me!" 
(FMC, p.260). 
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Bathsheba's biggest mistake in choosi.nq a husbarrl seems to be 
her inexperience in d i s t ~ ~ between the various types of man. 
She treats them all the same as prcrluct.s of the Victorian patriardlal 
society. By doirg so, she becomes partly responsible for the miseries 
of the gocxi 1OOl1, like Boldwood am oak. In Jude the Ob3cure, SUe 
fails to identify with Jude am Phillotson because her feminist view 
has led her to cause a lot of pain for them both. She does not want 
to marry Jude because she does not want to yield to him sexually as 
marriage would have forcErl her to do. Bathsheba's views on IOOl1 are 
similar am consistent; they are all threat.e.nin;J her emancipation. 
When her maid Liddy tells her that a womm jilted Boldwood in his 
youth, Bathsheba does not believe this: "People always say that - am 
we know very well women scarcely ever jilt 1OOl1; 'tis the IOOl1 who jilt 
us'" (FMC, p.143). Bathsheba's secorxl mistake is her ignorance of the 
meaning of love as the narrator has observed: "Of love as a spectacle 
Bathsheba had a fair knowledge; blt of love subjectively she knew 
nothing" (FMC, p.148). since love is chiefly subjective am she is 
struck with it when she has seen Troy, she learns to be kind with 
Boldwood am repents for her hasty marriage. 
In the third phase of the love sto:ry, Bathsheba is inunediately 
drawn to Sergeant Troy after she has seen him on two or more 
occasions. Troy is said to be a cavalryman with a winning t o ~ e , ,
well-educated am very attractive for a soldier. Like &ired Fitzpiers 
am Alec d'Urberville, Troy is a prilamerer am a very sexual 
character. Before he falls in love with Bathsheba he has already 
undergone a complete sexual scarrlal with Fanny Robin. '!his trian:Jle 
of lovers seems to represent the prime sexuality of the novel. In one 
of the voluptuous scenes of the book, Troy runs accidentally one 
night into Bathsheba while she is inspectirg the homestead am has 
his spur hooked into the braid trinuning of her skirt. '!he scene (see 
FMC, pp.213-14) expresses Troy's sexuality am male daninance which 
she sub::x>nsciously desires. If Boldwood attracts her by his 
"nonconformity", Troy wins her by his sweet t o ~ e e (see FMC, pp.226-
7). Although Bathsheba has serre scepticism about love from first 
sight, she is completely taken by his flattery. No doubt her own 
vanity has a great role to play in helpirg him to convince her of his 
sincerity. '!hough he is not serious in this extravagant love affair, 
he seems to have fallen ironically into his own trap. 
In one of the rrost frequently analysed sexual scenes in his 
fiction, Hardy shows how Troy wins Bathsheba by his sword 
derronstration as he fascinates her with his skilful moverrents. '!he 
passage, which is highly charged with erotic imagery, reads like a 
description of sexual intercourse in which Troy raises his sword into 
the sunlight "like a livirg thing" am flourishes it "towards her 
left side, just above her hip... energirg as it were from be'bNeen her 
rits, havirg apparently passed through her body" (FMC, pp.238-9). 
Because of its sexual nature, the Iilallic perfonnance, which takes 
place in a wanblike "hollow amid the ferns", is the rrost Lawrencean 
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scene in Hardy, though we have to have read Lawrence (e. g. Aaron's 
Rcxl) or Freud to fully appreciate its symbolism. As Troy is 
exercising his dominance am mastery of the sword, Bathsheba becanes 
overwhelrcai, powerless am hypnotized. Unlike his predecessors, Troy 
wins Bathsheba's love am i.np.llsively leads her into marriage despite 
oak's warnings am Boldwood' s threatening am bribery. 
As far as Bathsheba's sexuality is concerned, Richard C. 
carpenter argues that "Bathsheba longs to be dominated and violated 
by an aggressive male ... What [she] wants is perhaps to be raped". 8 
With this understanding, one can see why she thoughtlessly marries 
Troy against everybody's advice am rejects both oak am Boldwood 
despite their worthiness. From the beginning of the story, 
Bathsheba's one corrlition of marriage has been stated: "I want 
somebody to tame me", but no one seems to take it seriously, at least 
oak does not. oak and Boldwood are too passive to assert their 
manhood in such a way that it can show both their phallic aggression 
am dominant will. Although oak has strength of character, he lacks 
experience in love and easily put off by Bathsheba. He is more the 
spectator than the lover. Boldwood, on the other hard, is more the 
lover than the spectator but with a very defensive approach. He 
sounds more like the woman in his pleadings than the man whom 
Bathsheba desires. Socioeconomically he is better than oak rut still 
unsuitable for Bathsheba for his sexual passivity and lack of male 
dominance. 
since they are naturally inhibited, Hardy provides artificial 
substitutes to express their sexuality. He furnishes oak with a 
shearing blade and Boldwood with a gun.9 Like Troy's sword, the blade 
and the gun are able, for a while, to attract Bathsheba's attention 
but not her love. If her pride and arrogance have kept her away from 
marrying either oak or Boldwoc:d, Troy's brutality am irresponsible 
action have subdued am reduced her to a mere housewife. Ironically 
though, the characters who seek marriage, like oak am Boldwoc:d, are 
the ones who are denied gratification, whereas the ones who renounce 
it, like Bathsheba am Troy, are destined to be united by it. '!he 
readers are quite sure that the marriage of Bathsheba am Troy will 
ultimately fail not only because the husbarrl is still in love with 
another woman, but also because it would not satisfy the wife in the 
long nm. As soon as Bathsheba learns of Troy's affair with Fanny 
Robin, she realizes her fatal mistake in marrying him am injuring 
her pride (FMC, pp.333-34). If Troy's sword wins her passion, his 
kissing of the dead Fanny causes her revulsion. caught between the 
two women one whom he has seduced am the other whom he has married, , 
Troy feels guilty for his irresponsible marriage am at once 
transfers his love from the living to the dead: "'!his woman is more 
to me, dead as she is, than ever you were, or are or can be. If Satan 
had not tempted me with that face of yours, am those cursed 
coquetries, I should have married her" (FMC, p.361). '!his is a 
typical Hardyan scene in which the man loves his woman much more dead 
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than he has ever loved her when she was alive, for the dead are l1'Ore 
faithful and l.lIlC:l1.anJeable than the livirg am make no dema.rrls. 
Although Farmy's death is meant to be a tril.UlPl over Troy's 
infidelity as Hardy leads us with Bathsheba to sympathize with her, 
she still remains a fallen woman for breaking the Victorian rules 
(compare this with Giles's death in '!he Woodlanders). In her book 
'!homas Hardy, Patricia Ingham writes: "women are up for l1'Oral 
assessment; that their sexual behaviour is the determining factor; 
that when they prove defective in this respect they are rightly 
destroyed from within by shame am guilt and eradicated from without 
by exile, death, disappearance" .10 Farmy Robin appears to have 
tmdergone such a moral assessment. Since she has been proven guilty, 
she is dcx:::med to die. As a pattern in Hardy's fiction, there is a 
strong relationship between sexual violation am death. Whoever 
rebels against moral conventions is susceptible to death. Unlike 
lawrence, Hardy punishes his sexual characters for violating the 
Victorian codes. Troy am Farmy, wildeve and Eustacia, and Alec and 
Tess in addition to Elfride, Felice Cllarrnond and lilcette are all 
condemned to death by the novelist. 
After Troy's death and Boldwood's iInprisonrnent, Bathsheba 
regains her independence once more and learns to be more responsible 
for her actions. '!hough she has not changed significantly, for she 
still "hates the act of marriage tmder such circumstances, and the 
class of women I should seem to belong to by doing it" (FMC, p.416) , 
Bathsheba is ready to sacrifice her pride and give herself once more 
in marriage especially when the husband is as reliable as oak. Moved 
by the thought of losing him, her last real support, she cannot rut 
accept oak's advancement only to find herself engaged to be married 
once again, for "there's no getting out of it now" (FMC, p.463). 
Although Bathsheba's views are still against marriage, she agrees to 
marry oak for two ma.in reasons. First, since she becomes very 
sensitive in dealing with htnnan emotions (planting flowers near 
Farmy's grave, FMC, p.381) , she is able to understand oak's repressed 
passion for her: 
Bathsheba actually sat and cried over his letter most 
bitterly. She was aggrieVed and wounded that the 
possess1on O ~ h O Oless -love fram Gabriel, which she had 
grown to r as her inalienable r1ght for life, 
Should have withdrawn just at his own pleasure in 
this way. (FMC, p.455) 
Second, Bathsheba realizes that marriage with oak would not reduce or 
sulxlue her as she thought earlier. Perhaps her good and long 
relationship with him has settled a lot of things between them 
including the question of the fann management which symbolises their 
cooperation, love and tmderstanding. '!herefore, she sees marriage 
strengthening her position as a mistress, for oak is not the type of 
nan who would exercise his dominance on her, and uniting oak 's 
expertise with her motivation and detennination in running the fann. 
Her inability to manage the fann alone without the help of oak is 
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Hardy's way of shOY!ing hOY! irrlispensable Oak is not only in running 
the farm, rut without the support of the other Bathsheba's life as 
well, because after Troy's death "She never could again aCXIUire 
energy sufficient to go to market, barter, an::l sell... Oak had 
atterrled all sales an::l fairs for her, transacting her rosiness at the 
sane time with his own" (FMC, p.455). If Oak an::l Bathsheba can manage 
the farm successfully, they certainly can manage their household when 
they marry. 
Am:>ng the three suitors, Bathsheba realizes that Oak is the 
worthiest. It has taken her more than three years to figure this out 
while he has to suffer, endure am suppress his turning passion am 
jealousy before he can win her. Boldwood is too old for her am maybe 
too good. Like Mr Shiner am Knight, he is the prisoner of his own 
ideas. His fatal mistake is the fact that he does not understand 
women. Like Avice for Pierston in '!he Well-Beloved, Bathsheba becomes 
an impossible ideal for him am this costs him his life. Troy, on the 
other hand, is the opposite of both Oak and Boldwood. He sees 
Bathsheba as an enemy in the love relationship am seeks to sulxlue 
her with his sexuality. Although he wins her in the short nill, he has 
to be dismissed for his infidelity. 
Though Hardy's novels are all based on love am marriage, Far 
from the Madding CrOYrl has a very special flavour in handling this 
theme not only because it foreshada..rs the later pa..rerful novels rut 
it also relates sexuality to marriage. In addition to '!he 
Woodlanders, one would immediately think of Lawrence's '!he Rainbow 
and its heroine who has a lot in common with Bathsheba. Like Ursula, 
Bathsheba invades the man's world of discovery am actions am 
succeeds in asserting the female will. Her marriage, which is another 
point of comparison between the two novels, has to wait for Oak's 
maturity before it can be fulfilled. Hardy's last remark: "'!hen Oak 
laughed, and Bathsheba smiled (for she never laughed readily now), 
and their friends turned to go" (FMC, p.465) is not entirely 
innocent. 
II 
The Woodlanders (1887) 
'!he Woodlanders is certainly one of Hardy's IrOSt controversial 
novels. On the one hand, it is traditional pastoral which recalls the 
earlier works such as Far from the Madding CrOYrl, while on the other, 
it is a modern book which foreshada..rs the later ones especially Jude 
the Obscure. Like '!he Return of the Native, Hardy's first novel to 
bridge the earlier with the later books, '!he Woodlanders is a 
transitional, pivotal an::l experimental work. 11 Appropriately, Hardy's 
main emphasis is not only on the examination of the social struggle 
between the traditional past am modem future, rut more importantly 
on the radical changes that took place in society particularly those 
reflected in love an::l marriage relationships. As Peter casagrande has 
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shawn, the book, if not at home with the later novels, has imeed 
significant kinships with Under the Greenwood Tree an:} '!he Return of 
the Native in structure an:} theme as all are narratives of return. 
Like JOOSt of the Wessex novels, '!he Woodlanders is essentially 
a love story which seriously raises the question of IParriage 
validity. In his 1895 Preface to the book, Hardy writes: "in the 
present novel, as in one or two others of this series which involve 
the question of matrimonial divergence, the i.mrrnrtal puzzle - given 
the man and woman, how to fim a basis for their sexual relations -
is left where it stood" (W, p.39). Firrling a basis for sexual 
relationships, which inunediately recalls lawrence, has been the 
prllnary task of twentieth-century writers rrore than Hardy's 
contemporaries. Although Hardy certainly raised this issue in his 
later novels, he had still not been able to corne up with a theory by 
which man and woman can be happily united in marriage. His assumption 
that "the erratic heart who feels some secorrl person to be better 
suited to his or her tastes than the one with whom he has contracted 
to live" (W, p.39) is not only a pessimistic outlook rut also an open 
attack on the social institution of marriage. Perhaps it is not until 
lawrence's last novel, lady Olatterley's Lover, that a true basis for 
sexual relationships between men and women can be said to have been 
finally established. 
The concept of the "unfulfilled Intention" which dominates the 
whole book is clearly relevant to love and IParriage relationships. 
From the very first, Hardy is careful to depict marriage as a total 
failure; it is a trap best avoided than run away from. In one example 
after another, Hardy examines how people marry for wrong reasons. 
Apart from the "double" marriages of Grace and Fitzpiers which is the 
focal point of the narrative, there is Melb.lry's cheating matrimony 
with Grace's rrother. Promised as she was to Giles's father "who loved 
her ten::lerl y", Melb.lry, by his own admission, had to win her "by a 
trick" and destroy the "other man's happiness" (W, pp.56-57). Soon 
after the death of his first wife, Melb.lry has no difficulty marrying 
lllcy, his housekeeper, to rrother his only child (W, p.289). Although 
capable of loving, Mrs Olannorrl am SUke Damson also marry for pure 
convenience. Despite her youthful attraction to Fitzpiers, Felice, 
then a play-actress, is convinced by her ambitious rrother to marry 
the iron trader, Mr Olarmorrl, who is "twenty or thirty years older 
than she" (W, p.286) for no good reason other than his rroney. Just as 
Melb.lry uses his daughter to achieve his own ambitions, so Mrs 
Olannorrl's rrother uses Felice's beauty as a means to increase her 
marketability. '''My rrother, knowing my face was my only fortune, said 
she had no wish for such a chit as me to go falling in love with an 
impecunious student, am spirited me away to Baden'" (W, p.243). 
SUke, on the other harrl, though like Arabella she would jl..Dl1p at 
the idea of marrying Fitzpiers with whom she has developed a sexual 
relationship, is ready to settle down as Tim Tang's wife when her 
chances to marry her first choice have evaporated. As usual with 
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Hardy who believes that "marriages be funerals" (JO, p.479) , the 
wedding is portrayed with a clever irony. When Fitzpiers comes to 
congratulate them, SUke, still in love with hiIn, tells her suspicious 
h 1.-. ..... ......::1. '" 't' th .......... ......::1 't' uSJJCU Ll. lS a Ouo:xu Ll pl les we sha 'n' t see hiIn anynore! 
'!here'll be no such clever doctor as he in New Zealam, if I should 
be wanting one in a few months, am the thought o't got the better of 
my feelings! "' (W, p.407). Ironically, then, love, which is supposed 
to constitute the true basis of matrimony, is ahsent from all the 
marriages discussed above. It is Hardy's intention moreover here am 
elsewhere to deny marriage am fulfilment to those characters, like 
Giles am Marty, who are most capable of loving - "the one thing he 
never spoke of to me was love; nor I to him" (W, p.399) - am to 
grant them to those, like Grace am Fitzpiers, who are least capable 
of cherishing. 
In accord with the dualistic nature of the book, Grace is 
attracted to both Giles am Fitzpiers at the same time. If she loves 
Giles for his "roots" am natural vitality - "He looked am smelt 
like Autumn's very brother" (W, p.261) - she also loves Fitzpiers for 
his "flower" am intellectual capacity. Like many of Hardy's 
heroines, her ideal choice would be roth Giles am Fitzpiers, body 
am soul or nature am culture. But since she must make a choice (a 
wrong one always for either choice would not be complete without the 
other), she first chooses Giles rut marries Fitzpiers, am when she 
discovers her mistake, she starts to yearn for her first suitor only 
to fim herself re-uni ted once more with her husband after her case 
for divorce is considered inadequate. Irrleed, this is Hardy's 
convention of presenting his marriage theme, rut has he been 
successful in plotting his "great web"? '!he answer must be negative 
because he hardly convinces us that Giles is a serious rival to the 
flamboyant Fitzpiers or a good match for the more refined rut not 
fully integrated Grace. Apart from his faithfulness am "intelligent 
intercourse with Nature" (W, p.399) which can rightly qualify him for 
Marty, he does nothing worthy to prove his suitability as a husband 
for Grace. 
It is perhaps this deficiency in Giles's portrayal that led 
Hardy to repeat Grace's story am its pattern more fully in both Tess 
am Jude before Lawrence adopted the pattern am developed it 
--, 
further in Sons am lovers am Lady Chatterley's lover. Unlike the 
problems of Tess, Jude, Paul am Connie, Grace's dilemma is not 
entirely psychological - where, as Daleski has explained in '!he 
Divided Heroine, the protagonist is internally divided between 
his/her two lovers who represent opposite sides of being - rut 
externally sociological at its best. 12 If Hardy's later heroines are 
to be torn between their sexual am intellectual lovers, Grace's 
marriage choice is between social classes. When Hardy tells us that 
in Grace there is a conflict between her ''modern nerves" am her 
"primitive feelings" (W, p.362), though this might prefigure SUe 
Bridehead, he does not necessarily suggest a tragic conflict between 
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Grace's sexuality am intellectuality. 1he text certainly does not. 
If he did, then he should have conunitted himself to such exploration: 
I for one cannot see Grace internally divided between Giles am 
Fitzpiers, like Tess or SUe Bridehead, as much as she is susperrled 
between social classes which they represent. Although it is possible 
to force such a misleading interpretation on the text, for Giles am 
Fitzpiers are after all opposite agents of nature am culture, it is 
still not entirely convincing because they are not synunetrical: 
Fitzpiers is both sexual am intellectual while Giles is deprived of 
either quality. 
As far as sexuality is concerned, there are two key scenes 
which underline the difference between Giles am Fitzpiers with 
regard to marrying Grace. In the Midsununer Night revel where both men 
are presented as rivals in a sexual contest, it is Fitzpiers who 
asserts his sexuality am steps forward to intercept the retreating 
Grace while Giles, even though like Fitzpiers told where to find her, 
stands still unable to seize the opportunity of winning her arrl 
making her his wife as the whole scene superstitiously implies (W, 
pp .196-8). Just as Giles's father lost his beloved to Melhrry arrl as 
a result was doomed to unhappiness for the rest of his life, so Giles 
loses Grace for Fitzpiers who also wins her by a trick. Secondly, in 
the hut scene, Giles yet again proves his sexual incompatibility when 
Grace gives him a second chance after fleeing her father'S house. 
First, she expresses her hidden love for him '''Why should I not speak 
out? You know what I feel for you - what I have felt for no other 
living man, what I shall never feel for a man again'" (W, p.372), arrl 
then when he shows no response to her yearning, she explicitly tells 
him '''Don't you want to come in? Are you not wet? Come to me dearest! 
I don't mind what they say or what they think of us any more'" (W, 
p.375). 
Despite the striking parallels in theme, plot, structure arrl 
characterisation between 1he Woodlanders and Lady Cllatterley's Lover, 
it is the hut scene more than anything else that has much in COIl'IlOC>n 
with Lawrence's last book. Not only does the scene anticipate 
Connie's sexual relationship with Mellors, rut also serves Lawrence 
as a model for the powerful and integrated gamekeeper. Perhaps it is 
the exaggerated chastity of Giles that compelled Lawrence to 
emphasise the sexuality of the keeper, who is hllnself a modernized 
version of Giles, and develop his character in directions clearly 
shawn by the three versions of the novel. In line with the dualistic 
strains that run throughout the two books, there are the two opposed 
worlds, the house and the hut, the modern intellectual society and 
the primitive sexual woods. In addition, there are the two opposed 
types of characters, Fi tzpiers and Clifford, the masters of the 
house, and Giles and Mellors, the keepers of the wocxis. caught 
between the two worlds and between the two men, there are Grace arrl 
Connie. SUffering as they are at the harrls of their husbands, they 
both flee to the woods in anticipation of a haWier relationship. 
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Whereas the house symbolises "legal marriage" which gives the man the 
right to subjugate his wife, the hut starrls for "natural marriage" 
and equality between man and woman. 
If Mellors' s sexuality wins him Cormie and makes marriage and 
fulfilment more likely between them, Giles's chastity forfeits him 
Grace and his life. After the first and only time Giles ever kisses 
her, Grace tells him: "'Giles, if you had only shown half the 
boldness before I married that you shCM nCM, you would have carried 
me off for your own, first instead of second'" (W, p.356). Grace, 
like most of Hardy's heroines, is a sexual character. To make her 
marry Fitzpiers for social reasons only would be to urrlennine her 
sexuality which most of the book is unsuccessfully trying to 
emphasise. Earlier and in direct contrast with the above quoted 
passage, Hardy tells us why Grace marries Fitzpiers: 
His material standP'tg of itself, either present or 
future ( had little in it to feed her ambition. But the 
pqssibllities of a refined and cultivated inner life, 
of subtle psychological intercourse, had their chann. 
It was this rather than any vulgar idea of marrying 
well which caused her to float with the current ( ana to 
yield to the .immense influence which Fltzpiers 
exercised over her whenever she shared his society. (W, p.216) 
On the whole, then, Grace, like I..ettie in '!he White Peacock, 
loves the simple, uncultivated rut true and faithful Giles, yet lets 
herself be persuaded to marry the sensual Fi tzpiers partly because 
she cannot resist his sexual advances. Just as Lawrence's heroine has 
to lead a meaningless life because she rejects George who, like 
Giles, is an unsophisticated rustic rut truly devoted to her, so also 
Grace is doomed to a life of unhappiness. Not even Mrs Granuner's 
marriage prediction could have worked out: " 'though she's a lady in 
herself, and worthy of any such as he [Fitzpiers], it do seem to me 
that he ought to marry somebody more of the sort of Mrs Olannond, and 
that Miss Grace should make the best of Winterborne'" (W, p.195). It 
is Hardy's intention to portray marriage as a total failure not only 
because it is part of human tragedy rut also because love and sex are 
two separate things and until they are brought together urrler 
marriage and in one reciprocal relationship, there will be no 
happiness or fulfilment for mm or woman. Just as the novel opens 
with Marty contemplating her love for Giles, so it also ends with her 
lamenting Giles's death: 
''Whenever I get \lP I'll think of ' ee, and whenever I 
lie dCMn I'll think of 'ee again... If ever I forget 
your name let me forget horne and heaven! . .. But no, no, 
my love I never can forget 'ee; for you was a good 
man, ~ ~ did good things!" (W. p.439) 
III 
The Rai.nbow (1915) 
'!he Rainbow is not only the least autobiographical of 
lawrence's major novels rut also a socia-psychological study of 
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marriage. It is my purpose in this section to discuss marriage as a 
stage for love, sex am power. To do so, I shall first examine the 
three generations as representatives of the abstract notion of ''man-
being" am ''woman-being'', am then discuss each generation separately 
as constituting a pair of Wi viduals seeking fulfilment in their 
relationship in love am marriage. 13 
When Lawrence wrote '!he Rainbow, he had a number of aims in 
:mirrl. In addition to his interest in the Brangwen chronicle, he was 
concerned with the character of the heroine. It took him three 
generations before he was able to prcx1uce Ursula, the genuinely 
integrated individual who is in search of a suitable partner with 
whom she can achieve consurmnation. Going back to the early Victorian 
period of the 1840s expresses Lawrence's deep desire to explore the 
traditional society depicted by Hardy, for whom he had great 
admiration. FUrthennore, he wanted to show political am sociological 
developments in thought am conventions, am their influence on 
modern life. In a letter to Edward Garnett, Lawrence wrote: "I must 
have Ella [Ursula] get some experience before she meets her Mr. 
Birkin. I also felt that the character was inclined to fall into two 
halves - am gradations between them". 14 Experience in this context 
characterizes a highly developed person who is ready for fulfilment 
when he/she meets the suitable integrated Wividual. 
In his theories of dualism, Lawrence was mainly concerned with 
two important points: the opposite forces within the individual 
psyche, and male and female reconciliation. Both are necessary for 
consummation and fulfilment. In 'IWilight in Italy, Lawrence writes: 
'!he consurmnation of man is twofold, in the Self am in 
the Selflessness. By great retrC9r"ession back to the 
source of darkness In me, the Self, deep in senses, I 
arrive at the original, Creative Infinite. By 
projection forth from myself, by the elimination of my 
atEblute sensual self, I arrive at the Ultimate 
Infinite, Oneness in the Spirit. '!hey are two Infinites 
twofold approach to God. And Man must know' them both ... 
'!here are two opposite ways to consurmnation. But that 
which relates tliem, like the base of a triamle, this 
is the ~ t a n t , , the Atsolute, this makes the Ultimate 
Whole ... 
'!he Wi vidual should recognise his dual nature (that is, the upper 
intellectual and lower sensual poles as Lawrence calls them in 
"Parent Love"), and then establish a unity between the two extreroos 
to keep the balance. As far as man and woman are concerned, there is 
a double reconciliation: they must meet as opposites and reconcile 
the opposing qualities within themselves before they can develop full 
individualities and assume fulfilment in the "two-in-one" 
relationship.16 According to Lawrence, the act of sex is very 
important for achieving both the full being of the individual arrl 
fulfilment for the couple. 
rrbe question of love in '!he Rai.nl::xJw is dcmi.nated by the 
Wividual need for search for fulfi1roent and satisfaction through 
the experience of passion with the partner. Apart fram the 
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instinctual search for love, there is sanethirg distinctive about the 
three couples. TIleir falling in love is always facilitated by the 
fact that one is attracted by the other person's foreign backgrourrl, 
arxl the need for completing hiS/her life with ~ ~ from the 
"beyorrl". Tom, Anna arxl Ursula fall respectively in love with Lydia, 
will arxl Skrebensky in order to transcend their own lives to the 
"beyorrl" as Lawrence himself did when he married Frieda. rrhis is a 
striking similarity between Lawrence's own life arxl the story, not 
only because he was married to a foreigner, rut also because he was 
eager to leave his own country and explore other civilisations arxl 
cultures. 
struggle for power is not a rhytlnnic point to register in TIle 
Rainbow, because it is most obvious in the secorrl generation between 
will arxl Anna. (In the first generation Lydia is not yet eager to 
fight for dominance as much as she likes to settle down, while in the 
third, Skrebensky does not show any resistance to Ursula's 
undertaking). At the time the story starts, it is understood that 
women, unless they are educated, are most likely to sul:mit to their 
men in (traditional) marriage. TIlerefore, the question of power would 
hardly enter into it. TIle relationship between Tom and Lydia is 
exceptional; it is unaffected by the traditional notion of 
subnission. TIley neither sul:mit to one another as a result of a 
struggle, nor do they compete for mastership. As time and the 
feminist movement progress, they set the stage for Anna's greater 
awareness of herself as an inlependent female, and thus the struggle 
for power is very severe inside her marriage with will. outside 
marriage, it is not easy to ol:Eerve this struggle between lovers, 
because the main concern of the partners at this stage is to come 
closer to one another and promote their relationship by mutual 
understanding, arxl if there is any desire for power arxl mastery, it 
is, presumably, hidden. '!his is exactly the case in the third 
generation between Ursula and Skrebensky. 
Marriage in Lawrence's fiction always provides the fertile 
ground for problems of love, sex and power to grow on. In TIle 
Rainbow, marriage as a theme is explored to its utmost. I can think 
of no other novel in Lawrence's canon which has been so deeply arxl 
psychologically investigated, with the exception of women in Love. 
Although the novel is characterised by its expressionistic fonn - arxl 
this is a great achievement by itself - the irrli viduality of its 
characters is equally important. In order to be more precise in the 
analysis of TIle Rail1l:aN, one has to study each generation separately. 
Before Lawrence really establishes the first generation, he 
starts with the Brangwen family - men arxl women - arxl their attitudes 
towards life arxl ambitions, to distinguish them from the new 
generation of Tom arxl Lydia. He tells us: "the wanen were different. 
on them too was the drouse of blood-intimacy ... But the WCJITel1 looked 
out from the heated, blinl intercourse of fann life, to the spoken 
world beyorrl" (R, p.8). But the men are irrlifferent to the world 
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beyorrl: "It was enough for the men that the earth heaved am opened 
its furrows to them ... their faces always turned to the heat of the 
blood ... unable to turn rourrl" (R, pp.8-9). It is obvious that the 
Brangwen women are lOOre ambitious than the men am less fulfilled. 
'!he men are responsible for their dissatisfaction because they have 
failed to realise their "man-being" am assert their "manhood". 
lawrence states in his "study of 'Thomas Hardy": 
Now the principle of the law is fourrl strongest in 
WCJI1laI1, arid the principle of lDve in Man. In every 
c r e a ~ e c c the ,lOObility, the law of chancJei is fO\.lOO exempllfled m the male; the staf>i ity the 
conservatism is fourrl in the female. In woman man firrls 
his root am establishment. In man woman firrls her 
exfoliation am florescence. 'The woman grows downwards, 
like a root, tcWcrrds the centre am the darkness am 
the orig¥1. '!he man grows upwards, l i k ~ 7 7 the stalk, 
towards alscovery am llght and utterance. 
With this quotation in mind, it is clear that, according to 
lawrence's philosophy, the Brangwen men am women are reversing 
roles. Instead of man going outwards to the life of "discovery am 
light", he retreats to the inward life of "darkness" am "blood-
intiInacy" . It is the woman who takes the man's impulse of action in 
order to enlarge her scope of knowledge am freedom. 
Tom in his well-developed sensuality is a typical Brangwen, rut 
unlike his male ancestors, he shares the women's longing for the 
"beyorrl". He realises that there is nothing that he really wants in 
Cossethay am Ilkeston. Marriage would be a fulfilment rut whom would 
he be content to marry? "steadfastly he looked at the young women, to 
fim a one he could marry. But not one of them did he want" (R, 
p.26). His desire rests on "an intimacy with fine-textured, subtle-
mannered people such as the foreigner at Matlock, am amidst this 
subtle intiInacy was always the satisfaction of a voluptuous woman" 
(R, p. 25). Lydia, the Polish lady, attracts hlln by her foreignness. 
From the beginning, before he even talks to her, he (like Hardy's 
heroes) decides for himself "'!hat's her" (R, p.29). A ffM days later, 
he proposes to her: "'I came up', he said, speaking curiously matter-
of-fact am level, 'to ask if you'd marry me'" (R, p.45), am 
i.rmnediately is accepted: '''No, I don't know... Yes I want to'" (R, 
p.45). '!he question of love is never considered. '!he only reason for 
Tarn to marry Lydia is that by being a foreigner she represents the 
"beyorrl" which he longs for, while she marries hlln, presumably, for 
security, being a Polish refugee in Englam. 
According to lawrence's theory of upper am lower centres 
(discussed in "Parent love"), this marriage can be very successful 
because Tarn's sensuality am Lydia's intellectuality can balance each 
other, am they therefore might achieve fulfilment. But such success 
does not oc:cur. '!hey both fail to develop their own personalities 
sufficiently to maintain consununation. Tam, though twenty-eight, had 
not experienced any real love relationship which would have accounted 
for his "man-being". Until the age of nineteen, we are told, he knew 
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"only one kirrl of woman - his m:>ther am sister" (R, p.19). Soon 
after that he had a bad experience with a prostitute am one or two 
unsuccessful romantic attachments. Lydia, on the other hard, is 
thirty-four with a child and marriage experience behirrl her, an:i has 
not been able to develop her "woman-being" because her first husbarrl 
had been so dominant that he had hirrlered her fram doing so (R, 
pp.259-60). Nevertheless, she is sexually experienced and this is an 
advantage she has over Tom. 
What has the marriage achieved? Tom has, symbolically, rut by 
no means literally, established a contact with the outside world, 
"the unknown". Accordingly, he detaches himself fram Lydia because 
"he both yearns for the unknown an:i is afraid of it, their 
relationship is strained".18 His problem is that he cannot accept her 
as the unknown; she is always different and stran;Je: ''when they went 
to bed, he knew that he had nothing to do with her" (R, p.62). Yet 
the only contact he can make with her stran;Jeness is physical, for he 
is not intellectual: "When it came to mental things then he was at a 
disadvantage. He was at their mercy. He was a fool" (R, p.16). After 
two years of marriage, their problem is discussed: 
"You came to me as if it was for nothing, as if I was 
nothing there. When Paul came to me, I was somethinq to 
him - a woman, I was. To you I am nothing - it is like 
cattle - or nothing _II 
"You make me feel as if I was nothing" he said. (R. p.94) 
1ben suddenly one day they undergo a transfiguration which ends with 
their reconciliation: 
... she was the awful unknown. He bent down to her, 
suffering, unable to let go, unable to let hilnself go, 
yet drawn, driven. She was naN the transfigured, She 
was woooerful, beyooo him. He wanted to go. But he 
could not as yet kiss her... Arrl it was tortUre to him, 
that he must give hilnself to her activelYI participate in h ~ ~ ( that lie must meet an:i embrace ana .K11OW her, who 
was orner than hilnself. '!here was that in him which 
shrank fram yielding to ,her I, r ~ i s t e d d the relating 
towards her, Opposed the nunglmg Wlth her, even whllst 
he most desired it. He was afraid, he wanted to save 
himself. , 
'!here were a few nanents of stlllness. '!hen 
gradually, the tension! the withholding relaxed in h ~ , ,
am he began to flow 'Cowards her. She was beyooo hlID, 
the unattainable. But he let go his hold on hilrself, he 
reliI:quished hilnself, an:i knew the subterranean force 
of his desire to come to her, to be with her I to l}ll11CJle 
with her, losing hilnself to fim her.! to fiM himself 
in her. He began to approach her, to araw near. (R, pp.94-5) 
'!his reconciliation is due to Tom's change of personality. He 
resolves the dispute within himself (establishes his full being) 
before he lets go. Lawrence conunents: "It was the entry into another 
circle of existence, it was the Baptism to another life, it was the 
COl'lJ>lete confinnation" (R, p.45). Now, instead of being the beyooo 
who happened to be a woman, Lydia becomes woman who is the beyooo. 
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For Lydia, marriage provides the grourrl on which she develops 
her ''woman-beirg'' • As Tom urrlergoes a sensual kirrl of death am a 
kirrl of rebirth (R, p.46i marriage of opposites accordirg to 
lawrence, must urrlergo the experience of death am rebirth), Lydia 
meets her spiritual rebirth: 
.•. she looked at him, at the stranger who was not a 
gentlepan yet who iJ:tslStEjrl on caning into her life, am 
the pam of a new birth m herself strung all her views 
to a nE¥ fonn. She would have to begin agall:t( to firrl a 
new be:mg, a new fonn, to resporrl to l:Ilat blirrl, 
insistent figure starrlirg over against her. (R, P.40i also see pp.53-54) 
'Ibis can be contrasted with her previous experience with Paul Lensky, 
who incorporated her in his life without giving her the right to 
maintain her individuality: "During her first marriage, she had not 
existed, except through him, he was the sul::Etance am she the shadow 
running at his feet. She was very glad she had corne to her own self. 
She was grateful to Brangwen" (R, pp.258-59). 
Although she has achieved her "woman-being", she fails to 
fulfil her husband because she, like will after her , gives up all 
that she starrls for, "the beyorrl". As she comes from the outside 
world, she is expected to bring am develop her newly experienced 
"intellectuality", rut instead she retreats am kills her ambitions 
(R, p.103). By doirg so, she becomes not only worse than the Brangwen 
women, who at least yearn for the "beyorrl", rut also the first woman 
in the Brangwen family to be irrlifferent to the outside world, am 
therefore, she "had reduced her husband. He existed with her entirely 
indifferent to the general values of the world" (R, p.104). 
'!heir coming together at the errl can only be seen as a 
satisfaction am not an ultimate fulfilment. '!hey are both reduced to 
sensuality which brings sexual fulfilment am intellectual 
dissatisfaction on Tom's part. lawrence wrote in his "study of 'Ihornas 
Hardy": 
'!here must be marriage of body in body" am of spirit 
in spirit, am 'IWo-in-one. And the marrlage in the bc:x;ly 
must not deny the marriage in the spirit, for that is b l a s p h ~ ~ against the Holy Ghost, airl the marriage in 
the spirlt Shall not deny l:he marriage in the body, for 
that is blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. But tfie two 
must be for ever reconciled, even ifg they must exist on 
occasions apart one from the other. 
Tom and Lydia are married in the "body" rut hardly in the "spirit". 
When Anna gets married, Tom worrlers ''what was missing in his life, 
that, in ravening soul, he was not satisfied?" (R, p.121) , am comes 
up with: "what had he known, rut the long, marital embrace with his 
wife" (R, p.124). Lydia for her part, has met fulfilment rut not in 
the same way that ursula does in Women in Love. When she combines the 
sensuality she has experienced with Tom with the intellectuality she 
brings with her from the outside world, she achieves her fulfilment: 
"'!he other [Tom] she loved out of fulfilment, because he was good arrl 
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had given her beirg, because he had served her honourably, arrl beccme 
her man, one with her" (R, p. 258; also see p.96) . 
In the secom generation, will arrl Anna meet as CHX>Sites. 
Because Anna is a typical ~ e n n WOIPal1 (even though she does not 
have any Brargwen blocxi) she holds the same ambitions: looking out 
for the "beyom" . When will ~ e n n a ~ s s in Ilkeston as a 
"stranger", she falls in love with him, because "he was the hole in 
the wall, beyom which the sunshine blazed on an outside world" (R, 
p.114). She turns to him in the same way that Eustacia turns to Clym 
in Hardy's '!he Return of the Native, to enlarge her experience. will 
am Anna's experience is very silnilar to Clym am Eustacia's. 
(lawrence nrust have drawn will am Anna's characters partly fram Clym 
am FAlstacia, for the parallel between the two pairs is striking.) 
Will, on the other harrl, is attracted to her for sensual reasons. She 
thinks of him as the "curious head" who reminds her of "some 
mysterious animal that lived in the dar1mess" (R, p.107). 
Before they marry, they experience their first sexual 
attraction urrler the mcx:mlight (R, pp .121-125). Shortly after this 
scene, they get married. On their honeymoon, will is sexually 
thrilled am urrlergoes the process of death am rebirth which removes 
him fran social life: "One day, he was a bachelor, livirg with the 
world. '!he next day, he was with her, as remote fram the world as if 
the two of them were bJried like a seed in dar1mess" (R, p.145). All 
they need to do is to grCM to themselves am assume fulfilment (see 
lawrence's marriage philosophy abovep.108). But instead, will is 
absorbed in the new experience of sensuality, am throughout his 
marriage, he is hirxlered in his capacity for creativeness am soon 
gives up wocxi-carvirg. 
'!he change in will's character from creativity to sensuality 
has a great effect on Arma, who starts to despise him: "She only 
respected him as far as he was related to herself. For what he was, 
beyom her, she had no care" (R, p.171), because he gives up all that 
he stands for, am instead of being "the hole in the wall", the 
reason for which she marries him, "he wanted to have done with the 
outside world, to declare it finished for ever" (R, p.150; see also 
p.173). What happened earlier to Tam occurs nc:1-N to Arma. '!hey both 
marry for one main reason: to meet the "unkrlown", hIt unexpectedly, 
their hopes are betrayed because the opposite partner, in each case, 
turns out to be too much influenced by the Brangwen sensuality, arrl 
this is a profourrl satisfaction for their partners for the time 
beirg. since they carmot achieve fulfilment alone, they rebel. 
'!heir first quarrel shows the heart of the personal differences 
between them. will, in his childlike attitude, wants to be absorbed 
in Anna (both will arrl Tam are "annulled" whenever they are alone, R, 
pp.64, 179), while she wants her Weperrlence. '!he rrore he deperrls on 
her, the rrore she despises him: '''Can't you do anyt.hin:J?' she said, 
as if to a child, iIrpatiently. 'Cant you do your wood-work?'" (R, 
p.152). In the last question, Arma is implicitly criticising his 
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withdrawal from the world of creativity arrl discovery, as well as 
expressing her annoyance. since he cannot have her his own way, will 
claims his dominance and tries to sulxlue her.. "He asserted hi1nself on 
his rights, he recognised the old position of master of the house" 
(R, p. 173), and wants her to be part of himself, the extension of his 
will (R, p.170) as his name suggests. But Anna is emancipated enough 
not to sul::mit to such a prllnitive claim: "It began well, rut it errled 
always in war between them, till they were both driven to madness. He 
said, she did not respect him. She laughed in hollow scorn of this. 
For her it was enough that she loved him" (R, p.174). 
'!he struggle for power in '!he Rainbc:M is seen most clearly in 
the second generation between will and Anna. In "'!he captain's Doll", 
lawrence later explores the theme of power thoroughly. He uses the 
doll as a symbol for powerlessness and subnission. (Hardy also used 
the doll in a somewhat similar way in '!he Return of the Native). In 
'!he Rainbow, will carves Eve as small as a doll, and makes Adam "as 
big as God". will's wood-carving expresses his true attitude towards 
women in general and Anna in particular. She is quite aware of this, 
and rationally argues: ", It is inpldence to say that Woman was made 
out of Man's body', she continued, 'when every man is born of woman. 
What impudence men have, what arrogance! "' (R, p.174). It is 
ilrportant here to see how lawrence parallels Anna's emancipated 
reaction with the emergence of the women's movement in the late 
nineteenth century (1882-1885).20 
As a result of the quarrel, will rums the panel and modifies 
his claim to be master. '!he act of b.rrning is symbolically a self-
destruction in which will is seen to have undergone the process of 
his second death and rebirth. '!he continuation of Anna's strong 
resistance leads to another dispute between them: 
she had to dance in exultation beyond him. Because he 
was in the house, she had to dance before her Creator 
in exemption from the man. On a Saturday afternoon, 
when she had a fire in the bedroom, again she took off 
her things and danced, lifting her knees and her harrls 
in a slow.! rhythmic exulting. He was in the house, so 
her priae was fiercer. She would dance his 
nullification, she would dance to her unseen Lord. She 
was exulted over him, before the Lord. 
It hurt him as he watched as if he were at the 
stake. He felt he was blrnt alive. '!he strargeness, the 
power of her in her dancing consumed him, he was 
b.Jmed he could not grasp,_ he could not u n d ~ s t a n d . . He 
waited' obliterated. '!ben his eyes becarre blind to her ( 
he saw her no more... (R, pp.183-84) 
'!his conflict between will and Anna is not a female dominance; it is 
f be , 21 ' Anna's struggle for independence and separateness 0 mg. It 1S 
quite clear that Will, with the help of Anna's resistance, finally 
reaches the ability to be hbnself, and therefore, his secorrl rebirth 
is confinned: t'He had corne into his own existence. He was born for a 
second time, born at last unto himself, out of the vast body of 
humanity. Now at last he had a separate identity" (R, p.190). '!he 
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separation of will's being directly correspon:ls to lawrence's life-
lorg struggle to exist as an irrleperrlent irrli vidual, which is nnst 
clearly seen in his relationship with his IIDtber, as portrayed in 
SOns and wvers and in his relationship with his wife as portrayed in 
Kangaroo. The struggle for power does not gain either one victory, 
and if there is anything to be said in this context, it is that it 
helps will achieve his singleness and not his full being (balance of 
upper and lower centres). 
Sexuality in the secorrl generation manifests itself in a mnnber 
of different scenes. The Lincoln cathedral episode, which is another 
confrontation between will and Anna, is explained in sexual tenns. 
Will, as lawrence describes the scene, approaches the cathedral in 
the same way he would approach a WOllE11: "There she is" (R, p.200). 
His entry is described as a sexual act "He was to pass within to the 
perfect womb", and "quivered" in it "like the seed of procreation in 
ecstasy" (R, p.201). Because he cannot achieve consurmnation with 
Anna, he imagines a spiritual orgasm with the alUrch to accomplish 
his "man-being" (for both, being sensual, need spirituality to 
establish their full being) . 
Anna's severe criticism of will's attitude towards the Church 
is based on her earlier rejection of his child-like dependence on 
her. She sees him as su1:::mitting to the mother figure of the Church. 
When she attacks him, she is not exactly fighting his spirituality so 
much as resistirg his su1:::mission and, more essentially, consmnma.tion. 
Will is defeated in the cathedral experience by Anna's scepticism and 
becomes "like a lover who knows he is betrayed, rut who still loves" 
(R, p.205). Though he is able to satisfy Anna sexually: "Physically, 
she loved him and he satisfied her" (R, p.208) "in spirit, he was 
uncreated" (R, p.206). Anna, on the other harrl, is content with her 
life as she turns to child-bearirg· "every:roc>ment was full and rosy 
with productiveness, and she feels like the earth, the mother of 
everything" (R, pp.207-8) , an attitude of which the feminists, 
including Ursula, strongly disapprove. 
The coming together of will and Anna at the errl is a 
satisfaction and not a fulfilment. Like Tom and Lydia, they are 
sexually satisfied and spiritually unfulfilled. In The Return of the 
Native, a book which has much in conunon with the story of will and 
Anna, Eustacia chooses to die at the errl when Clym (her hole in the 
wall) fails to satisfy her. As Tom turned to Anna when she was a 
child, will now turns to Ursula for love and fulfilment. His 
interests in the public affair are to develop a "real purposive 
self", and to establish a woodwork class in Cossethay, all COilllt for 
his further rebirth of ''rnan-beirg'' . on the other harrl, Anna has 
hardly arrived at her "wOllE11-beirg" by meeting the unknown in will: 
"she waited for his touch as if he were a marauder who had come in, 
infinitely unknown and desirable to her". only now, will "began to 
discover her" (R, p.235). on the whole, will and Anna can hardly be 
said to have achieved their full being: "They were neither of them 
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quite personal, quite defined as irrlividuals" (R, p.354). rrheir lack 
of experience accounts for their marriage failure. 
In the third generation of rrhe Rainbow, love, sex and power all 
CClle together. lawrence incorporated these inpUses to illustrate the 
COllJ>lexity of the IOOdern world. As the novel is also a socio-
historical study, it is in this generation that we most clearly see 
the influence of education, female emancipation and 
in:lustrialisation. Ursula, the most intelligent character of all the 
Brangwens, is the product of this new society. She neither accepts 
her IOOther's life of fecuntity, nor yields to the corrosions of 
IOOdernism. It is because of her that lawrence once remarked that rrhe 
sisters is a novel about woman "bec::ontinJ irrli vidual, self-
responsible, taking her own initiative".22 
Unlike her ancestors, Ursula, aware of her irrli viduality, has a 
very clear objective in life: she wants to explore herself in the 
IOOdern world': "She became aware of herself, that she was a separate 
entity in the midst of an unseparated ol:scurity, that she must go 
somewhere, she must becoroo something" (R, p.283), and when Skrebensky 
canes into her life, she develops a passion "to known her own :maximum 
self, limited and so defined against him" (R, p.303). rrheir whole 
affair seems to be tuilt on this passion. She is also attracted to 
him physically in the same way that she is drawn to the lesbian 
Winifred Inger: "Ursula thought [he was] very beautiful, because of a 
flush of sunb.rrn on his hands and face" (R, p.310). 
Although the sexual scenes at various stages of the novel have 
much in cormnon, they are especially important in the third 
generation, because they illustrate Ursula's exploration of her own 
being and her struggle for power with Skrebensky. In their first 
sexual encounter, which can be seen as a battle between "man-being" 
and ''wanan-being'', Ursula's superficial attraction towards Skrebensky 
vanishes, and she canes to realise not only her vitality rut also his 
emptiness: 
... He 1mew he would die. She stood for some lllOIOOl1ts out 
in the overwhelIn;ing lmninosity of the moon. She seemed 
a beam of g l ~ ~ power. She was afraid of what she 
was. I.ooki.ng at him, at his shadowy, unreal, waveri1:lg 
presence a Sudden lust seized her, to lay hold of him 
and tear him and make him into nothing. Her harrls and 
wrists felt inmeasurably hard and strong, like blades. 
He waited there beside her like a shadow which she 
wanted to dissip?te, destroy as the moonlight destroys 
a darkness, aruilhilate, have done with. She looked at 
him and her face gleamed bright and inspired. She 
t:enpted him... and temerously, his harrls went over her, 
over the salt, compact brill.iance of her body. If he 
could rut have per, how he would enjoy qer! Ifne, could 
rut net her br1111ant, cold, salt-turrung txx:ly m the 
soft iron of his own harrls, net her, capture lier, hold 
her down how madly he would enjoy nero He strove 
subtly, bIt with all. his energy, to enclose her, to 
have her. Arrl always she was l::m:11ing and brilliant and 
hard as salt, an::I deadly. Yet obstinately ( all his 
flesh h.Irni.rB and corr:c:xlihg, as if he were mvaded by 
SCllre consu.mirg, s c a ~ ~ poison, still he p e r s ~ ~ , ,
thinking at last he might overCClle her. Even, m his 
frenzy, he sought for her IOOUth with his IOOUth, though 
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it was like P\;ltting his face into sorre awful death. She 
Y1elda:I to ~ i m , , am he ,pressed himself upon her in 
extrenuty I h1s soul g r ~ ~ over am over: 
'Le'C. me corne - let me come' 
ffi?e took him in :the kiss, hard· her kiss seized upon 
hlll\, ,hard am f1erce am tu;ning corrosive as the 
moonl1ght. She seemed to be destroymg him. 
(R, pp.321-22) 
In the first test of her ''woman-being'' , Ursula turns out 
victorious: "her soul crystallized with tri\.lllllh am his soul was 
dissolved with agony arrl annihilation" (R, p.323). Skrebensky, on the 
other harrl, is reduced to his real being of nothingness. He has 
neither been able to "destroy" her with his "soft iron" harrls as 
opposed to her harrls that cut "like blades", nor has he been able to 
preserve his "shadowy" am "unreal" presence which she wants to 
"dissipate" am "destroy as the m::xmlight destroys a darkness". In 
their second sexual experience, which takes place six years later 
after Skrebensky's return from the Boer War (see R, pp.479-80) , 
Ursula, for. the second tbne, gains victory. Even though the two 
scenes are very much alike, there are inlportant distinctions. In the 
first "battle", both Ursula am Skrebensky are on the offensive in 
their struggle for power am consurmnation. As they both accept the 
challenge, they set out to destroy one another. However, in their 
second encounter, Ursula not only attacks Skrebensky the person, rut 
also the big machine which he represents. She becomes more 
aggressive, while he retreats and surrenders. since he shows no 
challenge here, Ursula goes after him: "she clinched hold of him ... 
fastened her antIS round him am frightened him in her grip, whilst 
her mouth sought his in a hard, rending, ever-increasing kiss, till 
his body was powerless in her grip "(R, p.480). She does not leave 
him until "her beaked mouth has the heart of him". Skrebensky does 
not resist: "he only wanted to be Wried in the goodly darkness, only 
that, and no more". 
It is notable that in presenting his sexual scenes lawrence 
often uses the moon as a sexual symbol. In Fantasia of the 
Unconscious, he writes: 
The moon, the planet of women, sways us ba9k f r ~ ~ our 
day-self, sways us back from our real soc1al un1son, 
sways us back( like a retreating tidel, in a friction of 
criticism ana separation am socia.l disintegration. 
'!hat is woman's inevitable mexie, let her words be what 
they will. H ~ ~ __ CJoal is the deep, sensual individualism 
of secrecy ~ ~ night-exclus1veness, hostile, with 
guarded doors. 
With this understanding, we can approach the novel to see the moon's 
influence on lovers. In the first generation, light am dar1mess are 
symbolically used to contrast man arrl woman "beings". Torn stands in 
the dark when he proposes to Lydia, who sits in the light. 
Symbolically, they meet as opposites arrl this is ilTIportant for their 
consummation. Because he is only a sensual being, Torn cannot 
incorporate the light in a unified self (cannot accept Lydia as the 
"beyorrl"). rrherefore, he, like a creature of the dark, feels safe 
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whenever he is in the dark. (In "Tickets, Please" lawrence calls John 
'!hanas "a nocturnal presence".) In the secorrl generation, the m:x:m 
appears as a sexual symbol which gives Anna strength in her struggle 
for daninance. will is able to urrlerstarrl the influence of the lOOOn 
on her: ''Why, as she caIl'e up from urrler the lOOOn, would she halt and 
starrl off from h:iIn?" (R, p.123). Every time the rroon appears it seems 
"to uncover her bosan", and she soon feels "as if her bosom were 
heaving and panting" (R, p.122). In the third generation, the rroon 
not only gives strength and consummation to Ursula, rut also 
threatens Skrebensky: "He was afraid of the great lOOOn-
conflagration ... He knew he would die" (R, p.321). Because the rroon 
here is a true lover and more real than Skrebensky's shadow presence, 
she "offers herself" and "her two breasts opened to make way for it, 
her b:xiy opened wide like a quivering anemone" in order "to fill in 
to her" for "more communion with the rroon, consummation" (R, p.319). 
Earlier, in her first sexual encounter with Skrebensky, Ursula 
has succeeded in achieving female dominance, while he is reduced to 
nothingness. SUl:sequently, he becomes irrlifferent to human relations: 
"What did a man matter personally? He was just a brick in the whole 
great social fabric, the nation, the modern h\.llMl1ity" (R, p. 328) . 
When he leaves for the South African war, Ursula, still in quest of 
what life can add to her experience, develops a passionate lesbian 
relationship with her schoolmistress, Winifred Irger. What Ursula 
likes about her "beloved" is her combination of male and female 
qualities: "fine, upright, athletic bearing, and her irrlomitably 
proud nature. She was proud and free as a man, yet exquisite as a 
woman" (R, p. 337). It is the "man-being" features that Ursula is in 
search for to complete her being and achieve fulfilment. Skrebensky 
has not been man enough to satisfy her need, he is a shadow or 
darJmess, rut never a sun, the planet of man in binary opposition. 24 
Miss Inger, the intellectual, is a sun: "the girl sat as within the 
rays of same enriching sun, whose intoxicating heat poured straight 
into her veins" (R, p.336). Ursula is peaceful with Irger's "sun" 
without any threat to her "moon". '!his earning together of woman and 
woman which exclude man entirely is the peak of woman's liberation. 25 
But Ursula's sutmissiveness to Irger reduces her from a lion to a 
lamb, which she reacts against later: 
She did not see how 1amh3 could love. Laml::s could only 
be loved. '!hey could only be afraid, and trernblir'g 
sutmit to fear, and become sacrificial; or they could 
sutmit to love and become beloved. In both they were 
passive. .. her' own li.ml::s like a li!Jn or a wild horse ( 
her heart was relentless in its desrres. (R, p.342) 
In a sort of defiance, Ursula, the fighter, goes on to explore 
once more her "woman-being" in a man's world, only to fim it more 
materialistic than ever. Marriage has become medlanical as a result 
of the social and economic transfonnation of ED;Jlarrl. In the newly 
Wilt Wiggiston (resembling Eastwood, and in direct contrast to the 
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Marsh Fann), Uncle Tom, the manager of a new colliery in Yorkshire, 
expresses his attitude am that of his society towards marriage: 
"But, that's, how ~ e y y ,are. She'll [his servant] be 
gettmg marrled agam drrectly. One man or another - it 
does not matter very much. ~ ~ ~ ' r e e all colliers". 
, "What do you mean?" ed Ursula. "'!bey're all 
col 1 lers?" 
"It is with the women as with us", he replied 
"Her husbarrl was John Smith, loader. We reckoned him ~ ~
a loader, he reckoned himself as a loader, am so she 
knew he represented his job. Marriage am horne is a 
l i t t l ~ ~ side-show. ~ e e women Jmow it right enough, am 
take lt for what lt's worth. One man or anotlier it 
doesn't matter all the world. '!be pit matters. RDum 
the pit there will always be the side-shows, plenty of 
'em". (R, pp.348-9) 
'!he industrial world has reduced man to part of the great machine 
which Lawrence, through Ursula, wants to smash. Human relations are 
formed without emotions because people have lost their individuality 
am given themselves over to serve the barren mechanical systems. One 
man or another does not nake much difference in marriage, as if all 
humanity were reduced to one single man with a code "John Smith, 
Ioader", am "Tom Brangwen Jr., Mine-Manager". Ursula herself is also 
reduced; "in school, she [is] nothing rut st:arrlard Five teacher" (R, 
p. 393), am the whole class is a "collective, inhuman thing" (R, 
p. 377). Even the university has become a factory of Jmowledge. '!be 
dehumanisation of man has changed people's attitudes tcMcrrds life, 
including love am marriage. Like Hardy in '!he Woodlamers am 
elsewhere, Lawrence is very sceptical about the modern world, am 
until am unless something is done about it (e.g. re-adjust the old 
relationship between men am women) he would acknowledge it done for. 
Although Ursula has succeeded in a man's world, she does not 
exactly win a victory. She has been able to fight for her rights as a 
woman, which is most obviously seen in Brinsley street School, rut 
never has been able to reach the victory she once gained from her 
first sexual experience with Skrebensky. It is for this reason only 
that she renews her love relationship with him after six years of 
correspondence. All she wants is to reassure herself of her 
individuality, especially when she is still very determined "to 
learn, to know am to do" (R, p.411). She first believes that he 
holds "the keys of the sunshine" (R, p.438) , rut once more she is 
disappointed to find him less than a man. When he proposes to marry 
her, Ursula raises the questions of settling down in In:lia am his 
adequacy as a true lover. Of course, she would not mirrl leaving 
behind the industrialism of Eng'lam: "I shall be glad to leave 
England. .. It is so unspiritual" (R, p.461). But she rejects his 
emphasis: "you will be one of the somebodies there!" am "you'll 
enjoy being near them am being a lord over them" in order "to nake 
things there as dead am mean as they are here!" (R, p.462). '!be only 
time SJrrebensky and Ursula have been very close in their love affair 
is when they were dancing at Fred Brangwen's wedcli.nq. It is "one dual 
JOC)vement" between man am woman am "two-in-one" (R, p. 318). once 
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IOC>re lawrence uses dance to express his cl1aracters' sexual 
canpatibili ty . since Skrebensky is unable to maintain such a 
relationship outside the dance, he is finally rejected an:i marriage 
is not achieved in the third generation. 
lDve, sex an:i power are explored with great vigour in '!he 
Rainbow. lawrence's cl1aracters move fran ignorance to experience am 
finally satisfaction, rut do not reach real fulfilment until Women in 
Love where the experienced Ursula marries the experienced Birkin. 
Fulfilment seems to be an ultimate goal in life which is too hard to 
achieve, especially without experience. In the first generation, Torn 
an:i Lydia transfer their unresolved irxlividual problems to marriage. 
Because Lydia has been married before, she is capable of helping Tom 
in overcaning his inner conflict. In the secorxi generation, will an:i 
Anna also transcen:i their personal disputes in marriage. But because 
they are young an:i immature, their marriage fails am they cannot 
help it. Satisfaction am reconciliation are the only other choices 
left for them. When we approach the third generation we see the 
intellectual Ursula to whom lawrence wants to give experience. She 
does not marry simply because her love affair with Skrebensky is a 
total failure. However, she gets the experience an:i achieves her full 
''woman being" - a satisfaction am not fulfilment, unfortunately. 
A further point is that marriage is most successful in the 
first generation, while self-awareness is most fully achieVed in the 
last generation. '!here is a negative correlation between marriage am 
self-realisation; the IOC>re the characters are aware of their being, 
the less successful their marriage. 26 '!his becomes very clear when we 
consider the following diagram, fran which it can be inferred that 
lawrence was following Hardy. As in the first generation of '!he 
Rainbow, marriage in Under the Greenwood Tree is IOC>re successful than 
in any of Hardy's later novels. As time goes on, marriage success 
decreases while self-awareness increases until we reach Jude the 
Obscure, where marriage, like the third generation, is a complete 
failure. '!he complexity an:i confusion over the marriage question in 
both '!he Return of the Native am '!he Woodlanders are closely 
reflected in the third generation of '!he Rainbow. 
1 st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation 







~ ~ AS A MAN'S PROm/EM 
In the last chapter I considered texts in which narriage has 
been alm:>st exclusively shown from a woman's point of view. Even 
novels such as '!he Return of the Native am Sons am Lovers in which 
the protagonists are :rren tern to focus largely on women. In this 
chapter, however, I would like to shift the emphasis fram women to 
men and examine narriage relationships from a masculine point of 
view. Hardy's novels, '!he Mayor of casterbridge (1886) am '!he Well-
Beloved (1892, 1897), am lawrence's "political" novels, Aaron's Rod 
(1922), Kangaroo (1923) am to a certain extent '!he Plumed Serpent 
(1926), are all explored from man's point of view. other shorter 
novels or novellas such as "'!he Fox" (1923), "'!he captain's Doll" 
(1923) and "st Mawr" (1925), though some are written from women's 
points of view, still can be seen as focusing primarily on men: the 
main emphasis here is on ''masculinity'' as the titles suggest. 
Because the focus of attention switches from women to men in 
these works, so do the concepts of love am narriage. Unlike its 
presentation in their predecessors, narriage in these works is no 
longer a social institution which can fully contain man am woman 
happily as far as their love relationship is concerned. It is a 
hopeless union which man am woman alike are trying to avoid or 
disengage fram if they can: man because of his rejection of the 
"feminine" world of feeling, am woman because of her rejection of 
the "masculine" world of subjection am, in lawrence's case, postwar 
superficiality. Reconciliation between the two extremes, though 
achieved or hoped to be achieved in some of these books, is not 
always well-accounted for, especially when both Hardy and lawrence 
set out to question the true nature of "manliness" which they think 
has been lost in heterosexual relationships regardless of the 
traditional gender-roles and conventional l1¥)rality of human 
sexuality. 
In this chapter I intern first to discuss '!he Mayor of 
casterbridge as Henchard' s l1¥)ral story of reconciling his "masculine" 
self with his "feminine", not by breaking away from narriage as he 
foolishly does at the beginning of the book rut wisely by searching 
for its basis. '!hen in separate sections, I shall examine lawrence's 
views on marriage am power in Aaron's Rod am "'!he captain's Doll". 
I believe that, besides their concerns with power am success in 
man's world, '!he Mayor, Aaron's Rod am "'!he captain's Doll" share a 
central male figure, a classical male chauvinist if you like, who is 
l1¥)re interested in his own welfare than that of his wife am 
children. Courtship am narriage in these books, I nust add, are 
dJ:opped unusually to secord place after CClra:adeship. (Male am female 
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elements or masculine am feminine selves are not to be equated here 
with conventional sexuality or traits of ideal man am woman wt with 
Lawrence's binary philosophy discussed thoroughly in the "study of 
'!homas Hardy" am other essays) .1 
I 
The Mayor of caster bridge (1886) 
Even though critics classify '!he Mayor of casterbridge as one 
of Hardy's major novels, only a few of them see it as representing 
women am their emancipation. Judging from Ronald Draper am Martin 
Ray's An Annotated Critical Biblicgraphy of '!hornas Hardy (1989), as 
far as the question of marriage is concerned, the novel has received 
little attention am has not been fully explored. Penny Botnnelha 
(1982), Rosemarie MOrgan (1988), am Patricia Ingham (1989), to name 
only three of Hardy's leading feminist critics today, have either 
deliberately avoided the story for its ''manliness'' nature or, 
perhaps, have failed to qualify Hardy's modern views of women, love 
am marriage as clearly as they would have wished or have 
alternatively done in discussing the other novels. Norman Page 
(1977), Ian Gregor (1974) am even D.H. Lawrence (in "'!he study") are 
reluctant to discuss love am marriage in the novel partly because 
the book, as T.R. Wright (1989) points out, switdles the focus of 
attention from women to men. 2 In his 1895 Preface, Hardy emphasises 
this distinction: "'!he story is lOOre particularly a study of one 
man's deeds am character" than any other of his novels (MC, p. 67) . 
In her study of the novel, Elaine Showalter (1979) states that 
'!he Mayor "Understcx::x:l the feminine self as the estranged am 
essential complement of the male self" am suggests that "It is in 
the analysis of this New Man [Henchard] , rather than in the 
evaluations of Hardy's New women, that the case for Hardy's feminist 
sympathies may be argued". Rosalind Miles, on the other ham, 
believes that although '!he Mayor "naninally" centres upon Henchard, 
in fact it is "wilt arourrl the three women whose actions am 
reactions entirely direct am detennine his course" . Lawrence's 
letter of 2 June 1914, in which he wrote: "I think the one thing to 
do, is for men to have courage to draw nearer to women, expose 
themselves to them, and be altered by them: and for women to accept 
am admit men" is perceptive and neatly fits the progress of events 
in the novel, mainly as far as Henchard's marriage is concerned. 3 It 
is, therefore, the intention of this section to examine marriage as a 
power struggle of man and WOI1lCU1 as they both learn to love arrl 
respect one another, arrl to qualify lawrence's philOSC>I=hy of how 
essential it is for the two partners to achieve their "Irrlividuality" 
(that is the reconciliation of reason arrl passion) before they can 
assurre happiness arrl fulfilment in marriage. 
'!he Mayor of casterbridge is Henchard' s story of how to love 
am respect women. Hardy exposes h.iln to three different wcmen 
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representing al.roc>st all the stereotypical relationships he needs to 
have in life: wife, daughter am mistress. In each relationship 
Henchard is bourrl to suffer am is forced to pay the heavy price of 
his ignorance. Like any tragic hero, He.ndlard, though possessing 
great characteristics which make him larger than life, is destined to 
die. '!he seeds of his downfall are planted in him fran the beginning 
of the story. His inability to reconcile his "masculine" ambitions 
with his "feminine" passion costs him happiness am eventually his 
life. But before he dies, Hardy makes sure that He.ndlard is tanai by 
recognizing not only his passion, which has long been denied, rut 
also the need to love am be loved, even if he has to lose some of 
his pride am dignity. 
Olaracteristically, the novel opens in the early decades of the 
nineteenth century (about 1820) where patriarchal conventions 
dominate society. '!he book records a sale of a wife which, though not 
very cormnon at that time, is a renarkable feature of the typical 
patriarchal society, at least in thought if not in practice. In his 
Preface Hardy once more confinns the view that the novel is a social 
document which both registers am interprets social am historical 
changes of a particular society. rrhe real history of casterbridge, he 
writes, witnessed "the sale of a wife by her husbarrl, the uncertain 
harvests which irmnediately preceded the repeal of the Corn Laws, am 
the visit of a Royal personage" (Me, p.67). Among these three events 
which are used in turn to structure the story, the first incident has 
the most literary interest. 
'!he very first spoken words in the novel emphasise not only the 
importance of tusiness to the individual's life rut also how money-
making and success are major preoccupations of the novel: "Any trade 
doing here?" (Me, p.71), asks Henchard. casterbridge itself has been 
considered, as many critics have pointed out, the trade capital and 
central market-place of Hardy's Wessex. Much, or perhaps most, of its 
life is seen in tenns of ruying am selling. It is out of these 
materialistic values that Michael He.ndlard am even Donald Farfrae, 
the tusiness c:orrq;>eti tors, are prcx1uced am against this ba.ckgrourrl 
they ought to be viewed. Everything for them, as for other rrerchants, 
has its price tag; even human beings are worth nothing beyorrl their 
monetary value. While speaking of his freedan, for example, Henchard 
cannot help setting a price for it: "If I were a free man again I'd 
be worth a thousand pound before I'd gave done o't" (MC, p.74). It is 
this self-fulfilInent, in the trading atroosphere of the novel am 
later in marriage, that Henchard sets out to achieve. 
'!hough rrhe Mayor is irrleed praiseworthy for its social scenes, 
Ian Gregor's canparison between Tan Brangwen's self-estrangement in 
'!he Rainbow and that of Henchard needs same clarification. 4 since the 
canparison is vaguely made arrl the conclusion is sharply drawn, one 
cannot just accept the claim that Hardy's achievement is greater than 
Lawrence's simply because Hardy's exploration of Henchard is 
sociolcqically more public arrl less sexual. It would be much fairer 
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if Gregor judged each book on its own merits. Although Henchard am 
Torn Brangwen live about the same time of the nineteenth century , 
their preoccupations, like those of their creators, are very 
different: the former is too ambitious for material success to have a 
wife while the latter is too desperate for a wife to have an 
ambition. In this context, Torn Brangwen is. not exactly Henchard' s 
counterpart; Aaron in Aaron's Rod comes closer to Henchard than Torn 
in self-estrangement. When their stories unfold, both Henchard arrl 
Aaron are not only married with children rut also disillusioned by 
their family obligations. '!heir renouncement of marriage for freedom 
might be the first step for social success rut certainly not for 
iOOividual fulfilment as they initially believe. 
Like Aaron, Henchard is introduced from the very beginning of 
the story as a classic male chauvinist. In fact he admits this to 
Farfrae when he narrates his wife's story: "being by nature something 
of a woman hater, I have fourrl it no hardship to keep nnstly at a 
distance from the sex" (Me, p.148). As he walks in "perfect silence" 
with his wife and daughter, he tries deliberately to ignore them by 
"reading, or pretending to read, a ballad sheet" (Me, p.69). The wife 
is said to have got used to such treatment: "far from exhibiting 
surprise at his ignoring silence she appeared to receive it as a 
natural thing" (Me, p. 70). But to any casual oh5erver, the couple 
display all signs of marriage as no other relationship "would have 
accounted for the abnosphere of stale familiarity" (Me, p.70). As 
usual, Hardy enjoys mcx::king marriage and its partners. His use of the 
negative signs to define man arrl woman as husbarrl arrl wife is part of 
his pre-Freudian urrlerstanding of human psychology which reaches its 
peak in Jude the Obscure (see for example JO, p.464). 
In contrast with husbarrl and wife's lack of communication, 
there is full reciprocity between mother and daughter whose love and 
intimacy are expressed in "occasional whisper of the woman to the 
child ... and the murmured babble of the child in reply" (Me, p.70). 
'!he same episode is repeated twenty years later when mother arrl 
daughter similarly express their love by joining harrls as "the act of 
simple affection" (Me, p.86). If mother - arrl - daughter's intimacy 
is the main source of Henchard's jealous estrangementS which has 
caused the separation of Henchard and SUsan, it is certainly the main 
source of Tom Brangwen' s attraction to Lydia Lensky which has led to 
their marriage (R, pp.43-4S). '!he difference between the two scenes 
is even more important to highlight Hardy's and Lawrence's attitudes 
towards marriage. At any rate the distinction between man's world of 
prosperity and woman's world of passion is clearly established here. 
'!hough this might not be appealing to the feminists who reject the 
binary distinction between male and female, it is, nonetheless, at 
the heart of the novel. 
In so far as '!he Mayor is an account of Henchard' s self-
education, he is liable to commit mistakes. '!he first of these 
mistakes is the sale of his wife at Weydon Fair. Intoxicated as he 
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is, Hend1ard, stimulated by the horse auction, offers to sell his 
wife off to the highest bidder. '!hough the incident was by no rooans 
an uncomrron phenomenon in victorian Erglam, it is nevertheless, a 
nost extraordinary am bizarre scene, which violates the noral sense 
of the casterbridge conmnmity when it is discovered twenty years 
later. In validating the event of the sale, Hardy appears to have 
COlOO across several instances in the Dorset County Chronicle, early 
issues of which he started to read in 1884 in preparation for his 
novel. 6 '!he auction, in which there are no bidders despite the price 
going up, is able to bring Henchard the considerable arcount of five 
po1.ll'Xls. To Henchard' s surprise, a sailor comes forward, after meeting 
his high price, and challenges hiIn for the sale (Me, p.78). 
Apparently, the wife-sale cannot be laid entirely to :i.npIlse 
for Henchard has, as SUsan stresses, '" talked this nonsense in public 
places before'" (Me, p.84). Perhaps it is not until he is challenged 
and his ''masculine'' pride put at stake that he finally agrees to part 
with his wife. In selling SUsan, however, Henchard is indeed after 
money and power, rut he may also be after his freedom, which 
similarly has led Aaron to flee from his wife am both Hardy arxl 
Lawrence personally debate this marriage dilemna through their 
novels. "'!he ruin of a good man by bad wives" (Me, p. 74) is a very 
common theme in both Hardy's and Lawrence's novels and the wife-sale, 
though literally extraordinary, is figuratively very common in the 
patriarchal culture where rich men are used to tuying women into 
marriage and wealthy women attract respectable husbarrls to marry 
them. '!he reduction of a woman to a mere commodity is part of the 
male fantasy which presupposes that the male should practise his 
property rights over women. 7 
'!he comparison between woman and horse is one of Hardy's arxl 
Lawrence's favourite ironies. In drawing the auction between 
Henchard's wife and the horses so close, Hardy, like Lawrence, is 
skilfully able to distinguish between the brutality of the 
''masculine'' world of reason and the sensitivity of the "feminine" 
world of feeling of which, according to Lawrence's binary scheme, the 
horses are part. Ironically though, the horses turn out to be far 
more tender to each other than Henchard is to his wife: 
'!he difference between the ~ c e f u l n e s s s of interior 
nature and the wilful hostilities of mankirrl was very 
apparent at this place .. In. contrast with the ~ ~
or- the act just ended Wlthin the tent was the Slght of 
several horses crossing their necks am rubbing each 
other lovingly as they ~ i t e d d in patience to be 
han1essed for the harrewafd Journey. (MC, pp.79-80) 
Later on when Henchard is tamed and able to reconcile reason with 
passion, he regrets his " c r ~ " " am realizes for the first t ~ ~ that 
''what he has sacrificed in s e n t ~ t t was worth as much as what he has 
gained in sub3tance" am that "his attenpts to replace ambition by 
love had been as fully foiled as his ambition itself" (MC, p. 394) . 
Because of his ''masculine'' power am persistence, Henchard, 
like Gerald erich in Women in Love, prospers in the male world of 
casterbridge am ~ ~ Mayor. His marriage frustration is finally 
overcane, not by selling the wife am divorcing the "feminine" side 
of his make-up as he first thought, rut ironically by lODJing for 
both. Not until his sexual errotions are suppressed, according to 
Freud, is he nore detennined to achieve success. 8 His great oath to 
renounce drink for twenty-one years which he enjoys amoDJ his 
townspeople, who refer to hiln as the "Celebrated abstaining worthy" 
(MC, p.102), is part of his worldly success: it gives him "a start in 
a new direction" (Me, p.85). Hardy here seems to be drawing his 
materials from the Bible, which tells man to abjure liquor am wanen 
if they ever want to achieve success. Apparently, Henchard is very 
proud of himself for not drinking or conversing with women: "His 
well-:Jcrla.m haughty indifference to the society of womankind, his 
silent avoidance of converse with the sex" (Me, p.153) is the talk of 
the town. 
Later on when Henchard marries SUsan for the second time, the 
people of casterbridge, who serve here as a Greek chorus, carmot help 
gossiping am wondering about the :inconpatibility of the marriage, at 
least from their point of view: it is whispered that he has been 
"captured am enervated by the genteel widow" who lowers "his dignity 
in public opinion by marrying so comparatively htnnble a woman" (Me, 
pp .153-154). If Eustacia in '!he Return of the Native is thought to be 
a "witch" (see RN, p. 101) , SUsan is nicknamed "'!he Ghost" . 
Ironically, she is seen as a spectre who comes to haunt Henchard as 
the past, which refuses to be b.Jried, enc:hains the future. Although 
his manly power is well-celebrated in casterbridge by the people who 
respect his honesty am perseverance, his popularity amoDJ women is 
scarcely achieVed. Nance Mockricige, a minor character who first 
suggests the skllmnity-ride, is representative here. Not only does she 
protest publicly against Henchard's bad bread (Me, p.97) am discerns 
"a bluebeardy look about 'en" (Me, p.156), rut she also expresses her 
a1:::horrent feeliDJs towards hiln: flBe cust if I'd marry any such as he" 
(MC, P .154). Moreover, the funnity woman is another example. When she 
is on trial before hiln twenty years after the wife-sale incident, 
she, upon recognizing hiln, cannot help attacking hiln openly: "he's no 
better than I, am has no right to sit there in judgement upon me" 
(MC, p.275). 
Henchard, on the other hand, is not totally without errotion; he 
is just ashamed of admittiDJ it simply because it is "feminine" and 
only women, the weaker sex, should give it expression. When the 
funnity woman, for instance, offends hiln in court, he, in the process 
of feminization, learns how to express his feeliDJ towards \tJOl'OOl1: 
"upon my soul it does prove that I'm no better than she! And to keep 
out of any te.nptation to treat her hard for reveDJe, I'll leave her 
to you" (MC, p.275). Elizabeth-Jane is yet a another example. In 
their first meeting, Henchard is rroved to tears by the sight of his 
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daughter ~ o m m he cannot just claim now: ''He took her harrl at p a r t ~ , ,
arrl held lt so wannly that she ... was rnud1 affected" (Me, W.137-38). 
'!hough he fails to express his f e e l ~ s s openly, he succeeds in g i v ~ ~
them a materialistic expression: "the enclosure of five guineas ... 
may tacitly have said to her [IOC>ther] that he bought her back again" 
(MC, p.138). '!his, however, does not stop him from e x p r e s s ~ ~ his 
enotions towards women in the negative sense. We have already seen 
him swearin3' at his wife in the introductory chapter arrl blaming her 
for the auction in the f o l l o w ~ ~ one: "seize her, why didn't she know 
better than brin3' ne into this disgrace!... she wasn't queer if I 
was" (Me, p.84). When lllcetta, IOC>reover, refuses to see him on the 
first night of her arrival in casterbridge, Henchard does not 
hesitate to al:use her: "'!hese cursed women - there's not an inch of 
straight grain in 'em!" (MC, p.221). 
It is only towards his manager, Farfrae, that Henchard can 
freely express his love. Today, there is still much doubt about the 
Mayor's fascination with the slender and delicate Scot. Critics are 
still divided and the issue is as controversial as ever. On the one 
hand, it can be seen as a father-son relationship. '!his asstnnption 
can be substantiated in the text, especially when we realize that 
Farfrae carnes from a younger generation than Henchard and that he, 
like a son inheritin3' his father's IOC>ney and position, succeeds the 
Mayor in everything, including the house and bJsiness. On the other 
hand, it may be viewed as a homoerotic relationship. Because of his 
chauvinism, Henchard transfers all his love from women to !len and 
invests it largely, if not comprehensively in Farfrae just as perhaps 
Hardy once did with his closest friend, Horace Maule. Henchard' s love 
for Farfrae is frequently viewed as homosexual, at least from the 
Mayor's point of view. 9 '!hough I personally see Henchard's love for 
Farfrae as paternal, its homoerotic nature cannot be entirely ruled 
out. 
Henchard is not only iInpressed by Farfrae' s new ideas and 
handsome looks, rut also considers giving him a third share in his 
bJsiness to compel him to stay and urges that they should share a 
house and neals: "To be sure, to be sure, how that fellow does draw 
me!... I suppose 'tis because I'm so lonely I'd have given him a 
third share in the bJsiness to have stayed" (MC, p.125). Like 
lllcetta, whose rCXJIllS are seen as an otservation post as they overlook 
the market-place, Elizabeth-Jane witnesses the growth of the manly 
frierrlshi.p between Henchard and Farfrae from her room as she will 
later ol:Eerve Henchard-illcettea-Farfrae triangle of love: 
She saw that Donald and Mr Henchard were ~ l e s . .
When waJ..king tqgether Henchard would lay' his ann 
familiarly on his manager's shoulder, as if Farfrae 
were a younger brother, beari.nc;J, so heavily that. his 
s l i ~ t t fl9\U"e bent urrler the w e l ~ t . . . . he entertained 
of the slim Farfrae' s Iilysical girthL _ strengtp, and dash was IOC>re than ca.mterbalariced JJY the l1lIIDeI1Se 
respect he had for his brains. (MC, W.160-61) 
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Whether or not Elizabeth-Jane (like her contemporaries) has witnessed 
any sexual feelings between the two nen is arguable. But what she 
does know' for certain is Henchard's domineering nature in the 
relationship as she accurately discerns his "tigerish affection for 
the younger wan, his constant liking to have Farfrae near him, l10W 
am then resulted in a terrlency to domineer" (Me, p.16l). At one 
point, she even envies the wannth of the manly affection: "Frien:lship 
between wan and wan; what a rugged strength there was in it" (Me, 
p.167). Like Smith am Knight in A Pair of Blue Eyes am Birkin am 
Gerald in Women in Love, the relationship between Henchard am 
Farfrae is one-sided am remains so until the ern because Henchard' s 
feelings, once attracted, are not easily altered: "I am the most 
distant fellow in the world when I don't care for a man ... But when a 
wan ••• takes my fancy he takes it strong" (MC, p.133). 
It is not until the wrestling scene that the Mayor realizes how 
deep his emotions are am how committed he is to Farfrae. Again, like 
Birkin and Gerald erich in Women in Love (see WL, pp.347-52) , the 
contest between Henchard am Farfrae, though full of erotic images 
and embraces, still can be seen as father-son fight. Because of his 
strength, Henchard ties his left ann behirrl his back am easily 
defeats his "fair am slim antagonist" (MC, p.347). Although he is 
now able to get his revenge, the Mayor resolves not to hurt him and 
ironically feels guilty for his action: "God is my witness that no 
wan ever loved another as I did thee at one time... And now - though 
I came here to kill 'ee, I cannot hurt thee!" (MC, p. 348). When 
Henchard is left alone to contemplate himself, he, as the narrator 
observes, is shocked to discover some "feminine" qualities in his 
make-up: "So thoroughly sul:rlued was he that he remained on the sacks 
in a crouching attitude, unusual for a man, and for such a man. Its 
womanliness sat tragically in the figure of so stern a piece of 
virility" (MC, p. 348). later on when lllcetta is in danger, Henchard 
does not hesitate to acJmowledge his "feminine" feelings towards his 
fonner rival: "0 Farfrae! don't mistrust Ire - I am a wretched man; 
rut my heart is true to you still" (MC, p.360). Like SUsan's love for 
Henchard, Henchard's love-frien:lship with Farfrae, as the narrator 
tells us, remains unresponded to: "Farfrae had never so passionately 
liked Henchard as Henchard had liked him" (Me, p.405). 
Even Illcetta, when she carnes in the secord half of the story, 
is meant to enhance rivalry between the two lIen. Just as Farfrae 
would not return Henchard' slave, so Henchard would not care to 
respond to his Jersey mistress's affection. It is not until SUsan's 
death that Illcetta Templeman, after inheriting some money, decides to 
come to casterbridge to quicken Henchard' s feelings am lead him to 
marry her (MC, p.236). But instead of doing so, she is ironically 
attracted to Farfrae. In the same way that Farfrae, who has just 
called to woo Elizabeth-Jane, falls in love with lllcetta, so lllcetta, 
who is also waiting for Henchard's proposal, falls in love with his 
enemy (see MC, pp.229-30). SUch tragic ironies, which Hardy regularly 
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introduces in plottirxJ his love themes, are not only fatal in the 
book rut also true to human psychology am the irrationality of love. 
Not until she becomes the object of attention of another man is 
Hencbard's desire for her stilnulated once more to love her more than 
he ever cared to admit: "Henchard' s smoulderirxJ sentiments towards 
lllcetta had been fanned into higher am higher inflanunation by the 
cira.nnstances of the case" (Me, p.246). 
Before she is even introducerl in the book, Incetta has already 
been involved, like Fanny Robin in Far from the Madding CrCh.d, in a 
complete sexual scandal with Henchard. '!hough the scandal has not 
done any hann to the man, as one would expect in the patriarchal 
soc::iety, it is, as Hardy always believes, "of course ruin to her" 
(Me, p.149). In Casterbridge, where her secret will not be yet known 
for someti1ne, lllcetta makes her first impressive appearance. She is 
first seen by Elizabeth-Jane in the churchyard as "a lady much more 
beautifully dressed than she" am her "artistic perfection" (Me, 
p.205) is urnnistakably fascinatirxJ. '!hen when Farfrae calls to see 
Elizabeth-Jane in High-Place Hall, she not only impresses him by her 
charming manners am beautiful looks, rut also, like Eustacia, makes 
the first move as the schoolboy in him confesses: "I don't know how 
to talk to ladies" (Me, p.234). Later when she becomes part of his 
rivalry with Henchard, he cannot resist acknowledgirxJ his feelings: 
"You are sure to be much sought after for your 
positioI?-c wealth, talents, am beauty. But will ye 
resist 'Ole t;.ernptation to be one of tnose ladies with 
lots of admirers- ay- am be content to have only a 
homely one?" (Me, p.268) 
It is interestirxJ to see, however, that despite the masculine 
qualities of the book, Hardy still sides with women in their love 
predicament. Instead of portraying them as objects of men's desire, 
they appear as independent beings who can manipulate the 
circtnnStances for their own advantage. Though Incetta is defeated in 
the long run am punished, like any sexual character in Hardy's 
novels, with the death penalty for violating the moral codes, she is, 
like Hencbard, a tragic character who has failed to h.rry her past 
successfully am is plotted against by fate. Her manipulative nature 
(as she is now courted by two men) is evident in her detennination to 
dissuade Hencbard from carrying out his blackmailing threat of 
reading her love letters to her husbarrl. After arranging a secret 
meetirxJ with him at the Ring, the place where he had earlier met 
Susan, she deliberately perfonns her toilette in such a way that she 
not only looks plain, rut having missed a night's sleep am being 
pregnant, she also appears prematurely aged (MC, p.323): 
Her figt!re in the midst of the huge eJ'1Closure, the 
unnatural plainness of her dress ( her attltude of hope 
am appeal, so strongly revived ill his soul the memory 
of anOther ill-used woman who had stood there am thus 
in bygone days, had now ~ ~ away into l1er rest, tJ:1at 
he was unrnaiined am his breast snote him for haVlng 
atterrpted r e p r i ~ l s s on one of a sex so weak. (MC, p.324) 
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In such a state, Lucetta cleverly pleads for her release: "0 Mid1ael! 
don't wreck 100 like this!... neither my husbarrl nor any other man 
will regard 100 with interest long" (Me, p.324). At this point, the 
narrator sums up Henchard' s feelings towards waren in general arrl 
both Lucetta am Susan in specific: "His old feeling of supercilious 
pity for womankirrl in general was intensified by this suppliant 
appearing here as the double of the first" (Me, p.324). From then on, 
Henchard ceases to see her desirable and he "no longer envied Farfrae 
his bargain" (MC, p.325). 
In spite of his effort to persuade lllcetta to marry him, 
Henchard has never really loved her. since he is "by nature something 
of a woman-hater" (Me, p.148), he is only interested in her in so 
long as she is part of his rivalry with Farfrae as the latter 
realizes: "It is more like old-fashioned rivalry in love than just a 
bit of rivalry in trade" (Me, p.315). Henchard himself would not have 
cared for her, more than he did when she was his mistress, had she 
not been Farfrae's woman: "had lllcetta's heart been given to any 
other man in the world than Farfrae he would probably have had pity 
upon her at that moment" (Me, p.270). Lucetta on the other ham, 
Jmows quite well that Hendlard has never b:uly loved her and if he 
ever has a mirrl to marry her, she feels it must be out of gratitude 
rather than love which she, therefore, courageously rejects: 
"Had I found that you p r ~ ~ to marry 100 for pure 
love I might have felt boUnd roN. But -r soon learnt 
that you had planned it out of nere d1arity - al.nDst as 
an unpleasant duty - because I had nurSed you, and 
corrpromised m y ~ l f , , and you thought you must repay me. 
After that I did not care for you so aeeply as before". (MC, p.269) 
In her love relationship with Farfrae, Lucetta not only 
skilfully attracts him rut seems to have the upper ham too. Like 
Lady vi viette in 'IWO on a Tower, she, because of her age am 
experience, helps to awaken Farfrae' s sexual desires by exposing her 
beauty am asserting her womanhood. In this she has a kinship with a 
number of Hardy's women, mainly Arabella am Elfride swancourt. 
Unlike Henchard, Farfrae is young, modest, educated am above all 
very attractive: "He was quite a new type of person to her" (MC, 
p.231). Lucetta is not the only one who loves am admires him. In 
addition to Elizabeth-Jane, there are other women who cannot help 
resisting his channs as Jopp, Henchard's manager, concludes: "all the 
wcmen side with Farfrae - being a damn young darrl - or the sort that 
he is - one that creeps into a maid's heart like the giddying wonn 
into a sheep's brain - making crooked seem straight to their eyes" 
(MC, p.265). 
It is not, however, his marriage with lllcetta that is rewarding 
rut that to Elizabeth-Jane that is more flourishing. Like Marty South 
in '!he Woodlanders, Tarnsin Yeobright in '!he Return of the Native, am 
picotee Chickerel in '!he Hard of Ethelberta, Elizabeth-Jane, though 
she loves Farfrae dearly, remains passive am in:lifferent to his 
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fickleness ani attraction to lllcetta as she is to life in general: 
"She had learnt the lesson of remmciation... Continually it had 
happened that what she desired had not been granted her, am that 
what had been granted her she had not desired" (MC, pp. 250-52) . 
Despite her warmth of feelirgs, she had been ignored for most of the 
time by her father, once lover am only friern. As a result, she not 
only learns stoical philosophy fram books, fram which her greatest 
strength cones (see Me, pp.246, 250), rut also, because of her 
ability to erxiure, grows stronger than pain itself. It is for her 
extraordinary qualities of patience, faithfulness am kirrlness (MC, 
P .112) shared also by Marty, Tamsin am Picotee, that Hardy rewards 
her with marriage am happiness at the ern of the novel just as he 
does her fictive-sisters with the exception of Marty. 
In his preparation for self-alienation am ultimate death, 
Hend1.ard, like Clym Yeobright in '!he Return of the Native, starts 
blaming Providence for not punishirxj him enough for his crlines: "I -
cain - go. alone as I deserve - an outcast am a vaga)::xmd. But my 
punishment is not greater than I can bear" (MC, p.388). Consequently, 
he goes to die in the wilderness after losing everything including 
himself. His death must be seen as tragic not because he is 
essentially a gcxxi man who is defeated in the male world of ambition 
am the female world of feelirgs rut, ironically, because he has 
leanl€d to reconcile his conflicting errotions of reason am passion. 
(Ursula at the em of '!he Ra:inbow is almost killed after reconciling 
her opposite emotions). It is this kirrl of death that makes him 
memorable, praiseworthy am above all effective because "he must be 
classed among th0&3 others receiving less who had deserved much nnre" 
(MC, p.411). 
Although Hardy could not be accounted a feminist in the 
political terms of the 1880s, his portrayal of Elizabeth-Jane is 
irrleed a sympathetic one. 10 'lhroughout the novel, she is seen to be 
very keen to improve her social position am education. Unlike 
Hend1.ard, she has learned to school herself in the art of ''making 
limited opportunities endurable" (MC, p.410). '!his stoical philosophy 
is also reflected in her education, which is one of her top 
priorities am preoccupations in life. Although she is uneducated, 
she is shocked to find herself greatly admired for her expensive 
clothes. In anticipation of SUe Bridehead. am the feminists, she 
totally rejects the society's materialistic ideology of woman's 
appearance, which makes her a doll am an object of men's gaze, for 
education ani self-discipline: 
"'lhere is sanething wrong in all this"i she mused. "If 
they only 1mew what an Unfinished gir I am - that I 
can1 t talk Italian, or use globes, or, show any of the 
accomplishments they learn at b o a r d i n q ~ ~ l s , , how 
they Would despise Ire! Better ,sel;l a l ~ ~ tbis fl..IlelY ani 
b.ly myself grammar-books am dictlonarles am a history 
of all the philosophies!" (MC, p.167) 
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Her education is witnessed by Henchard, who believes that "bristlinJ 
characters were as innate am inseparable a part of refined womanhcxx1 
as sex itself" (MC, p.201). She not only learned to speak "proper" 
English but also writes in "proper ... ladies'-hand" (MC, pp.200-1). 
According to lawrence's philosophy of marriage, Elizabeth-Jane, 
who has almost finished her self-education by reading am ohservinJ 
others in the book, is ready for marriage am fulfilment. Like Ursula 
in '!he Rainbow, she has learned the wisdom of living am dealinJ with 
people. It is she, for instance, who knows that Jopp is not the right 
man for Henchard to employ (MC, p.256). It is she who sees am learns 
from the absurdity of Henchard' s am Farfrae' s rivalry for lllcetta 
(MC, p.250). Just as the horses threaten Ursula's life after she has 
achieVed her individuality, so does the bull jeopardise the lives of 
both Elizabeth-Jane am llicetta symbolically for maintaining their 
womanhood and emancipation. The parallel is not only a similarity rut 
a possible influence as well. 
II 
Aaron's Rod (1922) 
Speaking of his theory of male am female principles in the 
"study of 'Ihornas Hardy", lawrence writes: "Every man comprises male 
and female in his being, the male always struggling for predominance. 
A woman likewise consists in male am female, with female 
predominance" .11 '!he fully integrated individual, lawrence stresses 
in his essay, would recognise and respect in himself (or herself) the 
claims of both sets of characteristics. To deny one set at the 
expense of the other, as Michael Henchard for example does, would be 
to deny nature itself am to have a war with one's self, consciously 
or unconsciously. In marriage, moreover, one must acknowledge the 
uniqueness of the partner am thus treat him (or her) as an 
individual and not as an abstraction of man being or woman being. In 
his essay ''Morality and '!he Novel", lawrence continues his marriage 
sennon: 
Each time we strive to a new relatione with anyone 9r 
anything, it is bound to hurt somewnat. Because lt 
means the struqqle with am the displacing of old 
connections, am -this is never pleasant. Arrl moreover, 
between living things at least.c an adjustment means 
also a figpt, for each party, 1J1evitably, must, "seek 
its own" in the other, - am be den1ed. When rn the 
parties, each of them seeks his own, her, ~ ~
absolutely, then it is a fight to death. Arrl this 1S 
true of the thing called " ~ i o n " . . on the other harrl, 
when the two parties, one yields utterly to the other, 
this' is called sacrifice, am it a , l ~ ~ means d e a t h ~ ~ .. 
And it is Ul'llllCU)ly to aa::ept. s a q r 1 f 1 ~ . . . . '!here, ~ s , ,
however the t.hira. thing, Which 1S ne1ther sacr1f1ce 
not . t ~ ! ! s s sto the death: when each seeks only tl}e true 
rela to the other. Each must be true to himself I 
herself, his own manhcxx1, her own ~ o o d , , am let:. 
the relationship work out of itself. 
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The passage not only outlines all sorts of relationships man 
can have with woman, rut stresses the inevitability of struggle 
between them when each seeks the other as they are bound to do sooner 
or later in a relationship. since man am woman cannot hIt come 
together especially in marriage, then they should know, Lawrence 
believes, that fightin;;J is a healthy am necessary process for their 
fulfilment so long as it is equally balanced. It is not until one 
party wins and the other loses that it becomes increasin;;Jly 
disastrous. Despite the many fights Lawrence had had with his wife , 
Frieda, their relationship always looked secure am stable in 
comparison with the Murrys, for example, who seldcm fought and yet 
their relationship seemed fragile. In Sons and lovers, Walter Morel 
loses his manhocx:l and his assertive will soon after he gives up 
fightin;;J with his wife (SL, pp. 39-41). Henceforth, Morel's surrender 
has not made the relationship any better. On the contrary, it has not 
only led to Mrs Morel's supremacy, for now she has the children on 
her side, rut also to Paul's psychological disturbance. In '!he 
Rainbow, though Tom Brangwen finally holds his own against Lydia's 
independent strength, will is defeated by Anna' s assertive will and 
Skrenbensky is destroyed under the "feminine" lOCX)n by Ursula's 
wornanhocx:l. 
struggle for pcMer is also the subject matter of Women in Love: 
"It was a fight to death... or to new life: though in what the 
conflict lay, no one could say" (WL, p. 205). '!his is exactly how 
Lawrence sees courtship and marriage relationships. Of the four 
leading protagonists, we are led to understand that Birkin and Ursula 
would fight to a new life and achieve fulfilment, while Gerald and 
Gudrun, because of their destructive nature, would annihilate each 
other in a deathly fight: "it was a fight to death, she knew it" (WL, 
p. 562). In the "leadership" novels, however, Lawrence pushes the 
argument even further. He not only argues for woman's total 
sul:mission to man, rut at the same time insists that man should also 
sul:mit to a greater man, to a leader. Lilly's canunent in Aaron's Rod: 
"There are only two great dynamic urges in life: love and pcMer" (AR, 
p.341) is central to the understanding of Lawrence. Not even Hardy, 
who comes closer to Lawrence in thought than anybcx:1y else, has been 
able to describe potential relationships between incli viduals so 
exhaustively. Perhaps, '!he Mayor is the only Hardy novel to relate 
the two themes of love and power problematically. 'Ibis is why 
conflict in Hardy's novels is seen more like an eternal male and 
female opposition, as the "study" has clearly shown, than a deathly 
struggle for mastery. 
Much of what Lawrence says about male power and male 
comradeship in Aaron's Rod, Kangaroo and '!he Plumed Serpent seems to 
have been debated in the afternath of the Great War. Like other male 
writers in the twenties, Lawrence was against the confusion of sexual 
roles caused by the war. Besides the novels of that period, 
Lawrence's essays are attacks on the masculinization of women and the 
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corresporrling feminization of men. To him this is lOOre than a sexual 
revolution, it is a moral deterioration at its worst. In his 
political essay "'!he Real 'Ihing" am elsewhere, IOC>St notably in his 
discussion of '!he Scarlet Letter in studies in Classic American 
Literature (1923) am Fantasia of the Unconscious (1922), Lawrence 
uses the ''woman question" to attack men. He believes that women seek 
emancipation because men shamefully alxlicate from their 
responsibilities, when they struggle for their freedom, they are in 
fact struggling against men who are no longer "real" men: "Revenge! 
RE.VENGE! It is this that fills the unconscious spirit of woman today. 
Revenge against man, am against the spirit of man, which has 
betrayed her into unbelief". '!he solution to this sexual mess as , 
Lawrence sees it, lies with men r e a s s e r t ~ ~ their masculinity: ''When 
is the fight over? Ah when! Modern life seems to give no answer. 
Perhaps when a man finds his strength am his rooted belief in 
himself qgain".13 
Begun in the midst of the war in 1917, Aaron's Rod continues 
the exploration of manliness in man-to-man relationships, which 
Lawrence started am then left unresolved in Women in lDve. If 
comradeship in the earlier novel has been investigated as a 
complementary to marriage, it is presented here as an alternative to 
it. Women in this book are often al:.sent am, when they appear, carry 
little weight in tenus of progress of theme am event. '!his is the 
first am probably only time that Lawrence explores his story without 
a dominant female figure. Nevertheless, their presence is always felt 
am feared at the background by the now weaker sex of man. At its 
best, however, the novel is not entirely sucx::essful: it lacks fonn, 
coherence am artistic density. Like Sherwocx:l Anderson's Winesbrrg, 
Ohio, the only thing that holds the story together is the continuous 
presence of Aaron. At times, the book, because of its excessive 
descriptions am spasmodical structure, reads like a travelogue which 
has nothing to do with the story of Aaron. '!he portrayal of 
characters am progress of events are similarly unsuccessful; they 
are all fabricated to account for the coming together of Aaron am 
Lilly at the end. 
Apparently, when Lawrence first wrote the book, he was not sure 
of its direction: "I am d o ~ ~ some philosophical essays, also, very 
spasmodically, another draft novel. It goes slowly - very slowly am 
fitfully, rut I don't care".14 Male friendship might have been his 
immediate preoccupation at this stage as the ending of Women in Love 
clearly illustrates, rut he certainly did not intend to depart fram 
his usual themes of love am marriage as he does in this book. It is 
not until he probably finished his fist draft of studies of Classic 
American Literature in 1918 that Lawrence fourrl kinship am 
confinnation of many of his beliefs in Walt WhitJnan, who seemed to 
have suggested the concept of male friendship not as canplementary to 
marriage rut as an alternative to it. 15 C1ange in errphasis must also 
be acx:x:JIl'lPiIDied by change in direction am prilosophy. Just as 
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lawrence's marriage theory of "two-in-one", employed powerfully in 
'!he Rainbow, has given way to ''unison in separateness" in Women in 
T_" ,,' • 
_JJJ_V1e, so un1son m separateness" must also give way to "one up, one 
down" in the novels of this phase, in order to fit the leadership 
hierarchy structure. Lilly's words are suggestive here: "I hate 
married people who are two in one - stuck together like two jujube 
lozenges" (AR, p.111). later on, when Lilly asks Argyle, a writer, 
about the possibility of a balance in love in one of their many 
intellectual debates about marriage, the latter says: "the balance 
lies in that, that when one goes up, the other goes down. One acts, 
the other takes. It is the only way in love" (AR, p.287). Irrleed, all 
love relationships in the book can be seen as echoes of this theory, 
including Aaron arrl Lilly's friendship. 
In addition to its organic kinship with Kangaroo arrl '!he Pltnned 
Serpent, Aaron's Rod has also a strong resemblance to '!he Trespasser, 
'!he Mayor of casterbridge arrl Il:sen' s A Doll's House, since the 
abandornnent of family is central to all these works. Like Siegmurrl 
(who is also a musician), Michael Henchard arrl Nora Helner, Aaron 
Sisson decides to walk out on his wife arrl two young daughters after 
twelve years of marriage without good reason other than perhaps his 
boredom with being a husband arrl father. If Walter Morel is afraid to 
face his dominant wife arrl rebel against his imprisonment in 
marriage, Aaron, after learning Henchard's lesson of renunciation, 
finally breaks his domestic bond with his family arrl sets forth (like 
Alvina Houghton arrl Kate Leslie) in search of his own integrity arrl 
freedom. In what Hilary simpson calls a ''masculinist'' novel (for 
lawrence here reverses the roles of a traditional feminist novel .ill 
which the heroine usually escapes from an unhappy marriage or a 
repressive family arrl embarks on a process of self-discovery), 16 
Aaron's Rod starrls in total defence of its male protagonist against 
women after subjecting him to a number of unsuccessful relationships. 
After leaving his wife in the Midlands, Aaron develops two 
hasty affairs with other WOIrell, one in London with Josephine Ford arrl 
another in Italy with the Marchesa Del Torre. Both liaisons fail the 
nane.nt they have started because, Aaron thinks, neither woman is 
really interested in his integrity. In the first, Aaron becomes 
seriously ill soon after he sleeps with Josephine: "I felt, the 
minute I was loving her, I'd done myself", he tells Lilly who nurses 
him, back to life, "It's my own fault, for giving in to her. If I'd 
kept myself back, my liver wouldn't have broken inside me, arrl I 
shouldn't have been sick" (AR, p.1l0) . '!his feeling of guilt 
continues to possess him throughout the book. When he is robbed in 
the second affair, Aaron cannot help blaming himself for flirting 
with the Marchesa: "if I hadn't rushed along so full of feeling: if I 
hadn't exposed myself: if I hadn't got YJOrked up with the Marchesa ... 
it would never have happened" (AR, p.274). Later on, when he sleeps 
with the Marchesa, after challenging her first with his flute to sing 
(AR, p.299) am then with his sexual potency he (like Ursula arrl 
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Skrebensky) not only trhmphantly su1:rlues her ("she seemed alIoost. 
like a clin;Jin;J child in his anns") rut also firrls her "deadly" (AR, 
W· 302- 6 ). 
Even though Aaron, like Henchard before him, tries to avoid 
women arrl alcohol ("No, there was somethi.rxJ in him that would not 
give in - neither to the whisky, nor the woman, nor even the music" 
(AR, p. 31) ), he still cannot withhold himself fram sex: "I can't 
starrl by myself in the middle of the world ... I can for a day or two 
- But then, it becomes unbearable as well. You get frightened" (AR, 
p.289). Havin;J given in to Josephine, who seduces him, Aaron decides 
never to subnit again to any woman. It is only when the Marchese, in 
anticipation of Mellors in lady Olatterley's Lover, complains about 
his wife puttin;J him off whenever he takes the initiative as part of 
the power struggle between them - a problem also shared by Aaron, 
Lilly and Argyle (see AR, pp.284-88) - that Aaron's nasculine pride 
is finally moved to revenge these men, who lack the sexual prowess to 
keep their women in their right place, and to do just what the 
Marchese could not do with his wife: to force her to sul:mit to him in 
a battle-of-wills act of intercourse. Having won the sexual contest, 
Aaron breaks off with the Marchesa: "I think it is better if we are 
friends - not lovers. You know - I don't feel free, I feel my wife, I 
suppose, somewhere inside me. Arrl I can't help it" (AR, p.311). 
Daleski seems to have missed the point here when he suggests 
that lawrence is being "equivocal about Aaron's reasons for breaking 
with the Marchesa", and that "Aaron's experiences with women must, at 
all costs, result in disillusion so that he will be left free for 
Lilly" . 17 '!hough this is exactly what happens in the story, the 
outcome does not always justify the intention, for lawrence is 
neither equivocal about Aaron's breaking with the Marchesa or 
Josephine before her either, nor is he forcing a frierrlship between 
Aaron arrl Lilly at the expense of women. Nor is it right to suggest 
that Aaron is bein;J a misogynist in his affairs with women as many 
critics, including Kate Millett, have suggested, for his revulsion 
, , , that ' part f hi 'tani 1 tur 18 from women, even lf lt lS ,1S 0 S purl ca na e. 
Like lawrence, who strorgly believed in marriage and fidelity, Aaron 
is bourrl to suffer the consequences of each affair because he is not 
being faithful to his wife. After his first affair with Josephine, he 
tells Lilly: "I cried, think of Lottie and the children. I felt my 
heart broke, you know. Arrl that's what did it" (AR, p.110). When he 
is with the Marchesa, he constantly feels that "she is not his woman" 
arrl that after sleeping with her, he cannot help blaming hilnself: 
thouqh he had left his wife, and though he had no dogma 
of fidelity, still, the years of marriage h a d , r n a d ~ ~ a 
married man of him, and any other woman than his wlfe 
was a strange wanan to him, a violation. "I will tell 
her" he sald to himself, "that at the bottom C?f my h ~ ~ I love Lottie still, and that I can't help It. I 
believe that is true ... " 19 (AR, p.310) 
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In so far as fidelity is COncerned, there are three other 
scenes that I would especially like to highlight. In the "ProlCX]Ue" 
to Women in lDve, Birkin is broken into "half" when he has slept with 
prostitutes. In Kangaroo, Richard Somers, the lawrence-like hero, 
twice rejects the sexual advancements of Jack callcot's wife because 
"his heart of hearts was stubbornly puritanical" (K, p.160). On the 
first occasion, Somers is not only "puzzled" by victoria's lustful 
gaze, but also so "frankly disturbed" by the callcot' s sexual freedc::an 
that he does not like "the thought of a p p l y ~ ~ the same prescription 
to his own marriage" (K, pp.39-41). In the secord, when Victoria 
offers herself "like a maiden just ready for love", he stubbornly 
retreats: "Good night ..• Jack will be back in a nonent" (K, p.159). 
Elsewhere in the novel, lawrence's conunent on fidelity is 
unequivocal: ''Where their two personalities met am joined, they were 
one, and pledged to permanent fidelity" (K, p.40). 
Finally, in "'!he captain's Doll", lawrence condemns infidelity 
in marriage: "Ach! Ach! Husbands should be left to their wives: am 
wives should be left to their husbands. And no stranger should ever 
be made a party to these terrible bits of connubial staging" (Q), 
p.196). Despite his wife's infidelity, captain Hephlrn, who is also 
based on lawrence, remains faithful. A c c o r d ~ ~ to his wife, who never 
"had one jealous llDlTIel1t for seventeen years", the captain hardly 
"thought of another woman as b e ~ ~ flesh am blood, after he knew me" 
(CD, p.189). 
It is not difficult, therefore, to link lawrence with his 
puritanical heroes, for like them he strongly believes in fidelity in 
marriage. In "A Propos of lady Olatterley's Lover" (significantly 
written in 1929), Lawrence writes: "'!he instinct of fidelity is 
perhaps the deepest instinct in the great COItplex we call sex. Where 
there is real sex there is the u n d e r l y ~ ~ passion for fidelity". 20 
Unlike Hardy who hates marriage am wants to see it demolished, 
Lawrence sees it as indispensable. 'Ihis is very obvious in the novels 
as well as in his marriage. Although lawrence's elopement with Frieda 
after knowing her for only six weeks was the IroSt unpuritanical 
decision of his entire life, he was not at all pleased to live 
together with her while they were still unmarried. It was not until 
they were lawfully wedded in 1913, after she got her divorce from 
Ernest Weekley, that he was finally ready to rest his mirx1 am settle 
down with her. What is surprising about Lawrence's marriage, however, 
was not his elopement with his ex-teaCher's wife but also his 
persistence in p r e s s ~ ~ for them to get married. Had it not been for 
his puritanical up-bringing, Lawrence could have certainly lived with 
Frieda without marriage just as John Middleton Murry am Katherine 
Mansfield (for a while) am H.G. Wells and Rebecx:a West did for 
exanple, especially when this was becoming increasingly cornrron in 
early twentieth-century England. 
In line with Argyle's theory of power relationships discussed 
above, just as Aaron wins the upper hard in his sexual affairs with 
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both Josephine am the Marchesa, so ~ ~ he loses it to Lilly, who 
shows better urrlerst.arrling of women am love. When Aaron first meets 
Lilly in lomon (he meets him twice, firstly in Lomon arrl then in 
Italy), he is drawn to him by his air of authority am self-
possession, the manly qualities he is searchirg for. '!hough Aaron is 
able to urrlerstarrl his own predicament without anybody's help, it is 
Lilly who gives expression to nnlch of what Aaron feels inside. '!his 
is probably why Aaron am Lilly are two different representations of 
lawrence, like 8aners am Ben Cooley in Kamaroo am Ranon am 
Cipriano in '!he Plumed Serpent. 2l In Lomon, Lilly's relationship 
with Aaron is described more as ''maternal'' than avowedly 
authoritarian or horrosexual. When Aaron is infected, for example, it 
is Lilly who looks after him, cooks, washes am even darns his socks 
"as efficient arrl illlObtrusive a housewife as any woman" (AR, p.120). 
Atterrli.ng him in his sickness am rubbing his body with oil "as 
mothers do their babies whose bowels don't work" (AR, p.118) might be 
homoerotic, just like the bathing idyll between George am Cyril in 
'!he White Peacock (WP, pp.293-95), the wrestling episodes in both '!he 
Mayor (MC, pp.345-48) am Women in Love (WL, pp.346-52) or the 
initiation ceremony between Ranon am Cipriano in '!he Plumed Serpent 
(PS, pp.404-5) , but certainly it is not avowedly homosexual. 
Although homosexuality was increasingly debated in the late 
nineteenth am early twentieth-century, lawrence's interest was 
perhaps no more than intellectual curiosity: "If he had had other 
affairs - it was out of spite or defiance or curiosity" (AR, p.192). 
Like the rubbing or touchirg scenes in both Sons am Lovers between 
Mrs Morel am Paul (SL, pp. 68, 140) am "'!he Virgin am the Gipsy" 
between Yvette am the unnamed Gipsy (VG, pp.246-48) , physical 
contact between two people regardless of their sex does not 
necessarily mean a sexual contact no IlBtter how erotic it might seem. 
Touch for lawrence is not a fulfilment like sex, it is an 
intennediate stage by which the irrli vidual, especially that whose 
spirit or health has gone down, is regenerated am put back again on 
his feet. '!his is probably why all the scenes discussed above em in 
frustration arrl are sometimes followed by serious discussions on 
women and I1Brriage. 
When I1Brriage is discussed between them at the em of the 
chapter, both Aaron and Lilly agree that it needs "readjusting - or 
extending" because ''men have got to starrl up to the fact that manhood 
is more than childhood - am then force women to admit it" (AR, 
pp.123-24). '!his is not an attack on women as nnlch as it is on men 
for allowing themselves to be overruled by the motherly pact between 
women and children: ''When a wanan' s got her children, by Gcxi, she's a 
bitch in a manger" (AR, pp.122-23). Again in anticipation of 
Mellors's protestation in lady Olatterley's Lover: ("I'm not just my 
lady's fucker, after all" (ICL, p.288», Aaron, like captain Hepl::urn, 
refuses to be reduced to a mere object: "they look on a I1Bn as if he 
was nothing rut an instrument to get am rear children... Arrl I'm 
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damned if it is. I want my avn pleasure or not.hin;J: am children be 
damned" (AR, p.123). In a traditional feminist novel, a woman would 
nonnally say this, not a man, rut it seems that lawrence is reversin:] 
the roles here not because he sees himself as effeminate (Mellors 
says "'!bey used to say I had too much of the woman in me" LCL , , 
p.287) rut because he sees man am woman as equally trapped in 
marriage arrl unless they do somet.hin;J about it (e.g. fim new ways of 
reconciliation) bourrl to fight one another. 
Just as women would stick together against men for their 
imependence, so men would also support each other against women for 
male dominance. What the two men have in corranon against women is that 
in searching for their freedom am manhood, they both want their 
women so desperately to believe in them as free imi viduals in the 
first place and to sul:::mit to them in the secorrl: "why can't they 
subnit to a bit of healthy irrlividual authority?" (AR, p.1l9) - which 
they would not do willingly. If Aaron has deserted his wife because 
of her female possess,iveness, Lilly, who is temporarily livin:] apart 
from his Norwegian wife, is contemplating the same punishment because 
"Tanny's the same. She does nothing really rut resist me: my 
authority, or my inflUence, or just me... She thinks I want her to 
subnit to me. So I do, in a measure natural to our two selves. 
Somewhere, she ought to su1:xnit to me" (AR, p.118). To what extent 
lawrence was influenced by his GenTIan uncle, Fritz KrenkOVl, a 
respected international authority on Arabic am Islamic studies, one 
cannot precisely tell, rut if women's sul:::mission to men was not taken 
from or influenced by the Bible or even the Koran, it is very much in 
line with Arabic and Islamic principles. 22 At least it is well known 
that lawrence used to visit his uncle in Leicester and read his 
massive books. 
As far as marriage is concerned, Islam insists that a wife must 
love and obey her husband who, for his part, should respect am treat 
her according to the teachings of the Prophet. '!his is exactly what 
lawrence is trying to achieve in Aaron's Rod through his social 
prophet Lilly who, in his hope of fiming manliness, tries to convert 
love-relations into power-relations: 
We IlIlSt either love or rule. Arrl once the love-IOOde 
changes as chapge it must, for we are worn out am 
becominq evil in its persistence, then the other IOOde 
will take ~ ~ ~ in us. Arrl there will be profourrl, 
profourrl 0 . ence in place of this love-crying, 
obedience to the incalclilable power-urge. Arrl women 
must subnit to the 9!eater soul ill a man, for CNidance: 
am women must subnit to the positive power-soul in man 
for their being. (AR, p.347) 
Without fully cornpreherrling this or rather its workability as a 
theory, Aaron asks Lilly: "And whom shall I subnit to?" "Your soul 
will tell you", replies Lilly (AR, p.347). 
As far as the question of subnission is concerned, the book has 
neither prepared for such a conclusion nor supported 
Lilly's/lawrence's new doctrine of "Life-SUl::mission". It seems to me 
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~ t t in s e a r ~ ~ for a solution to the marriage problem, Lawrence 
trl.es, (unsuccessfully though) to relate female subnission to male 
frien:lship just as he did in Women in IDve. Even if he is influenced 
by Lilly, Aaron is not totally prepared to subnit to the leadership 
of the little man. His strong refusal to give in to either women or 
society which has been established throughout the novel is hardly a 
preparation for yielding to Lilly. Earlier, when Lilly advocates male 
solidarity as a counter-revolution to female predominance in 
marriage, while presuming the leader's role, Aaron does not hesitate 
to criticize him: "You're no more than a man... what have you got, 
more than me or Jim Bricknell! Only a bigger choice of words, it 
seems to me" (AR, p.127) - a challenging statement which has pranpted 
Lilly to say: "You talk to me like a woman, Aaron" and later "You 
answer me like a woman, Aaron" (AR, pp.129-133). Women, on the other 
hand, are not even ready to consider such a theory, let alone 
subnission. '!here is no indication in the novel that women, 
especially LDttie and Tanny, would make a concession. On the 
contrary, the more their husbands rebel against them, the more solid 
they become in their resistance to the male supremacy concept. It is 
because of this UJXIUalified conclusion of subnission that Lawrence 
had to write Kangaroo and 'Ihe Plumed Serpent and investigate more 
thoroughly the interaction of love and power in marriage and society. 
III 
liThe captain's Doll" (1923) 
Although not strictly a novel, "'Ihe captain's Doll" demands 
attention at this point not only because marriage is centrally 
explored from a male point of view, rut also because of its 
publication in the year following Aaron's Rod which suggests a strong 
thematical kinship with the novel. Like '!he Mayor of casterbridge arrl 
Aaron's Rod, "'Ihe captain's Doll" (1923) is a masculinist novella 
which investigates the predicament of a man who, upon being trapped 
in love and marriage relationships, seeks his freedom by embarking on 
a process of self-discovery in a female-dominated world. Alexarrler 
Heprurn, the Scottish captain, is already married to an Irish woman 
and in love with a Gennan Countess, when the story begins. '!his is 
already a problem in itself rut the captain does not seem to worry 
about it at all because to him there is nothing that matters "outside 
this roam at this minute. Nothing in time or space matters to me" 
(CD, p .171). Even though HepbJrn is irrlifferent to many things in 
life he, like March in "'!he Fox", seems to be restlessly preoccupied 
"as if he were only half attending, as if he were thinking of 
sanething else" (CD, p.166). Despite "the meaninglessness of him 
[which] fascinated her and left her powerless" (CD, p.172) , Countess 
Hannele "couldn't help being in love with the man: with his hams, 
with his strange, fascinating physique, with his incalculable 
presence" (CD, p.170). 
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Apparently Hannele is attracted to HepbJrn for his 
mysteriousness: "It was all like a mystery to her, as if one of the 
men from Mars were loving her. Arrl she was heavy am spellbourrl, am 
she loved the spell that bourrl her" (CD, p.172). '!his is hardly a new 
theme in lawrence's fiction; a sexually frustrated upper middle-class 
woman seeking salvation in sexual intimacy with a primitive dark man 
is a recurrent pattern. Like Hannele, Alvina Houghton in 1he Lost 
Girl, Ellen March in "1he Fox", lDu carr.in:fton in "st. Mawr", Kate 
leslie in '!he Pll.nned Serpent, Yvette in "1he Virgin am the Gipsy" 
and Connie Olatterley in lady Olatterley's Lover are all thrilled by 
the mysterious presence of their sensual partners _ (March am Lou are 
even impressed by the sexual vitality of the animals [fox and horse] 
they are involved with when their men are either ab:;ent or proved 
inhibited). Disturbed am irritated by the captain's irrlecisiveness, 
Hannele approaches him for reassurance of his love to her: "Do I 
matter?" (0), p.168). It is not until Mrs HepbJrn is mentioned that 
the captain stannners in his answer: '''My wife? My wife?' He seemed to 
let the word stray out of him as if he did not quite k:n<:M what it 
meant. 'Why, yes, I suppose she is important in her own sphere'" (CD, 
p.169). 
When Hannele awakens the half-conscious captain to consider his 
"dilenuna", he shows little inclination to make up his mind about the 
situation: "I don't knOiN. I don't k:n<:M yet. I haven't made up my mind 
what I'm going to do" (CD, p.169). Like the doll Hannele is making, 
captain Hepturn is "as unreal as a person in a dream, whom one has 
never heard of in actual life" that whenever he disappears she wants 
"to see him again, to k:n<:M if it was really so" (CD, p.178). Even the 
doll, in comparison with him, seems "too real" (CD, p.172). What 
lawrence is trying to do here is to draw the parallel between the 
captain and the doll even closer, just as he has done between Henry 
and the fox on the one hand am Rico am st. Mawr on the other, in 
order to emphasise the futility of Hephrrn. '!he more she cross 
examines him, the more she is convinced that the captain is actually 
the doll: "He was like the doll, a tall, slerrler, well-bred man in 
uniform" (CD, p.165). In fact, lawrence's description of the portrait 
is more comprehensive and detailed than that of Hephrrn, and it is 
through the portrait that one can see what the captain looks like: 
"It was a perfect portrait of an officer of a Sottish regiment ... " 
«l), p.162). 
In addition to their strong physical resemblance, the captain 
has a doll-like character. When Hannele for exarrple asks him after 
his wife's sudden arrival: "But doesn't she expect you to make love 
to her?", he, like Skrebensky in '!he Rainbow, seems to take no notice 
of the significance of the question: "I don't mind, really [because] 
I don't consider I count" (CD, p.182). Just as Ursula ridicules 
Skrebensky when he denies his separate existence fran the army and 
the nation ("It seems to me... as if you weren't anybody - as if 
there weren't anybody there, where are you. Are you anybody, really? 
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You seem like n o t h ~ ~ to IlE" (R, p.31, also see p. 328) ), Hannele 
similar ly sees Heprurn as "a sort of psychic phenomenon like a 
grasshopper or a tadpole or an anunonite. Not to be regarded frem a 
human point of view. No, he just wasn't nonnal. Ard she had been 
fascinated by him!" (CD, p.183). She would have said a "doll" had she 
considered it carefully: "Ard he called himself a man!" (CD, p.183). 
rrbe sudden appearance of Heprurn' s wife in ocx::upied Germany, 
where JOOSt of the actions take place, has exacerbated the situation 
for both the husbarrl ani his mistress. SuspectiIq SOI'OOthing amiss, 
she comes to reclaim her doll-like husbarrl from the Gennan woman. 
Mistaking Baroness Mitchka for the captain's lover, Mrs Heprurn, who 
herself looks "extraordinarily like one of Hannele's dolls" (CD, 
p.184) , wittily attacks her by talking to her frierrl Hannele. She 
first starts by hiding her antagonism behirrl cliche, a female tactic 
of which Lawrence says: "if any woman wishes to remove her husbarrl 
from the clutches of another female, let her only invite this female 
to tea ani talk quite sincerely about 'my husbarrl, you know'" (CD, 
pp.194-95) . rrben after the prelilninaries of wartime moral 
deterioration ani her extra-marital sexual affairs of which she 
ironically says "Of course it is the women who are to blame in the 
first place. We poor women! We are a guilty race" (CD, p.186) , she 
discusses her husbarrl' s conuni tment to her, and how on their wedding 
night he "kneeled down in front of me and promised, with God's help, 
to make my life happy" (CD, P .188) . 
Although the story, as Graham Hough has pointed out, is "done 
in a vein of accomplished social comedy that Lawrence undoubtedly 
possessed rut did not often care to exercise", 22 one cannot help 
noticing Lawrence's satirisiIq of his own marriage strain. Much of 
what Mrs Hephrrn says about her marriage and herself is painstakingly 
true of the Lawrences. To what degree "'!he captain's Doll" is 
influenced by Lawrence's life is not hard to tell, for the parallels 
between the Lawrences ani the Hephlrns are very great indeed (see CD, 
pp.186-89, 196 and 250) .23 Like Frieda, Mrs Heprurn not only 
dcminates her husband in marriage and plays the Magna Mater figure 
rut also finds it very important for her to flirt around: "I have to 
flirt a little - ani when I was younger - well, the men didn't escape 
me, I assure you" (CD, p.187) , while the captain, according to her, 
"never minded" these affairs. (rrbe name otto, otto Gross, one of 
Frieda's Gennan lovers, does get mentioned in CD, P .179, b.rt in 
connection with Hannele who is also based on Frieda). Perhaps it is 
not until the death of Mrs Heprurn which Lawrence not convincingly 
rut conveniently contrives by throwing her out of the hotel wirrlow 
after she has played her role successfully, that the captain is able 
to see marriage as an equal partnership between man and woman and 
d i s t ~ i s h h between what it is "to be a wife ... to be loved and 
shielded as a wife [ani] ... a flirting woman" (CD, p.250). 
At this stage, Hannele is even more confused about Heprurn. His 
two ilnages, the doll who has made the vow to his wife and the 
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mysterious lover who has succeeded so far in keepirg her urrler his 
spell, force her to urrlergo a change. '!his change does not merely 
happen as a result of her ability to identify the captain with the 
doll ("And weren't you a doll, good heavens! You were nothirg rut a 
doll. So what hurt does it do you?" (CD, p.244)), rut also as a 
consequence of the way the wife reveals herself as the silly little 
elderly woman to wham Hepb..rrn has knelt: "Hannele would have thought 
it almost natural: almost a necessary part. of the show of love. But 
at the feet of that other little woman!" (CD, p.195). Obviously, 
Hannele does not like Mrs Hepb..rrn and therefore, she is amazed to see 
the lion mastered by the lamb: "Had she been dreaming, to be in love 
with him? Oh, she wished so much she had never been. She wished she 
had never given herself away. To him! - given herself away to him! -
and so abjectly... So he had seemed to her: like a mute caesar. Like 
Germanicus" (m, p.196). 
Born for the second time after his wife's death and the 
suh:;equent estrangement with Hannele, Heprurn seeks her first in 
Munich where he sees his doll displayed for sale and purchases it (a 
symbolic action which suggests the re-possessirg of his soul), and 
then in Austria where he finds Hannele about to many the Herr 
Regierungsrat who makes her feel like "a queen in exile" (CD, p.214). 
On a trip to the Alps, Hepburn wins her back from the Austrian 
official and offers to many her only if she will honour and obey 
him: "Honour and Obedience: and the proper physical feelings. To me 
that is marriage. Nothing else" (CD, p.248). She, on the other hand, 
insists on love as the basis for marriage because "It's the same 
thing. If you love, then everything is there - all the lot: your 
honour and obedience and everything. And if love isn' t there, nothing 
is there" (m, p.248). Despite their opposition which can be seen as 
part of their struggle for power, they are of one mind: he wants 
mastership ("I don't want marriage on a basis of love" (CD, p.247)) 
in order to protect his individuality and she wants love on equal 
terms ("It must be love on equal tenns or nothing" (CD, p.236)) in 
order to secure her womanhood. 24 
since individuality, according to Lawrence's essay "Love was 
Once a Little Boy", is the al:solute opposite of love and not hate, 
Hepb.rrn cannot love Hannele and at the same time preserve his 
individuality (e. g. manliness) intact unless she too is ready to 
sul:mit to him, for in marriage one has to lose the self in the 
process of loving in order to find it fulfilled in consummation with 
the other partner. In another essay ''Matriarchy'', Lawrence writes: 
" [Modern man] is. .. afraid of being swamped, turned into a mere 
acx::essory of bare-limbed, swooping WOIM1li swamped by numbers, swamped 
by her devouring energy. He talks rather bitterly about rule of 
waneI1. •• woman has emerged and you can' t put her back again. And she 
, sh ~ . - - 't" 24 It ' is not going back to her own accord, not 1f e h l r v w ~ ~ 1. 1S 
this fear of women's emancipation and withholding of the self in 
marriage that threatens Heprurn's/Lawrence's integrity and leads him, 
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as it did Birkin before him in Women in Love, to advocate a new 
philosophy of lovim and to insist on his manliness in tile marriage 
bargain because, as he tells Hannele: 
"any woman, today, no matter hew much she loves her man 
- She could start any minute and make a doll of him. 
And the doll would 00 her hero: and her hero would be 
n9 more. ~ ~ her dOfl. My wife might have done it. She 
d}d ~ o o 1 ~ ~I m her mind... And her aoll was a great deal 
s1ll1er ~ ~ the one you made. But it's all the same. 
If a woman loves you, she'll make a doll out of you 
She'll never be satisfied till she's made your doll: 
And when she's got your doll, that's all she wants. And 
that's what love means". (m, p.249) 
Just as Birkin intrcrluces his "star-equilihritnn" theory to 
protect himself from the womanliness of Ursula, so HepbJrn insists on 
Hannele's subnission not to sulxlue her, rut to prevent her from 
making a doll out of him. Hannele's surrerrler at the errl, if it is 
surrender at all, does not come from weakness or error in her notions 
of love and marriage, rut from strength.26 Like Ursula in her 
sensible dealims with Birkin, Hannele urrlerstarrls that love on equal 
tenus cannot be achieved unless she first subnit to HepbJrn who in 
return must also yield to her. But before she subnits to him, she 
seeks reassurance: "What will you do for the woman" a question to 
which he answers: "She'll be my wife, and I shall treat her as such. 
If the marriage service says love and cherish - well, in that sense I 
shall do so" (CD, p.250). Hannele knows quite well that HepbJrn loves 
her rut, like Michael Henchard in '!he Mayor of casterbridge (see MC, 
p.348), cannot brim himself to frankly admit it, at least before the 
ceremony, simply because it is "womanliness" and would imply weakness 
in his finally-achieved manhood. It is on this basis, on the basis of 
equality and mutual respect, that Hepb..lrn and Hannele come together 
at the end. Like "'!he Fox", "'!he captain's Doll" comes to an errl and 
Hannele has not yet promised to surrerrler: "I won't say it before the 
marriage service. I needn't, need I?" (m, p.251). '!he last thing she 
wants to do is to b..lrn the captain's doll. 
If "'!he captain's Doll" has some thematical kinship with 
llEen's A Doll's House (for both are works about power and possession 
in love and marriage as the titles clearly suggest), it also has some 
parallels with Hardy's 'lWo on a Tower. Like swithin st Cleeve, 
captain Hepb..rrn is an amateur astroncmer who not only possesses same 
scientific apparatus, a cactus plant arrl two large telescopes, l:ut 
also finds it very essential to go to Fast Africa (Cleeve goes to 
South Africa) to study the stars and write a book on the rroon (m, 
pp.249-50) . At their best, however, these details are hardly 
important to the story of the captain. It seems to me that lawrence 
made these parallels in the story only to show how much he had been 
influenced by Hardy. later on, lawrence will use '!Wo on a Tower as a 
model for the more powerful lady Olatterley's Lover. 
To sum up Part 'IWo, just as women are forced by society's 
conventions to regard marriage as their ultimate destination in life, 
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no matter hCM emancipated they are, so men are encouraged to seek 
materialistic success and power at the expense of marriage. 
Bathsheba, Ursula and Grace are partly defeated in man's world of 
action not because they cannot sustain the struggle with society, rut 
because their passionate nature oblige them to give up the fight for 
marriage. Similar ly , Henchard, Aaron am Hepblrn have lost their 
battles with society and women not because they are not ''masculine'' 
enough to assert. themselves, rut because of their prime necessity to 
come to tenns with their women, and at any cost. Despite their social 
differences and personal preferences, all the protagonists in this 
part have learned that marriage is an institution of equal 
partnership between men and women and thus should be considered by 
society. In Part 'Ibree, men and women will recognise that they are 
naturally opposites, and that in the process of coming together they 




as a Pattern of 
Opposition and Reconciliation 
CHAPTER SIX 
While r.rhe Ra:inbow has some kinship with Hardy's early novels 
(incll.lCiin;J r.rhe Return of the Native) as Cl1apter Four has tried to 
suggest, Women in Love, it nrust be admitted, has al.nnst. nothing in 
common with Tess of the d'Urbervilles other than perhaps their 
"eternal triangle" of love am marriage. Although the two novels 
follow a similar pattern in exploring marriage - a pattern in which 
the protagonist is torn between his or her two lovers who symbolise 
the eternal conflict between sexuality am intellectuality - this 
pattern is by no means maintained until the errl in the later novel. 
Just as Tess is divided in her emotions between Alec am Angel, the 
two "halves" of her being, so Birkin, though at the beginning like 
Tess torn between Ursula am Hennione, is able to seek a wholeness of 
being in his marriage with Ursula, when Gerald is excluded from the 
love equation. Had it not been for his deep interest in the 
comradeship theme at that particular stage, lawrence might have laid 
the true basis for a successful marriage relationship and saved 
himself the trouble of writing lady Chatterley's lDver. 
'!his chapter will seek to show how Hardy and lawrence reach 
opposite resolutions in their handling of the marriage theme even 
though they use almost the same method in their examinations. However, 
it is fair to assume that Hardy's conscious intention, by constantly 
making his protagonists divided aIOOng themselves between their suitors 
so that marriage and fulfilment would always seem iIrpossible - a theme 
which will culminate in Jude the Otscure - is to demolish matrimony as 
a S<X!ial institution, while lawrence's aim, despite his employment of 
the pattern, is to discover new territories on which men and Wonel can 
happily and equally be united. r.Ihis is why the pattern is often 
modified in lawrence and instead of being triangular as in Hardy's 
Tess and Jude, it is usually presented in a fonn of CJPIX>Sites: man 
versus woman. 1 
Before looking ahead to the discussion of Tess of the 
d'Urbervilles, it would seem appropriate to look briefly at a much 
earlier work. It has become a common practice recently to regard h 
Pair of Blue Eyes (1873) as the forerunner of the more powerful Tess 
of the d'Urbervilles (1891). In his postscript to the 1912 Preface to 
A Pair of Blue Eyes, Hardy writes: "it exhibits the romantic stage of 
an idea which was further developed in a later book" {PBE, p.48). 
r.rhere is no doubt that this statement directly refers to Tess, for the 
parallels between the two books are obviously stri.k.inJ. 2 In addition 
to being drawn on a similar pattern in which the heroine falls in love 
with suitors representing opposite sides of her being, the two novels 
also share the same theme of love - a theme in which the heroine's 
conceal..m:nt of a previous relationship with one lover leads to her 
forfeiture as a suitable wife for the other am eventually to her 
destruction. 
Elfride 8wancourt, like Tess Durbeyfield, is destroyed at the 
errl because, having once yielded her heart in an intimate relationship 
to Stephen Smith, she is rejected am punished by her secom lover, 
Henry Knight, who, like Angel Clare, insists on being the "first 
comer" into her life: "I always meant to be the first comer in a 
woman's heart, fresh lips or none for me" (PBE, p.368). rrbough 
Knight's mania is rather different from Angel's conventionality, they 
seem to have almost the same perception about women's sexuality. Again 
like Angel, Pierston, Clym and Giles, and Weed many characters in 
Lawrence's fiction including sir Clifford in Lady <l1atterley's Lover 
and Rico in "st Mawr", Knight is sexually atrophied; he is that 
idealist kind of man who lives largely by the intellect and denies the 
b:xiy (or the "female" in himself, as Lawrence would say). In one of 
the most dramatic scenes in the novel, Elfride, in anticipation of 
Tess, bitterly protests against Knight's patriarchal ideas and those 
of the conventional society he represents: 
"Am I such a - mere characterless toy - as to have no 
attrac-tion in me, apart from - freShness? Haven't I 
brains? You said - ! was clever and ingenious in my 
t h o u ~ t s , , and - isn't that anything? Have I not some 
beau ? I think I have a little - and I know I have -
Yes, do! You have praised my voice, and my manner, 
and my a ~ l i s h r n e n t s . . Yet al1. these together are so 
much rubbish because I - accidentally saw a man before 
you!" (PBE, p.383) 
For those who accuse Hardy of antifeminism, this is something 
for them to consider. In her feminist book, rrbomas Hardy (1989), 
Patricia Ingham concludes her study of the early novels by emphasising 
that: "Hardy struggles but fails to accept a patriarchal view". 3 rrhis 
is partiularly true of Elfride, for in presenting her Hardy (unlike 
Lawrence) wanted on the one hand to please his publishers who insisted 
on a conventional way of writing, while on the other, he wanted to 
satisfy himself and express his own views on women. Hardy's 
uncertainty in harrlling the struggle creates a "fault line" in his 
novels. 'Ihough this slippage is at the heart of Hardy's treatm:mt of 
wanen, it is understood tcrlay by many feminists that Hardy was writing 
against his will. Perhaps it is not tmtil Tess or even Jude that Hardy 
was finally able to write freely on women and marriage. 
If Knight's intellectual ol:session with women's purity prevents 
him from marrying Elfride, smith's inexperience and lack of assertive 
will prevent Elfride from marrying him. smith loses Elfride not 
because of anything intrinsically wrong with him but because of wrong 
decisions. One of these fatal decisions which is to change the destiny 
of the three main figures of the book is Smith's mistake in letting 
Elfride return home urnnarried after their eloperrent to Lomon. As the 
narrator stresses: 
His very kirrlness in letting her return was his 
offence. Elfride had her sex's love of sheer force in a 
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J!"lll, however ill-directedi· am at the critical juncture .m lDrrlon stephen's on y chance of retairu.rg the 
asce.t:mncv over; her that hls face am not his. parts had a ~ e d d for him, would have been by ••• draggi.n;J her py 
the wrist to the rai.ls. of serre altar, am p e r ~ r i l y y
marryl.Jlg her... Dec1s10n, however suicidal, has IrOre 
cl'larfu for a womm than the IrOSt unequivocal Fabian 
success. (PBE, p.179) 
'!his is not exactly fate rut a mere a ~ i d e n t t made out of a wrorg 
choice. Interesti.n;Jly, the passage not only tells how inexperienced 
am foolish Smith is, rut by analogy how decisive am assertive Knight 
would have been. Before the scene on the cliff without a naIOO, Knight 
terns to assert himself and his ideas on every possible situation 
without any flexibility or compromise. When Elfride, for example, asks 
him to specify his preferred colours of eye am hair, hopirg for a 
compliment from him, he discourteously says that he prefers dark hair 
to her own brown an:i hazel eyes to her own blue. To all this, Elfride 
has no choice but to subnit to his assertive behaviour and accept the 
fact that "the more they went against her, the IrOre she respected 
them" (PBE, p.233). In Women in wve, there is a similar scene in 
which Gudrun is attracted to lDerke, the very man who not only has a 
cynical independent standard of admiration for both paintirg and women 
but also prefers much younger women to her (WL, pp.523-29). What these 
two heroines have in COIt'Iron is generalized by Herbert Spencer in his 
book '!he study of Sociology (1897): ''Women will continue attached to 
men who use them ill, but whose brutality goes alorg with power, more 
than they will continue attached to weaker men who use them well". 4 
'Illis reads like one of Hardy's main themes. In Far from the Madding 
CrOVJd, to which Spencer's statement is clearly relevant, Bathsheba 
continues to be faithful to Troy, the man who ill-uses am betrays 
her, while she foolishly rejects Gabriel oak, the gocxi man who 
faithfully loves her. 
To stnn up, A Pair of Blue Eyes, despite its strorg conviction, 
still remains an exploratory work an:i an early sketch for the Irore 
powerful Tess of the d'Urbervilles. one of the main differences 
between the two books, which is also a pri1re defect in the earlier 
novel, is the failure of the writer to show sensuality as the 
immediate opposite of intellectuality. Had Hardy been able then to 
develop his sexual theory of duality like lawrence and clearly show 
not only the opposition between sexuality an:i intellectuality rut 
accordingly develop Smith as a sexual character like Alec in order to 
match the intensity of Knight's intellectualism, he might have written 
a novel that could starn beside Tess an:i Jude. 
I 
Tess of the d'urbervilles (1891) 
In a letter addressed to Florence Henniker on 16 Sept.ernrer 1893, 
Hardy writes: "If you mean to make the world listen, you must say ncM 
what they will all be thinki.n;J an:i sayirg five an:i twenty years hence: 
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and if you do that you must offerrl your conventional frienjs". 5 'Iha.lgh 
this is generally true of many classical novels, it is particularly so 
in Tess of the d'Urbervilles (1891). It was perhaps not tmtil the 
Great War (twenty-five years after Tess was p.lblished) that the 
conventional public was able to synpathize with Tess am fully 
urrlerstarrl her sexual predicament. When he is asked aoout the 
vagueness in fictional treabnent of sex, Hardy answered: "'!his I fear 
the British public would not starn just roN; though, to be sure, we 
are educatinJ it by degrees". 
In another letter (dated 31 December, 1891), Hardy expresses his 
deep concern over the question of the literary treabnent of WOIreI1: "I 
have felt that the doll of Erqlish Fiction must be demolished, if 
Erqlam is to have a school of fiction at all". 6 Whatever stimulated 
Hardy to write this, it seems likely that this letter, though it might 
refer to Tess, may also point to Ibsen's A Doll's House, the 
controversial play which was first performed in Englam in 1889 (nine 
years after its first perfonnance in stockholm). When performed, the 
play not only shocked am outraged Victorian audiences, rut also 
caused many elite newspapers, like the st James's Gazette am '!he 
standard, to tmite against the play am severely attack Nora's 
slanming of the door on her husbarxi, children am home - a liberating 
action which led James Huneker, the influential New York drama am 
music critic, to say at that tiIre: "that slaIt1['OO(j door reverberated 
across the roof of the world". 7 
In a sul:sequent letter (the next day to be precise), Hardy 
refers directly to Tess: 
As to my choice of such a character after such a fall f 
it has been borne in t120n my mirrl for many years tha't: justice has never been aone to such women m fiction. I 
do not knCM if the rule is general, rut in this county 
the qir Is who have made the mistake of Tess alIoc>sl:: 
invarlably lead qpaste lives thereafter, even urrler 
strong temptation. 
What is significant here is the strong relationship between Hardy's 
fiction am the real moral world. If the women in Hardy's Wessex 
(there were plenty of them as Hardy tells us) who have lost their 
virginities before marriage can sul:sequently lead a chaste life, then 
Tess, by ilnplication, can still be pure, at least in spirit if not in 
body. '!his quotation recalls lawrence's essay, "A Propos of ~ ~
Olatterley's l£>ver", where lawrence contrasts "intellectuality" am 
"sensuality" and stands finnly to deferrl "sensuality" against 
"intellectuality" in order to maintain a balance. Both Hardy am 
lawrence play the role of the "prophet" am continue their task of 
educating their readers through their novels. At one point in Tess of 
the d'UrberVilles, Tess reflects on the role of the novel in teaching 
morality and preparing young women for life: "Why didn't you tell Ire 
there was danger in men-folk", she asks her ignorant mother after 
being seduced by Alec d'Urberville. ''Why didn't you warn me? ladies 
know what to ferrl hams against, because they read novels that tell 
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them of these tricks; rut I never had the chance 0' 1e.antin;;J in that 
way" (T, p.87). At another point, Hardy calls Tess's experience sinply 
a "liberal education" (T, p.l03) for the "ache of IrOdernism" (T, 
p.129). 
Intellectuality and sensuality or spirit and flesh are the main 
areas of exploration in this novel. Angel Clare and Alec d'Urberville 
are two extrerres of Tess's life who have failed both to see her as a 
complete hrnnan being and to match her natural strength arrl 
spontaneity. '!hough they seem opposites, one spiritual am ethereal, 
the other sexual and hypocritical, they are complementary and not very 
much different at least in inflicting pain on Tess. 9 'Ibis section 
will, therefore, examine marriage as Tess's problem of reconciling 
body and mirrl as she seeks "wholeness" in her relationships with Alec 
and Angel. '!he discussion will also focus on Hardy's profound feeling 
towards women as he conceived the character of Tess, and on his 
influence on lawrence as he went beyond the Victorian fictional 
tradition. 
In this book, Hardy returns to the simple triangle of lovers. 
'!he woman this time does not literally choose her husband (like 
Elfride in A Pair of Blue Eyes, for instance), rut, instead, is chosen 
and, therefore, cannot rut respond willingly or otherwise to nen's 
advances which she cannot control. Tess, by the work of fate, accident 
and coincidence, is doomed to defeat throughout her life and 
destruction at the end. One of these incidents happens very early in 
the story when Parson Tringham tells John Durbeyfield, Tess's father, 
that the Durbeyfields are the descendants of the ancient and knightly 
family of the d'Urbervilles. This not only flatters John Durbeyfield 
and raises his self-esteem so that he inunediately calls for a horse 
and carriage to take him home, rut also leads the ruI"beyfields to send 
Tess to claim kin with the rich stoke-d'Urbervilles who live near 
Trantridge. Before she does so, another accident takes place and 
forces Tess to overcome her reluctance and go on with her mission. 
From the first pages of the book, one cannot help noticing that Tess's. 
pride and family loyalty are essential qualities of her being which 
will contribute to her tragedy. Self-responsible as she is, and one 
who carries the Wrden of the . family, she blaIOOS herself for both 
Prince's death and the loss of the family livelihood which deperrls 
entirely on the horse. 
'!hough the question of marriage does not cross Tess's mirrl at . 
this stage, her mother Joan has already thought about it, and by 
consulting her fortune-telling book she predicts that Tess's trip will 
lead to a grand and noble marriage for her daughter (T, p. 32). '!he 
mother's plan does not please Tess at all. On the contrary, it makes 
her grcM impatient and leads Tess to regard such a husband as being as 
remote as a star: "If Tess were made rich by marrying a gentleman, 
would she have money enough to ruy a spy-glass so large that it would 
draw the stars as near to her as Nettlecanbe-Tout?" (T, p.55). After 
losing her virginity in '!he Olase, Tess realizes how difficult it will 
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be for her to get married 11C1W. Apparently, Tess is a victim roth of 
fate and of her ignorance of men am sexuality, rut she is not at all 
passive in her IrOral convictions. Her lOC>ther is partly responsible for 
her fall. Joan Durbeyfield approves of all that Tess has done except 
the mistake of not gettin;J Alec to marry her. 10 She tells her 
daughter: "Any woman would have done it rut you, after that!" (T, 
p.87). To this Tess agrees rut her pride has prevented her fram 
approaching Alec with the matrimonial question, as it will stop her 
later on from asking ~ e l l to stay with her after his rejection on the 
wedding night. 'Ibis is evidence of her strergt.h of character, which 
consists in doing not what is expected of her rut what she believes 
in. In defining tragedy, Hardy says: "'!he best tragedy - highest 
tragedy in short - is that of the mRIHY encompassed by the 
INEVITABLE" (Life, p.251). Of all Hardy's characters, Tess is one of 
the worthiest and can only be matched by Jude. 
To pursue the lOC>ther am daughter relationship, one has to 
contrast their views on marriage, conduct am responsibility. since 
they come from two different generations, they are apt to have 
conflicting views on various things. Like Ursula am her mother or 
Anna and her IrOther, Lydia, in lawrence's '!he Rainbow, Tess seems to 
have superior notions to her mother. '!hough Joan Durbeyfield does 
embody the code of IrOrality of the peasantry, Tess does not accept 
these ready-made codes without questioning their suitability to her 
mcx:lern principles. One of t h ~ ~ differences, as Hardy tells us, is the 
question of education: 
Between the IrOther, with her fast-perishing number of 
~ s t i t i o n s , , folk-lore, dialect, and orally 
transmitted ballads, am the daUQhter with her trainea 
National teaclPngs am starrlarcf Knowledge under the 
infinitely Revisea Code, there was a gap of two hundred 
years as ordinarily understood. When they were together 
the Jacobean and tile Victorian ages were juxtaposed. 
(T, p.28) 
As in:licated earlier, Mrs Durbeyfield would rather have Tess 
make Alec many her by using her pregnancy as a threat, rut Tess 
rejects marriage on this basis and she is totally against the idea of 
marrying without love, as becomes clear in her relationship with 
Angel. Of these mcx:lern views Joan Durbeyfield is not totally ignorant. 
However, she raises the issue of responsibility to support her 
argument: "Why didn't ye think of doing some good for your family 
instead 0' thinking only of yourself? See how I've got to teave arrl 
slave, and your poor weak father with his heart clogged like a 
dripping-pan" (T, p.87). '!his appeal could have weakened Tess's 
position and sent her back to Alec had she been weaker in spirit arrl 
detennination. Between marriage am responsibility, Tess is lost 
between right am wrorg. She knows quite well that she has 
responsibility towards her family (like Ethelberta in '!he Harrl of 
Ethelberta) and that because of this responsibility she has lost her 
maidenhood, rut at the same time she does not want to sacrifice 
herself and return to Alec wham she now detests. 
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Alec, on the other harrl, does not consider marriage at all. In 
fact it never crosses his mind (T, p.87). In a way like Fitzpiers, 
Alec is an outsider who comes to disturb the quietness of the 
traditional order, appropriates an old family name to which he has no 
right and treats people as objects without any responsibility towards 
them. Not only does he acquire wealth am power but he also knows 
quite well how to get his way with women. Before he violates Tess in 
"'nle Clase" scene, Alec has already had at least one or two affairs 
with car Darch, the Queen of Spades am another unnamed woman, Queen 
of Diamorxis, who have united against Tess, out of jealousy, in the 
Cllaseborough quarrel which has led to Tess's violation. 'nle difference 
between Alec and Angel in this respect is that where every woman is 
all women for the former, all women are reduced to only one woman for 
the latter. When Tess tells Alec that she could not understarrl his 
"meaning" until it was too late, he in response tells her "'D1at's what 
every woman says" (T, p.83). Obviously, Alec perceives all women as 
one type, created only for a man's sexual pleasure. Being reduced to 
this image Tess reacts impetuously: "How can you dare to use such 
words!... My God, I could knock you out of the gig! Did it never 
strike your mind that what every woman says some women nay feel?" (T, 
p.83). 
later on, Angel also tries to reduce her to another image of his 
eroticism. He sees all women in her as a mere picture of chastity: 
"She was a sort of celestial person, who owed her being to poetry; one 
of those classical divinities" (T, p.211). When he calls her Artelni.s, 
Demeter and other fanciful names, Tess insists "call me Tess" (T, 
p.135). Reducing her to a fo:rm, idea or a type does not please Tess 
who would rather be herself, with her imperfections am natural 
vitality. If Alec is the sexual being in her life, Angel is the 
spiritual. Neither of theJll can apprehend her as a "full being" . 
Intrinsically though, she has to die not as a result of her half 
"being" but ironically because of her completeness. Unlike Tess, 
Ursula at the end of The Ra:inbow manages to escape the danger of nale 
nastership represented by the horses and succeeds in assertirq her 
"whole" being in spite of the nale attenpts to subjugate her in the 
man's world of action. 
In portraying Tess, Hardy expresses his deep feelings towards 
women in general and the heroine in particular. As he explains in his 
letters: "I, too, lost my heart to her as I went on with her history" 
and "I am glad you like Tess - though I have not been able to put on 
paper all that she is, or was, to me" .11 Hardy both gives full SllplX)rt 
to Tess in whatever action she does am at the same time, shares with 
the narrator, characters and readers the erotic feeling she arouses in 
him as he sul::mi ts her to various sexual exposures. Tess appears rrore 
like the object of the narrator's desire than the subject of the 
narrative. 
In A Pair of Blue Eyes, Hardy says that steIilen Smith falls in 
love with Elfride by looking at her and Henry Knight by ceasirq to do 
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so (PBE, p.244). Alec and Angel would have done the same had it not 
been for Tess's greater sensuousness which cannot rut arouse Argel' s 
eroticism as well. Unlike Knight, Argel could not avoid Tess for lorg 
for "he had never before seen a woman's lips am teeth which forced 
upon his mirrl, with such persistent iteration, the old EliZabethan 
simile of roses filled with snow" (T, p.152). For so many times, AnJel 
also "had studied the curves of those lips ... that he could reprcxiuce 
them nentally with ease" (T, p.152). ''Mentally'' is a key word for 
Angel in percei virg Tess. Like Hardy in many different scenes in his 
fiction, Angel is an artist, registerirg Tess's beauty in his 
intellect as a portrait, though not without some sensuous fantasies. 
At one point, he cannot resist his sexual desire as he ol:serves her 
"parted" lips: "He jumped up from his seat, and, leaving his pail to 
be kicked over if the milcher had such a mind, went quickly towards 
the desire of his eyes, and kneeling down beside her, clasped her in 
his anns" (T, p.l53). 
No lM.tter how Angel is moved by the sight of Tess, his 
apprehension of her does not lM.tch that of Alec, whose sexual 
attraction to Tess is beyorrl control. One immediately recalls Arabella 
in Jude the Obscure, who is not only sexually attracted to Jude at 
first sight rut also very sensitive in detecting his moods and needs -
a quality which gives her an advantage over SUe to attract him ani 
manipulate his life. Likewise, Alec is at once attracted to Tess's 
curved lips (T, p.43) and "fullness of growth" (T, p.45). If Angel can 
recall Tess "mentally" , Alec mc:x:lels her according to his sexual 
desire. He insists on placing the strawberries in her mouth, an action 
which causes Tess to be in "a half-pleased, half-reluctant state" (T, 
p.44). He affixes roses on her bosom and hat to which she "obeyed like 
one in a dream" (T, pp 44-5). Finally, and after watching her "pretty" 
and "unconscious" munching, he "Inclined his face towards her as if -. 
But no: he thought better of it; and let her go. 'Ihus the thing began" 
(T, p.45). What has happened here lays the fourrlation for the rape-
seduction scene whose roots owe much to this confrontation between 
Alec and Tess. 
For the first time in her life, Tess is treated like a gro.vn 
woman, as the narrator ol:serves: "It was a luxuriance of aspect, a 
fullness of growth, which lM.de her appear more of a woman than she 
really was" (T, p.45). '!his is how Alec sees and treats her: he 
recognises her as a woman. Simultaneously, this is how she regards 
herself, for she has never experienced before her sexual power as she 
does now with Alec. When she tells Alec about the purpose of her 
visit, she says: "Mother asked me to come... and, Weed, I was in the 
mirrl to do so myself likewise" (T, p.43). 'Ihe extension of the 
sentence stresses the fact that Tess is seeing herself as an 
irrlependent woman with a separate identity and pcMer of decision. Ian 
Gregor rightly regards Tess's trip from Marlott to Trantridge as a 
significant event in her life: "A Journey fram InnocenCe to 
Experience" • 12 
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In expressing his sensuality, Alec d'Urberville, besides the 
strawberries am roses scenes, uses the horse as a sign for his sexual 
vitality. Like Rico in lawrence's list Mawr" arx:l Gerald Crich in Women 
in lDve, Alec tries to ah.lse the mare as he arx:l Tess ride on the gig. 
'!he parallel between the mare arx:l Tess is very striking. Alec tells 
her: "If any livirxJ man can manage this horse I can - I won't say any 
Ii virxJ man can do it - rut if such has the power, I am he" (T, p. 56) . 
'Ibis not only shows his power in subjugatirxJ the horse rut also 
foreshadows the future relationship between Alec arx:l Tess arx:l more 
specifically what happens in '!he Chase scene. still more, Hardy draws 
the comparison closer as Alec says: "It was fate I suppose ..• Tib has 
killed one chap: arx:l just after I bought her she nearly killed me. Ani 
then, take my word for it, I nearly killed her. But she's touchy 
still, very touchy; one's life is hardly safe behirrl her sometimes" 
(T, p.56). 1his reads like the blueprint of the story especially when 
the murder at the enj of the story is considered, for Alec speaks of 
the horse as if he is subconsciously referring to Tess. In the same 
way Alec forces the horse against her will (T, pp. 56-7), he will also 
sul:xiue Tess's freedom. But can he really manage Tess as he does the 
horse? '!he answer, symbolically speaking, must be negative, for Tess 
herself has killed a horse (even if it is by neglect). As far as 
Tess's feminism is concerned, she, unlike Elfride, intends to assert 
herself am fight for her freedom even if this leads her at the ern to 
kill Alec and face a murder charge. Hardy arx:l lawrence use the horse 
as a sign for both sexual vitality and struggle for power between man 
arx:l woman. '!he difference between them in this respect is that whereas 
Hardy uses a sensual character to rule the will of the horse or the 
woman by practisirxJ his sexual power, lawrence uses an intellectual 
one in Women in Love, Mr Noon (MN, p.264) and list Mawr" (the only tilte 
Hardy uses a horse to attack intellectualism is in Jude where a 
"Doctor" kicks his horse in the belly in front of the college gates 
because it has not yielded to its master (JO, p. 400) ) . 
In the rape-seduction scene, one would like to see how this 
struggle of wills develops between Alec arx:l Tess. But since the whole 
scene is ambiguous, readers have to look elsewhere in the novel to 
satisfy their curiosity. If lawrence is exploring sexuality as a 
creative force in his novels from inside, as he does in ~ ~
C'latterley's Lover for example, Hardy is certainly r e v e r s ~ ~ this 
lOOthod because sexuality for him is a destructive force and, 
therefore, hiding it from his conventional Victorian readers would be 
a priority. It seems to me that Hardy had to ob3cure the scene in 
order to implicitly emphasise women's sexual instinct which the 
Victorians, including Dr. William Acton, denied as part of their 
healthy nature, arx:l which Hardy could not make clear without offerrli.rXJ 
the society's double starrlard of sexual morality. Whether it is rape 
or seduction nobcx:ly really knows, for there is evidence to support 
either argument. In the Graphic serialization of Tess of the 
d'Urbervilles, the heroine was tricked into a I'OClCk-rnarriage with Alec 
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arrl there was no rape. Despite the fact that Tess's seduction was made 
socially acceptable as she thought she was lawfully marrying Alec 
Hardy had to alter this scene and make it more ambiguous while he wa::, 
at the same time deferrling Tess. '!he question l1CM arises: Why did 
Hardy change the scene while he was still arguin:J for Tess's purity? 
If Hardy had kept the scene as it was in the serialized version , 
he would have reduced it to a mere incident in the novel. Furthenoore, 
he would have reduced Alec to the status of a villain of whose action 
the author disapproves, which is contrary to what Hardy is doing in 
the novel. Alec might have been the villain to many Victorian readers 
arrl critics rut today he might be seen as the healthy average man and 
in Lawrencean terms "aristocrat" whose only mistake is being very 
sensual: as Lawrence sees him "there is gcxxl stuff gone wrong". '!he 
same argument can apply to Gertrude and Walter Morel in Sons and 
lovers, and Mellors and sir Clifford in Lady Olatterley's lover. 13 It 
is, therefore, Hardy's pcMerful imagination that has led him to 
obscure "TIle Chase" scene and make it one of the most memorable events 
not only in this l::ook rut in his entire fictional world. As with the 
horses scene at the end of '!he Rainbow, any attempt to explain what 
has happened between Alec and Tess would ul timatel y lead to 
reductionism. 14 
In Tess of the d'Urbervilles the question of marriage is to a 
great extent linked with sex. In allnost all of Hardy's novels, 
marriage is explored from the outset (unlike Lawrence) as an 
institution which is involved mainly with the Victorian social 
problems of class, education, women's rights and liberation as well as 
sexuality. It is only in Tess of the d'Urbervilles and Jude the 
Obscure that Hardy explores this theme so profourrlly to the degree to 
which sex and marriage become almost identical as one issue. '!his is 
why the two books are considered today as Hardy's ''modern'' novels, as 
they have much in corranon with some aspects of twentieth-century 
thinking. 
1his, however, does not mean that if Hardy had written Tess in 
recent years, he would have made a great tragedy, for Tess's problems, 
although modern, are still linked with time and place. As far as love 
and marriage in England are concerned, the Victorian Tess would not 
have any problem in today's England after losing her virginity. But 
Tess's problem is a universal one. Although the novel is socially and 
historically significant in representing Hardy's wessex, it still 
emlxxiies a moral problem which can arise in any other conservative 
society around the world. While speaking of Hardy's universality after 
a visit to India, Nonnan Page writes: "So much of what Hardy has to 
say about nineteenth century England is true of present-day India". It 
is even true in IYK:>St, if not all, Arabic ani Islamic COtllltries aroun::i 
the globe, especially when the issues of virginity arrl female 
sexuality are considered. Like Hardy's wessex, these conservative 
societies demand that woman, unless married before, be pure on her 
wedding night or else she would be considered a fallen woman. 15 
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It is allnost impossible 
referring to the subject of 
Hardy says: 
to talk about marriage in Tess without 
"purity". In d e f o ~ ; " " " " " Tess's ' - ~ ~ ~ purlty, 
I still maintain that her innate purity remained intact 
to the very, last; though I frankly own that a certain 
outward p u : r T ~ y y le,ft her on her l a s ~ ~ fall. I regard her 
then as bemg ill the hands of circum.stances not 
morally r ~ n s i b l ~ 6 6 a mere corpse d r i f t ~ ~ with the 
current to ner end. 
One cannot say that Tess is siJnply "pure" in the more irrportant sense 
without any responsibility on her side for her downfall. To accept 
Hardy's claim is to contradict lawrence's generalization: "Never trust 
the artist. Trust the Tale" .17 Fortunately though, this does not 
disqualify Hardy's argument for Angel stands in defence of his creator 
in this matter. In Brazil and after c o n s i d e r ~ ~ Tess as an "impure 
wanan", Angel questions his old conventions as he comes to maturity: 
''Who was the moral man? .. who was the moral woman?" (T, p.328). He 
then decides: "'!he beauty or ugliness of a character lay not only in 
its achievements, but in its aims and iJnpulses; its true history lay 
not among t h ~ s s done, but among t h ~ s s willed" (T, pp.328-9). If this 
moral code is accepted then one would not disagree with what Hardy 
says about the purity of his heroine. Tess is pure without being 
totally innocent. 
Hardy was detennined to present Tess as a "pure woman" am at 
the last moment added the subtitle of the book. He set out to 
aa:::ornplish this by a number of means. First, he associates Tess with 
nature. Tess is not only "a Child of Nature" but she is Nature 
herself. 'Ihroughout the book, Hardy emphasises the innocence of Tess 
through her association with Nature: "At times her whimsical fancy 
would intensify natural processes arourrl her till they seemed a part 
of her own story... It was they that were out of hannony with the 
actual world, not she" (T, p.91). When he first falls in love with her 
in Talbothays, Angel reads Tess as a pure woman: "What a fresh am 
virginal daughter of Nature that milkmaid is" (T, p.124) . '!he 
comparison between Tess am nature is sustained rut it is enough to 
accept what Hardy has said in his preface to those readers who have 
objected to Tess as a "pure" wanan: "'!hey ignore the nvaaning of the 
word in Nature" (T, pp. 4-5) . 
Secondly, he associates Tess with animals. '!he resemblance of 
Tess to a "creature of Nature" is highlighted by animal similes am 
symbolism. Some of these animals are vulnerable like birds, cats, 
rabbits, pheasants (see T, p.9 am p.127) , while others are less so: 
she once looks at Alec d'Urbervilles with "her large eyes... like 
those of a wild animal" (T, p.57) am "he saw the red interior of her 
nouth as if it had been a snake's" (T, p.172). What Tess has in ccmron 
with these animals is the ability of sensing danger in the sanE way 
Gabriel oak in Far from the Madding crowd senses the charges of the 
weather. Besides the r e c u r r ~ ~ theme of the d'Urbervilles's coach 
which she sees am hears throughout the novel, Tess feels as if 
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something tad would happen to her whenever she considers goin;J to or 
with Alec. When her mother asks her to claim kinship with the 
d'Urbervilles she replies "I'd rather try to get work" (T, p.39); am 
later on before she goes to work for the d'Urbervilles, she says "I 
would rather stay here with father and you" (T, p.48). When her nother 
asks her why, she answers "I'd rather not tell you why, mother _ 
Weed I don't quite knc:M why" (T, p.48). In Chaseborough (before the 
seduction-rape scene) Tess also refuses to go with Alec despite her 
fatigue (T, p. 68) . She would rather walk than jeopardise her 
maidenhcx:x:i . 
Finally, Hardy presents Tess as a pure woman by emphasisin;J her 
spontaneity. In all the critical moments of her life, varyin;J fram 
Prince's death and her seduction by Alec to the staircase scene at the 
Herons and her capture by the police at stonehenge, she is either 
asleep or semi -conscious. One cannot blame Tess for her physical 
subnission to cirCLmlStances more than one can blame a child or a bird 
for its spontaneity. By drama.tising these elements and associatin;J her 
with instinct and intuition Hardy succeeds in makin;J a strong case for 
Tess's purity. 
'!he question of Tess's purity becomes the central issue in "'!he 
Rally" and "'!he Consequence". Hardy makes it the bottom line of 
marriage between Tess and Angel who are drawn to one another in spite 
of their hesitations: Tess, because of her lost virginity, decides not 
to marry and Angel, because of his social standing, looks for an equal 
partner (see T, p.166, p.189). (In lady Chatterley's LDver, Connie am 
Mellors come together in spite of themselves in the same manner see 
LCL, pp.120-21). Divided against themselves as they are, Tess has to 
join her past experience (with Alec) with her present affection (for 
Angel); while Angel has to reconcile his "advanced ideas" of existence 
with his conflicting conventional behaviour before they can achieve 
their "individuality" and liberate the "self" fram the grip of the 
past and its moral codes. Like Henry Knight, who insists on being the 
"first comer" in a woman's heart, Angel Clare is so obsessed with 
Tess's purity that he refuses to consummate the marriage when she told 
him what had happened to her. 18 It is this very quality that first 
attracts Angel to Tess and makes him fall in love with her. Also, it 
has continued to do so until even after her confession, as she tells 
him: "it is in your own mind, what you are angry at, Angel; it is not 
in me" (T, p.229). 
In anticipation of lawrence's characters, the split between mind 
and heart is a crucial element in Angel's life. Hardy presents him as 
a semi -emancipated thinker who has rejected his family's religious 
approach to life and joined the agricultural corranunity to prepare for 
his future life as a fanner. Although he regards himself as 
intellectually liberated from <llristianity, he is still depen:lent upon 
the Olristian ethic. His greatest problem is the fact that he, like 
Grace in '!he Woodlanders, is left without a proper identity. 'Ibis 
becomes clear in the dairy fann as the employees are uncertain whether 
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to treat him as a gentleman or otherwise. He is one of those sceptics 
who are caught, arourrl the tum of the century, between lOOdernism an::l 
traditionalism. 
AssociatinJ Tess with Nature an::l purity, he fashions her 
according to his V1Slon: "She was no longer the mil1anaid, tut a 
visionary essence of woman - a whole sex corrlensed into one typical 
fono" (T, pp.134-5). TIrroughout the book, Tess is aware of Angel's 
spiritual love for her. It is because of his idealization of her that 
she keeps rejectinJ his proposal of marriage. She knows quite well 
that he would refuse her once he learns about her past, rut still she 
cannot help lovinJ him: "0 my love, my love, why do I love you so! ... 
for she you love is not my real self, but one in my image; the one I 
might have been" (T, p.212). Tess is right in her judgement, for when 
she reveals her secret, Angel denies her am refuses to consummate the 
marriage: "You were one person: now you are another" (T, p.226). since 
she is not "pure" then she is a fallen woman, a Magdalen figure. 
In proposing marriage, Angel tells her: "I wish to ask you 
somethinJ, of a very practical nature... I shall soon want to marry 
am beinJ a fanner, you see I shall require for my wife a woman who 
kn<:kJs all about the management of farms. will you be that woman 
Tessy?" (T, p.173). Like Gabriel Oak in Far from the Madding Crovrl 
(see FMC, pp. 78-9) , Angel denies the existence of Tess as an 
irrlividual woman. He formulates the shape of his interrled wife an::l 
asks Tess if she would fit into it. He would have offered a piano, a 
pony-carriage am flowers to convince her had he had other thoughts in 
his mind about her love for him. "Do you say no? SUrely you love me?" 
(T, p.173). FailinJ to understand Tess's independence am ambivalent 
hesitations is part of Angel's ignorance am hypcx:risy. (Compare 
Angel's proposal with that of Parson Maybold in Under the Greenwood 
Tree, pp.199-200). 
'Ihough Tess's refusal is not exactly based on this readi.m, for 
she is too hlsy thinking of her purity, it still can be seen as a good 
reason for her to reject Angel altogether as Bathsheba does oak. But 
since Tess is very much in love with Angel, who is so "godlike in her 
eyes" (T, p.183) , she cannot question his feminism any more than she 
can reveal her secret. Preoccupied as she is with his love on the one 
hand and with her past on the other, she answers: "0 yes! yes! Arxi I 
would rather be yours than anybody's in the world ... But I cannot 
many you ... I don't want to marry. I have not thought 0' doi.m it. I 
cannot. I only want to love you" (T, p.173). Whether or not Hardy is 
suggesting that Tess would be willing to live unrrarried with Angel as 
Sue Bridehead does later with Jude in Jude the Otscure is not truly 
evident. What is evident in this respect, however, is Tess's avn 
autonomy to choose am self-hood to assert. 
In highlighting the marriage story between Tess and Angel, Hardy 
introduces an anecrlote about Jack Dollop who, like Alec d'Urberville, 
has wronged a wornan am married a widow for her money only to fim 
himself trapped in marriage as her income has ceased once she is 
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married. 'Ibis tale not only annoys Tess arrl gives her the stre.n;Jth to 
refuse Angel once rrore, bIt also foreshadows the out:c::aoo of her 
marriage with Angel. Although she tries very hard to tell her secret , 
Hardy by the use of incident am coincidence prevents her fran dol..rq 
so until the ~ ~ night. Unlike the s h r ~ e r r Fancy Day in Un:ier the 
Greenwcxxi Tree, Tess, stimulated by Angel's confession of his past 
love-affair with a woman in London, reveals the secret of her life 
only to be rejected in totally unfair judgement: 
"I thOUQht, Anqel, that you loved me - me my very 
self! If' it is 1: you do love, 0 how can it ~ ~ tnat you 
look and speak so? It frightens me! Havl..rq begun to 
lC?Ve you, r love you for ever - in all chancJes, rn all 
disgraces, because you are yourself. I ask no more. 
'!hen how can you, 0 my own husband, stop lovl..rq me?" 
(T, p.226) 
To this eternal love Angel has no answer, because love for him • 
is either white or black, virtue or vice. At that stage, Tess ceases 
to be ethereal; she is no longer the ideal image he has painted in his 
imagination: "You almost make me say you are an unapprehending peasant 
woman, who have never been initiated into the proportions of social 
things" (T, p.229). Ironically though, Angel speaks of such "social 
things" which he hilnself has just violated. First, by hiding his 
secret from her until it is too late for her to do anything about it. 
Secondly, by not forgiving her sin which is not equal to his, since 
she had no control over it when it has happened: "I was a child - a 
child when it happened! I knew nothing of men" (T, p.229). Finally, by 
violating the marriage vow am the woman to whom he has just pledged 
his troth. By doing so, Angel (like his creator) makes a mockery of 
the whole institution of marriage which instead of uniting man am 
woman legally for life, literally separates them almost the moment it 
is contracted. '!his is indeed an open call for its abolition. 
It is very interesting, however, to see that Tess's pride, which 
has prevented her earlier fram approaching Alec with the question of 
marriage after he has seduced her, is still hindering her from 
inposing herself on Angel when he has rejected her: "I should not have 
let it go on to marriage with you if I had not known that, after all, 
there was a last way out of it for you; though I hoped you would 
never-II (T, pp.234-5). '!he law does not pennit them to obtain a 
divorce (T, p.235), without adultery am/or desertion being proved as 
Hardy shows more fully in '!he Woodlanders and Jude the Otscure. Hence 
Angel and Tess decide to live separately - an action which will not 
only break Tess's heart rut will also serrl her back to Alec am his 
male-dominated society. Tess suffers not fram her seducer tut, 
ironically, fram her husband who has sworn to love arrl cherish her as 
long as he lives. What makes the woun::i too painful this time is her 
love and devotion for Angel. 
Tess is not the only woman to suffer fran Argel's double 
starrlard; the three dairy maids too have not been themselves since the 
couple have married. Retty has tried to drown herself and Marian is 
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fOlll'rl dead drunk. Although these dairy girls have no major roles to 
play in the story, Hardy has introduce.:l them as "sinple am innocent" 
girls, not as serious rivals for Tess for Argel's heart, rut mainly to 
intensify the love-triarqle pattern in the story. '!hey serve as a foil 
to both Tess's character on the one harrl, as the "l'OC>re finely fanned, 
better educated ... for holding her own in Argel Clare's heart against 
these her carrlid frierrls" (T, p.141) , am her anxiety am guilt for 
marrying An1el on the other: "they had deserved better at the h.anjs of 
fate. She has deserved worse; yet she was the chosen one. It was 
wicked of her to take all without paying. She would pay to the 
utt.enrDst farthing: She would tell, there am then" (T, p.220). Like 
Clym Yeo bright after his l'OC>ther's death arxi SUe Bridehead after the 
murder of her children, Tess wants to be punished for a crime that she 
has not done. Now she accepts Angel's desertion as a punishment, am 
the more painful it is the better. 
Meanwhile, in conunenting on what is called "a battle of wills" 
between Alec an:i Tess, Rosemarie Morgan, who deferrls the heroine's 
passivity, argues: "It is, in my opinion, the combination of sexual 
vigour arxi moral rigour that makes Tess not just one of the greatest 
rut also one of the strongest women in the annals of English 
literature" . 19 Tess's strength comes from her heroic ability to do, 
though sometimes passively arrl silently, the unexpected of her as a 
woman in Victorian conventional society. CUriously it is this quality 
that makes her a tragic figure. To Angel am maybe to some readers, 
she is a fallen woman, rut for Alec, her seducer, she is as pure as 
the snow. Although Hardy makes her stay with Alec for a few weeks, he 
does not precisely show what kind of relationship they have had. 
Whatever the interpretation might be, Tess leaves Trantridge arrl her 
honesty an:i pride prevent her from lyin:J al::out loving him despite the 
fact that she would gain much from this falsehcxx:l: "I have honour 
enough left, little as 'tis, not to tell that lie. If I did love you I 
may have the best 0' causes for letting you know it. But I don't" (T, 
p.84). 
Nor would she ask him to amend his mistake (like the nother in 
the story of Jack Dollop who asks the seducer to narry her daughter, 
see T, pp. 137-8), and marry her as her l'OC>ther suggests (see T, p. 87) . 
When Alec asks her if she has come to Trantridge to love am possibly 
marry him (T, p.82), Tess in a defiant manner says: "If I had gone for 
love 0' you, if I ever sincerely loved you, if I loved you still, I 
should .loathe arxi hate myself for my weakness as I do now!... My eyes 
were dazed by you for a little, am that was all" (T, pp.82-3). TIle 
challenge is echoed throughout the l::x:>Ok. Like Aaron in Aaron's Rod am 
Mellors with his wife in lady O1atterley's UNer and SUe Bridehead in 
Jude the Otscure, Tess does not want to became a mere sexual object 
for Alec. '!hough Alec may have appropriated her lxxiy, Tess's spirit 
still remains self-governing and unsuhnissive. It is this spirit that 
Alec is after in "Phase the sixth : '!he Convert". 
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In one of the IrOSt dramatic scenes at Flintcanl:rAsh, Hardy lays 
heavy enphasis on the less than human quality of life. In the same way 
as the irrlustrial machine is disturbirg the quietness of the 
agricultural comnrunity of Hardy's Wessex to which Tess belongs, Alec 
is threatening the heroine's selfhood. '!he Irore Alec am the machine 
can be closely identified, the stronger becomes Tess in her resistance 
am steadfastness. Man am machine alike reduce Tess to Plysical 
exhaustion am mental fatigue without the ability to sulrlue her 
spirit: "It was the ceaselessness of the work which tired her so 
severely, am began to make her wish that she had never came to 
Flintcanl:rAsh" (T, p.316). Her persistence in keepirg up with the 
work, no matter how hard and beyond her ability, clearly shows her 
detennination in resistirg Alec's second t:enptation. 
In order to claim Tess's unyielding spirit, the spirit which he 
could not claim in "'!he Clase" and now desperately wants to possess, 
he proposes marriage (T, pp.306-7). It is important to see that when . 
man fails to win his battle of wills in the love contest, he 
:inunediately seeks marriage as an alternative. His proposal to marry 
the woman who has defied him is a clever means to obtain a lawful 
right to force his woman to subnit to him. '!his theme is Irore fully 
explored in Jude the OOOcure, where SUe resists the t:enptation of 
marriage in order to save herself from yielding to Jude and his sexual 
demands which the matriIronial tie, by right, would bnpose upon her. 
Lawrence explores the same theme in both Women in love and "'!he Fox" 
where Gerald and Henry respectively try very hard to subjugate their 
women by marriage as Lawrence IroCkingly tries to show after they have 
failed to do so outside marriage. 
When Alec discovers that Tess is already married, he then tries 
other methods to get her. First, by blaming and then attackirxJ her 
husband for leaving her: "Far away? From you? What sort of husband can 
he be?" (T, p.308). Later, when he calls her husband ''mule'' (T, 
p.320) , Tess spontaneously swings her heavy glove across his face 
causing him to bleed from the mouth: "Now punish me! . .. Whip me, crush 
me; you need not mind those people under the rick. I shall not cry 
out. Once victim, always victim: that's the law" (T, p.321). Earlier 
in the novel Tess has also insulted Alec not by attackirxJ him, rut 
ironically by passively giving him a kiss upon his master I y request 
(T, pp. 83-84). Tess knows very well that Alec is not ,after the ~ ~ he 
has already appropriated; he wants to possess the mind as welL It 
is not until he convinces her that Angel would not return to her that 
Alec seems to be able to master her body and soul. '!his is why she 
kills him at the end. 
Secondly, by tempting her Irorally and sexually as he has done 
earlier "I saw you innocent, and I deceived you" (T, p. 319), and "flOW 
I cannot get rid of your image, try how I may! It is hard that a good 
woman should do hann to a bad man; yet so it is. If you would only 
pray for me, Tess!" (T, p.310). When he grows iIrp:ltient as he cannot 
resist Tess's voluptuous face (T, p.313), he explicitly asks her to 
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live with him: "Tess, my trap is waitin;J just urrler the hill: am _ 
darlirxj mine, not his! - you know the rest" (T, p.320). sirx::e he 
cannot convince the s e l f ~ o v e r n i n g g Tess to yield to him, he accepts 
her dlallen:Je: "If you are any man's wife you are mine!" (T, p.321). 
Finally am rrost effectively, by helpirg her family generously. 
Alec is smart enough to detect her weaknesses. As he has presented her 
family with the pony earlier am overcome her reluctance in "'!he 
01ase", he is ncM offering to help her am her family out of their 
miseries: "I have enough am rrore than enough to put you out of 
anxiety, both for yourself am your brothers am sisters. I can make 
them all comfortable, if you will only show confidence in me" (T, 
p.324). Here, Alec vacillates between a sincere desire to help Tess 
am a wish to master her again. If poor Tess can resist this 
temptation ncM, she would not hesitate at all to accept Alec's 
proposal when she learns of her family's crucial problems which start 
with the sickness of the rrother, death of the father am end with the 
loss of the house which is leased on her father's life. Again, Hardy, 
by the work of incidence am coincidence, sends Tess, for the second 
time, to Alec's antlS. It is for this second fall that Hardy punishes 
her with death at the end. 
But before Hardy kills Tess for her fatal mistake, he rewards 
her for her innocence, devotion, honesty, patient sacrifice, pride, 
intelligence, responsibility, suffering am arove all purity. In 
"Phase '!be Seventh: FUlfil1nent", Angel returns from Brazil mature 
after he has learned to reconcile his body with his mind and achieVed 
his "self-hood" through recovering his identity. He is soon to learn 
from his parents that Tess's pride, once rrore, has prevented her from 
applyirxj for rroney (T, p. 358), am he inunediately goes after her. In 
the Herons at Sandbourne, he finds her rut to his disappointment, she 
is Ii virxj with Alec. In one of the most rroving scenes in the l:x:x:>k, 
Tess who seems like "a fugitive in a dream", illustrates what has 
happened to her: "He kept on saying you would never come any rrore, and 
that I was a foolish woman. He was very kind to me, and to rrother, and 
to all of us after father's death. He _II (T, p.365). Although Alec 
seduces am lies to her, Tess cannot deny the fact that his goodness 
is much greater than Angel's. Alec' s only mistake is that he insists 
on seeirxj Tess as the embodiment of his desire, somebody who belongs 
to him and exterrls his being. 21 
While she is still hallucinating, Tess continues the expression 
of her conflictirxj emotions in which she blames both Alec am Angel 
for her wretchedness: "I hate him DCfoN, because he told me a lie - that 
you would not come again; am you have come!... He had been as husbard 
to me: you never had! But - will you go away, Angel, please, an::l never 
came anymore?" (T, p.366). As soon as she realizes what she has done, 
she kills Alec am runs after Angel. It might be Sl.JWOS€d that if 
Angel does not accept her in adultery, he would hardly accept her as a 
murderess; rut Angel is a c.hanqed man am is in the weaker position as 
he, symbolically, stands beneath Tess in the staircase scene am has 
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reached the stage in which he is obliged to accept an::l forgive 
whatever she does because the damage he has caused her is beyorrl 
repair. More illlportant still is the fact that ArxJel has subconsciously 
insisted on Alec's death as a precorrlition for their reunion: ''How can 
we live together while that llm1 lives? - he beirg your husbard in 
Nature, am not I. If he were dead it might be different" (T, p.239). 
'!hese words have been inscribed on Tess's meroc>ry an::l she seems 
to recollect them whenever Alec is arourrl: "I feared long ago, when I 
struck him on the mouth with my glove, that I might do it some day for 
the trap he set for Ire in my siInple youth, an::l his wrong to you 
through Ire" (T, p.372). In a note written arourrl the time of the 
novel, Hardy does not blame Tess for her crime: "When a married woman 
who has a lover kills her husband, she does not really wish to kill 
her husbarrl; she wishes to kill the situation" (Life, p.221). Tess is, . 
therefore, not a crilninal rut a victim of uncontrollable forces of 
fate am of both Alec an::l ArxJel. Her actions may be bad rut still 
justifiable because her intentions are good an::l this is what COill1ts. 
In what can be seen as the period of autonomy, Tess and ArxJel 
achieve, for the first time, their coJ1Sl..lll1lllation in marriage. Like 
Henry Knight am Jocelyn Pierston, 'ArxJel Clare is in love with an 
image of Tess rather than the embodiment of her.' Where these Iren love, 
they cannot desire am where they desire they cannot love. '!his is not 
only a psychological theory which can be taken as a proof of Hardy's 
deep foresight am anticipation of Freud rut also a major there in 
late nineteenth am early twentieth century fiction, especially that 
of Lawrence. 22 But unlike Knight an::l Pierston, ArxJel succeeds 
eventually in acceptirg Tess as an embodiment of his desire. By dOi.rxJ 
so, he reconciles imagination with reality and comes on good terms 
with his conflictirg enotions. 
Tess on the other harrl, has already achieVed her irxlividuality 
through her severe schooling with Alec's sexuality an::l Argel' s 
intellectuality. It is interesting, however, to see that in Tess of 
the d'Urbervilles the three main characters assume their "full being" 
by reconciling mind and body in a peculiar pattern as the diagram 
shows belOW'. Tess discovers her own sexuality through Alec and, 
sul:sequently, defines Argel's who, being an intellectual character, 
helps her achieve her integrity as she combines both Alec's "female 
camponent" with Argel's ''male conp::>nent". NOW' full "being", she first 
helps Alec to becane spiritual to a certain extent am, therefore, he 
has almost succeeded in putting spirit am flesh together to becarre 
complete. At the same time, she assists Argel to recognize his l:xJdy as 
he learns to accept her as an embodiment of his passion am becx:xoos a 
whole "being". since Alec fails to becane CCIl'plete she kills him and 
asst.nnes fulfilIrent with Argel for a while before she is executed. 
(Although this theory of reconciling l:xJdy am mi.rrl was developerl by 
Lawrence , it was first tentatively alluded to and explored by Hardy as 
"'!he study" has shown; also see Life, pp.148-9). 
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Marriage in Tess of the d'Urbervilles is very much in line with 
its presentation in Hardy's other novels in which a dlaracter, usually 
the heroine, is caught between two or more self-selected suitors arrl 
she has to make a choice among them according to either social 
background, education, wealth and love; or, on the other ham, 
psychological suitability in terns of sexual and intellectual 
campatibili ty. In Victorian society, female sexuality was widely 
believoo, especially by religious moralist groups, to be virtually 
non-existent. It was only men who possessErl this natural desire arrl 
warren who had a secorrlary role to play as far as sexuality is 
concernoo, were supposed to satisfy it for them. 23 It is this c:cx:ie 
that Hardy is tJ::ying to destroy and free women fram the grip of rigid 
conventions. In the eyes of her Victorian society, Tess is just one 
among many wrongoo women who is reduced to a play-thing without a will 
of her own. But in her creator's eyes, she is a wilful worran whose 
in:lividual integrity is the envy of her male lovers. Her only 
mistake, if she has one, is that she has broken a social law arrl 
fulfilled a natural one as many women do who "were worse than I, arrl 
the husbarrl has not minded it much - has got over it at last" (T, 
p.229). nus is indeed Hardy's message at the errl. 
II 
Woolen in Love (1920) 
Since Women in IDve is primarily abJut marriage and secon:Uy 
about an ideal love between men, Lawrence decidoo to <:Irq> the 
"Prologue", the opening chapter of the first draft, in order to brirg 
the marriage theme into :immediate fcx:=us. Just as the first spoken 
words of '!he Mayor of casterbridge highlight the rosiness nature of 
the novel, so the first words spoken in Women in IDve errph.asise the 
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marriage theme of the story: "Ursula ... don't you really want to get 
married?" (WL, p.53). To such a question neither Ursula nor Gudrun has 
a satisfactory answer. In fact, it takes Ursula m::>re than three-
quarters of the book am Gudrun almost the whole book before they 
actually knc:M the answer. It is interesting, however, to see the 
question of getting married (which deeply preoccupies Gudrun, the 
irrleperrlent woman who has just come back from Loman where she "spent 
several years working at an art-school, as a student, am living a 
studio life" (WL, p.54» possess all the main characters in the novel. 
'!he heated discussion between the two emancipated sisters in the first 
chapter am throughout the book is not only meant to contrast their 
different views on love am marriage which will prefigure their fates 
later in the story, hlt to attack the superficiality of life before 
am during the war where, according to Gudrun, "Nothing materializes! 
Everything withers in the bud" (WL, p. 55) .24 
From its first page, Women in Love concerns itself with the 
desolation after the cataclysm. '!he old securities of '!he Rainbow are 
gone am neither sister wishes to narry or bear children as their 
"foremothers" have done. But because life, as they realize when they 
walk out in Beldover, the small colliery town, is so empty am 
sterile, the two sisters resolve that unless there are other real 
alternatives, marriage must be their next move: "It seems to be the 
inevitable next step" (WL, p.55), says Gudrun. No sooner have they 
reached the Crichs' wedding party than their fates begin to unfold. 
Gudrun is attracted by Gerald's masculine beauty whose description 
fits that of Michael Angelo's statue of "David"; while Ursula is 
filled with opposite feelings of love am hate towards Birkin, the 
lawrence-like figure. 
After introducing the main characters, lawrence soon launches 
his plot. But before he does so he needs first to introduce Hennione 
Roddice, who controls the progress of events in the first half of the 
story. Based on lady ottoline Morrell, Hennione Roddice is an 
aristocrat who, like Clifford O1atterley, hosts most of the 
intellectual debates in her house, Breadalby. lawrence describes the 
impression she makes: 
Ursula watched her with fascination. She knew her a 
little. She was the most remarkable woman in the 
Midlarrls. Her father was a Derbyshire Baronet of the 
old school, she was a woman of tEe new school, full. of 
intellectuality, am heavy, n e r v ~ - w o r n n W1th 
consciousness. She was passlonately mterested m 
reform her soul was given up to the public cause. But 
she waS a man's woman, it was the manly world that held 
her. (WL, pp.62-63) 
Hermione is a strong feminist arrl the kind of highly emancipated wanan 
for wham lawrence had a great admiration, on the one harrl, am a great 
fear, on the other. It is perhaps for this reason that many critics, 
including Kate Millett, attack lawrence for his treatment of 'W'CIOOI1, 
without fully understanding his conflicting feelings towards them. He 
certainly does not hate them as much as he fears them. In this 
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connection, Frieda writes: "In his heart of hearts I think he always 
dreaded wom=n, felt that they were in the end lIDre powerful than 
men".25 
From the outset, hCMever, Hermione, like lady ottoline, is 
highly cultured, socially inpressive and perfectly dressed. In short, 
she is externally "beyorxi reach of the world's judgement" (WL, p.63). 
From the inside, she, like Ursula and Gudrun, seems to suffer bitterly 
from a terrible void, a disintegration: "If only Birkin would fonn a 
close ani abiding cormection with her, she would be safe durin] this 
fretful voyage of life. He could make her sound and trit.ntP'lant, 
triunphant over the very angels of heaven" (WL, p. 64). Time and again, 
lawrence stresses the inportance of IDarriage, as the only possible 
means, to fulfil one's life and to "close up this deficiency". What 
the three women seem to have in conunon despite their different 
temperaments, in so far as the question of IDarriage goes, is that they 
all long for a man to come along and transcend their empty lives to 
the "beyorxi", where relationships between man and woman are happily 
consummated . 
'!his is exactly what the Brangwen women had set out to achieve 
in the earlier work, '!he Rainbow (see R, pp.7-10). '!he main difference 
between the two groups of women is the fact that where the "old" women 
have accepted marriage traditionally, though not willingly, as family 
and children, the "new" women have seriously started to question the 
merits of these conventional aspects and their roles in the modern 
world. '!his is why Gudrun questions Ursula arout the prospect of 
having children: "Do you really want children, Ursula?" (WL, p.55). In 
'!he Rai.nbow, Ursula has already debated this question when she attacks 
her lIDther, Anna, for giving up her woman's right of indeperrlence and 
reducing herself to a productive machine (see R, pp. 353-54). In 
cont.errplating the issue, Gudrun reaches the same conclusion: "I get no 
feeling whatever from the thought of bearing children... Perhaps it 
isn't genuine ... Perhaps one doesn't really want them, in one's soul -
only superficially" (WL, p.55). Once more lawrence has proved himself 
a pioneer when he, in anticipation of the radical feminists of the 
1960s, linked the issue of women's emancipation with child-bearing.26 
Just as Ursula, Gudrun and Hennione are frustrated with their 
lives ani preoccupied with the possibility of getting married, so are 
Birkin ani Gerald. In the chapter entitled "In '!he Train", the two 
men, after talking al:x:>Ut refonn in society, turn to discuss love and 
marriage. In his attempt to promulgate a new set of values to recover 
man's deteriorating spirit, Birkin tries to convince Gerald that the 
centre of man's experience must be a "perfect union with a wcxnan -
sort of ultimate marriage - and there isn't anyt:hirg else" (WL, 
p.110). Whatever Birkin means by these words, Gerald does not fully 
c:::orrpreherxi. But as the story progresses, he comes to terms with them 
as his conversation with Gudrun illustrates: 
"I believe in love I in the real abarrlon, if 
you're capable of it", saia Gerald. 
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"So do I" said she . 
. " ~ ~ so does Rupert, too - though he is always 
shoutmg . (WL, p.371) 
Although Birkin advocates first a "perfect union with a wanan _ 
sort of ult:iJnate marriage" and next a "star-like equilibrium in 
. " he d marrl.age , oes not seem clear on what he is talking about, at 
least from Gerald's and Gudrun's points of view (see WL, pp.369-71). 
To urrlerstarrl these fonnulae, one needs first to urrlerstand Birkin's 
complex personality and Lawrence's tenninology. "Ultilnate marriage", I 
take it, means a marriage of two equally fully developed partners in 
body am soul - that is, sexually vital and intellectually mature. As 
for "star-like equilibrium" or sometimes "unison in separateness", 
Lawrence's working theory of marriage in this particular book, the 
matter is nore complicated. On the one hand, he wants man and woman to 
corne together in a relationship where merging and mingling are not 
possible (there is no such relationship to hold man and woman together 
other than sexual) while, on the other, he wants them to maintain the 
self intact without saying how: "One must connnit oneself to a 
conjunction with the other - forever. But it is not selfless [like the 
relationships in '!he Rainbow] - it is a maintaining of the self in 
mystic balance and integrity - like a star balanced with another star" 
(WL, pp.215-16). 
'!he difficulty of qualifying this paradoxical theory in marriage 
must have led Lawrence to investigate the possibility of achieving it 
in love relationships between men. It is for this reason that the 
Birkin-Gerald relationship, despite all the homoerotic feeling in it, 
is not considered as homosexual. 27 It is not until Lady Clatterley's 
IDver that Lawrence is finally able to correct his theory and to 
effect such a reconciliation between man and woman, through meeting 
and mingling (the opposite of what he is saying here: see WL, p.210). 
Now if Birkin yearns for a special kind of marriage by which man am 
woman sul::mit to one another while they still preserve the self, why 
should he be dissatisfied with Ursula at the errl of the book after 
Gerald's death? '!he contradiction between what Birkin hopes to achieve 
and what the novel finally arrives at, which may be explained in tenns 
of "trust the tale and not the artist", marks Lawrence's progress in 
urrlerstarrling not only his work but also himself, as he dramatizes his 
CMTl conflicts and distorts the outcomes. 
If there is anybJdy in the book who has the right to advocate a 
perfect union between man and woman, it is Ursula, not because she has 
achieved her "irrli viduali ty" at the errl of '!he Rainbow but because she 
is also very determined to maintain her fulfilment in marriage. When 
Hennione, for example, challenges her for Birkin' s love in the dlapter 
entitled ''Women to Women", Ursula turns out triumphant. Just as Birkin 
attacks Hennione in the classroom when she rather feebly echoes his 
CMTl eulogy of spontaneity and instinctual knowledge (see WL, pp. 91-2) , 
so ncM Ursula deferrls her love against her accusations. In her cynical 
attempt to disunite the two lovers, Hennione alIrost succeeds in 
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convincing Ursula that Birkin is not the right man for her because "he 
is so changeable am unsure of himself"; am that if she decided to 
marry at all, she should consider "a physically strong am virile in 
his will, not a sensitive man" (WL, p.376). '!hough there is much truth 
in what she says about Birkinjlawrence's difficult t.e.Inperament, it is 
the tullying in it that makes Ursula, after conte.rrplating her 
position, outraged am antagonistic: 
"It is y ~ ~ who want a physically stroW, hlllying 
man, not I. It 1S you who wan'f an unsens1t1ve man not 
I. You don't know anyt.lliJ}g about ~ ~ not really in 
spite of the years you nave had W1th him. You abn't 
gl ve him a woman's love, you give him an ideal love am 
that is why he reacts away from you". 
(WL, p.377) 
Even though Birkin has been in love with Hennione for seven 
years, their relationship does not seem to have taken them anywhere. 
Marriage, according to Ursula's question "But do you hope to get 
anywhere by just marrying?" (WL, p. 55), would not be Birkin' s choice 
after all. The trouble with them is that they are highly incompatible. 
The emotional am sexual cul-de-sac reached by Birkin am Hennione 
recalls not only the worst moments between Paul Morel am Miriam 
Lei vers in Sons am wvers rut also those between Jude Fawley am SUe 
Bridehead in Jude the Obscure. Like Paul am Jude, Birkin develops a 
''monomania'' for physical fulfilment while Hennione, like Miriam am 
SUe, can offer only spiritual love, " a love based entirely on ecstasy 
am on pain, am ultiInate death". In the "Prologue", the suppressed 
chapter which gives a clearer account of the difficulty, Birkin 
degrades himself with "bestial" prostitutes in search for 
consuIlUlation. Whereas, according to lawrence, Arabella am SUe can 
make one ''whole'' bride for Jude when added together, Hennione am the 
prostitutes, instead of balancing his integrity, leave Birkin divided 
against himself: "More hollow and deathly, more like a spectre with 
hollow bones. He knew that he was not very far from dissolution". 28 
'!he split between l:x:xly and rnirrl, which may have been initially 
caused by lawrence's Oedipal attachment to his mother, is at the heart 
of almost every novel. Where he loves he carmot desire am where he 
desires he cannot love. Although the novel is apparently SLIgg'esting a 
failure on Hennione' s side, in the "Prologue" lawrence holds Birkin 
equally responsible for the total failure of the relationship. Unlike 
Paul am Jude, Birkin' s main problem is the duality of his passion 
which will later illuminate his fatal attraction to Gerald: 
All the time, he recognized that, although he was 
always drawn to woman, feeling more at horre with a 
woman than a man yet it was for men that he felt the 
hot, flushing, 'rciIsed attraction which a man was 
~ ~ to feel for the other sex. Although nearly all 
his living interchange went on w ~ t h h are, woman ,or 
another although he was always terribly ~ t ~ t e e w ~ t h h
at l ~ ~ one woman, am pract1cally n e v ~ ~ u:ttlltlate w ~ ~th 
a man yet the male ph%.lque had a fascmat10n for him, 
am fbr the female physique he ,felt ~ y y a forrlness, a 
sort of sacred love, as for a Slster. 
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I now want to turn to Gerald and Gudrun to discuss the process 
of their canir'g tCXjether w h i ~ ~ takes three interlinked phases. Just as 
Hennione subjugates Sirkin to her domineering love, so Gerald, her 
surrCXjate brother, tries to make a psycholCXjical int>ression on Gudnm 
by sul:rluing the red Arab mare to his will. In a dramatic scene , 
lawrence uses a horse (one of his favourite symbols) as a vehicle for 
Gerald to express his sexual power. As he forces the mare to stan::l at 
a railway crossirg while a colliery train slowly passes, the two 
sisters, who happen to be passing by, are outraged. Needless to say, 
the episode has struck Gudrun deeper than she thought. In a similar 
way to that in which Sergeant Troy wins Bathsheba's sul:mission by his 
sword display in the highly erotic scene in Far from the Madding Crowd 
(see FMC, pp.238-42) , Gerald's brutal mastery over the frightened 
horse wins Gudnm's fascination: "Gudrun was as if numbed in her mirrl 
by the sense of irrlornitable soft weight of the man, bearing down into 
the Ii virg body of the horse; the strong indorni table thighs of the 
blond man clenchirg the palpitating body of the mare into pure 
control" (WL, p.172). '!he scene, which can also be interpreted as an 
analogy to the way in which Gerald sul::dues his miners to the machine, 
especially since the passing train belongs to a colliery, is also 
characteristic of Gerald's destructive nature embodied in his 
deliberate pressirg of the spurs on the mare's bleeding wounds. (Troy 
also hooks his spurs into Bathsheba's clothes, see FMC, p. 213) . 
In ''Water-Party'', the second phase, Gudrun in return finds it 
important to take part in the sexual contest and assert her will in a 
man's world. In what seems to be a sound challenge to Gerald, Gudrun 
deliberately intimidates his dangerous bullocks. Like the previous 
one, this scene is highly charged with erotic imagery. It is meant to 
show how Gudnm' s asserted will, like that of Hermione for example, 
can win her predominance over the Highland cattle, and how this action 
will prefigure her relationship with Gerald: "You think I'm afraid of 
you and your cattle, don't you?" (WL, p.236). Her euphoria, after she 
has chased the herd away, has generated a strong desire in her to use 
further violence against him, as if to assure herself, IOC>re than 
anybody else, of her hidden power. If his brutality with the horse 
captured her spirit, the slap she suddenly gives hiln on the face must 
have released it, for he soon yields and confesses: "I'm not angry 
with you, I am in love with you" (WL, p. 237) . 
In the final phase of the chain, both Gerald and Gudrun 
collaborate against Winifred's playful rabbit in a scene of sado-
masochistic cruelty which not only underlines the nature of their love 
rut also reflects that kind of relationship between lawrence am 
Frieda. 30 '!hough Gerald finally tames the rabbit (in such a way that 
would have upset Hardy, see (JO, pp.274-5)), neither he nor she would 
claim supremacy: "'!here was a league between them, al:ilorrent to them 
both. '!hey were ilTplicated with each other in al:ilorrent mysteries" 
(WL, p.317). It is significant, however, that lawrence makes them 
equals in subjugatirg not just the symbolic animals, rut all other 
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values in life as well. As Gerald restricts his conscious mi.n:i to 
irrlustry, she restricts hers to art. While he shapes ani improves the 
mines to suit his will, she carves small figures to satisfy her 
possessive whim (WL, p.88). 31 Just as Gerald's love for power leads 
hlln to tully Pusstnn in lDndon ani impress the professor's daughter in 
the Tyrol (WL, p.504), her unyielding pride takes her to Loerke, as 
part of their struggle of wills. Both are calm ani masterful in their 
own worlds which they dominate, rut they still recognize in one 
another their denied ani twisted passion. It is true, therefore, that 
they are equals in so far as their wills are concerned, rut fran the 
negative side of lawrence's theory of love ani marriage. 
I have earlier suggested a comparison between Gerald ani Gudrun, 
on the one hand, ani Troy ani Bathsheba, on the other, without taking 
this point further. It seems from the outset that although Gudrun arrl 
Bathsheba have developed a strong urge to dominate the man in their 
love relationships, what they actually yearn for, at least 
subconsciously, is a brutal ani physical man who can subject ani force 
them to suhnit to his power. Bathsheba's words to oak when he asks her 
to marry hlln are representative here: "It wouldn't do, Mr oak, I want 
somebody to tame me; I am too irrlependent; and you would never be able 
to, I ]maY" (FMC, p.80). Gudrun's inner feelings, when she has been 
thrilled by Gerald's treatment of the horse, must have been the same, 
ani the similarities between the two women are striking. Her protest: 
"I should think you're proud" (WL, p .171) is more than just a soum 
challenge; it is an unvoiced call for him to come and master her. 
(carpenter (1964) has even suggested that Bathsheba wanted to be 
raped) . 
'!hough Gerald has succeeded in making an impression on her, he 
never quite sul::x:lues her until the end. Troy's approach in harrlling 
women is significantly telling: "In dealing with womankind the only 
alternative to flattery was cursing and swearing. rrbere was no third 
method. Treat them fairly and you are a lost man" (FMC, p.221). Had 
Gerald been able to implement this approach, he would have probably 
won Gudrun's suhnission just as Troy did Bathsheba's. But because he, 
like Boldwood (ani perhaps Aaron), has yielded mastery to her soon 
after he won her admiration, he is forced to subnit his will am face 
the fatal consequences. Although I have compared Gerald with Troy in 
their handling of women, it is Boldwcxxi who actually comes closer to 
Gerald in temperament ani fate. 
Just as Boldwood attracts Bathsheba by keeping his sirgleness 
ani "nonconfonnity" (FMC, p.147) , so Gerald fascinates Gudrun by his 
perfect freedom ani masculine vitality as he swims naked in the lake: 
"He was alone now, alone and iImnune in the middle of the waters, which 
he had all to himself. He exulted in his isolation in the new element, 
urquestioned ani unconditioned" (WL, p.97). What she really envies in 
Gerald is exactly what Bathsheba sees in Boldwcxxi: a perfect manhcxxi. 
Had these men maintained their image of themselves as much as they 
plead for recognition from these women, they would have certainly 
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dlarged the course of their destiny as both Hardy am lawrence are 
implyin;J. But because they are neither capable of masteri.nJ their 
women, nor willin;J to do so, they are both sentenced to death (or 
Ii vin;J death in the case of Boldwood) . 
It is interestin;J, however, to see that the minute Gudrun 
becomes aware that Gerald has ceased to represent what he has long 
stood for, at least from her point of view, she immediately starts to 
dlarge her attitude towards him. nus chan:Je of heart, which reaches 
its peak in the sexual intercourse in "Death am lDve", has began soon 
after she smacks him in the tullock scene: 
"You have struck the first blow", he said at last 
forcin;J the words from his lungs, in a voice so soft 
cp1d low, it ~ e d d like a dream within her, not spoken 
m the outer arr. 
, "Am, I sqall str:ike the last", she retorted 
mvoluntarlly, Wlth confldent assurance. He was silent 
he did not contradict her. ' 
(WL, p.237) 
Gerald loses the upper hand in the relationship am seems to have 
never regained it. 
It has been noted that love relationships between men am women 
are always presented in lawrence's fiction as a deathly struggle for 
supremacy. Although the struggle between Gerald am Gudrun, like that 
between Birkin am Ursula, takes place on many fronts, it is in the 
sexual acts that is seen at its worst. In "Death and lDve", Gerald, 
after his father's death, steals into Gudrun's room and makes love to 
her. '!he episode, which inunediately recalls those destructive love 
scenes between Ursula and Skrebensky in '!he Rainbow and contrasts 
sharply with the union achieved by Ursula and Birkin in Sherwood 
Forest, has ended unsatisfactorily for both partners. Gerald, like 
Skrebensky or even will Brangwen, is defeated sexually and forced to 
subnit when he fails to achieve a self of his own: "he felt hiInself 
dissolvin;J and sinking to rest in the bath of her living strength. It 
seemed as if her heart in her breast were a secorrl uncorquerable 
sun. .. he knew how destroyed he was, like a plant whose tissue is 
hlrst from inwards by a frost" (WL, pp.430-31). Gudrun, on the other 
hand, is moved am shocked, at the same tiIre, to see him fall apart. 
Despite the sexual ecstasy, there is no mutuality in the relationship. 
Although Gudnm prevails in the sexual contest, she never really 
brin;Js herself to reject him outright until lDerke interferes, because 
the relationship itself takes another shape. His terrlency to be 
utterly deperrlent on her, as a child would be on his mJther, has 
puzzled her. At this point, there is evidence to suggest that lawrence 
is reducing the erotic love between Gudnm and Gerald into a another 
phase of motherly love, which also takes the fonn of a struggle, in so 
far as lawrence's relationship with his mJther is concerned. While 
Gerald sleeps like a child with his arns rourrl her, she feels as 
ten:ier am protective as a mJther would be. Instead of destroying him 
CClIlpletely, as she first thought, she, like Ursula, takes pity on him 
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(see R, p. 324), a passion which seems to possess her throughout the 
novel (see WL, p.539), and becomes a Magna Mater figure: 
Mother and ~ t a n c e e of all life she was. Arrl he, child 
am man, recelved o ~ ~ her and was made whole. H1S pure 
body was alnnst killed. But the miraculous soft 
effluence of her breast suffused over him over his 
seared, damaged brain, like a healing IvroPh like a 
soft, ~ ~ flow of l i f ~ ~ itself, perfect as if he 
were bathed m the womb agam. (WL, p. 430) 
In his secorrl attempt to regain his mastery while they are 
makin;J love in SWitzerland, Gerald is annulled for the secorrl tiIre. 
'lhis time she appears as a subnissi ve child without altogether losing 
her self. A close critical reading of the scene reveals the vagueness 
of the description. Just as Tess implicitly insults Alec by passively 
turning her head to him when he has demanded a kiss (see T, pp.83-84) , 
so Gudrun passively yields her bcx:ly to him "as a child looks at a 
grown-up person, without hope of understanding, only suhnitting" (WL, 
p. 494) , without really surrendering her will. Gerald may have 
appropriated her body rut her spirit, like that of Tess with Alec, 
remains self-governing and unyielding: "He wanted something now, some 
recognition, some sign, serre admission. But she only lay silent and 
child-like and remote, like a child that is overcome and cannot 
understand, only feels lost, he kissed her again, giving up" (WL, 
p. 494). Unlike Birkin and Ursula, however, the relationship between 
Gerald and Gudrun allows no separateness rut insists on fusion-in-
passion, in which each demands all of and gives all to the other. '!he 
struggle becomes a matter of life or death as each fights for his/her 
i.ndi vidual identity which can only be achieved by one partner reducing 
the other to dependence and, eventually, to destruction. One person's 
life is another person's death. 
In sharp contrast with Gerald and Gudrun come Birkin and Ursula, 
whose love relationship takes a different fonn of development. It is 
difficult, however, to see why the relationship between Birkin and 
Ursula is consistently depicted as gocx:l and natural, despite all their 
quarrels, and that between Gerald and Gudrun is consistently depicted 
as bad and perverted. One reason which might explain this difficulty 
is that whereas Gerald and Gudrun are fiercely holding back in fear 
from the surrender of the self, Birkin and Ursula, though too cautious 
to surrender at first, are determined to compromise in love. After 
their long talk about love in "An Island", Birkin tells Ursula, in 
''Mina", that they must pledge themselves forever, as frierrls at least. 
'!hough he does not know whether he loves her, he insists on a nore 
profourrl relationship than love: "What I want is a strange conjunction 
with you... not meeting and mingling... rut an equilibritnn, a prre 
balance of two single beings; - as the stars balance each other" (WL, 
p.210). 
unlike '!he Rai.nl::xJw where ideal relationships between men and 
women are established, according to the dual philosophy of "two-in-
oneil, on the basis of "meeting and merging", Women in loVe, in 
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anticipation of lady Olatterley's Lover, advocates a new theory by 
which men am women sul:mit to one another without losirg the self 
altogether. '!he difficulty with this theory, which is best described 
as a ''mutual unison in separateness" (WL, p. 343), is how men am warren 
are to suhnit to one another when they are not supposed to be meetirg 
am minglirg. It is this defect in the theory that causes 
misurrlerst.arxling' amorg lawrence's critics. 32 Ursula, too, fims 
herself lost am offerrled by Birkin' s nonsense, am remains convinced 
that he is tryirg to hllly her: "You don't fully believe yourself what 
you are sayirg. You don't really want this conjunction, otherwise you 
wouldn't talk so much about it" (WL, p.216). At the errl, it is he who 
gives in, for the tiloo beirg, am admits that he loves her. 
'!he relationship between Birkin am Ursula, though it develops 
throughout the book, is more concentrated in two key chapters, which 
demand special consideration. In ''Mcony'' , the debate of love am 
marriage is continued between the two only to reach the same ilnpasse: 
she wants love am he wants something beyom it. Earlier in the 
chapter Ursula, unseen, watches Birkin in the wood one night furiously 
throwirg stones at the reflection of the moon in the lake am tryirg 
to drive it away. Symbolically, the scene has a significant connection 
not only with other incidents in Women in lDve rut with '!he Rainl:xJw as 
well. Just as Skrebensky is destroyed am reduced to nothingness by 
the symbolic conspiracy of both Ursula am the moon (see R, pp.321-
23), so now Birkin, in his repeated attempts to shatter the moon, is 
protectirg hiJnself from facirg the same consequences, especially if he 
is to consummate his love with Ursula which he does in "Excurse". By 
callirg the moon, the planet of women, Cybele - the accursed Syria Dea 
(WL, p.323), lawrence is certainly suggestirg a connection between the 
moon am both Ursula am Hennione. He has already referred to them as 
the Magna Mater, "the Great Mother of everyt:hirxJ, out of whom 
proceeded everything am to whom everyt:hirxJ must finally be rerrlered 
up" (WL, p.270). Ursula's words are significant in highlightim the 
connection: '''You won't throw stones at it any more, will you?' .... 
'Yes, it was horrible, really. Why should you hate the moon? It hasn't 
done you any hann has it?'" (WL, p.325). 
It is here more than elsewhere that one is reassured that 
Birkin, like lawrence, fears women not because they are 
representatives of the Magna Mater, whom he is tryirg to destroy by 
his suggestive action of stonirg the moon, rut because they threaten 
his sexual identity as well: 
On the whole he hated sex, it was such a limitation. 
It was sex that turned a man into a broken half of a 
couple the woman into the other broken half., Arrl l:le 
wanted'to be sirgle in himself, the woman sllXJle ill 
herself. He wanted sex to revert to the level o ~ ~ the 
other appetites, to, be regarded as a functlonal 
process, not as a fulfllment ... 
Why should we consider cursel ves, men am women, 
as broken f r a ~ t s s of one whole. . . th 
'!he man is ~ e e man, the woman pure woman, ey 
are perfectly polarised. But there is no lqrger any of 
the norrible xrergirg, minglirg self-abnegatl0n of love. 
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'!here is only the pure. dua+ity of polarisation, each 
one free from any contaminatlon of the other. 
(WL, pp.269-71) 
Hitherto the sex act, for lawrence, has been a constructive an::l 
productive proc::ess by which man arrl woman first consmmnate their 
coming together am then transcerrl their separateness into a union, 
which is greater than both. To minimize the importance of sexual 
intercourse am reduce it to merely a functional process would be 
disastrously to deconstruct all of what lawrence has so far l::uilt. 
'!hough one can urrlerstarrl the sexual anxiety Birkin has gone through 
with Hennione, one cannot take lawrence seriously, at least at this 
stage, am accept his line of argmnent, because his explanation of sex 
throughout his novels is consistently maintained: fulfillrent can only 
be achieVed after sexual intercourse not before it as he is trying to 
show here. To hate am reject sex outright must be an impulsive remark 
made out of context, in other words a contradiction especially when 
the novel is taking a different direction from what he is advcx::ating. 
Ursula does not. Although Birkin insists that she drop her 
assertive will am subnit to his idea of love arrl marriage (WL, p.327) 
am that "Best to read the tenns of the contract, before we sign" (WL, 
p.211) , it is he who finally sul::xnits to her sexual demarrls and is 
forced to contemplate the possibility of being wrong after she nestles 
her love arourrl him on that moony night: "He thought he had been 
wrong, perhaps. Perhaps, he had been wrong to go to her with an idea 
of what he wanted. Was it really only an idea, or was it the 
interpretation of a profourrl yearning?" (WL, p. 329). SUddenly after 
that Birkin is struck with a vision. Just as Jude, was suddenly 
smacked by a pig's penis which was to change the course of his entire 
life when he was deeply precx:x::upied with his intellectual future in 
C1lrisbninster (JO, p.80), so now Birkin, in a similar way, is 
inhibited by the West African statuette of a naked female figure he 
has seen at Halliday'S flat: 
She knew what he himself did not know. She had 
thousands of years of purely sensual ~ e l y y
unspiritual knowledge behind her. It must have been 
thoUsarrls of years since her race had died, mystically: 
that is, since the relation between the senses arrl the 
outspoken mi.rd had broken, leaving the experience all 
in one sort, mystically sensual. (WL, p.330) 
'!he African fetish which is a purely sensual experience must be 
seen as the opposite extreme of Hermione's arrl Gerald's 
intellectualism. If this African civilization has been dead for 
thousands of years because it could not survive the split between mirrl 
am body, soul am sense, then by implication the English intellectual 
civilization which is represented by both Hermione arrl Gerald walid 
similarly die for the same reason if separated from its sensualism. 
Likewise, if humanity fails to rnaintain his integrity by balanci.rY;J the 
two sides of his/her being, then he/she should be prepared to face the 
inevitable death. '!his is why Birkin inunediately thinks of Gerald when 
he realizes that he is one of these dissociated "white worrlerful 
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deIOC>ns from the north" (WL, p.331) whose sensual life is oold, 
dest:ructi ve an::l isolated. By the same token, he sees himself in the 
wrong an::l abruptly changes his attitudes not only towards Ursula to 
whom he goes off inpulsively to propose marriage, rut also ~ ~
life an::l sex as "Excurse" will show. 
In "Excurse", the second key chapter, lawrence after describin:] 
one of their many ''memorable battle-fields" (WL, p.343) , devotes the 
rest of the chapter to the working-out of their coming together. As it 
has always been lawrence's ideology that integrity in human 
relationships, especially those between men and women, is often 
achieved by violent quarrels, Birkin and Ursula must resolve all their 
differences, by fighting if necessary, before they can finally be 
reconciled. One problem, which is also an oh5tacle in their main 
dispute of love an::l marriage, is the question of Hennione. In a 
worrlerful afternoon, Birkin takes Ursula for a drive and gives her 
three rings. Everything seems to be fine until he announces that he 
must say goodbye to Hennione at Shortlands. Filled with rage and 
jealousy, Ursula al::uses him for his affair with the intellectual-
spiritual Hennione. Though much of what she says is true, he will not 
bring hiJnself to admit it, at least in front of her. In a typical 
Lawrencean fashion, the fight ends passionately, as often quarrels in 
his novels do, when the two lovers are touched with tenderness: "She 
was drawn to him strangely, as in a spell". 'Ihen she scx:m: 
was touching the back of his thighs, following some 
mysterious life-flow there. She had discovered 
somethinq, s o m e t h ~ ~ more than wonderful, more 
wonderful than life 1 tself. It was the strange mystery 
of his life-motion, there, at the back of the thighs, 
down the flanks. It was a strange reality of his bemg, 
the very stuff of being, there ill the straight downflow 
of the thiqhs. It was here she discovered him one of 
the sons of God such as were in the ~ i n n i n g g of the 
wor ld, not a man, something other, sornethmg more. 
(WL, p.395) 
In order to achieve their fulfilment, the two lovers must first, 
according to Lawrence's marriage philosophy, consummate their love in 
a sexual act, in which man and woman exchange their masculine and 
feminine elements, and then transcenl their "beings" in a union. 'Ibis 
is so if the partners are fully consununated. But because the above 
quoted passage does not portray an act of sexual intercourse between 
Birkin and Ursula, despite the ecstasies of their feelings and the 
pure "irrli viduality" achieVed by both of them, one cannot accept 
Lawrence's treabnent because fulfilment, according to him, must be 
achieved after sexual intercourse not before it unless symbolically as 
the case with will am the Olurch in The Rainbow. Lawrence's vagueness 
am reticence in conveying the true meaning of the scene have caused 
many critics to dismiss the coming together of Birkin and Ursula as 
unsatisfactory am unconvincing.33 '!he difficulty of understarrlirxJ the 
sexual implication of the scene is Lawrence's fault. On the one haOO, 
he seems to be trying to qualify B irk in , s marriage theory of "stars 
equilibrium" which strictly forbids any suggestion of "mi.rgling and 
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merging" between the lovers. If this is so, then why does he fim it 
essential for the lovers to have sexual intercourse in the fOllC7tIin:J 
scene? (WL, p.403). On the other hand, Lawrence seems to suggest a 
sexual act between Birkin and Ursula in the first quoted scene without 
really saying so. Some critics, like Wilson Knight and Jeffrey Meyers, 
have mistakenly gone so far as to assume that what actually happens 
between Birkin and Ursula is an act of anal intercourse, like the 
scene between Mellors and Connie in Lady Olatterley's Lover. 34 In any 
case, the consununation is not entirely convincing, rut Birkin and 
Ursula do firrl peace after all and achieve fulfilment in marriage. 
If there is anything left to be said in this connection, it must 
be about Ursula, who receives full credit for the ~ ~ together. 
Far lier, we remember that in spite of the barren relationship between 
Birkin and Hennione, he remained her prisoner for years. He would 
neither acknowledge his homoerotic love for Gerald at that stage, and 
if he did he would not commit himself to it; nor would he be able to 
escape Hennione' s domineering love. So, by the age of thirty, he is 
left sick, passive and dissolute; attached to Hermione in a loveless, 
sadistic relationship; terrified of breaking with her for fear of 
falling into the abyss. It is not until he is rescued by Ursula that 
Birkin has any real faith in survival. Not only must she arouse and 
satisfy his spiritual yearnings, she must also answer his physical 
desire. In a sense, she (like Frieda) must assume an active masculine 
role in their love relationship. When she finds him standoffish and 
afraid of sex, it is she who first presses him into a sexual 
relationship. It is she who releases his tension and triggers his 
spontaneity. Had she not sensed the need to force Birkin into a 
physical relationship, their love might have become as spiritualized 
and consequently as poisoned as Birkin' s and Hermione's. once m::>re 
Lawrence's real hero is a woman not a man. 
In spite of their fulfil.Irent in marriage, the ultimate objective 
in love, Birkin seems to be dissatisfied in his relationship with 
Ursula. As the bJok closes, both Birkin and Ursula, after Gerald's 
death, are debating the need for ma.le comradeship to complement their 
marriage: 
"Did you need Gerald?" she asked one evening. 
"Yes", he said. 
"Aren't I eJ10Ugh for you?" she asked. 
"No" he said. "You are enough for me, as far as 
woman is cbncerned. You are all women to me. But I want 
a man frien::l, as eternal as you and I are eternal". 
''Why aren't I enough?' she said. "You are ~ ~
for me. I don't want anyl50dy else rut you. Why can't lt 
be the same with you?" . . 
"Having you I can live all my 11fe WlthO\.;lt 
anytx::x:iy else, any' other sheer intimacy. But ~ o o ~ e e It 
carplete, really hp.ppy, I wanted eteplal unlon Wlth a 
man too: another kirid of love," he sald. 
"I don't believe it" she said. "It's an 
otstinaCYi a theory ( a perversity". 
''We I " he sald. 




"It seems as if I can't", he said. "Yet I wanted 
"You can't have it because it's impossible", she said.' wrong, 
"I don't believe that", he answered. (WL, p. 583) 
What has been, hitherto, a subordinate theme throughout the book has 
unexpectedly become a major issue. '!he relationship between man am 
man, though it seems from the outset like hOll'OSeXUal love, is 
ambiguously presented as a possible alternative to the deathly lOCldern 
heterosexual relationship, which lawrence saw J1K)re as an errlless 
struggle of wills than as pleasurable experience. On the whole, just 
as the sexual scene between Birkin am Ursula has been ambiguously 
depicted, so lawrence's examination of the love relationship between 
Birkin am Gerald renBins ambivalent throughout the book. 
'!hough marriage is widely discussed am debated in the novel, 
mainly between Gerald am Gudrun, it is in the last section of the 
book that it is seen as J1K)re concentrated am powerful in 
distinguishing the two couples. '!he cul-de-sac reached between Gerald 
am Gudrun is indeed a focal point. It not only shows the difference 
between the two couples in tackling their problems rut it also 
highlights the essence of their nature. Earlier in the book, though 
Gudrun thinks of marriage as probably the next step, she strongly 
repudiates the conventionality of it which reduces woman to a 
sul:missive wife in a house: 
Marriage is just impossible. '!here may be, am there 
are, tflousandS of women who want it, arX:l could conceive 
of nothing else. But the very thought of it serrls me 
mad. One must be ~ ~ ~ l . : ~ e e all, one must be free. -
One may forfeit e v ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ else, rut one must be free -
one must not become 7 Pinchback street - or SOmerset 
Drive - or Shortlarrls. No man will be sufficient to 
make that good - no man! (WL, p.464) 
'!he same fear has already been expressed not by Ursula rut curiously 
by Birkin, (see WL, p.269), whose dissatisfaction with the concept of 
the traditional family anticipates Aaron in Aaron's Rod. Only two 
pages later am after Gudrun jealously compares herself with Ursula, 
lawrence painfully deconstructs what he has just said about her. If 
Ursula does not find it ilnportant to question her needs as she used to 
do in '!he RainbcM, Gudrun does: "What was she short of rv:::M? It was 
marriage - it was the wonderful stability of marriage. She did want 
it, let her say what she might. She had been lying. '!he old idea of 
marriage was right even rv:::M - marriage am ha:re" (WL, p.466). 
Apparently, Gudrun does not know what she really wants in so far as 
marriage is concerned. 
later on when the two couples are on holiday together in 
SWitzerland, Gudrun and Gerald have just had sexual intercourse am 
are happily united when they suddenly see Ursula am Birkin waiting 
for them: "'How good am sinple they look together', Gudnm thaJght 
jealously. She envied them sa:re spontaneity, a childish sufficiency to 
which she herself could never approach" (WL, p.494). What Gudrun 
envies in them is her inability to achieve with Gerald what Ursula has 
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achieved with Birkin - a perfect understanding between man am YJanan 
. , 
"a pure balance of two slllgle beings", which she has rrocked earlier 
(see WL, pp.370-1). since her affair with Gerald would not be 
sufficient to make her happy, for neither of them would CCJIttlranise am 
care together on equal terms, nor would she be content to live without 
love am marriage, she forces herself to break through with Loerke, 
the corrupt Austrian sculptor. 
In the same way that Hennione possesses Birkin at the beginn.in:J 
of the story, so Loerke (as a pattern) comes at the errl to daninate 
Gudrun's will. Lawrence makes no secret aOOut this. In contrastirY;J the 
two rren,. as he has earlier contrasted Birkin' s two lovers, Lawrence 
writes: ''When it came to the relation with a woman such as Gudrun, he, 
Loerke, had an approach am a power ·that Gerald never dreamed of" (WL, 
p.549). What really fascinates Gudrun in Loerke, the gnome-like 
bisexual, is his ability to understand women's character (WL, p.554) 
am his freedom as an individual (WL, p. 563). Unlike Gerald, Loerke 
has an extraordinary ability both to detect Gudrun's IOOOd am need, 
am to penetrate the depths of her spirit where he can completely 
possess her. '!his is why Lawrence refers to him so often as a little 
creature, who can do as he likes without being seen. His views on art, 
which are questioned by Ursula, are important to illtnninate his 
concept of freedom am the drama of love and marriage. 
For Loerke, art has two separate but contradictory purposes: 
first, just as art used to serve and interpret religion, now it should 
represent and interpret industry (WL, p. 518); second, aesthetically "a 
work of art ... is a picture of nothing, of absolutely nothing. It has 
nothing to do with anything but itself, it has no relation with the 
everyday world of this and other, there is no cormection between them, 
absolutely non" (WL, p.525) . Although this view is totally 
unacceptable to both sisters, especially Ursula, who furiously opposes 
him ("'!he world of art is only the truth aOOut the real world, that's 
all - rut you are too far gone to see it" (WL, p. 526) ), Gudrun cannot 
reject his claim because he dominates her: "a darkness came over her 
eyes, like shame, she looked up with certain supplication, allrost 
slave-like. He glanced at her, and jerked his hand a little" (WL, 
p.524). When the picture of the statuette representing Lady Godiva as 
a naked young girl on a massive horse is discussed, Gudrun takes 
Loerke's side, though she knows only too well that she is wrong. Just 
as Arma criticises will in TI1e Rainbow for carving Adam's picture 
bigger than Eve, so Ursula attacks Loerke for making the girl small, 
tender am shameful, while the stallion big, stiff and powerful: "TIle 
horse is a picture of your awn stock, stupid brutality, and the girl 
was a girl you loved am tortured am then ignored" (WL, p.526). 
TIlough the sexual iITplications of the picture are explicit, Loerke 
goes on to give more details about his brutality with women. After he 
narrates his story of how he slapped the girl who served as the JOOdel 
for the sculpture in order to make her stand as he wished, he 
generalised his cynical attitude towards women: "I don't like them any 
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bigger, any older. '!ben they are beautiful, at sixteen, seventeen, 
eighteen - after that, they are no use to me" (WL, p.529). 
Havi.rq his 0\N1l way with women and art does not make Loerke 
better than Gerald, who also seems to have his 0\N1l way with wc.m:m am 
i.rrlustry. What makes Loerke starrl a better chance of m a r r y ~ ~ Gudrun 
is, like Sergeant Troy, his ability to impress women arrl his freedom 
to act as he likes: "I don't worship Loerke, but at any rate, he is 
free irrli vidual. He is not stiff with conceit of his 0\N1l maleness. He 
is not grin:li.rg dutifully at the old mills" (WL, p. 563). Like 
Henchard, whose main mistake which brought his dOlNllfal1 is his 
inability to read women, Gerald remains ignorant of the need to 
urrlerstarrl women until the end of his life. When Birkin asks him early 
in the novel what is it that he lives for, Gerald, like Skrebensky 
before him, naively answers: "I suppose I live to work, to produce 
something, in so far as I am a purposive being. Apart fram that, I 
live because I am living" (WL, p.107) - an answer to which Birkin 
resporrls " I rather hate you" (WL, p.108). Gerald, like Henc:hard, has 
to die arrl fulfil his death wish because he fails to compromise not 
only with Gudrun arrl airkin, but also with himself arrl life. His 
death, which must be seen as tragic or potentially tragic, is indeed 
the climax of a process of disintegration that has been indicated all 
along. 
Of the leading six characters , only airkin and Ursula are able 
to survive the dissolution of life, not because they are superiors but 
because they have courage to work out their problems and compromise 
with each other. It is significant, therefore, to see the novel 
(unlike '!be W<xrllarrlers) reward those who are w i l l ~ ~ to compromise 
arrl ready to yield their ego in love, for there is no other way of 
achieving love, in a happy marriage; and punish those who fight 
vigorously for domination in love with death and total disintegration. 
'!be coming together of airkin and Ursula at the end is not, by any 
means, an easy process. It is, no doubt, the climax of the hard work 
arrl effort of three consecutive generations. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
ULTIMM'E DEFEAT, ULTIMM'E SUCCESs: ~ ~
CR H) ~ : : A <:nlrRAST 
In Jude the Obscure (1895) and lady Clatterley's Lover (1928), 
marriage is problematically and polemically debated. Whereas Hardy 
sets out to dissolve marriage as a social institution for its 
ultimate failure to bring happiness and satisfaction to the 
relationships between men and women, lawrence, though he diagnoses 
its difficulties, sets out in a reverse journey to reconstruct it 
anew by solving its problems and reconciling men and wanen's 
oppositions. It is, therefore, the intention of this chapter to 
discuss marriage as the ultimate problem/solution for men and women's 
relationships, and shavv by the use of a similar marital pattern how 
Hardy and lawrence reach opposite conclusions and why. 
I 
Much has been said about lawrence's fascination with Jude the 
Obscure, especially with the character of SUe Bridehead, and about 
the remarkable influence of Hardy's last novel on lawrence's earlier 
works, notably Sons and Lovers, rut surprisingly little has been 
written about the strong affinities between Jude and 19Qy 
Chatterley's Lover. In the 1895 Preface Hardy describes one of the 
main subjects of the novel as "a deadly war waged between flesh and 
spirit; and to point the tragedy of unfulfilled aims" (JO, p.39). In 
this "war", it is not difficult to fim out where Hardy's position 
is. Although he, like lawrence, is in favour of a balance between the 
two centres of being as his novels increasingly illustrate, though he 
by no means hopes to achieve it, he cannot help siding, probably for 
the first time, with the flesh against the spirit. '!his is obvious 
when he writes of Jude: "he was a man of too many passions to make a 
good clergyman; the utmost he could hope for was that of a life of 
constant internal warfare between flesh and spirit the former might 
not always be victorious" (JO, p.251). Similarly, in a letter to the 
Brewsters, lawrence expresses the same views about lady Olatterley's 
Lover, and where he stands in relation to the "deadly war": "As I say 
it's a novel of the phallic consciousness: or the phallic 
consciousness versus the mental-spirit consciousness: and of course 
you lmavv which side I take. The versus is not my fault: there should 
be no versus. The two things must be reconciled in us. But now 
they're daggers drawn". 1 
If this is not an influence, it is certainly a striking 
resemblance between Hardy's and lawrence's approaches in fiction-
writing, especially when their central preoccupations, as far as 
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marriage in the two novels are COncerned, are echoes of Plato's 
figure of the charioteer am the horses in the Phaedrus. As a noral 
theme am social institution in both Jude the Ob5cure an::l ~ ~
Olatterley's Lover, marriage fails to brin;J happiness to husban:i ani 
wife. Unless am until it is refonned legally as well as personally, 
both Hardy am Lawrence feel, it should be daoolished - bein;J then 
rorally no marriage. It is true that marriage an::l divorce are 
presented as opposites in '!he Wex:x:Uamers, hIt surely they are not in 
Jude, for the real opposition in Hardy's last novel, like that of 
lady Olatterley, is between spirit an::l flesh, between civil marriage 
am natural marriage. 
Civil marriage: J ude/ Arabella Phillotson/S ue Clifford/Connie Mellors/Bertha 
~ / / \/ 
Natural marriage: Jude/Sue Connie/Mellors 
/ ~ ~ t 
Civil marriage: J ude/ Arabella Phillotson/S ue 
'!he marriage patterns in the two novels are almost str:i.J<irgly 
the same, until the very errl where they become opposites. Opposites 
because whereas Lawrence wants to reconstruct it anew, Hardy wants to 
deconstruct it, am this is why, as Rosemary SUmner points out, "he 
never wrote about two people who could conceivably offer one another 
the fulfilment of the 'whole man' am 'whole woman'. '!his, perhaps, 
is the novel which would have followed Jude if he had written 
another".2 Just as the official union between Jude am Arabella, am 
Phillotson and SUe in the earlier novel, am between Clifford and 
Connie, and Mellors am Bertha in the latter one constitutes the 
basis for a civil/legal/public/nominal marriage, so the free union 
between Jude and SUe, and Mellors and Connie represents the basis for 
a natural/illegal/private/practical marriage. As a pattern, there-
fore, the narrative progression of marriage in both novels goes 
steadily from inappropriate partnership am disillusionment to 
appropriate partnership and fulfilment, before it turns again to 
inappropriate partnership and tragedy in Jude. Jude an::i Mellors alike 
are sexually seduced by the earthy sensual Arabella and Bertha 
respectively and are tactically led into Iratrimony before they are 
fully prepared for it, only to fin:l themselves in a relatively short 
time trapped in a devastatin:} marriage with a coarse wife they love 
to hate. 
Similarly, SUe an:l Connie Irarry Phillotson am Clifford 
respectively without considering what marriage truly means lll1til they 
are struck by the sour reality of their sexual natures (one is 
sexually timid arrl the other is highly sexed), which forces them to 
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flee their husbarrls am seek fulfilnvant with other partners (Jude am 
Mellors). When the "civil" marriage breaks down, Jude am SUe, am 
Mellors am Connie not only tenninate their official contracts with 
their spouses, personally if not legally, rut also choose "natural" 
marriage as a substitute. When "natural" marriage proves its 
practical workability for these two couples, Hardy, in his attenpt to 
deroc>lish it, introduces Fate (personified in Little Father Tine) to 
upset the hanrony finally established between Jude am SUe, am serrl 
them back to their original spouses am destruction while Lawrence , , 
in his attempt to re-shape marriage, makes Mellors am Connie seek 
divorce from their contracted partners am anticipate a "civil" 
marriage which presumably takes place outside the text. Hardy's 
regret in the 1912 Preface that "the portrait of the newcomer [SUe 
Bridehead] had been left to be drawn by a man, am was not done by 
one of her own sex, who would never have allCMed her to break down at 
the end" (JO, p. 43) can be taken, together with SUmner's words, as 
evidence that had it not been for the influence of his own marriage 
failure with Emma on his work, Hardy would have probably made Jude, 
like Lady Chatter ley, lay the true basis for a successful marriage 
relationship between men am women. 
II 
Jude the Obscure (1895) 
According to Hardy, Jude is a story of both marriage arrl 
education. As far as marriage is concerned, it is Jude Fawley, before 
SUe steals the book from him, who can be seen at the centre of the 
novel. Torn between the sensuality of Arabella Donn arrl the 
intellectalitity of SUe Bridehead, Jude, like Tess before him, cannot 
~ f i n d d a wholly integrated partner to fulfil him in marriage. According 
to Lawrence, Jude's tragedy is in " o v e r ~ e v e l o p m e n t t of one principle 
of human life at the expense of the other; an over-balancing; a 
laying of all the stress on the Male, the lDve, the Spirit, the Mind, 
the Consciousness; a denying, a blaspheming against the Female, the 
Law, the Soul, the Senses, the Feelings".3 While with Arabella, Jude 
struggles to keep his spirituality intact, am while with SUe, he 
struggles to maintain his sensuality, in his ciesperate attempts to 
k ~ p p body and soul together. In fact, SUe am Arabella are like the 
white -am black horses, the noble am base instincts, which drew 
Plato's chariot of the soul. Unless and until he controls their 
reins, he is bound to be overturned arrl destroyed, as is the case 
with him at the end. But before he tries to control the two horses, 
he first needs to strike a balance between his inner conflicting 
emotions of body am mind, which Arabella am SUe are outwardly 
projecting. 
'!he clash between marriage and education, which runs through 
the book am manifests itself most clearly in the pizzle scene, is 
also meant to highlight Jude's split personality between eroc>tion arrl 
" - - - - - ~ ~ ---
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reason, am account for his maturity. As he is wa1.kirXJ hare at 
Marygreen am deeply thinking of Olrisbninster am his sublime 
ambition of becomi.rg a bishop ("Yes, Olristminster shall be my Alma 
Mater; am I'll be her beloved son, in wham she shall be well 
pleased" (JO, p.80)), Jude is suddenly smacked on the head by what 
Hardy refers to as the characteristic part of a barrow-pig. symbolic 
as it is, the scene is a turning point in Jude's life. Until l'lOW, 
Jude, like Tess before her seduction/rape in "TIle <l1ase", has _J1ever 
had any sexual relationship with.any woman; in fact he has never 
thought of them in such a way. But as soon as he catches sight of the 
fleshy Arabella wham he singles out fram her companions, the narrator 
observes "a momentary flash of intelligence, a dtnnb announcement of, 
affinity in [DSse, between herself and him" (JO, p.81). 
In this moment of vision, just as Arabella is turning "her eyes 
c:ritically upon him" out of "amatory curiosity", so is Jude gazing 
,-- ' i a g c ; ; . i r u ; t ~ ~ his intention - almost against his will... fram her eyes to 
her mouth, thence to her bosom, ~ a n c t t to· her f ~ i i i round naked anTIS, 
wet, mottled with the chill of the water, and firm as marble" (JO, 
pp.82-83). In the coop scene in lady Olatterley's Lover, Mellors, 
too, is sexually attracted to Connie despite his will, and by the 
symbolic influence of the chicks which, like the pig's penis, bring 
bcxly am mind into conflict (LCL, pp.120-21). Like Tess, Arabella is 
J ) h y ~ ! ~ l l y y v ~ ~__ ~ ' t . g - a ~ ~ ! : , : : "She had a round and prominent bosom, 
full lips, perfect teeth, and the rich complexion of a Cochin hen's 
egg. She was a complete and substantial female animal - no more, no 
less" (JO , p. 81). later , it will be remembered, Hardy will give us a 
description of a photograph when he introduces SUe, a l:xx:iiless 
creature with only "a pretty girlish face" (JO, p.124) to emphasis 
her aptitude because "there was nothing statuesque in her; all was 
nervous motion" (JO, p.137) , while in stressing Arabella's sexuality, 
he gives us her full physical description. Just as we know Arabella 
fram what she is (being), so we know SUe fram what she 
characteristically does (doing) - e.g. tuying the classical nude 
statues of Venus am Apollo (JO, p.141). 
It is this first meeting between Jude and Arabella that 
initiated the attack on the book when it was first published, and 
triggered such slogans as "Jude the Ol:scene" and "Hardy the 
Degenerate". Also, it was because of the press uproar that Hardy was 
forced later on to make the scene less explicit in its sexual 
connotations. In the first edition, for example, Hardy made much of 
the pig's penis: 
Jude held out his sti,* with the fragment. of pig 
daJ:lgling therefram, looking elsewhere the while, am. 
faintly colouring. . . 
She too looked in another clirectlon, and took 
the p i ~ ~ as 'thouqh ignorant of what her. harrl was 
do:j.ng. She hung if terrporarl1y on the ral1 ?f . the 
bridge, and then, by a s p e c i ~ ~ ~ f f mutual curlOSlty, 
they both turned, and regarUed It. 
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Like the stick used by Pierston in '!he Well-Beloved am the rod used 
by Aaron in Aaron's R o d , ~ ~ u d e ' s s st!ck, repeatedly referred to in the 
seduction scene, is a penis substitute in the nnst blatantly Freudian 
sense. It is with the stick tbat Jude picks up the characteristic 
part of the pig (JO, p.82), it is with the stick tbat he knocks at 
Arabella's door when he first visits her at her father's house (JO, 
p.87) , am it is with the stick on his ann tbat "he felt the warmth 
of her body against his" (JO, p.90). Hardy is right to suggest in his 
letter to Gosse tbat the throwing of the pizzle needs no further 
explanation because if it does then "I must have lamentably failed". S 
'!he split in Jude's personality is already there, even before 
SUe makes her appearance. To the "unvoiced call of woman to man" (JO, 
p.83) which Arabella telepathizes, Jude's response is said to be 
divided because "something in her [is] quite antipathetic to tbat 
side of him which had been occupied with literary study am the 
magnificent Orristminster dream" (JO, p.84). Despite his intellectual 
perceptiveness which tells him "It had been no vestal who chose that 
missile for opening her attack on him", he, though he "fourrl a new 
channel for emotional interest" other than his studies, still _cannot 
yield tohif? instinctual desires. It is Arabella, rather than Jude, 
W h o - - ~ f ~ s t s u g g e s t s s - a date: "you should see me SUrrlays!". When he 
shows some hesitation, she says "'!here's nobody after me just noN, 
though there med be in a week or two" (JO, p.83). On their first 
date, however, although Jude decides not to see her on account of his 
b.lsy reading schedule which coincides with the meeting, he is 
abruptly drawn to her from his study of the New Greek Testament as if 
"a compelling arm of extraordinary nruscular power seized hold of 
him ... and moved him along, as a violent schoolmaster as schoolboy he 
has seized by the collar, in a direction which tended towards the 
embrace of a woman for whom he had no respect" (JO, p.87). Again 
reason; and passion collide and passion prevails, for Jude cannot but 
S h c ; , : ; - ~ ~ ' ~ T e n c : e ' ' to Colljill1ctive orders from headquarters" (JO, p.81). 
If one is to compare this scene with tbat of the coop in I,ggy 
Olatterley, one can iImnediately see how Mellors is drawn to Connie 
and Connie to Mellors in exactly the same way. 
In yielding to his sexual demands, Jude not only neglects his 
d i v i n ~ _ . . studies, but also gives Arabella a golden opportunity to 
seduce him into matrimony. Following the advice of her frierrls, Anny 
and Sarah, "he's to be had by any woman who can catch him the right 
way" (JO, p.8S), Arabella "set herself to catch him the right way" 
(JO, p.8S). A few pages later, we learn that she is not totally 
satisfied by only having him to care for her: "I want him to lOOre 
than care for me; I want him to have me - to marry me! I must have 
him. I can't do without him. He's the sort of man I long for. I shall 
go mad if I can' t give myself to him altogether!" (JO, p. 93) . 
Detenni.ned to seduce him, she first arranges for the house to be 
vacated, and then once they are there alone, she draws him on by 
which explaining, after showing him how she is hatching an et:R, 
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~ l i s e s s heJ::" fecurrlity, between her breasts: "it is natural for a 
woman to want to brirg live things into the world" (JO, p.lOO). 
Whether or not Arabella becomes really pregnant as she 
initially clailns is quite ambiguous, rut surely she has a strorg 
noti ve to pretend in order to get Jude to marry her, because "Lots of 
girls do it; or do you think they'd get man-ied at all?" (JO, p.94). 
Her accidental meetirg with physician Vilbert prior to her alleged 
confession which makes the "gloomy" Arabella "brighter" (JO, p.lOl) , 
is decisive. As Penny Botnnelha explains: "Since the idea of obligirg 
Jude to marry her has been her intention from the outset, it is 
unclear whether she has obtained from the physician a simple piece of 
advice - pretend to be pregnant - or whether, pregnant in fact, she 
has got from him same of those 'female pills",6 which Jude used to 
advertise in Marygreen when he was a boy (JO, p. 68). Bo\.n'nelha is 
probably right in suggestirg the first option, rut in so far as 
"female pills" was widely urxierstcxx:i, according to her, as an 
"euphemism for abortifacients", she certainly has no strorg grourrl 
for the second one. since it is Arabella'S intention to get pregnant, 
or pretend to be so, in order to get married, then she definitely 
does not need any abortive techniques to safeguard her sexuality and 
herself from the consequences of tmWanted children, at least not 
before Jude refuses to marry her, which he has no mind at all to do. 
Besides, "female pills" could perhaps also mean contraceptive 
techniques which were available in the nineteenth century. At any 
rate, the story of Arabella's pregnancy proves false soon after the 
marriage has been contracted. 
On the weddirg night, however, as is always the case with 
Hardy, collision takes place between husband and wife, reason and 
- ~ - . . . , .... - ' ~ - - ' , , -
passion, appearance" aD.P., . reality. After the "officiator" has 
c O n t i - a c t ~ ~ them to love, cherish and honour one another in 
"precisely" the same way as they have done in the previous weeks 
until death take them apart, an urxiertakirg which "surprisirgly" has 
not surprised anybody except Hardy, the barrier of appearances breaks 
down. Arabella is no longer the same woman he has known, h.rt somebody 
e i ~ ~ in her shape. Her counterfeitirg personality clashes with her 
g e n ~ _ £ ~ J i t y : : S h e " - S h ~ - J u d e e by her fake hair, false bosom, and 
artificial dimples; moreover, she has lied about her alleged 
pregnancy, and has not revealed the whole truth about much of her 
life, like mixirg invariably with strange men, working as a barmaid 
at Aldbrickham and Ii virg away from her family for three months (JO, 
pp.103-7). Angel Clare's reproachful words to Tess, also made on 
their weddirg night in Tess of the d'Urbervilles ("You were one 
person: now you are another" (T, p.226», are applicable here. If 
Jude had said them to Arabella, surely no one would have blamed him, 
for they fit the situation perfectly. 
Marriage fails between Jude and Arabella, as it will between 
SUe and Phi I lotson, not on! y because of bad choice, rut also because 
of an error in the convention of the marriage contract, which 
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unrealistically bims husband and wife together for life even if they 
don't love one another and want to divorce. Spe.akin;J for Hardy here, 
Jude contemplates what went wrorg in his marriage: "1heir lives were 
ruined ... by the iurx3amental error of their rratrinnnial union: that 
having __ ~ ~ . a pennanent contract on a temporary feeling had no 
necessary cOnnection with -affinities that alone remer a life-Iorg 
comradeship tolerable" (JO, p.115). later, Jude will tell SUe: 
"People go on marrying because they can't resist natural forces , 
although many of them rray know perfectly well that they are possibly 
tuying a lTOnth's pleasure with a life's discanfort" (JO, p.324). 
Notice the opposition between "temporary" and "pennanent" , and 
between "feeling" and "affinity" - the first referring to the legal 
, p r o b ~ ~____ C>.! __ t:he _ con.tract, while the second to the J ~ ; y c h o l o g i c a l l
J)rol:>!.em __ o f _ ~ _ - J . n c o n p a t i b i l i t y . . J:etweensexual feeling and spiritual 
l l ! ! ! . Q ~ , , which Lawrence is continuously trying to reconcile in his 
.---
novels. One may add a third set of oppositions and that is between 
"contract" and "feeling": how can man/woman contract hiS/her feelings 
for ever? It is because of the absurdity of the law which certainly 
ignores the "feeling" part of marriage that SUe launches her severe 
attacks on the institution and calls for its demolition altogether 
for i t s c o r n p ~ f ? t e e failure j ~ Q Q accornmodate natural feelings of husband 
and wife. Of the many attacks, general and personal, she makes upon 
marriage, perhaps the most sarcastic is the following: 
If the marriage ceremony consisted in an oath and 
signed contract between the par:ties to cease loving 
from that day forward, in consideration of personal 
possession being given, and to avoid each other's 
society as much as possible in public, there would be 
lTOre lovll:tg couples than there are now. Fancy the 
secret meet1.11gs between the perjuring husband and wife, 
the denial of hav:4lg seen eaCh other, the clambering in 
at the bedrCXJIll wiirlows, and the hidinq in closets! 
'Ibere'd be little cooling then. (JO, pp.323-24) 
It has become a commonplace feature of Hardy to mock the wrong 
prevailing situation by their opposite counterpart. In Far from the 
Madding Crowd, for example, Bathsheba's father is said to have rrade 
his "ticketed" wife, to whom he grew less passionate, take off her 
wedding ring and act as if she were a sweetheart, seeing him secretly 
as urnnarried couples would usually do, so that when he "could 
thoroughly fancy he was wrong and cormnitting the seventh 'a got to 
like her as well as ever, and they lived on a perfect picture of 
mutual love" (FMC, p.111). Likewise, in Mr Noon (1984), lawrence, 
recalling this little anecdote and the above quoted passage of 
mockery, tells us how Johanna explains to Gilbert Noon that her 
husband likes "to think of her as an eternal white virgin whom he was 
almost violating" when he makes love to her. In order to enhance love 
and sexual excitement between them, Everard likes to imagine himself 
sinning with his lawful wife: 
So you see he did not ask and take his terrific sexual 
gratification as if it was something natura,l and, t.rl;le 
to marriag:e. He asked for it, he crayed for lt ~ ~ ~ f f In 
same way lt were a sin. '!he terriflC, the magnlflcent 
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b l ~ c k k sin of sensual marriage: ,the gorgeous legal sin 
wtl1ch one was prpud of, ,rut which one kept dark: which 
one haterl to 'fl:Unk of m the open day rut which one 
lusterl for by mght. ' 
(MN, W.242-43) 
Jude's marriage to Arabella illustrates that marriage as a 
scx::ial institution has _failed to meet contemporary needs. It turns 
established notions of matrbTOny-ilpside down. Arabella, as Jude's 
wife, is i n ! r n c ? ~ ~ : t - - a n d d a whore, and as a bigamist in Australia with 
cartlett, she is ~ a s s_ r ~ l e e as any married couple in the colony" 
(JO, p.243). SUe, as Jude's mistress, is chaste, and albeit, 
perverse, saintly, and as Phillotson' s wife, she is adulterous. Later 
on the pattern is reversed, perhaps to rocx:::k the institution of 
marriage, rut the situation is still maintained. When SUe is living a 
chaste life with Jude, she i s ~ ~ l t x . ~ ~ ~ law of adultery (JO, p.3ll), 
and when she is sexually su1::mitting to her husbarrl, she is guilty of 
prostitution. Jude calls her lawful marriage a "fanatic prostitution" 
(JO;"-p:"437) because even though she is legally wedded to Phillotson, 
she does not like to perform her sexual "duty" (JO, p.479) to him, as 
the law would have her whenever he wishes, any more than a prostitute 
likes to give herself to a poor customer whenever he chooses. What-1 
tortures SUe most in her marriage with Phillotson is "the necessity 
of being responsive to this man whenever he wishes" (JO, p.274). 
Furthermore, just as she regards her marital relationship with 
Phillotson as an adultery ( ; ~ - F O ~ ~ a man and woman to live on intimate 
terms When one feels as I do is adultery, in any circumstances, 
however legal" (JO, p.285», so does she consider her love affair 
with Jude as good as any legal marriage: "though in her own sense of 
the words she was a married woman, in the landlady's sense she was 
not" (JO, p.403). When Jude and SUe are supposed to be legally 
committed to their spouses they are living with each other as freely 
as husband and wife, a n ( : t _ ~ ~ t h e y y are divorced, they can neither 
. ~ t t their love in marriage, nor can they believe that they have 
been legally <;li vorced: "I have uncomfortable feeling that my freedan 
has been obtained under false pretences!" (JO, p.322). Once again 
"private" and "public" views clash with each other over the subject 
o f - ~ i a g e . . Of ~ ~ ~ , , Hardy's critics would have noticed that this 
is not the first time that the writer challenges the public v i ~ ~ and 
upsets the moral judgement of the long r ~ t a i n e d d traditional concepts 
'of-- his - _ ~ § g Q i e t y . . In Tess and '!he Mayor, Hardy deliberately reverses 
the conventional conceptions of the "pure warncm" and ''man of 
character". For those who do not believe that Hardy made strong cases 
for Tess and Henchard, here is SUe to argue her feminist case. 
'Ihroughout the book SUe is portrayed as Jude's double. '!he 
natural affinities between them may very well refer to the fact that 
they are cousins, rut it may also refer to the assumption that they 
are androgynous. 7 Whichever the case, Jude am SUe are counterparts, 
and there are plenty of examples to illustrate this. '!he first a:xres 
from Phillotson who has every reason to deny their similarities: "I 
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have been ~ c k k w i ~ ~... the ~ a o r d i n a r y y synpathy, or similarity, 
between the parr. He 1S her COUSln, which perhaps account for sane of 
it. '!hey seem to be one person split in two!" (JO, p.293). Phillotson 
has already released SUe from her marriage obligation partly because 
of their "extraordinary affinity", which remirrls him of the platonic 
love between Iaon am Cythna in Shelley's "Revolt of Islam" (JO, 
p.295) , am as he tells Jude in a letter: "You are made for each 
other: it is obvious, palpable, to any unbiased older person" (JO, 
p.304). '!he idea of "oneness" between Jude am SUe recurs throughout 
the book, especially in two IOOre places. If the Agricultural 
Exhibition, in which they achieve a "complete am nutual 
understarriing", makes them "almost the two parts of a single whole" 
(JO, pp.360-61) , the death of their children stains, if not breaks 
altogether, this perfect harmony: "0 my comrade, our perfect union -
our two-in-oneness - is now stained with blood!" (JO, p. 412) . Despite 
the strong affinity between them, Jude am SUe appear at times to be 
different. When he, for example, tells her "You are just like me at 
heart! " , she responds "But not at head... Not in our thoughts! 
Perhaps a little in our feelings" (JO, p.262). 
When Jude becomes emotionally involved with SUe in a serious 
relationship, Hardy raises all kinds of questions regarding the 
institution of marriage, s ~ ~ ~ __ from seXUal/spfritiJalattraction 
and marriage, am errling in annulment am free uruon. If " ~ I a g e - i s s
p r e s e n t ~ a s s " a ' ~ s o n a l l d i l ~ , ' a a private ease,'based on a wrong 
--choice between Jude ~ a O O - r l a , , . "as it is often in the early novels, 
it is presented here as a social i ~ ~ ~ , , a public debate between Jude 
and SUe, on the one hand, and law am society, on the other. since 
Jude is still married to Arabella, Hardy poses this problem, then he, 
by law am religion, is not supposed to fall in love with SUe or any 
other woman. His simple attraction to SUe, no matter how impulsively 
innocent, is a IOOral if not a legal violation of his marriage 
______ . ~ - r i . ~ - ~ . . ._.,_ ... ~ - . . 4.....-', ..... __ ~ . . _ _ 
contract: (JO, p.146). By its very nature, therefore, falling in love 
with SUe while he is still contracted to cherish Arabella raises the 
question of divorce even when it is not there at this stage. 
Had divorce been as easily attainable as he would have wished, 
one would argue, Jude would have IOOSt probably divorced Arabella and 
married SUe instead without much complications. Jude seems to be 
thinking in the same line when he tells SUe after her hasty marriage 
with Phillotson: "It all arose through my being married before we 
met, didn't it? You would have been my wife, SUe, wouldn't you, if it 
hadn't been for that?" (JO, p.274). But to suggest divorce as the 
~ i 9 C l l " f 5 0 l u t i o n n to the, marriage problem, as Tess ~ o : : ~ l e e
'does on her wedding night (see T, p.235), , , ~ ~ u l d d be to dimin1sh the 
importance. of lTIUcl1. of what Hardy is trying to convey through his 
n o v e l , ' - ~ ~ n c i l i n g g reason am passion being certainly not the least. 
H ~ ~ - V - ~ - , , S l I ~ , , S suggestion when she wants to be released fran 
Phillotson (''Why can't we agree to free each other? We made the 
compact, am surely we can cancel it - not legally, of course; rut we 
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can morally" (JO, p.285)) is surprisirgly more logical than the 
prevailirg marriage laws. Anyway, soon after he has been drawn to 
SUe, Jude contemplates marriage rut discovers to his disappointment 
that he cannot urrlertake it for many reasons: 
'!he first reason was that he was married, am it would 
be w r o ~ . . '!he secorrl was that they were cousins It was 
Tl9t well for cousins to fall in love e v ~ ~ when 
crrcumstances seemed 1;0 favour, the passion. '!he third: 
even, were he free, m a f ~ l y y like his own where 
marrlage usually neant a traglc sadness, marriage with 
a blOod-relatl0n would duplicate the adverse 
coJ"rl.ttions, arrl a tragic sadnesS might intensified to a 
traglc horror. (JO, p.137) 
Like Jocelyn Pierston who has been "cursed" by the "well-
beloved" fantasy which prevents him fran marryirg \ll1til he is old, 
arrl like Paul Morel who is repeatedly rut wrongly told by his mother 
that Miriam is after his soul, Jude and SUe are doomed in their love 
relationships by the4' . _ f ~ l y ' ~ ~ _ ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ marriages which ha\ll1t 
them throughout the novel: "'!he Fawleys were not made for wedlock" 
(JO, p.116, also see pp.224, 270, 324, 337, 349-50). By playing this 
fatalistic card, ~ ~____ .:!s __ not-.making a strong case for his 
protagonists to be representatives of their society. 8 since Jude am 
- - - - - - - - - ~ ~.. -.. -.-.- '-- .. , . 
SUe are cast aSabhormal, temperamentally special, "extraordinarily 
compounded" (JO, p.280) , and since not every family is maritally 
"cursed" like the Fawleys, then, one would argue, they can hardly be 
taken as spokespersons for normal members of society, and their 
marital problem is hardly a conunon one. Having said that, however , 
one should not discredit the novel for after all heredity plays an 
essential role in the psychology of people, mainly with regard to 
love arrl marriage as Lawrence (arrl even Freud) has explored in '!he 
Rainl:xJw arrl Fantasia of the Unconscious. 
In the same way that Arabella is associated with pigs, the 
.,.--.-,.-." , ... _ ..--", - - , - , ~ . . -. ' ~ ' - ' " " ~ ~ , . . 
unclean anilnals which dominate all the scenes of her courtship and 
marriage with Jude (see in particular JO, pp.108-113) , so is _ ~ e e
linked w i ~ : h _ . ~ i ? ~ t e r r anddiyinity. If Arabella is the beast, SUe 
Is - surely the nun. Seeing her w o r ~ ~ in the ecclesiastical 
- -----_. --.- ... ~ - - . , . .
establishment, Jude irmnediately identifies her with Orrisbninster 
"the heavenly Jerusalem" which has just made a strong impression on 
him, perhaps because of her eni9J!lCltic nature, unattainability. Like 
the "City of Lights", she ~ f i r s t t appears to hiln as "an ideal 
cbaracter, atout whose fonn he began to weave curious and fanatic 
day-dreams" (JO, p.136) , then as a "half-vision fonn" (JO, p.137) , 
and after her marriage to Phi I lotson, "like a vision" (JO, p.244). 
'!he betterhe .. _ g ~ t s s to know her, the more "ethereal" she becomes. 
&hoirg Shelley's "EPiPsYchidion" , Jude calls her a "disembcxlied 
creature, you dear, sweet, tantalizing phantom - hardly f ~ ~ _ a ! : a l l . i i
so that when I put my arms round you I almost ~ ~ them to pass 
through you as through air!" (JO, p.309). It is because of these 
s p i r i t u a l . " ~ t ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ between SUe and Orristminster that Jude, like 
Pauf-"Morel in' -regarding Miriam in Sons and Lovers, cannot rut 
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mistakenly see her as "a phantasmal, bodiless creature wh ,one o ... 
has little animal passion" (JO, p.324). 9 
- - - - - - - · · i t · i ~ ~ true that Jude's perspective in the novel is central am 
Arabella's peripheral, r u t ~ e n n it comes to SUe's COIl'plex sexuality, 
! . ~ ~ s " , _ ~ ~ ! ! a ' s s point of.view, not. Jude's, that.is. oonsistently 
r ! l ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ Just as Clara Dawes's perceptive views on Miriam's 
sexuality are trustworthy, especially in the scene where she 
oontradicts Paul's wrong ideas about her ("She does not want any of 
your soul conmunion. '!hat's you own ilnagination. She wants you" (SL. 
p.276)), so Arabella'S penetrating insights into SUe's psycho-
sexuality are amazingly accurate. SUe may appear to Jude, as Miriam 
does to Paul, a "phantasmal bodiless creature" or "Alma Mater", rut 
to Arabella, as Miriam is to Clara, she is a flesh am blood 
creature. 
Arabella's credibility is established throughout the book, 
especially in three different scenes. First, when widow Edlin 
suggests at the end of the book that SUe has fourrl peace by leaving 
Jude and returning to Phillotson, Arabella, with Hardy's approval, 
corrects her: "She m q y ~ _ § w e a r _ . t . b a t - . D n . . . h e J : : . k n e e s s to the holy cross upon 
--her necklace till she's hoarse, .. M ... it won't be true!... she's never 
found peaceyince . ~ e e .left his arms,,·and never 'will again till she's 
- . ~ ~ ... - - ~ . . "."" 
as he is nqw!" (JO, p. 491). Second, when Arabella calls in at night 
- - ~ . - - - - ~ ~ - ' " " ' ~ ~
after her arrival from Australia, it is she who stimulates SUe to 
" , ~ " "••• ~ " ' '__ , ~ . J J __ ~ . ~ ' _ " _ , , • _ . . . , " . ' ~ . . _" _'._,' _'<. '. • • 
sexually sul::mit to Jude. for the first time ''Mine was not the 
reciprocaf
P " W ' i ~ ' t i i l l e n v y - " ~ t i m u l a t e d d me to oust Arabella" (JO, 
p.428), and it is she who shows flashes of real intelligence in 
sensing her. change of mocx:i.the following day: 
--- - - - - " ~ ~ -,. ..... . .,- ,,- , 
"I don't know what you mean", said SUe stiffly. 
"He is mine, if you corne to that!" 
He wasn't yesterday" 
SUe coloured roseate I am said "Hew do you knew?" 
"From your manner wnen you talked to me at the 
door. Well, my dear f you've been ~ i c k k about it l am I 
expect my vislt last: night helped it on - ha-ha! But I 
don't want to get him away from you". (JO, p.334; my italics) 
Finally, at the Great Wessex Agricultural Show, Hardy gives his 
full support to Arabella in her profound analysis of SUe's 
personality - an analysis which he describes a s _ " ~ ~ visi?n" 
(JO, p.361). As a pattern, like the landlord who wants to c.lisnuss 
Jude and Arabella from his lodging after suspecting them to be 
unmarried until he one night hears them fighting "he recognized the 
note of genuine wedlock; and ooncluding that they must be 
respectable, said no more" (JO, p.464), Arabella reaches the opposite 
oonclusion upon otserving Jude and SUe walking intilnately close: "0' 
no - I fancy they are not married, or they wouldn't be so much to one 
~ ~ .. asthat" (JO, p.361). orIven by jealousy, Arabella first 
-detects a oontradictory inpllse in SUe's corrplex feelings "She'S not 
a p a r t i O l l a r - ~ h ~ c r e C 1 t u r e e to my thinking, though she cares 
for him pretty middle much - as much as she's able to; and he could 
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make her heart ache a bit if he liked to try", ani a bit later "she 
don't know what love is - at least what I call love!" (JO, W. 361-
62). But as soon as Sue's sexuality is awakened by the fla.vers whidl 
" q u i c k ~ ~ her blCXJd ani made her eyes sparkle wi th vivacity", 
Arabella 1S assured of Sue's feeling: ''What Arabella had witnessed 
was Sue detaining Jude alIrost against his will while she learnt the 
names of this variety and that, ani put her face within an inch of 
their blooms to smell them" (JO, pp.365-66). If the readers have any 
doubt about the passionate nature of Sue's sexuality, Arabella does 
not, for the way in which "she looked up at him ani smiled ... told so 
much to Arabella" (JO, p.366). : 
'!he question of Sue's feminism is Weed very important am ., 
relevant to her sexuality, rut Hardy seems reluctant to fuse the two 
issues together convincingly. On the one harrl, he seems to favour Sue 
as sexually .. 1::iIN:9 so that she fits his definition of the "New Woman" 
,.-......... ,,, .•.. ,,,,,.,, "',.'.' . , 
who according to his Preface, was "coming into notice in her 
thousands every year - the woman of the feminist movement - the 
~ . ~ " " - " . " ' ~ " ' " T ' ' ' ' " ' ' .-, -', ."."._,. " 
slight, pale, 'bachelor' girl - the intellectualized, emancipated 
l:m'xlle of nerves that modern conditions were producing" (JO, p.42), 
while on the other, he seems to prefer her to be the wamanl y type, 
sexually passionate - as passionate as she needed t ; ~ " b e e .:.. so that she 
' - - - ' _ " o A ' ~ ' " " .. d • • ... 
can still appeal to men, to Hardy in particular, by sha.ving off her 
natural beauty . Certainly Hardy was thinking in this line when he 
wrote to Mrs Henniker about one of her emancipated heroines: "the 
girl. . . is very distinct the modern intelligent mentally 
emancipated young woman of cities, for whom the married life you 
kindly provide for her would ultilnately prove no great charm - by far 
the most interesting type of femininity the world provides for man's 
eyes" (my italics). 10 Kate Millett is perceptive here when she raises 
the question of whether. Sue is actually the victim of social 
circumstances which make her "frigid", or Weed the victim of a 
literary conventionS (iJiy- and Rose) whJch cannot alla.v her to have 
both mi.nd" ancih:rlY-:-. :jntellectuality ~ ~ ~ l i t y . . She blames Hardy 
' f ~ r h i S ~ i n t y " " and 'holds him'responsible for turning Sue into 
"an enigma, a pathetic creature, a nut, and an iceberg", 11 forgetting 
the significance of this c c : > n ~ 5 1 9 : ! 9 t j S ) l ' l m . . Sue's personality and ha.v 
this very trend has become the essence of characterization in the 
modern novel. 
It is precisely this inconsistency in her make-up that makes 
Sue, like Paula Power in A Laodicean, ~ i g u o u s l y y attractive. 
rrbroughout the book, Sue takes a stand and then as a pattern reverses 
it without a gCXJd reason other than perhaps being ~ w k w a r d l y y
coquettish. She tells Jude ha.v she may have killed her urrlergraduate 
l : x > y f r i ~ ' " " by "holding out against him so long at sudl close 
quarters", rut she will not accept being called fastidious: "People 
say I nrust be cold-hearted, - sexless - on account of it. But I won't 
have it! Same of the most passionate erotic poets have been the nnst 
~ . ! . f - < : : Q n t a i . n e d d in therr daily lives" (JO, pp.202-3). She may admit 
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the fact that ''My nature is not so passionate as yours!" am ''My 
liking for you is not as sane WCJlOO.Tl'S perhaps", rut she will be 
exasperated if he tells her "You are incapable of real love" (JO, 
pp.303-4), or "You are a flirt" (JO, p.264). Even though she strOlgly 
resists love am marriage, she at least three times expresses her 
!?!-"ofourrl ~ - ! ~ ~ ~ o v e , , if not for marriage: "Sane WCJlOO.Tl'S love of 
being loved is insatiable; am so, often, as their love of lnvinn. 
. -._-;" 
am m the last case they may firrl that they can't give it 
continuously to the ch.amber-officer appointed by the bishop's licence 
to receive it" (JO, p.265, see also pp.305,429). 'Ihus throughout the 
book, SUe remains "sanething of a riddle to him" (JO, p.187). 
Regardless to its various manifestations, SUe's inconsistency 
has depth and coherence. 12 Just as Arabella would use her physical 
~ " , , __ , _ . . t " " ~ I " ' ~ ' _ L ~ ' . ' ' ' ' ' '
channs to take advantage of innocent men like Jude am cartlett, so 
would SUe, by the usegt her i n ~ l l i g e n c e , , IPaIlipulate men and enslave 
~ ~ ~ - h ~ ~ f e m i n i s t c a ~ ~ _ _ '!hough she initially does not love Jude 
as she herself admits, she, "aCX'X)rding to the rule of women's whims" 
(JO, p.301), does not mind attracting him to her, even if this would 
cause him a lot of pain. In the scene where she insists on rehearsing 
marriage with Jude before the actual ceremony with Phillotson takes_ 
place, Hardy overtly stresses haw "she would go on inflicting such J 
pains again and again, and grieving for the sufferer again and again, 
in all her colossal inconsistency" (JO, p.231). Holding his ann, "a 
thing she had never done before in her life ... almost as if she loved 
him", and walking with him in the church aisle "precisely like a 
couple just married" , SUe tantalizes him so much - first by 
-, 
ironically telling him "I like to do things like this" and then by 
asking him ''Was it like this when you were married?" - that the 
narrator wonders: ''Was SUe simply so perverse that she wilfully gave 
herself and him pain for the odd and mournful luxury of practising 
long-suffering in her awn person, and of being touched with terrier 
pity for him at having made him practise it?" (JO, pp.228-30). 
Of course SUe's struggle for power manifests itself nnst 
clearly and most p r o b l ~ t i . c a l i Y Y in her sexual repression. In 
anticipation of rrhe Rainbow and lady Olatterley's IDver, where sexual 
intercourse provides the grounds for struggle between men and women 
inside and outside marriage, Slle .QCJIAipates her men not by having sex 
with them like Ursula and ~ B e r t : h a a Coutts do for examPle, rut: by 
h O i d ~ ~ out_ agi:li,rlst their desires, which she herself has aroused . She 
-my not always ~ ' - - ~ ' ' controi, as for instance when Jude forces her to 
subnit to him after Arabella's sudden appearance: "I shouldn't have 
given way if you hadn't broken me dawn by making me fear you would go 
back to her" (JO, p.428). But she certainly seems to have gained the 
upper hand in her paver relationships with Jude and Phillotson, as 
she did with her undergraduate friend. As a general rule, however, 
SUe believes that "no average man - no man short of a sensual savage 
- will molest a woman by day or night, at home or abroad, unless she 
invites him. Until she says by a look 'corne on' he is always afraid 
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to" (JO, p.202). But as soon as she is married, Phillotson forfeits 
her this right by rna1d.rg his sexual advances whenever he wishes 
because, ~ ~ ~ he ~ l l s s her, "you - are canmittiDJ a s ~ ~ . ~ ~ -not likirij 
~ y ' : ~ ~ " _ ~ ~ o v e e me" (JO, p.285). Part of her argument against 
marriage is ~ ~ ~.. ~ o r f e i t u r e e of this basic right over her own body. One 
of SUe's reasons for feari.rg the marriage cererrony, as Hardy explains 
in his letter to Gosse, "is that she fears it would be hreaki.n;J faith 
with Jude to withhold herself at pleasure, or altogether, after it; 
though while uncontracted she feels at liberty to yield herself as 
seldom as she chooses". 13 .-.... 
- .. - It is true that when SUe marries Phillotson she does not knc:M 
what marriage really means, until she is ~ ~ t r u S l < : : by the nature of its 
. ~ ~ ~ !"eality: "Jude, before I married him I had never thought out 
fully what marriage meant, even though I knew... I dare say it 
happens to lots of women; only they subnit, am I kick" (JO, p.276). 
It seems that on the face of things SUe married Phillotson for 
trivial reasons, such as j ~ l o u s y y at the news of Jude's marriage am 
f ~ " , " ~ L - ~ g E : ! l . _ h ~ . E ~ ~ t : a ~ ~ o n n after her scarrlal at the trainirg 
school (JO, p.284). But on a deeper level, it seems that she marries 
him because she wants a f r ; i ~ , , a protector, a trustworthy companion, 
- - - - - ~ . - ' - - . . . . ..--- -- "" - " 
somebody who can replace her missi.rg father. Hardy makes no secret 
about this. In referri.rg to a possibility of a relationship between 
Jude and SUe he writes: "If he could only get over the sense of sex, 
as she seemed to be able to do so easily of his, .what a comrade she 
_\\T()uld make" (JO, p.208; also see p.430). Although Hardy insists on 
Phillotson's healthy sexuality ("It was a renunciation forced upon 
him by his academic purpose, rather than a distaste for women which 
had hitherto kept him from closing with one of the sex in matrim:>ny" 
(JO, p.217», there are some unexplained sexual peculiarities about 
Phillotson - one comes from Aunt Drusilla "'!here be certain men here 
am there no women can stomach. I should have said he was one" (JO, 
p.249), and the other from SUe when WidOW' Edlin asks her if there was 
anythi.rg wrong with Phillotson: "I cannot tell. It is something ... I 
cannot say" (JO, p.475). Bei.rg sexually healthy, hOW'ever, does not 
necessarily make Phillotson sexually attractive for he is not, at 
least not to SUe am Aunt Drusilla. 
Once married, SUe mistakenly believes that Phillotson would not 
make any. sexual d ~ o n n her - be.ing eighteen years her senior, am 
-Celibate as he was for quite a long time - or irrleed that if he does, 
she would easily reblff him. '!hat she thinks of him as a substitute 
father figure or a close friend is certainly one valid interpretation 
of t h e ~ r e i a t . l o n s h i p , , at least from SUe's point of view, am Hardy 
is definitely encouragi.rg such a reading by a number of successive 
exarrples varying from sbrple hints ("He is the only man in the war ld 
for whom I have any respect or fear" (JO, p.209» to explicit 
conunents such as "though I like Mr Phillotson as a friend, I don't 
like him - it is a torture to me to - live with him as a husbarrl" 
(JO, p.273; also see pp.285, 297 am 314). '!he word "father" is used 
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in the text, however, once in cx:>nnection with Phillotson ("he was old 
enough to be the girl's father" (JO, p.155» am another in 
connection with Jude ("You are 'father', you knc:7.v. '!hat's what they 
call the man who gives you away"), a statement to which the narrator 
says: "Jude could have said 'Phillotson' s age entitles him to be 
called that!' But he would not annoy her by such a cheap retort" (JO, 
p.228). In psychoanalytical terms, therefore, whether it is Jude or 
PhillotSOn", ~ e ! ~ ~ ! 9 ~ i r g g for a father symbol, scmethirg to clirg 
to, to anchor her enDtions to, a replacement for her missirg father. 
Earlier, Aunt Drusilla makes the point that SUe might be sufferirg 
fram an Oedipal complex: "She was brought up by her father to hate 
her nother's family ... I never cared much about her" (JO, p.160). If 
this can prove anything, it is the Oedipal nature of, SUe's story. 
Just as Paul Morel would vainly search for a nother-sutstitute in the 
spirit of Miriam, so would SUe search for a father-protector in the 
spirit of both Jude arrl Phillotson. '!his may very well explain the 
reasons behirrl her extreme physical revulsion from his sexual 
e m m : : a . ~ ~ which makes her sleep in the cupboard arrl leap fram the 
window. 
What SUe does not like about her marriage to Phillotson, beside 
his sexual demarrls, is the loss o ~ ~ h ~ J . m i ividuality. When Jude calls 
........ " ....... .....-.. """#",, .. -... , ~ ~ . ~ ~ •• r-- _,_" ... ~ ~ •• 
her ''Mrs Phillotson", a "label" which deprives her from her long 
retained identity, she protests: "But I am not really Mrs Richard 
Phillotson, rut a woman tossed about, all alone" (JO, p.266). '!he 
first of her criticisms against the institution of marriage COIreS 
earlier when she is readirg about the marriage service in the Prayer-
book: "According to the ceremony as there printed, my brj.degrexxn 
chooses me of his CM11 will arrl pleasure; rut I dori't .. q t ~ ~ i1IID._ 
~ " ' . . gives me -to iliID" iike a she-ass ~ c ; r - - ' S h ~ o a t ~ " ~ ~ ~ any other 
",,_. __ ., .. "1III/IIfI'" • ".,.-.... --, .• ~ _ , , _ , , ' ' .• _,._,.., ... _- __ . , ~ _ , I . _ . ' ' t ' + } ~ - . . . -l 
domestic animal" (JO, p.226). In cx:>ndenming marriage, it would be 
remembered through the book, Hardy gives his full SllppOrt to SUe. 
When Jude, for instance, tells her how people go on marryirg largely 
for sexual reasons, she cannot bIt compare marriage to l e g a l j . ~ e c ! . .
prostitution: "I think I should begin to be afraid of you, Jude, the 
m ; ; ; } t - y ~ ' ~ d d cx:>ntracted to cherish me under a Goverrnnent stamp, arrl 
I was licensed to be loved on the premises by you - ~ , , hOW .. l 1 o ~ ~ ! _ ~ ~
aI1Ci sorgjJ;!!" (JO , p. 323). Later, she tells him how wanen, instead of 
'marryirg for sexual reasons as he claiIns, marry for social _ ~ ~ ! X . : :
"Fewer women like marriage than you StlplX)Se, only they enter into it 
for the dignity it is assmned to cx:>nfer, and the social advantages it 
gains them sometiIres - a dignity and an advantage that I am quite 
willirg to do without" (JO, p.324). '!his of c:x>UrSe underlines the 
main difference between SUe and Arabella: where the latter accepts 
~ i a g e - f o r r these reasons, the fonner rejects it for precisely the 
same ones-
By the same token, moreover, just as Hardy supports SUe ani 
Jude in their mcrlern views on marriage, so he also attacks Gillin:Jharn 
and Arabella for their cx:>nventional 0 ; ; S ~ - - Speaking for their 
- - - - - - - . - ~ - . . .-------.. --.----- _ .. 
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traditional society, G i l l ~ ~ not only suggests tbat SUe "be 
smacked, ani brought to her senses" (JO, p.296) rut also advises 
Phillotson to yse hi...2_, auth()rity "You nrust tighten the reins by 
degrees only. Don't be too strenuous at first. She'll c.one to any 
tenns in time" (JO, p.443), while Arabella insists tbat Phillotson 
should tame SUe: 
" . .. yqu sh?Uldn' t have let her... She'd have came 
rourrl m tl.1ne. We all do! Custom does it' I 
shouldn't have let' her ''''O! Isnbuld ha - . . •.• 
chained h .. q . ve kept her on - er ~ r r l t t kickinq would have beeri brake 
soon ~ ! ! 1bere s notJ:ring like borrlage am a stone-
deaf tasklnaster for ~ ~ us women. Besides "you've 
.;Jot :tlle.. l ~ w s s ~ l l l Y()Ur side". (JO, p ~ 3 1 l 9 ) )
It is only after her children's tragic death when she 
~ a s t : ! 9 1 1 1 y _ , d e t e r i o r a t e s s from .... the feminist type to the conventional 
~ ~ that SUe's early reIMrks ("I am not modern ... I am more ancient 
than mediaevalism" (JO, p.187» can be fully understcx:x:l. '!hough this 
is by no neans a defeat of her feminism it is a set tack for her 
_.". e m a n c ~ ~ t ~ 9 ! . l . " J ) r i n c i p l e s s as Hardy himself explains or perhaps regrets 
In his Preface (JO, p.431). One main aspect of SUe's succtnnbing to 
convention is her adoption of the Crristian faith which she am Jude 
~ ~ .'. . 
have long suppressed. Because Crristianity, _ forbids sex outside 
marriage, she tells Jude: "I have 'thought tbat we have been selfish, 
careless, even ilnpious, in our courses, you and I. OUr life has been 
a vain attempt at self-delight. But self-abnegation is the higher 
road. We s h ~ ~ l d d mortify the flesh - the terrible flesh - the curse of 
Adam!... We ought to be continually sacrificing ourselves on the 
altar of duty" (JO, pp.419-20). As for her illegitimate children, "I 
see marriage differently now. My tabies have been taken from me to 
shOW' me this t Arabella's child killing mine was a judgement - the 
~ t . . slaying the wrong" (JO, p.425). 
It is because of this breakdown in SUe's emotions tbat Jude 
attacks not only religion ("You make me hate Orristianity, or 
. ~ ~____ ~ " . L . - , ~ . , , _ ~ . ' ' _ ....... , . , , ~ , ' ' IWIII • 
mysticism, or Sacerdotalism, or whatever it may be called, if it's 
tbat which has caused this deterioration in you" (JO, p.426», rut 
also her "extraordinary blindness" to her old feminist logic: "Is- it 
Peculiar to' you, or is i t ~ n n to woman? Is a woman a thinking unit 
at all, or a fraction always wanting its integer?" (JO, pp.426-27). 
As the narrator ob3erves: "SUe and himself had mentally travelled in 
opposite directions since the tragedy: events which had. enlarged his 
own views of life, laws, customs, and dogmas, had not operated in the 
same ~ ' - ~ ' ' o ~ ~ SUe's. She was no longer the same as in the 
independent days" (JO, p.419). But the more he argues with her the 
more he is convinced that j,.t is not she that he should corrlemn; it is 
the prevailing dogmas of the society he should abolish. His earlier 
wordS' to" sUe --iegardi.ng women (" instead of protesting against the 
c o n c t i t i ~ ~ ' ' they protest against the man, the other victim" (JO, 
p.355» are cerb:iinly applicable here in reverse. ''Who were we", Jude 
asks h ~ ~ ;-""to think we could act as pioneers!" (JO, p.428). since 
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they can ~ ~ t : l : ! ~ , , ~ ~ ~ society's attitudes tD.vards love am marriage 
for "the time was not ripe for us" (JO, p.482), nor can they sustain 
~ ~ ~ t n l g g l e . , . w i t h h .,.it "or whatever our foe may be" as they "have no 
TOC>re fighting strength left no TOC>re enterprise", then they have no 
c h o i ~ ~ _ ~ ! . , ~ t : : ''we must confonn... It is no use fightim a g a ~ ~
God!" (JO, p.417). Jude dies at the en:l!K't because he is defeated by 
his society's conventions, rutl:lecause he . fails ,. to reconcile his 
"conflicting ,'em)tions between SUe anl. Arabella, between spirit arrl 
flesh. '!his is Jude' s tragedyJ 
. __ .- .... -._--
Although Hardy raises all sorts of questions regarding the 
absurdity of the traditional laws of marriage, he surprisimly poses 
no s o l u 1 : ! 9 E J p , _ . t b ~ ~ pr()bleJll!, '!his perhaps umerlines his conscious 
intention of !=1emolishing. marriage as a social institution. As he 
.. ~ . . '\ 
himself states in the Preface, "Jude the Ol:scure is silnply an i 
endeavour to give shape am coherence to a series of seemirxJs, or 
personal impressions" (JO , p. 39). Seve.,teen years later, he adds in-,' 
his "Postscript", after defending his hook against Margaret 
Oliphant's accusation of an "anti -marriage league", "'Ihe author has 
been reproached by some earnest corresporrlents that he has left the 
question [of matrimony] where he fourrl it, arrl has - ~ t : I ' O : 0 t e d d the 
~ ~ to a much-needed,.,refonn" (JO, p.42). In a letter to Florence 
Henniker (dated 1 June 1896), Hardy denies beim "an advocate of 
'free love'" am then explains: "Seriously I don't see any possible 
scheme for the union of the sexes that w[ou] ld be satisfactory". But, 
twenty-two years later, in another letter to Mrs Hermiker (dated 27 
october 1918), he not only expresses his profound tendencies towards 
"free love" , rut also bnplicitly rejects marriage as a rocrlern....., 
institution: "if I were a woman I should think twice before enteri.rg ' ~ ~
into matrimony in these days of emancipation when everythim is open 
to the sex". 14 
In the novel, TOC>reover, Jude expresses the same anxieties over 
society's conventions of love am marriage. 'Ihough he is able to 
sense the problem, he, like his creator, is not ready yet to say what 
it is or how to solve it: _ ~ ' I I perceive there is something wrong 
somewhere in our social fonnula: what it is can only be discovered by 
merlancf'warnen ;ith greater i n s i g h ~ ~ :tllan mine, - if, Weed, they ever 
cli;;cover' it . -at least in our time" (JO, p. 399) . Jude's main problem 
is "It 'takes two or three generations to do what I tried to do in 
one" (JO, p.398). I have cited all the above quotations because they 
all have one thing in common: they all point to Lawrence. Fran a 
socio-historiqal poirlt: of view, Hardy is perceptive, for it is not 
until --pe;haPs Lawrence, am TOC>re specifically in his creation of 
Ursula am Birkin, that "such" men am women can finally be seen able 
to fully explain what is wrong in society. '!he TOC>re one reads Hardy, 
the TOC>re he or she is convinced that he is the natural predecessor of 
Lawrence, the one who has influenced rum am provided him with 
fertile literary grourrl to grow his ideas on. Of course when Hardy 
wrote Jude, he did not Jmow (or was he speculati.rg?) that sanel:xrly 
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else with "greater insight", like lawrence, would be cc::ani.rg to 
continue his exploration of love am marriage am to do what he could 
not have done: point the way to a ''much-needed refonn" by provicli.nJ 
many insightful solutions to the marriage problem. If Hardy lacks-
lawrence's solutions, he certainly _ ~ t i c i p a t e s s many of the sexual 
problems that would confront his lovers inside am outside of 
marriage. 
\ 
On the whole, then, Jude the Obscure remains one of Hardy's 
most celebrated novels, not because it is his last one, rut also 
because i t _ ~ _ ~ _ ~ y y of his arguments about the marriage question. 
Margaret Oliphant is right to equate Jude with Grant Allen's '!he 
Women Who Did (1895) in her contenporary article "'!he Anti-Marriage 
league" , for Hardy after all is out to defeat love am abolish 
marriage. 15 Jude also makes no mistake when he ~ y s s "0 Susanna 
--------'< ........... ,. 
Florence Mary!... You don't kn<:M what marriage means!" (JO, p.225) 
because as a social institution, marriage fails to live up to SUe's 
~ ~ , ! o ~ , , _ ~ ~ , ~ t t does to Jude's before her. Everybody in the novel 
seems to have a different meaning iO.I'_tbg,concept of marriage. For 
Jude and SUe, first it is "a sort of trap" (JO, p.337) am then it is 
a "fanatic prostitution" (JO, p.437); for Arabella, it is "lOOre 
bJsiness-like" (JO, p.335); for Phi I lotson, it is a seduction ("I 
took advantage of her inexperience" (JO, p.292»; for Aunt Drusilla, 
it is a "heredity curse", and for widow Edlin, ''Weddings be funerals" 
(JO, p.479). If '!he Well-Beloved is Hardy's farewell to fiction, as 
the old Pierston loses his artistic gift at the end, Jude the Obscure 
definitely has the last sayan love am marriage. 16 
III 
Lady Chatterley's Lover (1928) 
According to his own account, lawrence's main concern in I,ggy 
Chatterley's IDver is to reconcile the "penis" (and "the womb") 17 to 
the "intellect" , the two centres of being. Seeing the ''mental 
consciousness" arusing the "phallic consciousness" as he argues in "A 
Propos of lady Chatterley's IDver", he detennines to do justice to 
the latter. He, therefore, supports the "penis" against the 
"intellect" . In this respect, Mark Kinkead-Weekes writes: "'!he old 
lawrence still speaks in 'there should be no versus', l::ut his novels 
turns 'versus' into repudiation, of 'mental-spiritual consciousness' 
in the irrli vidual, of all Jd..ms of relationship l::ut the phallic, of a 
whole society". 18 'Ibis is not the first time that lawrence has been 
misunderstood, for what Kinkead-Weekes is claiming in the passage is 
questionable. When lawrence defends the "penis" against the 
"intellect", he does not mean to be unjust. All he wants to do in his 
novel is to reconcile the two centres of being. In "A Propos", 
lawrence states his prilosophy of reconciliation very clear I y when he 
says: "Life is only bearable when the mirrl and the body are in 
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harnDny, and there is a natural ba.lance between them, and each has a 
natural respect for the other". 19 
lawrence had always worked umer a similar pattern of ba.lance 
in which he joined and defended the overpowered or the umervalued 
object until he maintained the ba.lance between the two confronted 
objects. Joining one party against the other does not necessarily 
mean negating the other by any means whatsoever. If the iIrprovenent 
of the character of Mellors is important at all, it is for the 
consideration of the balance between body and mim. By bec:x:min::J 
Connie's intellectual equal in the third version, Mellors maintains 
his individual integrity in the same way Ursula has at the end of '!he 
Rainbow. All he needs to do is to achieve fulfibne.nt in marriage so 
that he can be transcended to the "ultimate-whole" in lawrence's 
tenus. 
'!he absence of the siIrple corrlition of "harnnny" in the story 
is fatal. Nobody seems to be happy or satisfied with life at all. 
"OUrs", writes lawrence at the opening of the novel, "is essentially 
a tragic age, so we refuse to take it tragically" (LCL, p.5). '!he 
Clatterleys are "arcong the ruins" and they seem to have no chance of 
recovering whatsoever unless they renounce marriage and start all 
over again with new spirit, for "the modern cult of personality is 
excellent for friendship between the sexes, and fatal for 
marriage".20 '!his still would not be enough for Clifford, who is now 
crippled for life and cannot have children. His life is characterized 
by disconnectedness because he has lost the vitality of "touch" with 
other people. He is "like a man looking down a microscope, or up a 
telescope. He was not in touch" (LCL, p.17). '!he detachment is even 
apparent within hilnself where mim and body are entirely out of 
contact. 
'!he beginning of the novel recalls irmnediately the end of "'Ihe 
Virgin and the Gipsy", where the cataclysm happens and Yvette is 
about to die, not from the flcxxi itself, rut symbolically, from 
shivering and pneumonia. It is only the gipsy's terrier flame of 
healing that saves her life when he has wrapped his body arourrl hers 
and given her tender wannth and resurrection (VG, pp. 245-48), the 
gipsy hil11self being a "resurrected man". 'Ihe comparison between the 
two stories is great; in fact, one is the forerunner for the other. 
Taking into account the significance of body, one can at once call 
Clifford bankrupt of emotions. He, unlike the gipsy, cannot save 
Connie's life from the "cataclysm" that has happened simply because 
he has no sensual "body" capable of having feelings and wannth. He 
cannot even save hilnself. '!he beginning foreshadows the whole story 
for it has "'Ihe Virgin and the Gipsy" as a theme. 
It is evidently true that Clifford's body is paralysed by the 
war and not wasted by the mind, as it might have happened otherwise. 
However, the fact still remains valid that Clifford's :impotence is 
primarily caused by his inherent incapacity to appreciate the neanin;J 
of "touch" and sensi ti vi ty: "he had been so much hurt that sarnet.h.i.n;J 
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inside him had perished, SOlle of his feelinJs had gone. '!here was a 
blank of insentience" (ICL, p.6). Before he is "shiIP3d back hare 
smashed", we are told, "the sex part. did not rooan much to him" (rcr." 
P .13). Even on his honeymx>n he could not match Connie's vigorous 
sexuality. His paralysis is, therefore, symbolic am suggestive of 
his sexual attitude am a fair iInage of his phallic failure. Lawrence 
is not exaggerati.rxj Clifford's iIrpot:ence, nor is he iIrposinJ the 
symbol on the novel (as he claims in "A Propos"). As a matter of 
fact, Clifford's paralysis has came spontaneously as a symbol to 
errphasis the unproducti vity of his body, his class am other men of 
his sort. In "A Propos", Lawrence writes: "I have been asked many 
tines if I intentionally made Clifford paralysed, if it is symbolic. 
Arrl literary friends say, it would have been better to have left him 
whole and potent, and to have made the WClI'MI1 leave him 
nevertheless".21 In "st MaWr", Lawrence examines a similar case of 
marriage and sterility between lDu am Rico where husbarrl am wife 
suffer from emotional and physical failure of the phallus: "Arrl soon, 
tacitly, the marriage became rrore like a frierrlship, platonic. It was 
marriage, rut without sex. Sex was shatteri.rxj and exhausting, they 
shrank away from it, and became like brother and sister" (SM, p.14). 
Connie, on the other hand, is similarly isolated from the 
feelings of "touch" with her husbarrl and with other people, and 
forced to live her life through Clifford's, no matter how miserable 
it might be. '!he rrore he depends on her, the rrore she is detached 
from life and happiness. '!hey are so absorbed in one another mentally 
that they are alInost antagonistic eJrotionally. As far as his writing 
and reading are concerned, they are alive, h.rt sentimentally they are 
in deadlock: "He was so much at one with her, in his mind and hers, 
rut bodily they were non-existent to one another, and neither could 
bear to drag in the corpus delicti. '!here were so intimate , utterly 
out of touch" (ICL, P .19) . Acxx:>rding to Lawrence's marriage 
philosophy, Clifford and Connie are not spiritually married for 
''marriage is no marriage that is not correspondence of blood". 22 She 
is rrore likely represented as a housekeeper or a hostess who is 
supposed to entertain Clifford's intellectual friends am 
aristocratic relations without findirg any interest in them at all. 
'!his, of course, is in addition to taking care of the child-husbarrl 
Clifford. All of these responsibilities are later given to Mrs Ivy 
Bolton, the housekeeper, when Connie gets sick. 
Because sex does not mean anything to Clifford, his definition 
of it becomes futile like the stories he writes. He says that the 
marital intimacy is rrore personal and "sex was merely an acx::ident, or 
an adjunct, one of the curious otsolete, organic proc:esses whim 
persisted in its own cltnnSiness, rut was not really necessary" (LCL, 
p.13). Later on, when the topic of having a child by another man is 
brought up, Connie is overwhelIred by Clifford's .iIr{>ersonal rroti ve 
which fails to consider her sexual needs: "you and I are interwoven 
in a marriage. If we stick to that we ought to be able to arrarge 
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this sex thirr::J, as we arrarge goinJ to the dentist" (LCL, p.47). What 
Clifford really wants is an heir to guarantee Wragby's mastershi 
over Tevershall, arrl not a dtild to fulfil his wife's i n s t i n c t i v ~ ~
desire. 
'!he spirituality of sex am marriage could have won her had she 
not had the sexual excitement with Michaelis, whom she kept t.hinki.n;J 
of while Clifford was addressinJ the matter of havinJ a child: "she 
knew he was right theoretically... rut how could she know what she 
would feel next year?" (LCL, p.48). Irrleed, sex is unpredictable. As 
a writer, Michaelis is much more successful than Clifford. He is able 
to make an impression on Connie from first meeting for "he didn't put 
on airs to himself; he had no illusions about himself" (LCL, p.24). 
Driven by her sexual desires which have been deprived for so lorg, 
she makes love to hiln in her parlour. At first, he is able to rouse 
in her "a wild sort of compassion am Yearni.nJ, am a wild, craving 
physical desire" (LCL, p.31), rut when she expects more from his 
''masculinity'', he fails to satisfy her, because "he was always come 
and finished so quickly" (LCL, p.31). Like Skrebensky in rrhe Rainbow, 
he is reduced to nullity for he is better than Clifford "at making a 
display of nothingness" (LCL, p.54). And unlike Ursula, Connie 
insists on her satisfaction: "she soon learnt to hold him, to keep 
hiln there inside her when his crisis was over ... while she was 
active... wildly, passionately active coming to her own crisis ... 
from his hard, erect passivity" (LCL, p. 31) . 
In '!he Rainbow and elsewhere, lawrence is very much concerned 
with the struggle of power as it manifests itself in the act of 
sex. 23 In lady Olatterley's LDver, however, lawrence's interest goes 
yet further to investigate the secrets of this power am how one 
partner su1:rlues the other in sexual intercourse where passion am 
tenderness are supposed to be working peacefully. He frankly states 
that if a woman wants to exercise a power over her man, all she needs 
to do is "to hold herself back in sexual intercourse, and let him 
finish and expend hilnself without herself corning to the crisis: and 
then she could prolorg the connection and adtieve her orgasm ani her 
crisis while he was merely her tool" (LCL, p. 8). '!he Marchesa in 
Aaron's Rod behaves to her husbarrl in a very similar manner (AR, 
pp.284-85). In their youth in Gennany, Connie am her sister, Hilda, 
exercise the same sort of power over the boys: "she could yield to a 
man without yielding her inner free self" (LCL, p.7). 
In her affair with Michaelis, Connie, unlike the Marchesa, does 
not intend to hold herself as she used to do in Gennany, because that 
was "the end of a chapter" (LCL, p.8). If Connie's youthful sexual 
experience is based on Frieda's, then lawrence is in a better 
position to know Connie inside out, rather than exploring her in his 
fiction. Because her love relationship with her husbarrl is so barren 
and sexless, Connie has ceased to assert her power. But when she sees 
Michaelis "finished allnost before he had begun" (LCL, p. 57), she 
"learnt" to hold him inside her. She does not, however, mean to 
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reduce him am this is why he has "a curious sense of pride am 
satisfaction" (LCL, p.31), after they finish. Connie's feelirgs of 
"self-assurance" am "little arrogance" (ICL, p.32) are not to be 
taken as vanity. '!hey are actually feelirgs of confidence that she is 
still vital in the act of sex after those years of futility with her 
crippled husband. Even later on when she discovers that he is 
sexually "passionless, even dead" - (ICL, p. 54), she has not interned 
to nrin him until she is forced to do so, for she "fourrl it 
impossible to come to her crisis before he had really finished his" 
(LCL, p. 57) . 
since Michaelis is sexually defenceless ("that passive sort of 
giving himself was so obviously his only real nroe of intercourse" 
(LCL, p.57)), he tries to force his will-power on her by offerirg to 
marry her. He asks her, "Why don't you am I marry? I want to marry. 
I knOlN it would be the best thing for roo... marry am lead a regular 
life" (LCL, p.55). In 'lhe Rainl:x:M Skrebensky offers to marry Ursula 
after his sexual nullification. 'lhis has a significant pattern in 
Lawrence's novels, where the sexually ove.rpowered man seeks marriage 
from the oppressor woman, not to yield to her, rut to force his will-
power on her am to sul:xiue her intellectuality. since Lawrence's 
characters are exceptionally unconventional, they are made to suffer 
in love am marriage before they are consummated and rewarded by true 
love am suitable mates. 
Without considering love or the true meaning of marriage, 
Michaelis wants to marry the already married Connie. 'lhis is not 
strange, for Lawrence himself married in the same way. But Michaelis' 
case is a bit different. His main intention in marriage is very 
personal. since he cannot compete with her sexually, he tries to 
exercise his power over her spiritually, in the same way Gerald arrl 
Rico force their wills on the horses. Because she would not favour 
him as a husband as he realises, he, one might add after they finish 
the act of sexual intercourse, tells her that he is "damned if 
hanging on waiting for a woman to go off is much of a game for a man" 
(LCL, p.58). Connie is inunediately drawn back am defeated by 
Michaelis' intellectualism which has perished something in her arrl 
"her whole sexual feeling for him, or for any man collapsed that 
night" (LCL, p.58). This is what Lawrence would call the mirrl's 
subjugation of the body.24 
Mellors, too, has had sexual disillusiornnent in his life. When 
Connie asks him why he married Bertha Coutts, he reveals his sexual 
history with women. His first experience was with a school-master's 
daughter who enjoyed poetry and reading, rut would not suhnit to him 
sexually. 'lhe second is with a teacher who played the fiddle arrl 
loved "everything about love, except sex" (LCL, p.209). Puzzled by 
the spirituality of the two women, he is attracted to Bertha Coutts 
for her sexual appeal: "that was what I wanted: a woman who wanted me 
to fuck her" (LCL, p.209). Soon after their marriage, Bertha turns 
out to be like the Marchesa ("always puts roo off" (LCL, p. 210)), ani 
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never arrives at her orgasm when he comes to his: "If I kept back for 
half an hour, she'd keep back lorger. Ani when I'd carre am really 
finished, then she'd start on her own accamt, am I had to 5tq) 
inside her till she brought herself off" (ICL, p.210). 
Daleski and Balbert are, certainly, mistaken when they canpare 
Bertha Coutts' self-assertion in sexual intercourse with Connie's , 
for Connie does not need masturbatory sex unless she is forced to , 
while Mellors' wife always insists on clitoral orgasm even if her 
partner is sexually strorg.25 Bertha is always insistirg on her 
"self-will", and holdirg back, no matter hOlN hard Mellors tries to 
wait inside her to satisfy her. She is always waitirg for him to 
finish first, and then uses him am his "erect male passivity" as an 
instnnnent to play with and exercise her power over. To lawrence, 
this is sex ahlse. Connie, on the other hard, does not assert herself 
in the sex act, unless she is forced to. We remember hOlN Michaelis 
finishes before he has even started, am hOlN Connie "learns" to hold, 
not herself, but him in order to achieve her full right of orgasm. If 
there is anybody to be blamed for that, it should be Michaelis whose 
"masculinity" is meant to be deficient. 
HOINever, Daleski is probably right when he says that both 
Connie and Bertha are partially based on Frieda. 26 Simultaneously, 
this claim should not be taken as evidence to suggest that Connie is 
like Bertha in assertirg herself in the act of sex. Obviously, it is 
Michaelis and Bertha Coutts that lawrence is corrlemning for their 
inhuman brutality and subsequently, dismissirg them from the novel. 
In contrast, Connie and Mellors are equally supported by lawrence am 
equally hurt by their past sexual experiences, as we have already 
seen. Before shOlNirg us gcxxl sex, lawrence first needs to tell us 
what bad sex is. 
SUbsequently, the meetirgs of Connie am Mellors in the wood 
are characterized by hostility. '!hey, for nearly eight months, have 
not exchanged a word with one another. In the c:x:x>p episode, 
"terrlerness" plays a great role in wanning up the hearts of the 
couple and brirgirg them for the first time together. 'Ibis is one of 
the best "terrlerness" scenes in lawrence's fiction. It is not unusual 
to have a couple drawn together by a terrier passion rut the intensity 
of the passion which has melted the two hearts' antagonism is 
extraordinary. Its influence has brought Connie and Mellors together, 
in spite of their "fixed" attitudes against love and sex. When Connie 
is moved to tears by the sight of the chicks playirg on the grass 
(ICL, pp.119-20), Mellors is divided between two opposite inpulses: 
to follOlN his principle of keepirg away from htnnan contact, or to 
follOlN his natural instinct and resporrl to Connie. It is iInportant to 
highlight the fact that Mellors is not an ordinary garrekeeper. He has 
taken the job for a very special reason: to be out of touch with 
people, mainly women. His withdrawal from the world has a sublime 
significance, and it is this feature that makes him praiseworthy, in 
addition to, of course, his terrlerness. Mellors' terrler passion has, 
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therefore, outweighed his withdrawal-urge, am made hiJn resporrl to 
Connie's tears. Mellor's spontaneous passion is a vital element in 
his make-up, am this is why lawrence, like Hardy in his treatment of 
Giles Winterborne in rrhe Woodlamers, refers to hiJn as a "creature" 
am associates hiJn with the vitality of the wood in the same manner 
he identifies Clifford with Wrabgy Hall. 
Although "terrlerness" has the pcMer of bringing Connie am 
Mellors together in the coop scene, it has not yet been able to 
release them from their past experiences. rrhe lovers have to go 
through a process of gradual charxJe to establish confidence in both 
the self am the other partner before they can fim true love. 
rrherefore, the arrangement of the sexual scenes in the book is so 
skilfully planned that it marks the process of change in the lovers 
am the development of their comprehension am expression of true 
love and sex-passion. rrhe first experience of sexual intercourse does 
not bring Connie to orgasm: "the activity, the orgasm was his, all 
his; she could strive for herself no more" (LCL, p.122), arrl Mellors 
is not to be blamed for he has been a "passionate man, wholesome and 
passionate" (LCL, p.127). In fact, "he was kind to the female in her, 
which no man had ever been" (LCL, P .127) . 
The second act of sexual intercourse does not bring her to 
crisis either, because she still insists on her separateness, arrl 
would not give herself away. She, hOlNever, does not insist on her 
orgasm as she has done with Michaelis, for the difference between the 
two experiences is the vitality of the partner this time. Mellors has 
succeeded in expressing his tender passion for Connie am in shOlNing 
her his ability in sex, whereas Michaelis has completely failed. Like 
Clifford, Mellors has a sex philosophy which reflects lawrence's 
views on the "dead" arrl the "living" stated in the middle of the book 
(LCL, P .105) : 27 "I believe if men could fuck with warm hearts, and 
the women take it wann-heartedly, everything would come all right. 
It's all this cold-hearted fucking that is death arrl idiocy" (LCL, 
p.215). 
It is not until the third time when Mellors intercepts her in 
the wood that Connie, for the first time in her life, feels a real 
consununation: ''we came off together that time... It's good when it's 
like that. Most folks live their lives through and they never kr'lOIN 
it" (LCL, p.140). Only at this stage of her life does Connie realise 
that a "yearning adoration" is established in her, am instead of 
becoming happy, she fears it terribly. According to Lawrence's theory 
of marriage expounded in rrhe Rainl:xJw, the separate selves of the 
lovers must sink into oblivion before they are consurmnated. rus, 
hOlNever involves a kind of "death" and "rebirth" or "resurrection of , 
the body" as Lawrence says in the novel. What Connie fears nnst is 
the loss of the self in the process of "death" and "rebirth". She 
insists that "she must not become a slave" (LCL, p.141). 
Having understood this, one can safely say that Connie's 
previous assertiveness in the act of sex, no matter hOlN different it 
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is from Bertha Coutts, has been a defensive tactic against. her fear 
of losing the self (see LCL, p.8). lDve am sex are VlOrJd.n;J harrl-in-
harrl here. '!he lOOre Connie loves Mellors, the llDre she will be 
tempted to give herself to him. Or, the llDre passionate he is, the 
rore sutmissi ve she becomes. It is true that sex is before love, rut 
the latter does grCM between them passionately. In this scene in 
particular, am after the mutual orgasm, Connie, if not both, senses 
a new love passion for Mellors am her fear is intensified by 
Mellors' special sensuality which is, for Connie, threateni.nj to her 
inlividual integrity. Certainly, she does not want to lose her 
identity, yet she knows very well that she cannot hold herself 
forever, for "if she kept herself for herself, it was nothing... she 
was to be had for the taking" (LCL, p.122). Awakened by Mellors' 
compassion, she realises that she does not want to exercise her power 
any rore, for it is "known am barren, birthless" (LCL, p.141). Now, 
she is ready to lose herself am "sink in the new bath of life" (LCL, 
p.142). Again, it is the tenderness of Mellors that finally wins 
Connie's sutmission. 
Although '!he Rainbow is the first lawrence novel to advocate 
the relationship between the self am love, it is not until ~ ~
Chatterley's Lover that we are able to see a true relationship 
between them. '!he difference between the two novels marks the 
distance lawrence has travelled in investigating the vital cormection 
between the self arrl love. In the earlier novel, however, lawrence 
employs a notion of relations between the two sexes defined as "two 
in one,,28 in which man and woman are supposed to meet as opposites 
after establishing their individualities (by balancing body and roin:i) 
and to anticipate a consummation in marriage. Although this theory 
seems to be the most appropriate to accorrm::rlate both the self am 
love, it does not achieve much success between the three pairs in the 
earlier novel, because the fear of a total loss of identity in the 
act of loving is never overcome. 'Ibis is why the sex acts between the 
lovers are characterised by violence (see for example, R, pp.321-23). 
In Women in Love, the same fear of losing the self in the act 
of loving is transferred to Birkin, who announces another theory of 
relations known as "unison in separateness", ani insists on his 
singleness in marriage. Whereas Aaron in Aaron's Rod insists not only 
on his aloneness to preserve his individuality, rut also on the male 
leadership, am asks the woman to sul::mit according to his theory 
established therein of "one up, one down". In lady Chatterley's 
Lover, hCMever, the fear of losing the self in love is for the first 
tine overcome not by any of the previous theories, rut by "the 
resurrection of the body" or "democracy of touch". Daleski sees the 
w o r ~ ~ theory in this novel as "two in one", ani he, therefore, 
- ~ ~ t. dvance" 29 considers lady Chatterley's Lover as "a return CULl no an a . 
I disagree with this, for many reasons. Firstly, "two in one" has 
failed to enable the lovers to overcome their fear, as we have seen 
in '!he Rainbow. Secorrlly, although "democracy of touch" involves a 
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kirrl of "death ani rebirth", an i.nportant elemant in "two in one", it 
is the passion of terxierness alone that is able to b r ~ ~ the lovers 
closer together, despite their fear of l o s ~ ~ the self am 
w i t h h o l ~ . . '!his is why the sex scenes in lady Olatterley's Lover 
are nnre terxier ani passionate than in any other part of lawrence's 
fiction. 'Ihirdly, sex in OUr lady, as lawrence called it, is ll'Ore 
fruitful ani can lead to consurmnation (Ursula, at the ern of '!he 
Ra.inbcM rraintains her irrli viduality , b.rt has not been fulfilled). 
lastly, "two-in-one" entails that man am wanan must sul:mit to one 
another am dissolve into one, complete entity, whereas "derocx::racy of 
touch" involves both su1::mission to one another am yet preserving the 
self intact. For these reasons, I consider lady Olatterley's Lover as 
an "advance" ani not a "return". 
Consunnnation is not necessarily orgasm. In the third sexual 
scene, Connie does achieve her crisis, rut has not overcame her fear. 
'!his is what makes the fourth sexual scene nnre in'p:>rtant to the 
development of the notions of love and self. In order to understand 
how "terxierness" functions in this scene, one needs to consider the 
domestic scene which takes place ilmnediately before intercourse (LCL, 
pp.172-l77). Visiting him one day in the hut, Connie plays the role 
of the housewife. She not only IPakes tea for him, rut also waits upon 
him while he eats. 'Ihis might look as if it is a conunonplace (when 
Connie sees Mellors washing himself half-naked, we are also told it 
is conunonplace (LCL, p.89)). But if we consider that Connie is the 
lady of Wragby Hall, ani she does not usually do such things, then we 
can see how passionate the scene is. 
Talking like husband and wife about the possibility of having a 
child, Connie develops two feelings which foreshadow the complication 
of the sex act: "resentment against him, and a desire to IPake it up 
with him" (LCL, p.177). In the first part of the scene, Connie begins 
in fear am agony; she is "stiffened in resistance" and sees the sex 
act as a "farcical", "humiliating" and "ridiculous perfonnance" (LCL, 
p.179). When it is over, she starts weeping and sobbing: "I want to 
love you, am I can't. It only seems horrid" (LCL, p.180). Her 
weeping over her separateness is a manifestation of her deep insight 
into herself. In an attempt to free herself from the capture of her 
wilful-mind, she clings to Mellors with "uncanny force" in order to 
save her "from her own inward anger and resistance" (LCL, p.180). 
Again, Mellors is driven by his terrlerness to IPake love to her for 
the second time. 
The sex act recalls that of Aaron and the Marchesa in Aaron's 
Rod. The readers remember how Aaron wins the Marchesa with his rod in 
a kind of challenge between them (AR, p.299) , before he breaks her 
arrogance ani reduces her to "a girl-child" in the sexual intercourse 
("she seemed alIrost like a clinging child in his arns" (AR, p. 305) ) 
(also ol:serve how Lawrence reduces Clifford to child-man in the sam2 
manner (LCL, p. 302) ), ani finally dismisses her after her suhnission 
"this is not my woman" (AR, p.305). '!he two episcxies are Weed 
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similar, rut the outccJrres are very different. '!he CCIlli.rg t.c:x"Jether of 
Aaron am the Marchesa lacks the compassion am ten::ierness of Mellors 
am COnnie. '!heir sexual intercourse is m:>re like a contest rather 
than love-making. It is also ilTIportant to see that Connie's 
subnission is, unlike the Marchesa' s, made freely ani williIgly. 
In the secorrl part of the scene, Connie's suhnission is 
confinned. SUddenly "the resistance was gone, am she began to melt 
in a marvellous peace" (LCL, p.l80). But what would h a ~ ~ if Mellors 
turns out to be merciless am behaves like Aaron? Definitely, it 
would be death rut without rebirth: 
She yielded with a quiver that was like death she went 
all open to hiln. Arrl oh( if he were not ~ e r r to her 
ncM, how cnlel, for sne was all open to hlln am 
helpless! 
She quivered again at the potent inexorable entry 
inside her, so strange am terrible. It might come with 
the thrust of a sword in her softly-opened l::xJqy am 
that would be death. She clung in a Sudden anguiSh of 
terror. But it came with a strCID3e slow tlirust of 
~ c e , , the dark thrust of peace am porrlerous, 
priIrordial terrlerness, such as made the world in the 
beginning. Arrl her terror su1:sided in her breast, her 
breast dared to be gone in peace, she held nothing. She 
dared to let go everything, all herself, am be gone in 
the flood. (LCL, pp.l80-l) 
The outcome of the act of intercourse is remarkable. Connie not 
only reaches her orgasm, rut constnmnation too. Her fear is finally 
gone when Mellors continues being passionate am exterrled his 
terrlerness in the sex act. When he comes to her ''with a strCID3e slow 
thrust of peace" instead of a "thrust of a sword", she lets go of the 
self in the terrler "death am rebirth" am then she is born "a 
woman". In order to be reborn a ''woman'' she must lose both her 
resistance am fear, which she finally has. The "ugly" images of the 
penis am sex act itself which preoccupies her in the first part of 
the intercourse are also lost, am now she is able to enjoy their 
liveliness. When she is awakened from the spell of loving, she clings 
to Mellors' breast, again, am murmurs "my love! my love!" (LCL, 
p.l82), as a natural expression of her felt emotion. Love is finally 
established between them in addition to the sexual intimacy. 
Again, according to Lawrence's philosophy of marriage explored 
in The Rainbow, COnnie am Mellors have completed the course of 
achieving their irrlividualities am fulfilment. All they need to do 
is sbnply to marry am guarantee their union. But because ~ ~
Chatterley's lover works urrler a different theory of "democracy of 
touch" in which the two selves of the lovers must be COI1S\..ntUllated both 
in union am separation, they still need to urrlergo a further process 
of purification. In this respect, Earl Ingersoll writes: "one further 
stage is necessary to confinn the pursuit of 'true marriage'. In ~ ~
Chatterley's lover it is the other fanous love scene - 'the night of 
sensual passion,,,.30 
This sexual scene is very important for the following reasons. 
First of all, it is different from the previous ones; it is driven by 
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a "sensual" passion an::} not "terx:lerness". lawrence makes it very 
clear when he says: "it was a night of sensual passion" (ICL, p.257). 
'!he difference between the two passions is explored in the book am 
outside it. In the wheelchair scene we remember heM "terx:lerness" 
revives Mellors' l.i.mb; when Connie caresses am kisses his hard, am 
how "the flarre of strength went dovm his back am his loins, revi vinj 
hlln" (ICL, p.199). We also recall the t.erx:lerness scene in "'!he Virgin 
an::} the Gipsy" when the gipsy saves Yvette's life by his terrler 
passion of the body which revives wannt:h between them (VG, R".248-
49). '!he passion of terrlerness is, therefore, a restorative am 
healing force. '!he sensual passion, on the one hard, is a 
deconstructi ve power which has the ability to hlrn out shane am 
destroy "confusion of the earths" as lawrence says in his essay 
"Love": 
In pure conununion I become whole in love. Arrl in P\:IT"e, 
fierce passion of sensuality I am b.rrned into 
e s s e n t i a l i ~ . . I am driven fran the matrix into sheer 
separate distinction... rrben in the fire of their 
extreme sensual love, in the friction of intense, 
destructive flarres, I am destroyed an::} reduced to her 
essential otherness. It is a destructive fire, the 
profane love. But it is the only fire that will purify 
us into singleness, fuse us f r ~ ~ the chaos into our ovm 
gem-like separateness of being. 
In addition to this, the sexual act is very ilnportant for 
Connie to purify her passion an::} "hlrn out the shanes". since the 
whole passage is a process of refinement of soul, it is described in 
terms of "death an::} rebirth". Connie's fear an::} unwillingness are not 
to be linked with her previous fear of losing the self am 
withholding it, because she has already passed that stage 
successfully. Her fear here is not caused by Mellors harsh treat::roont 
either, rut by the process itself. Like the patient who is undergoing 
an operation, she has "to be passive like a slave" (ICL, p.257). 
While Mel lars , the doctor, has to "have his way an::} his will of her". 
rrbe operation is very painful an::} she "thought she was dying: yet a 
poignant, marvellous death" (ICL, p.257). When the sensuality brrns 
"the soul to tinder" and "smelt out the heaviest are of the bcrly into 
purity" (ICL, pp. 257-8), she "felt a triunph, alroclst a victory". 'Ihus 
Mellors b..rrns out the last vestige of Connie's sh.a1oo. Her happiness 
recalls how Clifford an::} Michaelis were "a bit doggy an::} humiliating" 
(LCL, p.258), an::} how Mellors "dared [to] do it, without sh.a1oo or sin 
or final misgiving". In interpreting this scene, Daleski writes: 
lawrence, it seems, is trying to suggest that love 
between a man an::} a woman must be botli "sensual". am 
"tender", in a sense in which t h ~ ~ words are d ~ f l J : l e d d
by their context in the novel. It 15 not a COt:lVlllClIl;J 
position because he has not been able to establ1sh that 
the "sensuality" is a manifestation of love. We can see 
clearly 0l0llCIh that the same man can be both "ten:ler" 
am "senSUal,r:- we are not convinced that he can be both 
with the wanah he loves. I sul::mit ~ t t lawrence ~ t t
convince us because, in effect, he 1p also ~ l I l ; J J ~ ~
reconcile a ''male'' sensual1ty W1th a female 
tenderness' an::} thOUCJ!l the two are perhaps not 
intrinsicaily irreconc1lable, he - at any rate - was 
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temperamentally incapable of 
reoonciliation. 32 
effecti.rg such a 
Daleski may be right to suggest that the reconciliation of the 
flame that melts am heals, with the fire, that sears am a:ms1.IlTeS , 
is perhaps inpossible theoretically. But surely he has no groorrl 
either to clam that lawrence cannot convince us that the man can be 
both "sensual" am "tender" with the sane woman he loves, nor to 
suppose that he is tryi.rg unsuccessfully to reconcile "male" 
sensuality with "female" tenderness. In the first case, Mellors has 
convinciI"gly proven that he is the man who is both "sensual" am 
"tender" with the woman he really loves. Connie, admitted! y, makes 
this very clear when she talks to Hilda: "you have never known either 
tenderness or real sensuality; am if you do know them, with the same 
person, it makes a great difference" (LCL, p.264). Also, Connie's 
happy reactions after the sex act itself can be taken as a support of 
this view. 
As for the second claim, I do not think that Lawrence, on the 
surface, is tryiI"g to reconcile ''male'' sensuality with "female" 
tenderness because if he does this, he will deconstruct what he has 
already established earlier in the book. But deep in the novel 
Lawrence is able to effect such a reconciliation. We remember hOlJ 
Mel lars , tenderness wins Connie's suhnission, am how the sexual 
intercourse "in the Italian way" reduces the lovers to their 
"essentialities" am "gem-like separateness". Both are pleasurable 
experiences for Mellors am Connie. By combining the two sexual 
scenes , it becomes evident that Mellors am Connie have reconciled 
subnission with separateness am united ''male'' sensuality with 
"female" tenderness. What Lawrence actually wants to emphasis in 1a9Y 
Olatterley's lover, is that man am woman can suhnit to one another 
willingly, am yet they can still preserve their identities 
separately. Lawrence could not effect the reconciliation literary on 
the surface for two main reasons. First, he is uncertain of the value 
he is offering in the "sensual" intercourse and its reception. 
Second, he has not established the relationship between love and 
sensual passion (not in the same way he does with love and 
tenderness) to convince us that sensuality is a manifestation of 
love, especially when he says "it was not really love" (LCL, p.257). 
SUperficially, however, Lawrence makes Mellors stand purely for 
the passion of tenderness, and confidently supports it against the 
materialistic world of insensitivity: 
I stand for the touch of bcrlily awareness between ~ U l ' l f f i 1 1
beiI"gs. .. and the touch of terrierness. Ani she 1S my 
mate. Ani it is a battle a ~ i n s t t the roc>ney, am the 
machine and the insentient 1deal roc>nkeyishness of the 
world. Am she will stand behind me tliere. rrl1ank G<;rl 
I've got a woman! rrl1ank God I've got a woman who 1S 
with me, and tender am aware of me. (LCL, p.290) 
lawrence is reticent about the passion of sensuality - for the sarre 
reasons explained earlier. But he, at the same t.irre, is capable of 
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reconcilirg the self with love am achievirg harnony between body arrl 
:mirrl without tacklirg the sensual passion. '!his is one of the two 
aspects of consummation between the two lovers. It is, in a way, "two 
in one" as Daleski clains, b.rt this is not the whole truth of the 
matter. If "terrlerness", the other aspect of love, is carefully 
considered, then "dezoocracy of touch" is certainly the theory of the 
novel. 
One last point worth considerirg is the question of lawrence's 
''male'' am "female" elements. In discussirg lawrence's psychological 
conflict within hi1nself, one needs to consider Mellors' character. As 
far as lawrence can be identified with Mellors, the "phallus 
consciousness" has resolved certain problems in lawrence. One of 
these problems is the principle of female hostility arrl withdrawal. 
Birkin's withdrawal from the world of action arrl Aaron's hostility 
refer to lawrence's fear of women's dominance arrl excess of female 
elements in his make-up. If this is acceptable, then Mellors' 
achievements at the end of lady Olatterley's Lover should, by 
contrast, refer to lawrence's establishment of hannony within 
himself. Connie's deep insight into herself is evidence of lawrence's 
ability to discover his own psychological dispute. It is essential to 
stress the fact that Mellors' withdrawal from the materialistic 
outside world is not driven by his inner female emotions. 33 unlike 
Birkin in Women in !Dve, Mellors' withdrawal has a principle behind 
it: "I don't believe in the world, not in money, nor in advancement, 
nor in the future of our civilization. If there's got to be a future 
for humanity, there'll have to be a big change from what now is" 
(LCL, p.288). Unlike Jude who only expresses the same need for ~ e e
at the end of Jude the Obscure, Mellors is able to solve some of his 
problems. 
As already explained, Mellors' withdrawal in the beginning of 
the story and taking a job as a keeper in the wocrl, urrlerline his 
character. He is a special man of principles, arrl his rejection of 
the world should be, therefore, viewed accorc:linJly. His ''man-being'' 
is evident when he says: 
they used to say I had too much of the woman in me. But 
its not that. I'm not a woman not because I don't want 
to shoot birds, neither because I don't want to make 
money, or get on. I could have got on in the army , 
easily, rut I didn't like the ~ . . '!hough I could 
manage the men all right: they like me and they had a 
bit of a holy fear of ~ ~ when I got mad. (LCL, p.287) 
lawrence himself felt the need to emphasise Mellors' manliness and 
clarify any ambiguity: "And he realized as he went into her that this 
was the thing he had to do, to come into her terrier touch, without 
losing his pride or his dignity or his integrity as a man" (LCL, 
p.290). 'Ibis quotation and many others prove that Mellors' withdrawal 
is willin;Jly and rationally taken as a protest against corrupted 
modern civilization, and it is not a natural drive of his female 
iJnpulse. 
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As far as the "Iflallic consciousness" is concerned, Mellors can 
shCM his ''maleness'' through the various acts of sexual inte.rcarrse 
where he proudly starrls as a manly man of canpassion am power. After 
what the novel has shCMI1 about him am his sexual vitality, he cannot 
have a "female" character or else the whole story loses its ~ ~
arrl becomes futile. On these groun:ls, I reject Daleski's claim that 
Mellors' has a "preporrierantly fenale character" am that lawrence 
has failed to reconcile his ''male'' arrl "fenale" elements, especially 
when the theory of "dem::x::racy of touch" is carefully considered. 
'!he pursuit of true marriage between Mellors am Cormie remains 
the major concern at the errl of lady Olatterley's IDver. Before they 
marry, they first need to divorce their spouses am free themselves 
in the same way they have released their bodies from the capture of 
the minds. H.anlDny between flesh arrl soul has been established, am 
life has become "bearable". lawrence has finally overcome his life-
long problem of reconciling the self with love, arrl balancing his 
male arrl female elements within himself on the one harrl, arrl man arrl 
woman in marriage on the other. lady Olatterley's Lover is not only 
lawrence's last novel rut also the conclusion of all of his literary 
works. If Jude the 01::scure is the ultilnate defeat of love arrl 
marriage, Lady Olatterley's lDver is certainly the ultilnate success. 
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Between Hardy's first major novel, Urrler the Greenwood Tree 
(1872) am lawrence's last, lady Chatterley's lDver (1928), marriage 
has in sane respects travelled full circle. Of all the works in the 
two canons, marriage (or potential marriage) is rrost successful in 
these two books. Despite Fancy Day's "secret" that she would not tell 
Dick Dewy at the errl of the novel arrl Connie's marital failure with 
Clifford, Hardy arrl lawrence present marriage as a c:x:rrpatible tmion 
if not altogether a fulfilment. If Fancy's choice of a husbarrl, 
because of society's dogmas arrl the nature of the traditional novel, 
is largely restricted to social factors of class, education, wealth, 
employment arrl age, as it is represented by Dick Dewy, Parson Maybold 
am Fanner Shiner, Connie's choice is psychologically divided between 
the barren intellectuality of Clifford arrl lively sensuality of 
Mellors, at least in the authors' treatment. 
As society developed arrl became IrOre complex (the "ache of 
modernism" (T, p.129) in Hardy's terms), so did the treabnent of 
marriage, am instead of being largely a social institution, it 
increasingly became socia-psychological. By the time Hardy was 
writing Tess of d'Urbervilles arrl Jude the Ol:scure in __ 'the last. decade 
of the n i n e t e e n t h - c e n t u r y ~ ~ there occurred a split between public am. 
~ r i iYate views with regard .1:() cow:tship ani· marriage. rrhis change was 
partly accounted for by the increasing numbers of women supporters in 
their vigorous campaigns against the inequality 'Of the sexes. Tess 
arrl the counterparts Jude/SUe are no l o ~ e r r mindful about society's 
old conventions of men arrl women's relationships: they are too hlsy 
- ~ ~... ~ . . ' 
cons..ider.in;J, .. their individual. integrity arrl nrutual compatibility with / 
......--___ -' ... ~ ~ .:t 
~ . p a r t n e r r ~ ~ mind the materialistic .. statel.ay?s. It is not until '!he 
Rainbow (1915) ancrwc::ir\eri in Love (1920) that social and psychological 
issues, public and private principles, law ,and nature, are re-united 
in the pursuit of a true marriage. Like Tess with Alec, Ursula can 
never marry Skrebensky, the corrupted civilized man, even if she 
thinks she is carrying his baby, nor can Gudrun accept Gerald's 
pleading proposition even if she is a feminized version of his 
decaying socialised personality. only Birkin and Ursula are able to 
marry am achieve a relative success after rejecting Hennione am. 
Skrebensky am breaking their social ties with the disintegrated 
modern world. 
In searching for their utopian dreams, Michael Henchard in '!he 
Mayor of casterbridge (1886) and Aaron sisson in Aaron's Rod (1922) 
are compelled to divorce themselves from their previous experiences 
with their wives and children, and seek a new larrl to adlieve 
prosperity. In spite of their relative materialistic SU<XeSS, they 
are defeated at the en:i, not only by their failure to see marriage as 
an institution of equal partnership between man and walliID, rut also 
because of their inability to urrlerstarrl arrl ac1<:nowledge the "female" 
component of their make-up. If Hardy uses "several horses c r o o s ~ ~
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their necks am rubbinJ each other lovinJly" (Me, p.80) am "the dead 
body of a goldfinch" (MC, p.405) to symbolise Henchard's enotional 
failure, so does lawrence use a bomb to blow up Aaron's rod as a 
symbol for his defeat: "the loss was for him symbolistic. It china:l 
with sanethirq in his soul: the bomb, the smashed flute, the errl" 
(AR, p.331). 
'!he nineteenth-century label "they married am lived happily 
ever after" is no longer a satisfactory enting for either writer 
because Hardy am lawrence are annngst the first novelists to realise 
that marital relationships between men am wanen are problematic am 
thus should be treated. It is for this reason and because of their 
own experiences with their parents and wives that Hardy am Lawrence 
focus their examinations on the theme of marriage: whereas the forroor 
is to deroolish it as a social concept, the latter is to re-shape it 
anew by repeatedly working out his theories in restless attempts to 
find proper solutions to men and women's oppositions. As early as '!he 
Return of the Native (1878) and Sons and Lovers (1913), Hardy and 
Lawrence are able to identify, as far as their psychological 
intuition allowed them to, that marriage is a struggle to maintain 
the self intact, not only with the partner rut also with the Irother. 
Clym Yeobright and Paul Morel, like their creators, are not divided 
from the outside by two lovers as usual in the case with love and 
marriage, they are torn from the inside between Irother am 
sweetheart, between Oedipal love am sexual desire. 
Although Hardy's influence on lawrence is evident throughout 
his novels, as this study has shown, it is Lawrence and Lawrence 
alone that has been able to resolve the marriage problems as they 
arose at different stages of his life. Jude's words: "I perceive 
there is sanethirq wrong somewhere in our social fonnulas: what it is 
can only be discovered by men and women with greater insight than 
mine" (JO, p.399) are not only Hardy's last words on the marriage 
question, rut also lawrence's first clue to the marriage solution. If 
their matriarchal up-bringing accounts for their strong affinities in 
thoughts and precx:x;upations, their marital relationships with their 
wives account for their differences. One main difference between them 
is the fact that despite his unconventionality in exploring sexual 
relationships between men and women inside and outside marriage, 
Lawrence seriously believed in both fidelity and marriage, while 
Hardy seems at times to have believed in neither. As Hardy was so 
troubled in his own marriage with Enuna that he could not wait to see 
strict marriage laws being relaxed or abolished altogether, so was 
Lawrence so satisfied in his marriage with Frieda that he was 
constantly searching for new grounds on which he and his wife could 
be happier. 
In the course of my investigation, three main p:>ints have 
emerged. First, although Hardy's novels are psychologically 
explorable they are not primarily psychological in the sense that 
Lawrence's books are. Just as Hardy's novels are written essentially 
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to depict victorian life as it appeared to the writer fran the 
outset, so are Lawrence's novels written profourrlly to explore human 
psychology am attitudes towards love, sex am marriage. 'Illis is not 
to say that Hardy is only a sociological writer am Lawrence 
psychological for both writers have a mnnber of IOOeting points 
between them am the two disciplines. Seex>Iu, as far as the question 
of marriage is concerned, I fim that Hardy is increasingly 
pessimistic in his outlook am treatment, while Lawrence is lIDre 
optimistic as he always tries to reach a perfect relationship between 
men am women by repeatedly re-defining marriage through his work.i.n;J 
theories. 
Finally, in so far as the issue of feminism was urrlerstood by 
the authors' conterr'p:>rary societies, the study reveals that even 
though the two authors can generally be claimed as feminists (e.g. 
egalitarians) in IrOSt of their works, especially in those written 
from a fenale point of view, they are not political feminists in the 
sense Kate Millett is for instance. However, the question of their 
feminism is historically subject to the changing factors of time, 
place and situation. In Hardy's novels, the study discovers a direct 
relationship between marriage am feminism: the more women became 
aware of their subjugation/emancipation, the more they are tempted to 
reject marriage as a social institution. In Lawrence's novels, on the 
other hand, there is another working correlation: the more women 
achieve their emancipation am individualism, the more successful 
marriage becomes. '!hough this relationship may not be well 
established in all the novels, especially the leadership ones, it 
still renains Lawrence's ultimate objective in writing. 
If Jude the Obscure is considered the final defeat of marriage 
in the novels of Hardy, from then onwards to Lady Chatterley's Lover, 
marriage, as the study has tried to show, has begun to comparatively 
prosper and ascend the scale of success, at least in Lawrence's 
treatment if not between the characters. But since things have to go 
worse for Lawrence before they can get better, then Sons and Lovers 
can also be seen as another defeat of love and marriage in 
exploration am not in intention. Unlike Hardy, Lawrence does not 
intend by any means to dissolve the concept of marriage even when 
marriage fails at the end. His intention is to analyse 
problenatically the reasons for its failure so that he can resolve 
the problem later on in another novel. In fact, the coming together 
of Clara and Baxter Dawes is Lawrence's first attempt to reconstruct 
marriage. By introducing different philosophical and psychological 
theories of marriage to reconcile man and woman's opposition on the 
one hand, and reason and passion, on the other, and by modifying 
Plato's figure of the charioteer and the two horses in the Phaedn1s 
used earlier by Hardy, Lawrence has Weed been serious in 
reconstructing marriage. 
on the whole, then, this thesis has sought to illustrate the 
interrelationship between Hardy and Lawrence with regard to the 
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question of marriage, am has also shown how society's conventions, 
which developed rapidly between 1870 am 1930, are reflected in the 
novels of Hardy am lawrence. Coventry Pabrore' s prediction in 1887 
"the student of 1987, if he wants to know anythirg really about us, 
will not fim it in our poets or our prilosqilers or our 
parliamentary debates, rut in our novelists", quoted at the beginninJ 
of this thesis, is proved right. 
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Jung's comment that .. an immature man is quite right to be afraid of 
women, because his relations with women are generally disastrous", 
see Two Essays on Analytical Psychology (1972), p.106. 
CHAPTER 3 
1. Howe (1976), p.66. 
2. For differences between the serial and the book versions, see 
Gatrell (1988), pp.29-51. 
3. Gregor (1974), p.81. 
4. It is worth mentioning here that as a common pattern in marriage, 
Hardy often prevents his men and women from getting married 
immediately after they choose to do so, either because there is 
something wrong with the marriage licence, as in Desperate Remedies, 
Blue Eyes, The Return, and Two on a Tower; or partly as a result of 
temperament as in Far from the Madding Crowd (between Sergeant Troy 
and Fanny Robin), The Woodlanders, The Well-Beloved and Jude. In 
either case, marriage if completed is bound to fail or turns out to 
be either invalid as in Desperate Remedies or a fatal mistake as in 
The Return and Tess. 
5. In an earlier version, Thomasin (like Tess in her serial version) 
is cheated into marriage by Wildeve (Toogood as he was initially 
named). Wildeve's hesitation to marry Thomasin is evident throughout 
the versions. For elaboration, see Gatrell (1988), pp.34-37. 
6. Freud (1922), On Sexuality, pp.232-4. 
7. This feature is most obvious in Henry Knight, Angel Clare, Giles 
Winterborne and Jocelyn Pierston as well as in Hardy himself; see The 
Life (1962), p.32, where Hardy writes that "a clue to much of his 
character and action throughout this life is afforded by his lateness 
of development in virility, while mentally precocious", and Gittings 
(1975), p.29: "Hardy's own analysis of his sexual 'virility' ... does 
seem to indicate that he developed sexually very late, if indeed he 
developed at all". 
8. "study of Thomas Hardy", p.514. 
9. For further elaboration on "the marriage of opposites" see 
Kinkead-Weekes (1986), p.21-40. 
10. For comparison between Clym and Oedipus, see Benway (1986), p.51. 
For Freudian reading of the novel see McCann (1961), p.157; and 
Jordan (1982), p.101 and p.112. 
11. Howe (1967), p.65; Millgate (1982), p.22; and Casagrande (1987), 
p.36. 
12. Jordan (1982), p.103. 
13. Perhaps E.M. Forster is the best example here. His ~ e d : p a l l
attachment to his mother made him not only emotionally depen en 
her but also a homosexual. In "Not I But the Wind ... " (1935), r 
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Frieda also quotes Lawrence as saying "If my mother had lived I could 
never have loved you, she wouldn't have let me go". 
14. Mi1lgate (1982), p.21. 
15. Casagrande (1982), p.140; also see The Life p.32 d .. 
(1975), p.29, where Hardy's sexuality is said t ~ ~ have ~ ~ v e ~ ~ : : J - n r ~ ~
the same way as that of Clym. 
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casagrande (1982), p.136. Also see Garson (1991), p.63; Jordan 
(19 2), pp.113-15; and McCann (1961), p.154. 
17. For elaboration on Eustacia's death/suicide, see Moore (1974), 
p.171; Giordano, (1980), pp.504-2l; Gatrell (1988), p.47; and Morgan 
(1988), p.8l. 
18. Moore (1974), p.171. 
19. Moore (1974), pp.66-75; Chambers (1935), p.190 respectively. For 
passages supplied by Jessie Chambers, see Moore (1951), pp.365-87 and 
Simpson (1982), pp.150-52. 
20. Frieda Lawrence (1935), 
novel as "autobiography", see 
(1901-13), p.490. 
p. 52. Lawrence himself describes the 
The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol. i 
21. For discussion of Mrs Morel's position in the patriarchal mining 
district and feminism see Simpson (1982), pp.26-28. 
22. For citation see Selected Short Stories: D.H. Lawrence (1982), 
pp.104-5 and p.293 respectively. 
23. The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol. i (1901-13), pp.189-91. The 
rest of the letter is even equally important: "We knew each other by 
instinct. She said to my aunt about me: ' But it has been different 
with him. He has seemed to be part of me' - And that is the real 
case. We have been like one, so sensitive to each other that we never 
needed words. It has been rather terrible and has made me, in some 
respects, abnormal" . Compare this to what Hardy says about the 
relationship between Clym and Mrs Yeobright in The Return of the 
Native: "Indeed, how could it be otherwise when he was a part of her 
- when their discourses were as if carried on between the right and 
left hands of the same body?" (RN, p.247). 
24. The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol.i (1901-13), p.477. 
25. As a pattern in the book, Mrs Morel manages to rescue both Mr 
Morel and Paul from death by reviving the feeling of touch in them 
(see SL, pp.47-49, and pp.67-68 respectively) but she fails to save 
William because she is late in affecting an inspiration (see SL, 
p.135). 
26. For disturbance and influence on childhood, see Kuttner (1916), 
p.87, and Fromm (1957), pp.47-48. 
27. Fantasia of the Unconscious (1923), p.112. 
28. Ibid., p.124. 
29. The theme is thoroughly discussed in Miller (1970) and wright 
(1989). 
30. In his study of the novel, Dorbad (1986), pp.78, 79-85, w r i ~ e s : :
"Critical opinion on Miriam has seldom wavered over the past t h ~ r t y y
years or so; the verdict is unanimous and somewhat severe. The 
language of possessiveness dominates virtually every account of her 
nature". Also see Phillips (1974), pp.46-56; and Balbert (1989), 
pp.49-50, where they hold the same views. 
31. Chambers (1935), p.201. Among those who discuss this issue are 
Spilka (1957), p.66; Gomme (1978), pp.30-49; Pullin (1978), p.60; and 
Balbert (1989), pp.39, 49-50. 
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32. Critics who discussed Clara's feminism include Millett (1977), 
pp.254-57; Dix (1980), pp.32-4; Simpson (1982) pp.28-37; and Balbert 
(1989), pp.39-46. ' 
33. H e ~ e , , ,I disagree with Daleski (1965), p.56, who divides 
r e s p o n s ~ b ~ l ~ t y y of Paul's failure in love and marriage between Mrs 
Morel and both Miriam and Clara. 
34. The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol ii (1913-16), p.90. 
35. Among critics who discuss the killing scene are: Hough (1956), 
pp.5l-52; Daleski (1965), pp.57-59; and Macleod (1985), p.33. 
CHAPTER 4 
1. Langbaum (1985), p.15. Also see Casagrande (1987), pp.32-61. 
2. "Study of Thomas Hardy", p.444. 
3. Langbaum (1985), p.19. 
4. Chambers (1935), p.103. For comparison and influence between 
Lawrence and both Hardy and George Eliot see Squires (1970a), p.264. 
5. Page (1977), p.39; Squires (1970a), pp.306-8; Schweik (1967), 
p.426. For text revisions, see Gatrell (1979), pp.74-98 and Gatrell 
(1988), pp.15-19. 
6. Schwarz (1979), pp.33-34. Also see Casagrande (1979), pp.69-70; 
and casagrande (1982), p.105. 
7. For Boldwood's different stages of self-destruction see Giordano 
(1978), pp.244-53. 
8. Carpenter (1964), pp.341-44. 
9. For elaboration see Morgan (1988), pp.53-6; her discussion owes a 
lot to Carpenter's article which precedes her book by twenty-four 
years. 
10. Ingham (1989), pp.38-9. 
11. The words "transitional", "pivotal" and "experimental" are 
repeatedly used by many critics including Rutland (1938), pp.211-17; 
Weber (1950), pp.133-53; Drake (1960), pp.251-57; Casagrande (1971), 
p.104; Boumelha (1982), pp.98, 113-114; and Higgins (1990), p.124. 
12. Daleski (1984), pp.3-24. Much of the heated debate on marriage in 
The Woodlanders is more concerned with social class and education 
than with love and sexual attraction; see for example, pp.56-57, 82-
83, 121-22, 141, 152, 219, 224-26, 232, 270-273, 350, 314-16. 
13. The abstract notions of "man-being" and "woman-being" are 
frequently used by Lawrence in The Rainbow and elsewhere. In a letter 
to A.W. Mcleod, Lawrence writes: "Because the source of all life and 
knowledge is in man and woman, and the source of all living is, in the 
interchange and the meeting and mingling of these two,: m a n - l ~ f e e and 
woman-life, man-knowledge and woman-knowledge, m a n - b e ~ n g g and woman-
being", see The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol. ii (1913-16), p.181. 
14. The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol. ii (1913-16), p.142. 
15. Twilight in Italy (1916), pp.80-82. 
16. "Study of Thomas Hardy" , p.408. 
17. "Study of Thomas Hardy" , p.514. 
18. Daleski (1965), p.85. 
19. "Study of Thomas Hardy", p.475. 
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20. For precise dates see Kinkead-Weekes (1989) , pp.121-138 
According to the study for example, the wedding of Anna and Wi1i 
takes place on Saturday 23 December, 1882; see p.122. 
21. Am?ng critics who discuss this scene are: Leavis 1955 
Dalesk1 (1965), p.98; and Balbert (1989), pp.71-72. ( ), p.123; 
22. The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol. ii (1913-16), p.165. 
23. Fantasia of the Unconscious (1923), pp.173-74. 
24. Moi (1985), p.104; also see Daleski (1965), pp.30-31. 
25. T h ~ s , s c e n e e is one of the two objectionable passages which led the 
author1t1es to suppress the book. The other is Ursula and 
Skrebensky's sexual scene which takes place in "The Bitterness of 
~ c s t a s y " " chapter. It is worth mentioning here that the authorities 
19nored the fact that Lawrence portrayed this lesbian scene only to 
condemn it at the end; see Simpson (1982), p.40. 
26. Kinkead-Weekes (1989) not only confirms my view that Torn and 
Lydia's marriage is the most successful in the book, but also 
concludes his study by stressing that: "the more self-conscious and 
cerebral the ' new' women become, the less capable they seem of 
marrying the other or risking the self", see pp.126-27 and p.134 
respectively. 
CHAPTER 5 
1. Among those who talk about Male and Female Principles in Lawrence 
are: Daleski (1965), pp.30-31; Draper (1966), p.193; Brayfield 
( 197 1 ), pp. 43 - 4 5 ; D a vis ( 1973 -7 4 ), pp. 567 - 6 8 ; S P i 1 ka ( 1978 ), p. 196 ; 
Sumner (1981),p.35; Macleod (1985), pp.173-90; and Langbaum (1985), 
pp.21-22. 
2. wright (1989), p.72. 
3. Showalter (1979), pp.101-:.2; Miles (1979), p.34; and The Letters 
of D.H. Lawrence, Vol.ii (1913-16), p.181 respectively. 
4. Gregor (1974), pp.118-19. 
5. Hofling (1968), p.431, considers mother and child's intimacy "as 
the main source of Henchard's jealousy estrangement". Langbaum 
(1992), p.20, believes that Henchard does not have any feeling for 
jealousy and correlates this not only with "minimal sexuality" but 
also with moral fineness. 
6. Taft (1981), pp.399-407, finds immediate similarities between the 
text where Henchard is first seen reading a ballad sheet (see MC, 
p.69) and John Ashton's ballad "sale of a Wife", p.403. For 
elaboration on the factual circumstances of the wife sale which Hardy 
came across in the Dorset county Chronicle, see Winif ield (1970), 
pp.224-27; Millgate (1971), pp.237-43; and Gregor (1974), pp.129-30. 
7. Howe (1967), p.84; Langbaun (1992), p.21. Also see Calder (1976), 
p. 31, where she writes: "in the Victorian novel it is virtually 
impossible to get away from the concept of marriage as a f inanci,?,l 
transaction. The idea of money is there even when the cash 18 
absent" . 
8. Freud believes that suppressed sexual emotions can generate strong 
energies and capabilities for achieving s u c c e 8 s ~ ~ w h ~ l e e ~ a w r e n c 7 7 holds 
the opposite view: people cannot fulfil their a1ms 1n 11fe,unt1l they 
are first sexually satisfied, see "Democracy", P h o e n 1 ~ ~ (1936), 
pp.699-718. Showalter (1979), pp.105-,,6, , s e e m ~ ~ to agr,ee w1th Fr7ud: 
"Financial success, in the mythology of V1ctor1an manl1ness, requ1res 
the subjugation of competing passions". 
9. Kramer (1975), pp.86-88; Showalter (1979), p.107; Wright (1989), 
p.78; and Langbaum (1992), p.22. Showalter (197?), p.106, sees the 
relationship between the two men as having "emot1onal overtones of a 
marriage" . 
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10. Showalter (1979), p.114; Stubbs (1979), p.54; Casagrande (1979), 
pp.55-7; and Casagrande (1982), pp.101-2. 
11. "Study of Thomas Hardy", p.481. 
12. "Morality and the Novel", Phoenix (1936), pp.530-31. 
13. Study in Classic American Literature (1923), p.100; "The Real 
Thing", Phoenix (1936), pp.197-99; Fantasia of the Unconscious (1923), p.189. 
1 ~ . . The Letters of D.H. ~ a w r e n c e , , Vol. iii (1916-21), p.216. Also 
V ~ v a s s (1961), p.24 and N ~ v e n n (1978), pp.137-42, where they refer 





15. Daleski (1965), pp.194-95; Nehls (1957), Vol. I, pp.500-1; and 
Meyers (1990) , pp. 208-10. In "Education of the People", Phoenix 
(1936), p.665, Lawrence writes: "Friendship should be a rare choice 
immortal thing, sacred and inviolable as marriage. Marriage and 
deathless friendship, both should be inviolable and sacred: two great 
creative passions, separate, apart, but complementary' the one 
pivotal, the other adventurous: the one, marriage the' centre of 
human life; the other, the leap ahead". ' 
16. Simpson (1982), p.109. 
17. Daleski (1965), p.199. 
18. Millett (1970), p.272. Among critics who see Lawrence as an anti-
feminist are: Draper (1966), p.186; Blanchard (1975), p.431; Apter 
(1978), p.156; Pullin (1978), p.49; Spilka (1978), p.192; and 
Tristram (1978), p.137. 
19. Macleod (1985), p.49, believes that Lottie too has been 
unfaithful to Aaron just as Frieda was unfaithful to Lawrence. 
Although this is true of Frieda as Lawrence knew only too well, one 
cannot accept Macleod's claim because the text does not support it. 
20. "A Propos of Lady Chatterley's Lover", Phoenix II (1968), p.500. 
Compare this with what Hardy says about Eustacia in The Return: 
"Fidelity for fidelity'S sake had less attraction for her than most 
women: fidelity because of love's grip had much" (RN, p.122). 
21. Hough (1956), p.96; Millett (1970), p.269; Niven (1978), p.136; 
Macleod (1985), p.48; and Meyers (1990), p.257. Simpson (1982), 
p.117, sees Ramon's two wives, Carlota and Teresa, in The Plumed 
Serpent, as representing two sides of Kate's personality. Lawrence 
does this because he wants to fully explore himself. In one of his 
letters he writes: "My motto is 'Art for my sake''', adding "One sheds 
one's sickness in books - repeats and presents again one's emotions 
to be master of them", The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, Vol.ii (1913-
16), p.90. In the novel, Aaron does exactly this when he writes a 
letter to Sir William Franks: "Well, here was a letter for a poor old 
man to receive. But, in the dryness of his withered mind, Aaron got 
it out of himself. When a man writes a letter to himself, it is a 
pity to post it to somebody else. Perhaps the same is true of a book" 
(see AR, p.308). 
22. Hough (1956), p.178. 
23. Pinion (1978), p.234, says that Hannele and Mitchka owe something 
to Frieda and her sister Johanna, while captain Hepburn is a sketch 
of Donald Carswell. Though this might be true, Pinion would have b7en 
more persuasive had he been able to also identify . M ~ S S H7pburn w ~ t h h
Frieda and Captain Hepburn with Lawrence for ~ h e e s ~ m ~ l a ~ ~ t y y between 
the two couples is more revealing than what he ~ s s suggest1ng. 
24. For exposition see Leavis (1976), p.115. 
25. Phoenix II (1968), p.444 and p.550 respectively. 
26. Harris (1977), pp.43-52 and Spilka (1978), p.195, couple Hannele 
with Ursula for their memorability and strength of character, and 
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consider them "among the finest testimon1.' es we h f 
1 , k' ave 0 Lawrence's 1. long for - and profound respect for - women". 
CHAPTER 6 
1. On the use of the pattern see Daleski (1984), pp.3-24. 
2. Impink (1988), pp.70-92. It is important to note here that much of 
what stevens (1987), pp.20-25 says about Tess seems to f' t 
neatly the story of A Pair of Blue Eyes. Though I persona11y1. d O m o r ~ ~
se7 Alec and Angel as r e s p e c t i v ~ l y y based on Hardy and his C l o s ~ ~ t tfr1.end H o r a c ~ ~ Mou1e, ,as the art1.c1e strongly argues, Stephen Smith 
and Henry Kn1.ght or l.ndeed Jude Fawley and Richard Phillotson would 
have been better examples for his biographical study. 
3. Ingham (1989), p.14. 
4. Spencer (1897), p.377. 
5. The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol. II (1893-1901), p.33. 
6. Ibid., Vol. I (1840-1892), p.264 and, p.250 respectively. 
7. Buitenhuis (1984), p.83. 
8. The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol.I (1840-1892), p.251. 
9. Gregor (1962), pp.123-50 and Van Ghent, (1969), pp.48-61. 
10. Sankey in LaValley (1969), pp.96-7. Also see The Collected 
Letters,of Thomas Hardy, Vol.I ( 1 ~ 4 0 - 1 8 9 2 ) , , p.253, where Hardy denies 
allegat1.ons that Tess's mother loS scheming to get Alec marry her 
daughter. One way of getting Alec to marry Tess would be to submit to 
him sexually and then force him to repair the damage by marrying her. 
Joan is not angry with Tess because she has lost her virginity; she 
is angry because Tess refuses to ask Alec to marry her. 
11. The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol.I (1840-1892), p.249 
and p.245 respectively. 
12. Gregor, (1974), p.180. 
13. "Study of Thomas Hardy", p. 487. In Sons and Lovers, Lawrence 
changed his mind about the portrayal of his parents and wanted to re-
write the novel in order to defend his father against the 
possessiveness of his mother. He also wanted to do justice to the 
portrayal of Miriam and alter her spiritual figure to a more sexual 
character. In Lady Chatterley's Lover, Lawrence spent three years 
revising the book and adjusting the opposition between body and mind 
represented by Mellors and Clifford. Being cast as protagonist and 
antagonist, Mellors and Clifford respectively can be seen in exactly 
the opposite positions if one can sympathize with Clifford. 
14. Among critics who discuss this scene are: Tanner (1968), pp.221-
23; Gregor (1974), p.182; Pinion (1977), p.128; Daleski (1984), p.74; 
Laungbaum (1985), pp.28-29; Claridge (1986), p.327; and Gatrell 
( 1988 ), pp • 47, 107 - 8 • 
15. Page (1990), p.22. In various Arab societies, a woman is e x p e ~ t e d d
to be a virgin on her wedding night. If she is not, then she loS a 
fallen woman and her family is disgraced. While I was teaching Tess 
to Arab students, in the Spring of 1990 in the University of Bahrain, 
the students (mostly women) could not accept the idea that Tess is 
seduced. For them , it was a very c lear case of rape as P inion has 
suggested. When the question of Angel came up in the discussion, 
nearly all of the students, unsurprisingly, sided wi,th him in 
rejecting Tess on the wedding night. "How could he poss1.bly accept 
her when she had already consummated sex with another man and had a 
baby by him?", one student asked me. It was only when I at tacked 
Angel for his double standard that some f e m a l ~ ~ s t ~ d e n t s s (three out of 
ten to be precise) were able to change the1.r V1.ews and a ~ g u e e that 
Angel, who had a lot in common with Arab m ~ n , , s h ~ u l d d ,be p U ~ 1 . s h e d d for 
leaving Tess, while the other students rema1.ned florm lon the1.r support 
of Angel. 
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16. Quoted in LaValley (1969), p.l02. Pinion (1977), p.125; Claridge 
(1986), p.327; Waldoff (1979), p.145; and Wright (1989), p.l06, seem 
to be very concerned with the question of Tess's purity. 
17: Studies in C l a s ~ i c c American Literature (1923), p.9. He also 
wr1.tes: "Art -speech loS the only truth. An Artist is usually a damn 
liar, but his art, if it be art, will tell you the truth of his day". 
18. For discussion on Angel's healthy sexuality see Gatrell (1991), 
pp.70-80. 
19. Morgan (1988), p.85. 
20. Ibid., p.97. 
21. Claridge (1986), p.335, argues that there is evidence in the text 
that Alec is as good as Angel if not better and that he loves Tess 
dearly and wants to marry her and make it up to her. It is only when 
Tess rejects him that he behaves as he does later on. 
22. Referring to the psychology of love in 1912, about the time when 
Hardy was preparing his Wessex Edition, Freud (1912), p.180, writes: 
"Two currents whose union is necessary to ensure a completely normal 
attitude in love have, in the cases we are considering, failed to 
combine. These two may be distinguished as the affectionate and the 
sensual current". Since man's love-obj ect is, according to Freud, 
usually modelled on a maternal image, he would therefore, approach 
the idealized woman sexually as if he is approaching his mother with 
whom an act of incest is impossible. The split of emotions is soon to 
develop: where he can love he cannot sexually desire, and where he 
desires he cannot love. Among these people there are Clym Yeobright, 
Henry Knight, Angel Clare and Jocelyn Pierston. In Lawrence, there 
are Paul Morel and other scattered examples in Women in Love where 
Gerald makes love to Gudrun (see WL, pp.430-36) and is reduced to an 
infant, and in Lady Chatterley's Lover where Clifford's relationship 
with Mrs Bolton resembles mother/son love (see LCL, pp.111-14). Also 
see Waldoff (1979), pp.149-52. 
23. Boumelha (1982), pp.14-15. 
24. In "Foreword" to Women in Love, Phoenix II, p.275, Lawrence 
writes: "It is a novel which took its shape in the midst of the 
period of war, though it does not concern the war itself. I should 
wish the time to remain unfixed, so that the bitterness of the war 
may be taken for granted in the characters". 
25. Frieda Lawrence (1935), p.52. 
26. Firestone (1971), argues that until and unless artificial child 
bearing is technologically possible, there will never be women's 
independence. 
27. Daleski (1965), pp.185-60; Roberts (1987), p.44. 
28. For comments on the intellectual - sexual conflict between B9ir6k8in 
and Hermione, see "Prologue" to Women in Love, Phoenix II (1 ), 
pp.102-4: "His fundamental desire was, to be able to love c o m p l ~ t e l y , ,
in one and the same act: both body and soul at once, struck 1.nto a 
complete oneness in contact with a complete woman". 
29. Ibid., pp.103-4. 
30. Meyers (1990), pp.150-51. 
31. It is important to see how Lawrence, like Hard
t
y hi!1 The : : ~ ~ ; ;
Beloved, uses art to express his thoughts and suppor loS argu 
in fiction. In The Rainbow, we remember how Anna become o u t ~ a g e d d when 
Will carves Adam so big and Eve so small, a n ~ ~ how Capta1.n Hepburn 
becomes angry when Hannele makes a doll of h1.m, and we s ~ a l l l see 
later how Ursula will react to Loerke's picture of,Lady G O ~ 1 . ~ a a when 
he makes the girl small and delicate and the horse b1.g and rl.gl.d. 
32. Hough (1956), pp.81-2; Daleski (1965), pp.174-78. 
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33. Among critics who expressed their dissatisfaction with the no I 
are: Hough (1956),. pp.81-2; Daleski (1965), pp.174-8; Willi::s 
(1966), pp. 135-8; N ~ v e n n (1978), p.97; and Donaldson (1986), p.64. 
34. Knight (1961), pp.406-7; Meyers (1973), p.146. Also see Meyers 
(1990), p.221, where he still holds the same view. 
CHAPTER 7 
1. Brewster (1934), p.166. Also see FLC, p.156. 
2. Sumner (1981), p.165. Hardy's regret of Sue's breaking down at the 
end (see JO, p.43) may well support this claim. 
3. "Study of Thomas Hardy", p.509. 
4. Wright (1989), p.122. Also see Millgate (1982), p.369; Boumelha (1982), pp.146, 152. 
5. The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol.ii (1893-1908), p.93. 
6. Boumelha (1982), p.152. Also see Jacobus (1975), p.318; Banks 
(1964), pp.85-106. 
7. For examples of Sue's androgyny, see JO, pp.135, 163, 198, 201-2, 
271, 429. For discussion on Sue's androgyny, see in particular: 
"Study of Thomas Hardy", p.509; Kiberd (1985), pp.91-96; Jekel 
(1986), pp.182, 194-95; Blake (1978), pp.708-9; Impink (1988), pp.74-
75. For discussion on cousinship and original of Sue, see Gittings 
(1978), pp.73-77. Critics who discuss similarities between Jude and 
Sue include: Alvarez (1961), pp.416-17; Prasad (1976), p.122; Goetz 
(1983), pp.200-1; Boumelha (1982), pp.140-41; Hahn (1986), pp.210-12. 
8. Heilman (1965), p.219; Boumelha (1982), p.137; Morgan (1988), 
p.137. 
9. In a letter to Edmund Gosse, Hardy insists on the healthy 
sexuality of Sue: "There is nothing perverted or depraved in Sue's 
nature. The abnormal ism consists in disproportion, not in inversion, 
her sexual instinct being healthy as far as it goes, but unusually 
weak and fastidious", The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol.ii 
(1893-1908), p.99. 
10. The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol.iv (1909-13), p.154. 
11. Millett (1977), p.133. 
12. Blake (1978), p.721; Heilman (1965), pp.212-13. 
13. The Collected Letters of Thomas Hardy, Vol.ii (1893-1908), p.99. 
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18. Kinkead-Weekes (1978), p.117. 
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26. Daleski (1965), p.290. 
27. Peters (1988), pp.5-20. Also see Balbert (1989), pp.134-35. 
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31. Phoenix (1936), p.154. 





33. Ibid., pp.301, 310. Daleski suggests that Mellors, with whom 
Lawrence is closely identified, has a "preponderantly female 
character", and that the night of sensual passion is also an 
indication of Lawrence's failure to reconcile his "male" and "female" 
impulses. Also see Ingersoll (1987), pp.40-41. 
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